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PREFACE.

It is hoped that the effect of tliis book will be to introduce

the subject of Wireless Telcgi-apliy to the student in such a

manner that lie will not be ft-ightened away fi-oin the subject
before lie has got a grasp of its principles.
There is no doubt that at first sight the subject presents
many clifTtcullies, upsetting, apparcntljs all our preconceived
ideas about electricity—even Olim's law has to be modified.
Again, as in all new sciences, many new words and exjjressions
appear, which are still somewhat loosely used by different
wxitei-s, greatly to the confusion of the student.

The Service man who intends to take up wireless turns
first to the ofhcial publications on the subject. He at once
(inds himself confronted by many Annual Reports of the
Torpedo School, the Wireless Manual, and several handbooks
of the various installations in the Seiwice. Now, except in the
case of the last-named books, the information is useful to a
great extent, but a large amount is out of date.
This unfortunate state of affaii-s is unavoidable, on account

of the rapiditj- with which changes follow each other, but the

consccpiencc is that the student has no starting point from

which to work, and \vill probably go ashore and buy a book on

the subject.

Without ^vishing to detract in any way from the vahie of

these latter books, it may be said that they do not meet the

present requirements. They may be ronglily divided into two

headings. Firstly, the elementary books, written for the "man

in the street," giving much interesting, but liardlv useful

historical information, and little theoiy. Secondly, the theo
retical book, filled throughout with differential equations which
completely liaffle the man of average attainments. Further,

such books \isually presuppose a knowledge of the theojy of
alternating currents on the part of the student.

p'roin this book it is hoped that practical and tlieoi'etical

instruction may be obtained sulBcient for the efficient working

of the Service instruments, and perhaps for the appreciation of
the principles governing their design, while the examples given
illustrating tlie enormous utility of curves may tempt the
student to undertake some elementary matheiiiatical work, of

^vhich an outline is given in tire Appendix. A veiy slight

knowledge of Algebra and Trigonometry will probablj'' suffice
for the comprehension of all tlie work in this book, and an

attempt will be made to exhibit the principles, without the
foi-midable aiTay of technicalities usually employed, of the
differential calciilus.

By confining oui-selves to broad principles instead ol' to
details of interest at tlie moment of writing, it is lioped that tlie
"lay, for some time at least, represent a foiimlation on

which the Telegraphist may build a sound knowledge of liis
trade. _ The _ importance of the good education of the Tele-

p-aphist Ratings of the Fleet cannot be over-estimated. Day

by day the necessity for rapidity and reliability of communi
cation increases, for as the speed of ships increases, so more
rapidly do new tactical situations succeed each other.

The information that an Admiral requires is short, accurate,

and timely; not detailed, verbose, and consequently late.

For the success of W.T. in war, then, it will bo seen that

the first requisite is good telegraphy. Tlio telegraphist must
be able to read weak as well as ^-apid signals, and, further, be
able to read through atmospheric, accidental, and cA-eu
deliberate hostile interference.

In addition to these qualifications, a thovongli knowledge of
the theoiy and of the care and the repair of his instruments is
necessaiy before he can be called a good operator. Practice

will make a telegraphist; it is hoped tliat this book will help

to turn out good operatora.

From considerable experience among the telegraphists of

the I'leet, the writer is of the opinion that they do not

sufficiently appreciate the A^alue of a tliorough gi-ounding in
the principles of direct currents. The clementaiy principles

of electricity and direct cun-ent practice can be but lightly

touched upon in tliis book, so broad is the field we have to
cover, and so well has the subject been treated in Vol. I. of the

Torpedo Manual; but it would be of enonnous adA-antage to
themselves and to the Ser\'ice, if the telegraphist ratings would
but realise that they must Avalk before tliey can fly.
It is the application of this principle that may possibly
make tlie early pai^t of this book somcAvhat tedious reading to
the senior ratings, but it is for the coming generation that the
book is primarilv Ai'ritten.

3

CHAPTER I.
Induction and CArAOixy.

The student -wlio starts with no knowledge of electricity

whatever cannot do better, before reading furtlier, than make
liimself tlioroughlj'' familiar with the tli'st three chapters of the
Torpedo jMannal, Vol. I., 1911, wliicli is easily obtainable.
In those chaptere steady ciirrents inincipally are dealt witli,
wiiereas in wiielcss we are concerned very intiinatelj' with

currents which change their strength and direction from instant
to instant, sometimes at very short intervals of time. Such
cui-rents are called "alternating" or, in the case of the veiy
rapidly alternating currents used in the wireless circuits proper,

"oscillating."

In the ease of steady cmrrents commonly in use we are

concerned but very little with the phenomenon of Induction between two adjacent circ»iits, or Avith that of "self-induction,"
still less with that of storage of electrical energy in a condenser.
IBefore, tlierefore, we undertake the investigation of Avliat actiially
happens in a W.T. circuit, it will be ncces.s;iry to get a thorougli
grasp of the meaning of "Capacity"and "Inductance," since
upon these two qxialities of a circuit the whole science of

"wireless spark telegraphy" depends.
Capacity.

The ca])acity of a conductor may be defined as "the property
" it has of storing \ip electrical enei'g;\^ in the dielectric {or
" insulator) whicli separates it fiom earth, or from another con" ductor." It will be seen, then, that Avitliout an insidator

there can be no storage of pnel•g3^ The storing of energy is

consequently an attribute of the dielectric or insulator. The
Iavo opposed conductoi"S, separated hy the dielectric, are mei-ely
necessary in order to distribute the charges over the surfaces
of the dielectric, sui'faces ovcrAvhieli the charges Avonld other-

Avise be unable to moA-e, owing to the dielectric being also an

insulator. TJie AA'hole arrangement is called a "condenser."

It is sometimes com-enient to regard a "positiA-e" charge as

consisting of a"snrplns"of electricity in one place, Avhich can

only be produced conjointly Avith the production of a "ncgatiA-c"
charge or"deficit"in another place.
Imagine a pair of scales Avith the pans equally A\-eighte(i.

No moA'ement takes place and tliere is no evidence of the

existence of the AA-eights. The s\-stem is in equilibrium.
So tAvo plates separated by a dielectric sIioav no visible or
sensible evidence of the presence of electricity.

NoAAq hoAvsA-er, remove some Aveights from one pan to tlie

other. At once a difference of pressure is felt, and moA-einent

(E3I.F.) for the eleclvicily to loove, ami thus
"j
since the surplus tries to go back ami nuiko gno't
unless we prevent motion by intei-posing an insulatni ^
now called the dielectric.
-.msCor,
Now in tke case of the scales, the inorc

in a

the harder it will be to prevent motion, and nnr '"'"i state of strain. Again, the greater the charge
' o-roater
between surplus and deficit) in the coiidensoi
,,^iv tlio
the E.M.F. tending to produce movement and
greater the strain on the dielectric, which maj o\
puncture.

.

It will be seen then that tlie hohling xwAvcr oi

of a condenser cannot he likened to that of a T*"''
that of a boiler or (better still) a bicycle tyre, into

.1, j^nv

number of cubic feet of steam or air can be pnslic> .1

,

receptacle will not bm-st. IE we bad no such

p.jcity

we have a sufficiently powerful pump and .

nnit as the gallon of water we might describe tlic

of a boiler as so many cubic feet of air at so nian> ]
pressure

- be holding

So it will be seen that a small condenser
comienscr may

'.j uy

just as many"coulombs" (or units of quantity) of elcc 1 ..
is a large one; but the pressure in tbe small one must > - »
thau that in the large one.
.
acitv
The unit of capacity is called the Farad, and is t le
{q
of that condenser which takes one coulomb to charge u

one volt pressure. Two coulombs would cliavge it to •
^jty
Three coulombs put into a condenser of half larau t
would have to have six volts behind them in oi'der to ^
We see, then,that the unit of capacity has been so cbosen
Q = SE«

Where Q = number of coulombs put in,
S = the number of farads,

,

and E = the number of volts to which the cone
charged.

is
.

Remember that the coulomb is that quantity of

whieli passes a given point in a circuit when one amp i» myall's
for one second. A current strength given in amps rca y

60 many "coulombs per second." In order to become ta
with the use of letters instead of figures, we can say
Q = CT
•"Whenever two

numtiera which

Appendix).

letters are written close together, it is intended that
(see
they represent should he mvltipUcd toge

Where Q = coulombs that have gone past.
C = cun-cnt strength in amperes.
T = time the current lias been flowing in seconds.

From the above reasoning it follows at once that, if wo
want to put a large quantity of energy into a condenser we
must, have:—

A large condenser whose dielectric is capable of standing

a high pressure without puncture.

A source of high iiressnre of the order of 10,000 to 20,000
volts.

With regard to the fii-st consideration avc remember that

the capacity of a condenser depends upon :—
(1) The area of the dielectric charged ; that is, the area

of the conducting plates, for without the conductoi's
the charge cannot"spread"over the dielectric.

(2) The thickness of the dielectric.
(3) The substance of wliich the dielectric is composed.
To take the above in order;—

(1) The bigger the area, the bigger, obviouslj'", is the
capacity.

(2) The thinner the dielectric, the bigger the capacity.
(3) The bigger the "Dielectric co-eflicient" or "S.I.C."
(Specific Induction Capacity) of the material used,
the bigger the capacity.

Regarding the pnnctmdng pressure, some materials have
a greater "iliolectric strength" than others of the same

thickness. Further a thick plate is stronger than a, thin one,
but not stronger in proportion. Thin plates will stand more
volts ■per iinib of tliiehuess than will thick ones.

For this reason

condensers arc often built up of several sections of thin-plated

condensers placetl in series with each other so that the voltage is

shared by soniolimes as many as eight thicknesses of diolcctric.

Tlic care employed in selecting the dielectric and the method

of building up also affects tlie voltage at which it will imncture.
With reference to the second consideration aboi-e, tiie source

of pressure, the pressure ivo have in the mains of a ship is far
too low for spark telegraphy, and so artificial means have to be
employed to obtain this high voltage.

Before we leave this subject it will be well to notice that to

charge a condenser up to a given pressure the time taken to do

so will depend, among other things, upon the capacity of the
condenser. A large condenser aviU take longer to charge up
than will a small one.

This is a most important consideration

from a wireless point of view, for in tlie study of steady

currents the clement of time did not concern us at all and it

was consequently rather liable to be ignored.

It will 1)0 well to remember that in the case of the bicycle

tyre a much greater effort is required to impel the last few
pumpsl'ul of air to enter than the first feiv. We are therefore
justified in talking about a condenser producing a back pressure

(?

wliioh Hscs
as the conilciisorbcoomcsclijn<?'''l
"}• ""'I n<'
<'vi'ntu«illy
equals
the applied
pvessurc. Wlien iliis liii]>|'<'ii<
Imthor
flow of eunviit into the eondcjiser fuhes pliu-r.
biu-k
pressure at any instant is the Potential to which (he ci.ii.Ieiiscr

IS actually charged at tliat instant and is sometimes callcil tho
teniiinal potential" or "terminal IM)." of the condenser,

being the pressure across tlie condenser lenninals nH nsnrcd in

volts.

Induction.

Induction takes jdaee when a current is started i>r sto)>jie<l in

one of two adjacent circuits. Thissnbjeol,is vciy clearly trcatetl
on p. 49 ct seq. of the Torpedo ^(annal (11)11).

It will there be seen tlial. if (wo circuits lie near <'a<-h <•ther

hut are insulated from each oilier, the starling or sto|)]>ing d
a current in one circuit will produce an inrlucc<I ctirrciil in the

otlier circuit whose direction is always in opjvosition lo the
change tliat is going on in the first circiiil.
Further, it is not necessary for the current in the iirst cirenjt
to start absolutely from zero, or to <lie <|uitc away, for all that is

required to produce the induced current is dial the current in

the first circuit should be changing in strenglh. ^\'cl], in direct
current circuits wc are almost, always dealing with constant

unvaiying values, and so die plionomenon of liidii<-tioii hardly

effects us at all, except at tlie moment of switching on or off.
Should, liowever, tho current in the original circiut be

constantly clianging in sircngtli and dircclion, whi«di is the

very cs-sence of an alteniating current, then tin? iiubicol current
will change in direction and strength also.

The strength of the induced current at any niomcnl wdi

depend chiefly upon the rate at which tlie original I'lirrent is

altering, and its direction will, by JiCnz' law, always tend to bo
in the reverse direction to lliat of tlio cliango in the originul
current.

Tlie calculation and incasiirement of the ainonnt of electro

magnetic indiictioii between two circuits will not be. attempted
here. Bear in mind for the present tliat the woj'ds indnctioii or

mutual induction always refer to cases wliere we arc dealing
with tiro circuits, and their nmtual interactions.

Sdf-thduclion.

Wc know,from a study of the expcrhnents desci'ibed in tho

Torpedo Manual, that the inductive effect of one circaiit upon
another gels stronger as we move the coils closer and closer
together.

Suppose, now, that the two coils are bronglit veiy close
together indeed—that the two are made from tho two strands of
a twin flexible wire, for example.
- Here tlie effect of starting and stopping a current in one

wire wU produce a very strong opposing E.M.F in the other

wire. Finally, suppose that the insulation hetwccn the two

strands oi wiro is aliolislied and tliat 'we are consequently left
with bnt a sin^?lo stranded coil.

Exactly the same elVeot will occur liere, so that as the

curr(;nl increases in strength in the wire, there will he an

opposing E.I^r.r. set up in the tvire itself which is trying to
prevent the rise ol the current. When the current is stoj)ped

ihero will he an E.M.F., induced in the wiro itself, ■which will

tc-iid to keep the i-urrent flowing, that is, to oppose the change

in current strength.

'I'his sell-induced E.il.F., is said to he the resiilt of self-

induction, and it will he seen that any one circuit must possess

this ]noperly to a greater or less degree, whereas it takes at

least two circuits to i>ro(hue the eft'ects of induction, or, more
]n*operly, mutual iiuluction.

'Idle magnitiule of tlic opposing E.M.F. will dei^end n},>on

the rate at which the lines of force cut the wire, and of this we
shall see mure later. The self-iiiduced E.il.F., can never

l>revent, h»it only dclai/ the alteration in current strength.
Another icaij of looking at the matter ma}' ho helpful.
The phenomenon of self-induction exactly corresponds with
one of the pro])crties of "mass" in mechanics.

We knowlhat all bodies mutually attract eacli other forsome
fat prcRcntl unknown reason. This is why an object will fall to

the ground when let go from a height. It is, however, with

another proiierty of matter that we have to deal. Irrespective of

the ]n-oximity of the earth or other masses of matter, overy

suhstaiu'C ])0ssesses "Inertia."

This word ex)>rosses a " sleepiness " or dislike to being set in

motion, hut it must not bo forgotten that objects when once in

motion ha\o an equal dislike to stopping or to having the
direction of their motion altered.

We are accustomed to call

this property of a movhuj body "momentum."
Inertia is proportional to the mass of, or amount of matter in,
a body.
Momentum is proiDortional to its mass and to its
velocity or speed of travel.
A rifle bullet and a paving stone have very different amounts
of inert ia, hut may both have the same momentum, for the bullet

might he travelling much faster than the stone. It will he seen

that inertia is only felt wheti a change in motion is attempted,
either in starting from rest or in stopping, either in speeding up
when under way or in slowing down.

So also self-induction is

not in evidence when currents are non-existent or are of unifonii

strength I'rom instant to instant, bnt only when an attempt is

made to start, stop, or change the strength of the current.
Hcnec self-imhrction may he defined as the "inertia "of a
circuit to any change of current strength.
The next, question is, how does self-indnctioir show itself?
Returning to tlve heavy hodj' which possesses inertia, we ask

ourselves, " What happens when we try to start up a heavy body

from rest to motion ? " Well, for the fii-st time we notice that the

Ifdy las developed a wiU of its u.

i own.
It under way. It pushes against
ns.

It rosisis iiiir (.'jloj-ts lo set

I'esistance may ho duo Kj IVic-ti-m. so wo

woll -1
/lourt
supposing
tlmt wo luivo u truck witlx
ueU-oded_wlieels
on aby
smooth
love? road.
btart It up fi-om rest. It resists our ofT<ir|s till wo got np
le esired speed in spite of its opposition. Hy ilds tiiuo its
pposition has ceased, and the truck runs along the road at
a unifonu speed with no eflort at all, e-\co])t, that ivf|uirocl to
overcome a veiy small amount of frictiun.

Wo soo tliat wliile

we were increasing its speed it pushed liai k against «iiir hands.

•Now reduce speed. The tnick flies forward and pulls us
after it. With a spring balance we iniglil iiicasim- llu- ainonnt
of these pushes and pulls. Now remember tliat all 1 his is due to

the inertia of the tnick, and inertia is proi:)oilional to muss. So

fen" a given rate of increase or decrease of speed a lioavy truck will
give a big back orfoiward pre.ssure and «i light ono a siinill back
orforward pressure. Again, for a given Inich, wo sliall got. abig
or small back or foiward pressure accordingto llic suddcnnoss or
slowness with which we try to alter speed.
We see then, that the amount of pull or push cxortcd by the
tiuck against us is proportional to the mass <;f Ibo ti-uck and to

the rate at which its speed is being cliangod.
Take the case of a hammer driving in a nail. Although the
head of the implement may only weigh a pound or t wo, yet by

tlie fact of its downward motion being stiddeidy ari-oslod we get
an enormous fonvard pressure on tlie licad of Ibc nail.
Fio. 1.
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^ N.B.-—The dotted line shows pressures exerted by the truck,

an opposition to tliose applied by the man.
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Tko application o£ this enorinons sadden pressure on tlic face
ot an anvil, however, causes no apparent motion in the anvil,
both on aeconnt, of the suddeimess of the blow and of the

disparity of the iiicrtije of the two bodies, the mass of the anvil
being many times more that! that of the hammcx-head. Notice
that the nail possesses but little inertia.

To accustom ourselves to reading curves, the speed of the
truck from instant to instant, and its corresponding back

pressure on the man's liand at like instants are shown in
Fig. 1.
Several things may be noticed about those curves. The
uijper one gives a speed in M.P.H. (miles per lioui-) for any
instant oi time wo like to name.

It will be seen that the

smallest divisions of the horizontal scale have a value of ten
seconds each, while the divisions on the vertical scale are
of one M.P.H. each. Tlie horizontal measurements are called

"abscissa;," and the vertical ones "oidinatcs."

The reader

should practise copying this curve, xising diirereut scales for
ordinates and abscissa;, and see how the steepnesses of the

slopes are tlierebj- altered, although the form of the cxii-vo and

the i-cadings of any speed at any instant will be the same as
befoie. In draxving a curve regard should be had to the

inaximuni number of units that have to be shown in each case

and to the size of the paper. Here xve hax'e nearly two minutes
and four M.P.H. to be shown.

Notice that when the speed is uniform the curve becomes a
straight line. Further it is horizontal. "Wlienever speed is
being altered, the curve slojies. If speed is on the increase, the
slope is upxvards from left to right and is called positive ; if on
tlxc decrease, it is <lowmvar<.ls from left to right and is called

negative. It will be seen that a "decrease" is i-oallj' a
"negative increase."

Alost important of all, the steepness of the curve indicates the

rate at which the speed is alteidng at that instant.

The steeper the cui-ve, the xnore sudden the alteration. Noxv
if these allerations in speed were to be expi-csseil iix units of

"acceleration"or "i-etardation"the sort of unit we should talk

about would be "miles per hour "(or feet per secoiicl) added

(or subtracted) every hour (or second)at that instant xvitli which
we ai'C concerned.

We could, by measuring the steepness of the curve at
A-arious points, plot another curve showing "acceleration" and
"retardation" of the truck at varioxis instants of time.
The first curve is called a "velocity-tiine" cui-ve, and the
second would be an "acccleralion-time" curve.
Tlic firm-lino curve of the two lower cxirves actually is an

acceleration-time curve, because xve saw that for a given truck

the push or pull necessary to start or stop respectively was

proportional to the i-ate of change of speed. Notice that the

time scale is the same in both curves.

body has developed a will of its own.
It under way. It pushes against xis. It resists cxir eil'oi-ts to get
eihaps some of this resistance may be due to fj-iciion. so Ave
put tiiat out of court by supposing that we linve a tniek with

Aveii-oiled wheels on a smooth level road.

Start it \ip froin rest. It resists our efforts till we get up
tile desired speed in spite of its opposition, ily this time its
opposition has ceased, and the truck runs along tin; road at
a uniform speed Avitli no effort at all, except that re(|uirecl to
overcome a veiy small amount of friction.

We sec tiial. while

we were increasing its speed it puslied back against, our hands.

h>ow reduce speed. The tinck fiic.s forward and pnlls us
after it. With a spring balance Ave miglit measure the amount
of these pushes and pulls. Now reinemlicr tliat all iliis is due to
the inertia of the truck, and inertia is proportional to mass. So
/or a given rate of increase or decrease of speed a lieavy truck Avill
giveabig back or forward pressure and alight one a small back

or forward pressure. Again, for a given L)~uck, Avesliall get. abig
or small back or fonvard pressure according to the sticldcn ncss or
sloioness Avith Avliich we try to alter speed.
We see then, that the amount of pull or push exerted by the
tnick against us is proportional to the mass of tlic truck and to

the rate at which its speed is being cliaiiged.
Take the case of a liammer driving in a nail. Altliougb the
head of the implement may only Aveigli a pound or i,avo, yet by
the fact of its dowiiAA-ard motion being suddenly arrested Ave get

ati enormoxis forward pressure on the head of the nail.
Fig. 1.
sJcat/y spfed.

Temporary cHcck
TIME

«

PatfUJ jy man

PutlJ by fnart

N.B.—Tlie dotted line shows pressures exerted by the tmck,

in opposition to tliose applied by tlie man.
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Tiie applicationol tins enorino\is sudden pressure on tlie face

of an anvil, however, causes no ai')parent motion in the anvil,
hotli on atrcouiit of the suddenness of the blow aird of the

disparity of tlie iuertiaj of the two bodies, the mass of the anvil
being jiiany limes more than that of the hammer-head. Notice

that llic nail possesses but little inertia.

To accustom ourselves to reading curves, the speed of the

truck from instant to instant, and its corresponding back
pressure on the man's hand at like instants are shown in

Fig. 1.
Several things may be noticed about these curves. The
upper one gives a speed in M.P.H. (miles per hour) for any
instant of time we like to name.

It will be seen that the

smallest divisions of the horizontal scale have a value of ten

seconds each, Avhile the divisions on the vertical scale are
of one M.P.H. each. Tlie liorizontal measurements are called

"abscissa"!," and the vertical ones "ordinatos."

The reader

should practise copying tliis curve, usiiig different scales for

ordinates and abscissio, and see how tlie steepnesses of the

slopes arc thereby altered, although tlic form of the curve and

tlie readings of any speed at any instant will be the same as

before.

In drawing a curve regard should be had to the

maximum number of units that have to be shown in each case

and to tlic size of tlie paper. Here we have nearly two minutes
and four M.P.H. to bo shown.

Notieo that when the speed is uniform the curve becomes a
straight line. Further it is horizontal. Whenever speed is

being altered, the curve slo|)es. Tf speed is on the increase, the

slope is U])\vards from left, to right and is called positive ; if on
liic decrease, it. is downwards from left to right and is called
negative. It will be seen that a "decrease" is really a
"negative increase."

Most important of all, the stei'.pness of the curve indicates the

rate at wliicli the speed is altering at that instant.

Tlie steejier tlie curve, the more sudden the alteration. Now
if these allorations in speed were to bo expressed in units of
"acceleration" or "retardation" the sort of unit we should talk

about would be "miles per hour" (or feet per second) added

(or subtracted) every hour (or second)at that instant with which
we are concerned.

We could, bj' measuring the steepness of the curve at
various points, plot another curve showing "acceleration" and
"retardation" of the truck at various instants of time.
The first curve is called a "velocitj^-time" curve, and the
second wotdd be an "acceleration-time" cuiwe.

The firm-line curve of the two lower curves actually is an
acceleration-time curve, because we saw that for a given truck

the push or pull necessary to start or stop respectively was

proportional to the rale of change of speed. Notice that the

time scale is the same in both curves.
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"When tlie xipper scale is horizojital, its steepness is KCrct.
Hence, wlienever tlie speed becomes uniform, no puller jnisii
is needed. Pulls are represented below the zero line and pushes
above it, a "pull" being regarded as a Jiegativc "push."
The curve at the bottom is a ciu-ve of steepnesses of tlie upper
one.®

Enoiigli has now been said to indicate the amount of infor

mation that a cm-ve may be made to convoy, and how vastly
superior it is in physical measurements to a mere table.

The

reader is advised to make himself curves from anj" table of

information that is at liand, sucli, for instance, as the rise and

fall of stocks, rise and fall of the barometer, making a curve of
steepnesses for each, thinking out what the latter means, and

from his curves endeavouring to predict the price of the stock
or height of the barometer for the following day.

It is to be hoped that this digression has not obscured tlic
main issue before ils, nameh-, that an electrical circuit possesses

a preperty called Self-induction, wliich exacttly corre.sponds to
that of Inertia in matter.

Consequently some circuits liave a larger self-induction than

^otiiers. For one fixed circuit we have one fixed self-induction,
with one exception that will" be dealt with later.

Again, this property manifests itself onl;/when tlio current
in tlie circuit is being altered in strength. The evidence of the

presence of solf-iudnction is the "hack E.IM.F." which opposes

any change in the cnrrcnt strength.

The amount of the hack E.il.F. depends upon the ainonnt
of sclf-iiuluction, and upon the rate at which the current is
altering in strength. It nnist be carefully borne in mind thai
one circuit can produce large or small back E.M.F.'s according
as the current is vaiying lapidly or slowly. Tho back E.M.F.
• Tlie steepness of a slope at any point,P or P', would be ineasm-ed
so much rise in so much horizontal measitrement, and expressed as 1 in 100,
I in CO, I in 6, and so on.

ho^ontal =
45° =

»•'' «■

It is frequently wi-itten as a fniction

^

^ degree is

of 10° = -J,-. of

For those who know a little Trigonometry it will be seen that

the steepness is expressed by the tangent of the angle of slope, as is

explained in Appendix.

Rue

p'i

Rise

hfri^ontaL

hartjattal
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is then pi'oportional to the self-induction multiplied by the rate

iit whioli the current is altering.

The magnitude of this back E.M.F. will therefore be—

.1*1 = Self-induction X Rate of Change of current.
By measuring the rale of change of current in amps, per

second, and by choosing a suitable unit of self-induction, this
formula may be made to give the back E.M.F. in volts.
Now as regards its direction. When the induced E.M.F. is

a backward "push" ws shall call it"negative," when a forward
"pull," "positive." Again, when the current is increasing

in strengtli we call its rate of change a positive one ; when

decreasing in strength, on the other hand, its rate of change
(i.e., of increase) is negative. Tabulating results:—

Ne^itive E = L x Positive rate of change, and
Positive E = li X Negative rate of change, where 1j is the

self-induction in both cases.'"
We remember that tlie back E.M.F. of self-induction can

never prei-ent, but can only delay the change of current strength,

and that, as in the ease of the man and truck, an equal and
opposite pressure must be exerted by the source of lil.M.F. in
order to force the cuiTent to change in spite of the induced

E.M.F. tending to pi'event tliat change.

Hence it follows that the applied E.M.F. which is being
used at any instant to overcome tlie back E.M.F. is of the same

magnitude as the back E.M.F. at that instant, and that its

direction is positive for a positive rate of change and negative
for a negative one. This is expressed by E = -j- E x rate of
change of cnrrent (see footnote).

A careful distinction must be made between the back E.M.F.

of self-induction and the applied pressure necessary to overcome
it. Since they are equal and opposite, merely having different
signs, they are liable to be confused.
Self-imluction of different Giivuits.

Now, as sliown in the Torpedo Manual, tlie sliape of a circuit
has a great effect on its self-induction. Practically, any circuit
I'uiving a large magnetic field has also a large self-induction.

The aijplicd pressure used up in overcoming tliis back E.M.F.

is not really lost, but employed in creating the magnetic field.
"Nothing for Nothing" is the rule of nature, and we pay for
the magnetic field by having to wait for the cnvrent to rise to
iis full steady value.

To make a circuit into a strong magnet we have a long
piece of wire, wind it up into a coil or lielix, and put au iron
• Those who huve done a little Algebra, and who know that the product
of two quantities having the same sign is positive, while that of those with

different signs is negative, will see that this formula can he expressed

luathenmtically as—
E =: — L X Rate of change of current.
A SflSli

„
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core inside it. Hence the self-induction of a circuit may be

altered by bending it about.

Its resistance cannot be so

varied.

Now iron is inserted into the core of the coil because it is

said to be more "permeable" to magnetic lines of force than

is air. For the same number of ampere-turns, we have a much
stronger magnet with the iron than without it. Best pure soft
iron is about 3,000 times more "permeable" than air.

Finally we see that the self-induction of a coil of wire
depends upon the—
tl) Length of ^vire.

(2) The way it is wound up.

(3) The permeability of the surrounding or neighbouring
medium.

"Reluctance" is used to express the opposite of "per
meability"— a very "pemreable" substance has a small
magnetic reluctance.

The unit of self-induction, sometimes called the co-elficient
of self-induction, is the Henry.
The word "inductance" is often used, meaning " self-

induction." Properly speaking, inductance should be Ireld to
include self and mutual induction. This slight distinction is
not of great importance.

A coil of wire would have a value of one henry if a back or
fonvard E.M.F. of 1 volt were generated when the current was

varying at the rate of 1 ampfere added or subtracted every

second.

For instance, the current changes at a rate of 4 amps, per

second, and tlie hack E.M.F. is 8 volts. L here is 2 lienries._

The time taken for the current to rise to a given value is a
vei7_ important consideration. Theoretically, the full strength

as given by Ohm's law is never reached when the circuit has

inductance. For example, tlie shunt coil of a dynamo may
liave- an inductance of ]0() hem-ies. After 23 secoiuls the
current is still only nine-tenths of its full value.

The behaviour of coils witli iron cores is very complicated,
on account of the fact that the permeability of iron varies with
the state of "satm-ation" of the iron, and therefore the in
ductance of such coils cannot be said to be constant under all

conditions. In W.T., however, we are chiefly concerned with
wires having nothing more pennealile than air near them, tmd

so Ccin consider the inductance of a given coil of wire to bo,

for all practical purposes, fixed and invariable as long as wo
do not alter their shape or length.
Taking again the sliunt dynamo coils, it will perhaps be
instnictive to notice what happens when the circuit is liroken.

Here the back E.M.F. becomes a "forward" pressure, temling

to keep the current flowing.

Assuming the voltage to be 100, and tlie resistance of the
coils 1.0 ohms,the steady current,will be, by Ohm's law, 10 amps.
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Now break this circuit and consider the current to die away to

zero in one-tenth of a second. The current is dj'iiig at a rate of
10 amps, in one-tenth second, whicli is 100 amps, per sec.
Tlonce, bach E.M.F. = — L x (rate of oliange of current).
The rate of change is — ve.

=(— 100 henries) X (— 100 amps, per
sec.).
= -|-10,000 volts,

which is 100 times as great as the ordinaiy output voltage of
tlie dynamo.

I'br tliis reason special safety aiTangements in the shape of
blow-outs, sparliing-pieccs, &c., have to be made for large
switches and controllei-s, especially those operating inductive
circuits, in order to render this"inductive kick" harmless.

In wireless itself, advantage of this rise of voltage is
taken, in the bnzzer tiansinittei-s, whose inductive kick, occur

ring every time the inake-and-break opens, is utilised to charge

the transmitting condensers.
Notice tiiat on switcliing "on"a switcli there wiU be no

spark, hut on switching "off" a spark will occur whose size
will depend upon the magnitude of the original cuiTcnt and the
inductance of the circuit just switched off.

It may be that the spark, which of itself may do no damage,

will Btriko a low-voltage metallic"arc"across the break of the

switch, which would cause great damage by the enormous heat

developed. It is to destroy this arc tliat"magnetic blow-outs,"

are sometimes fitted.

Again, the insulation of the circuit may be severely strained
by the inductive kick, jtist as water flowing in a pipe may, if

suddenly checked, bui-st tlie pipe.

A given piece of wire may have very different inductances,
as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

• (a) is "non-inductive," being"on the bight." The current
in one leg induces a current in the other, whicli is not in
opposition to tlie original cun-ent. The two halves of the

circuit each produce a magnetic field opposed to that produced

by tlie other lialf. Hence there is no field and consequently no

inductance.
luctaiice.

(b) comes next, then (c), (d), and finally the coil witli

iron core in (e).
A

80SO

an
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ring the inductance is still
greater. This is showna incomplete
(/).
Resistance.

Kesistance is very fully dealt with in the Torpedo Manual,
"
"

place here merely to define it as
of a conductor whereby energy appeai-s in

" condi^^t^

passage of a current through the

also that resistance depends upon—
(9\ 1 cross
length
of the conductor;
section, or thickness;

of which it is made ;
''-TO^ 'material
slight extent
upon its temperature.
Regarding—

longer it is, the higher its resistance,

m tlticker,
the conductor
less is tlie resistance.
(.0) The
worse the
the higher the resistance.
"Conductivity"(or"conductance")is the opposite
of resistance.

(4) Resistance of most materials increases as the tem
perature rises.

wV.l.we shallexceedingly
rapidly
alternating
used
find that the
current
does notcun-ents
distribute
its m

evenly tliroughnut the cross-section of the conductor m

It IS tiowing, but is confined more or less to the surface or t le

wire. Hence the "effective conductivity" of the wire is less
tlun for direct or slowly alternating currents, and the"effective
consequently increased,

ihis will he dealt with more fully later, but for the pi*esen
we may notice that conductors for these currents will have to

be specially designed in order to prevent them having a

deal of waste material inside which wiU carry hardly
current at all

CHAPTER n.

The Oscill.\tor.

We have seen that when a condenser is charged, there is a
tendency for the charges to re-xmite through tlie substance or
the dielectric, the latter being in some sort of state of strain or
compression. Wc say, then, that the space intervening between,
the two charges is full of lines of electric force,sometimes called

'tubes of force," wliicli are continually trying to shorten them
selves, obeying the impulse of the two charges to re-unite and
mutually cancel each other.
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Similarly when a ciuTent flows along a wire, a magnetic
field exists around that wire whose intensity varies with the
current strength, and whose lines (or tubes) of magnetic force
are always tending to shorten.
Further, it should he noticed that adjacent lines of force,
whether electric or magnetic, mutually repel each other and

that they have their ends always resting on two points either of
opposite electrification or of opposite magnetisation.
Now we at once ask the question, what are these lines of
force which are not visible and which cannot be physically
grasped ? The only reply that can be offered is a rather
unsatisfactory one, and is that we believe all electric and
magnetic phenomena to be due either to the disintegration of
the atoms of which all matter is composed, or else to the
rearrangement of their constituent parts. This process of move
ment causes stresses and consequent movements or strains in
what is called the ether.

Now we conceive the ether to he an

almost infinitely elastic and infinitely tenuous substance which
surrounds, permeates, and fills all matter, however apparently
"solid," and all space. Tiie earth is immersed in a limitless
ocean of ether.

We move about in a sea of it.

Now the region near a charged body, or that between two
xinllke electric charges, is called an electric field.

That in the neighhourhood of a current-carrying wire is
called a magnetic field.

These fields are conceived to he regions where the ether is
in a state of strain or movement, a state which can be detected

by the phenomena produced.
Suppose an electric field exists between two points. Connect
them with a conductor. The charges re-unite along the con
ductor, forming a cuirent in that conductor. The electric field
disappeai-s. The current in the conductor, liowever, means that

we have thereby created a magnetic fiehl at right angles to tlie
wire, and therefore at right angles to the original lines of
electric force.

It will be seen, consequently, tliat in discharging the con
denser we have not lost the energy stored xrp in the electric
field, but merely allowed it to appear in another form, that of a

magnetic field.
Similarly, move a conductor across a magnetic field. At

once we get the electric field ju-oduced owing to the wire having
its cuds at different potentials.
Hence a movement of either kind of field creates the other

kind, the new one always being at right angles to the old one.

Now light and heat, both being forms of energy, have been
proved to consist of ether motion, and also all motions of the
ether, whether electric or magnetic, are propagated at the same
speed as light.
0 2
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The speed of light has been measured bj* many scientists

and has been found to be 186,000 miles, or approximately

300,000,000 metres per second.
Notice that time is required for the propagation of a current

along a wire, no less than for the propagation of an electrical

disturbance through the ether. Indeed,it is not yet demonstrated
how far we are justified in talking of a current flowing along a
wire, since nearly all the evidence of the preseiieo of tlie cmrrent
exists outside the wire. "We can, however, safely say that the

■"dre guides the cuiTent and strikes out a line of maximum
magnetic disturbance.

Electricity, whether produced by fiuction, chemical action,

or by the movement of conductoi's in a magnetic field, is identical
in its nature, as also is magnetism in whatever way produced.
Tlie thi-ee commonest ways of producing a difference of electrical
pressure referred to above are generally called frictional, voltaic,
and dynamic respectively.
Wherever there is a charge, stationary or moving, there are,

emanating fi-om the charge, electric lines of force which end at
other electric charges. Wherever there are moving electric
charges or currents, there are also magnetic lines of force,_ these
lines being always at right angles to the direction of inotiou of
the charges and to the electric lines of force proceeding from
them.

Finally, motion, or state of strain, in the ether, which are
the forms these lines of force assume, travels xvith the speed of

light, and the fields of force, although more pronounced and

therefore more easily detected near the moving charges, are

really all-pervasive. They permeate all space and liave no
limits.

Imagine a large bicycle pump to be alternately tlu'ust in
and out in the centre of a large bail. While the air was being

suddenly expelled fi-om the pump, a wave of compression, which

becomes weaker as its distance fi'om the pump increases, travels
outwards to the farthest confines of the hall.

When the plunger of the pump is withdrawn, a wave of
rarefaction, also starting fi-om the centre, piogresses outward to
the farthest confines of the building.
oo in the same way it may reasonably be supposed tbat
starting a current produces a state of strain in the ether in one
direction, while stopping it releases tliat strain.

In both cases the action starts at the point where current, is
produced, and progresses outward witli the speed of light, and
a little consideration will show that it can have no limit, though
It soon ceases to be perceptible except under certain conditions
which will be described later.

It is the function of wireless telegi'aphy to produce these

ether movements at will.

Now these impulses of electric and magnetic force which
are required to make our presence felt by the distant sliip or
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station are best obtained by forcing a rapidly alternating
current to flow up and down an aerial wire.
• Tbis might be done by constmcting an alternating dynamo
and connecting its terminals to the aerial wire and earth
j-espectively, but tliere are many diiliculties in the way of
doing this. To construct a dynamo giving a current alternating
Kuiriciently rapidly, and also to have a considerable cm-rent
output, is a very dilHcult matter. Such dynamos have, liowever,
been constmcted, and it may be anticipated that they will he
heard of in the future as a commercial possibility.

Discarding this jneans of production for the time, the
feasibility ot \vireless telegraphy -was first demonstrated in
the discovery by Heinricli Hertz, in 1886, that the effects of
the disciiargo of a condenser tlu-ough an inductance could be
detected at a distance. The discharge of a condenser was
previously known to be oscillatoiy in character {sec p. 1), pro
vided certain conditions were fulfilled, but it was the work of
Hertz which made "W.T. possible.

The Oscillator may be defined as consisting of a condenser
whose terminals are joined by an inductance, Laving a spark
gap in series sometimes, but not always.
Before pioeeeding with the oscillator, it Avill be necessary
to inei-easc our vocabularj- somewhat.

In a circuit can-jdng a current, if the magnetic field or flux
sun-ounding the wire does not alter its direction fi'om instant
to instant, the cim-ent is said to be direct or uni-directioual.

The current may vary in strength from instant to instant, and
so become pnlsative or intermittent, witliout changing its.
direction. It is still, therefore, a direct current. It may be
mentioned that the other evidence of the presence of a cun-ent,
namely, the heat deA'eloped, may tell us the strength of the

current, but will not in any way ^low us its direction.

If, on the other hand, the magnetic field changes its
direction at regular inter\-als of time, then the cui-i-ent also is

changing its direction at regular intervals of time, and such

a current is said to be alternating. Such a current also alters
in strength from instant to instant. Stai-ting, say, fi-om zero,
it will rise to a maximum in one direction, die a-way to zero,
revei-se, rise to a maximum in the other direction, and die away
to zero again. The whole series of changes just described is
called a "cycle" or "complete alternation," and may be

repeated continuously. The time taken to complete the above
cycle is called the "period," "periodic time," or "complete
period." This must be carefully distinguished fi-om the

"semi-period," or "half-period," by which is meant the
interval of time between any two successive revei'sals.

The number of complete cycles or alternations performed

in one second is called the "frequency" or "periodicity," and
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is generally denoted by the letters "n" or "f

or else by tlie

sign
Thus, 100 ~ means that the frequency is 100, or there are
100 complete alternations carried out in I second. TJiere
would be 200 revei-sals of current and field per second, the

periodic time would be 1/lOOthof a second, and the semi-period

l/200th of a second.

Frequencies are spoken of as being "high" or "low", but
it iniist be remembered that such terms ai'e purely rclati\'e
or conventional.

Thus 50 or 100 ~ would be called a low

fr-equency, while one of 10,000 or 100,000 ~ would be de.scribed
as a high fi-equency. There is no hard-and-fast line of demar
cation between the two. When the frequencj' rises to the ordei'
of a hufidred thousand, the cuirent is generally called an
oscillatoiy one, or an electric"oscillation."
In W.T. we aie chiefly concerned with high frequency

currents, or oscillations of a frequency ranging from 50,000
to one or t\vo million cycles per second, and wo have fii"st to

consider the mode of representing them.

Alternating currents in general are best delineated by
means of a"wave diagi-aju," that is to say, a curve of current

and time. Tlio ordinates (see p. 9) represent the strength and
direction of the cnrreut, at various instants of time, time hoing

shown as ahsclssre.
_
-n- • i
Take a horizontal straight line to represent time. Divide
this line up into equal inteiwals, and at the points thus Jound
erect pcrpeiuliculars ahove or below the line.

The lengths of those perpendiculars will I'cpresciit tlm

strength of the ciuTcnt in amperes at their own sevcj'ul parti
cular instants of time, the lines being drawn upwards wlicn tbc
current is in one direction, and downwards wlieii tbc current

has roveised and is flowing in the other direction.

The gradual increase and decrease (sometimes called

"fluctuation") of the alternating current, first in one direction

and tlien in. the opposite direction, are then represented by tbo
ordinatcs of an undulating curve, as in the figui-e.
To constiuct such a curve proceed as follows:—
Take any line AX on which to mark off time (Fig. 3).

With centre C and radius CB, describe the circle as shown.

This radius will represent, to the scale we happen to be using,
the miinber of amperes in the alternating cuiTent when at its
maximum value.

Divide the circumference of this circle into

any number, say 8, of equal parts.
Select the length BX aloug the horizontal line, representing,

to the proper scale, the time period in seconds of the alternating

current which is to he drawn.

Usually, this time will bo a

small fraction of a second.

• The latter U called"cycles per second," or, more commonly,"cycles.'
^^8 book we shall use"f"and"~
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Subdivide tlio longtb BX into as many equal parts as tbosc
into whicli we liave just divided the circumference of tlie- circle.
Number t)ie subdivision marks on the circle and horizontal line

to correspond, as shown in the example.
Draw vertical and horizontal lines, marking the points of
intersection of eacli corresponding pair of lines.

Through tlie points so found, of which in this case thei^o are
jiine, draw a wavy curve.

Fig. 3.

It will be notii-ed tliat we may call the nbscisstc degrees
instead of time, since the length BX represents the whole circle,
whieli contains 360 degrees {see Appendix). In this case, the

sub-divisions, such as the length BM, will in our example

I'cpresent 45 degrees cacli.

The elementary theory of the dynaino, given in the Torpedo

Manual, clearly explains that an armature having slip rings
instead of a commutator, will generate an alternating current
in the outside circuit. Further, it is indicated that a complete
cycle is generated, in a two-pole macliine, every time the
aimature completes a revolution, that is, every time one of its

bars sweeps out 360 degrees.

No^v the cuiwe we have just diawn—and the student is
advised to draw them for himself to different scales—is some

times called a sine curve, because all its ordinates, such as PJf,

are proportional to tlie sine of the angle which BM represents,
that is, of the angle (in this case) marked Y.

In addition to the method of measuring angles- in degrees,
of which 90 go to the right angle, another metliod is in use:
Tliis sj'stem is called the "circular" measurement of angles,
and its use will he demonstrated later.

We now return to the subject of the Chapter, viz., the

investigation of the discliarge of a condenser.
It ivill be convenient to assume, for the present, that we

have at our disposal a condenser, whose dielectric is capable
of standing a high voltage without puncture, already charged
up with a quantity of electricity to a high pressure.
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Tlie cliavges on the two coatings of the clioiectnc are ti-ylng

to reunite tliroxigh the material of the dielectric.
Owing to the dielectric being also a good insulator, they are
at present unable to satisfy their mutual atti'action.

Now connect the two coatings together by a conductor of

low resistance. Tlie charges can now move, niid tlie i^ositive
or sui-plus charge moves to make up or neutralise the negative
or deficit charge. Tliis movement of cliarges means that a

current flow.s. There is, consequently,a magnetic field brought
into existence, surrounding the coadxictor.
If the condenser be charged to a sufficiently higli voltage,
this"discharging" process can be commenced without actually

connecting the two coatings. When the opposite ciuls of the
wires connected to them are brought within a certain distance

of each other, sparks will pass, and at the end of the process

the condenser will he found to have been discharged in the

sjune way as if the ends of the conductors had actually been

touched together. The charges unite byrupturing orpuneturing
the air insulation between the ends of the wires.

Now oi'iginally we had, stored in the dielectric of the con
denser, an amount of electrical energy. We liavc seen that by
the above metliod we can "discharge" the condenser.

Wiiat lias liecome of the ener^ which we had previously

stored ? Energy is as indestructible as inattei", and must

therefore reappear somewhere else, and possibly in another

form.

In this case, where we had a spark, a portion of the energ^'^
has a]>peared in the form of light, heat, and noise Xroiu Uic

spark itself. The rest of the energy has been used in raising
t!ie temperature of the conductor, and lastly in radiating lines
of force out into the surrounding ether.
Taking the same state of affairs again, we will now iin'eptigute more closely, and follow step by step, wliat happens dui'ing

this process of discharge of the • condenser. We shall, perhaps,

reniember that the conductor was assumed to be of low
resistance.

Starting fi-oni the moment when the insulation of the air-gap

previously referred to is punctured, we see that the first thing
to happen is that a current is formed in the conductor, owing to
the -|-t>c charge getting under way on its journey towards the
—recharge.

Now as the charge leaves the condenser, the terminal voltage
obviously drops, so that there is less and less voltage tending to

drive tile cuiTeiit forward as time goes on. Now this current at
first finds itself opposed by the back E.M.F. of inductance
produced by tlio wire itself.

No wire, however short or noii-inductively wound, can be

entirely without inductance.

The initial voltage of the condenser is therefore employed
partly in forcing a current against the action of resistance, and
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pnvtly ill ovoreoining tlic back E.M.F. of iiiduetanco. Eventually

tlio back E.M.I'\is entirely overcome. The back E.il.F. has

dropped to zero, and tlie current and its attendant magnetic

field have therefore risen to their maxima. Further, at this
instant, the terminal voltage of the condenser and tiie consequent
electric field have fallen to zero.

The condenser is then empty,

tlie dielectric having no electric lines of force at all. The wire,

however, is carrying a large current, which may e\'en attain a

momentary value of several tliousauds of amps., and is therefore
surrounded ])y a powerful magnetic field.
Now this current, which had previously been counting upon
the condenser for all the volts it required to keep it going,
suddenly fimls itself without any "visible means of support'
aud consequently commences to die away.

Owing to tlie inductance of the conductor, the back E.M.F.

of inductiince, which had previously opposed the growth of the
current, now reappears as a foi-ward pull, retarding the dis
appearance of the current.

The moving charges, which constitute the current, do

therefore continue their motion and re-enter tire condenser,

charging it up in the reverse direction to that occupied by the

original charge. ^Vhile this charging is in process, the terminal
voltage of the condenser is, of course, rising, and the forward
pull of the back E.M.F. of inductance is conversely falling.
Finally the current will have completely disappeared and all
the energy will have returned to the condenser, except a small
portion used up in producing light, heat, and noise, as before
explained.

The coirdenser, therefore, will have been charged up with
opposite polarity, and with irot quite so high a . voltage as at
first.

The action irow recommences in tire opposite direction to

wlrat we had before. The current in the wire starts, grows in

spite of the inductance, aud the condenser becomes discharged.
The current then goes on flowing, because of the inductance

and in spite of tire back pressure of the condenser, into the
condenser and charges it up in the sairre direction as tjre
original charge. Again there will have been energj' expended
in forming lieat, &c., and so the second re-charge will be less
than the first.

The whole process above described forms a complete cycle of
alternating current in the conductor, only it will be seen that it
is a current of peculiar nature.

Each awing of current is weaker than its predecessor, owing
to its originating voltage being less, and consequently the

oscillations will die away after a few swings till they are either

so weak as to be negligible, or else do not possess suflicient

energy to jump across the spark gap.
Suck is the action of the "oscillator," wliich consists of

a condenser whose coatings are either completely or neaiiy
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completely connected by a wire possessing inductance. Fig. 4
(a) and (h).
000(166

i

r
(a)

i

(b)
Fio. 4

As no wire can be utterly witbout inductance, so no wire
can be completely withcut resistance. Accordingly it will be
seen that this decajdng action, or"damping," of the oscillations
is not entirely avoidable even when no spark gap is used, but
the damping due to resistance can at any rale be reduced to a
very small amount.

Damping may also be due to energy radiated out into space

at each swing, in addition to tliat which disappears in heat,
light and noise, and it is mth this factor that we shall in

future be very intiraatelyjcoticerned.
Just bepinniTt^ !i Cycle

Cffmplele C^le.

C^le

52—
Eneryy tOZ
Eleetnc

Eiteryi/ all
Maynctic

All Electric
Ucverscd
less than A

A

B

c

All Magnetic

All Electric

Reversed
less than B

less than c

As A:uui

/>

Pro. 5.

We have seen, in the above-described action, that just before

the spark gap breaks down antl the discharge commences all the
is electric (see Fig, 5 A.) That remaining at the end of
the first quarter-cycle it is all magnetic (B). iVfter performing
nan a cycle it is all electric, but in the opposite sense and less
in anioimt (C). At the end of three-quarters of a cycle it is all
magnetic, but with the direction of the lines of force revei"sed

and redu^d (D). At the end of the complete cycle (or
oscillation) the energy is again all electric and in the original

sense, hut still less in amount on account of the losses which

have taken place during the transformations, and which are
shown by the heat developed in the wires, and by the light,
sound and heat generated in the spark gap if the latter
arrangement be in use (E). At all intermediate points of the

cyclo,_ other than those enumerated above, the energj' is partly
electric and partly magnetic.
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Tlie total number of swings (each swing having its own

discharge across the spark gap) will depend on the proportion
of charge left over at liie end of each swing. If a large amount
of energ}'^ be taken fi-om the circuit at each swing, there will
obviously be but little left for the next one, and consequently

the oscillations \vill rapidly come to an end. In such a case

there is said to be "heav}"^" or "strong" damping, whereas a
"lightly"or"feebly"damped circuit is one fi-om which but little
energy is taken at each swing, and in which, consequently,

the oscillations last longer before they get so ^\'eak as to be

negligible, See Fig. 6 (b) and (c).

The word "pei-sistency" is used to express the opposite of

damping. A heavily damped circuit is said to have a small

persistency, wliile persistent oscillations belong to the lightly

damped circuit. Unless there be some source of continuous

oscillations, all these cun-ents must be damped more or less, and
it will be seen that wherever there is a spark gap in a cii'cuit
there is bound to be damping, owing to the energy turned into
heat at each oscillation.

At present undamped oscillations can be obtained only by
the use of a high-fi'equencj' alternating dynamo, or else by one
of the systems of arc-telegraphy now being developed. Fig. 6(a).

Undamped.

Strongly damped.

Feebly damped.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6.

While a closed metallic circuit is necessary for the passage
of a direct cuixcnt, it wiU be seen that for oscillations even a

straight wire will suffice. A condenser in a circuit will form a

complete bar to the passage of a direct current, but has no effect

on an alternating current otlier than to change its sign; but of
this we shall see more later.

We are indeed justified in making a rather bold statement,
as follows:—Every body has its own period of mechanical
vibration, and can be made so to vibrate. Similarly every body
"wiU vibrate at its own period electrically, and these vibratiorrs
cause disturbances in the ether which ti-avel at the speed of

light arrd which can be detected by suitable means at great
distances fi'om their source.

In this statement is summed up the whole principle on
which,wireless telegraphy is based.
Now we have been talking about the currerrt in tliese

oscillating circuits being an alternating one. Further, refererrce

was made just now to a Irody possessirrg its owir electrical period
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of vibration. Vibration and oscillation are sjnionj'mons terms.

Every alternating cim-ent has a time period of its own and

consequently a fi-equency of its own.

Now, having a given oscillating ch-cuit, what factors will

detennine the frequency of its current?
The circuit lias three characteristics of its own—namely,

resistance, inductance, and capacity. In the circuits used in
udreless telegraphy for tliese oscillatoiy currents, tlie resistance

is purposely made small so as to minimise as much as irossiblc
the damping due to this cause.
In circuits of this kind the effect.of the resistance on the

time period of the oscillations is inconsiderable and may bo
neglected.

Now to consider the inductance. A largo inductance offers

more opposition to the growth and decay of any current than
does a small one, so we may easily see that it will take a longer
time for a current to rise to a given value in a wire of large

inductance than in one of small inductance. The time, however,

docs not increase unifonnly with the inductance.

If the

inductance he increased four-fold the time will be increased

two-fold, and an inductance altered to nine times its previous

value will cause the time to increase to three times its value.

The time, therefore, increases proportionately to the square

root of the inductance.

The capacity will have a veiy similar effect. To charge a
condenser up to a given pressure, the time taken will depend on
the capacity of the condenser. Obviously a large condenser
will not be charged up to a given pressure so quickly as avjH a
small one. The same sort of variation is to be expected as in
the case of the inductance ; that is to say, the time period will
increase or decrease in proportion to the square root of tlie
capacity according as to whether it increases or decreases.

In a circuit containing inductance and capacity, therefoi'e.
and whose resistance is small, we may say that the time period
vanes directly as the square root of the product of the inductance

and capacity.

Tills expression"varies as" needs some explanation.
It wJl be best explained by an example.
A man wants to buy sheep. The amount of money he pays
will depend upon two things, the price of each, sheep, and the
number of sheep bought. Stated mathematically, it would be
said that the total cost "varies clirectlj'-" with the price per
sheep and with the number bought. Putting this into algebrai
cal language, we say—

C varies as PN. Where C = total cost, P = price of a single
sheep, and N = number of sheep purcliased.
Tlie sign " Gc" is used to denote the words"varies as."

Notice that a "direct" variation means that as one thing

increases, so the other tiling likewise increases. Notice also

that tins method of calculation does not tie us down to any
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particulav system of \inits. The price of things might here he

given in shillings, pence, pounds, or any foreign system of

coinage, yet the statement would stiU hold good.
Similarly we might say that the distance we walk in a given

time varies directly as our speed, or that the time taken to coal

ship varied directly with the amount of coal we had to get in.
Variation may also be "inverse." The time taken to walk
a given distance will vary inversely as our speed. This means
that the higher our speed, the less will be the time.
Stated as above we should have,

T varies as g where T = time, and S = speed. Notice
that the S here goes into the denominator of the fraction, for, as
the deirominator gets larger, the whole expression will get
smaller. Again, whether time be measured in seconds, hours

or days, and whether speed be measured in miles per day, miles
per hour, or feet per second are equallj' immaterial. The
statement is still true.

Other examples of inverse variation may be helpful. The
time taken to mow a field will vaiy directly as the area of the
field and inversely as the number of mowers.

The resistance of a wire varies directly as its length and
inversely as its cross section. This latter ca'se is—

Resistance varies as Lengtli—^
Cross section
We have seen, then, that the time period of our oscillating

current varies as the square root of inductance and capacity,
that is—

T varies as Jtr
■v

^
^=
_ inductance
capacity. and

We may now tie ourselves down to units. Expressing T in
seconds, L in henries, and S in farads, the relationship that

holds good is—

T = 27r x^LS. For "tt" see Appendix.

Before we pass on to consider these units more fully, it may

he well to remind ourselves that the time period is not affected
by the voltage of the original charge, and that the frequency
of discharge is similarly independent of this voltage.
The note given out by a ship's bell depends on the

natural frequency at wliich it vibrates mechanically. This

frequency depends upon the mass and elasticity of the bell.

The same note will be emitted whether the bell be stiuck

violently or only a little, and similarly an electrical circuit will

have a natural fr-equency independent of the violence of the

original applied impulse. The inductance may roughly be
called the electrical mass, and the capacity the elasticity of the
circuit.

As you give a bigger charge for the condenser to set

moving, so also do you increase the ability of the condenser to
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do this extra work, for the voltage will liavo to bo corre

spondingly higher. The strength varies dii-rt-tly as tlio task
demanded of it.

Returning now to the time-period fonnula, wo may mctifion
that this formula may be regarded as the fundamcnlal wireless
equation.
In its present form it is not mnoh usod, owing to the fact

that an inductance as large as one henry is veiy .selchun met

with unless an iron core is being used, a thing wliieh never
happens in an oscillator. Again, the faj-ad is an unwieldy unit
to have, since even the largest condensei- we shall meet with
in practice is only a few millionths of a hirad.
Considerable stress has been laid on the necessity of the
resistance of the oscillator being low. So important is this,
that if the resistance be increased above

a certain limit the

discharge of a condenser never oscillates at all, but gi-adiially

leaks across from one plate to the other, never "over-shooting
the mark" and never reversing.

Such a discharge is called uni-directional.
The limiting factor which deterraine.s wliether a eii'cnnt will

oscillate or not, is_as follows ;—Provided the resistance be not
greater than

the discharge will be o.seillatory.

Plere L

and S will be in henries and farads, the resistance boijig, of
course, in oliras.

We have been considering the discdiarge of a condenser
without reference to any particular kind of condenser, that is

to say, the action will take place •whether the plates of the
condenser be far apart or close together. If the former wore
the case, we should call the arrangement an "open oscillator,"
while a "closed " one has the condenser ])latcs close togcf.her.
To define one as opposed to the other is not easy, for, as in tlie
case of high or low frequency currents, there is no liai'd-andfast line of demarkation between the two.

However, for all practical purposes the ox)en oscillator
consists of the aerial wii-e, where the tliickness of the air
dielectric is perhaps many feet, while a closed oscillator has a

condenser whose dielectric may be air, but is more likely to be

glass, mica, oil, ebonite, or some such substance whose thickness
would be measured in hactions of an inch or jnillimetre.

The difference, to the practical user, between the two types
is very marked No loss important is tlie difference between
the natures of the disturbances sent out by the two kinds.

jr~a

TJ
Fig. 7.

t;,5
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Closed Oscillat-or (Fig. 7).
The only ouergy otlier than heat that can he radiated by the
closed type will be magnetic in its nature.
Closed loops o£ magnetic force will surround the wire,
expanding, contracting, reversing, and again fluctuating, in
sympathy witii the current that causes them.
The electric lines of force, however, being confined to
travei-sing the substance of the dielectric, never get a chance

of being radiated out into their true vehicle, from a wireless
point of view, the ether.
X

4-^

VJ.

Fig. 8.

The open oscillator (Fig. 8), on the other hand, will radiate

not only circular horizontal ripples of magnetic eiiergj'', but also
closed or semi-closed loops of electric energy.
It will be seen that as the condenser part of the aerial
becomes cliavged and discharged, the electric lines will expand,
contract, and reve:"se in sj'inpathy. As the current oscillates,
we may picture these lines of foi'ce getting "cracked off" into
space, like the loosely-tied end of a whip lasli.
The aerial Avire, therefore, possessing inductance and capacity,
is a far more effective radiator than is the closed oscillator,

mainly because it radiates electric as well as magnetic energj',
instead of magnetic energy only.
The actions and reactions in and around an aerial udre are

very complicated, and at present but little understood, but this
subject will be dealt with in a later chapter.
So far so good. An aerial wire is necessary. Is it all that

is required, or that can be desired ? By no means.
At first sight the reader may fail to see how an aerial can
be said to resemble the open oscillator just described. Where,
for instance, does the condenser come in ?

Aerial Wire {see Fig. 9).
Theory and experience have shown that the most efficient
form of aerial is the well-known "roof" type. The bottom of
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the aei'ial is connected, generally, to the earth or surface of the

sea. The earth forms one plate of a condenser, the wire, and
especially the roof part, forms the other.

ground
(a.)

fW

(c)

Fig. 9.

The dielectric consists of the intervening laj-er of air,
although the actual seat of the lines of force is conceived to
be the ether, and therefore to be independent of the presence
of air.

Note that"sound"signals require air to carry them, honce

the difficulty of hearing "up ■wind." Flashing and wireless do
not depend on air for their transmission.
The inductance is furnished mainly by the "feeder," or

wires leading down to the office. The actual calculation of the

inductance and capacity of an aerial pi-esentsj us with an

exceedingly complex problem; suffice it to say for the present

that the higher and larger the roof, or overhead part, the better
is our aerial for radiating.

Now, since the height must be made as great as possible, and
since the capacity of a condenser varies inversely as the thickness
of the dielectric, the capacity will be small.
Again, the capacity varies directly as the area of tho dielectric
cliarged, that is, of the opposed plates.
The earth is big, but tlie overhead portion of an aerial is
very limited, especially in a ship. Consequently this factor also
goes to keep the condenser small.

It will be seen, therefore, that if we wish to charge up the

aerial direct fi-om the source of supply, the initial charge

(couloinlis) will be small unless we go in for an enormously high
voltage. For many reasons tills is inadvisable. Tho danger of .

shock is one, and another is tliat the " pull-olf " of tho trigger,

or spark length, must be great. A long spark has a higher

ohmie resistance than a short one. In consequence of this the
damping due to resistance will he high.

Again, since tlie initial charge is small, this charge, when it

gets in oscillation, will produce but a feeble current in the

aerial, so that, altliongh the electric lines of force may be strong
enough, the magnetic ones will be weak.
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This inetliod of sending, that i.s, cluirging tlic aerial direct
from the sonrce, and having a s))ar]c gap in the aerial, is cixlled
"idain aerial," or, in America, the" whip-crack" method.
It is impoi'tant to notice the following point.
An open oscillator parts with, more energj" at each swing
than does a closed one, so that all other things being equal the
damping due to radiation wiU be much more heavj- in the open
than in the closed type.
An efficient oscillator of the closed type will give a cuiTent
time curve as in Fig. 6 (c). While that in an open oscillator,
when cliarged direct, will be as in Fig. 6 (b). Hence the name
used in iVmerica.

From receiving considerations it is important that the
oscillations in the transmitting aerial should not die away too

quickly, so that we must turn our attention to retaining the
aerial on account of its good radiating properties giving it
artificially a greater persistency than it would otherwise have.

This end is commonly attained by taking advantage of the

phenomenon of induction between two circuits, generating the
oscillations in a fairly pei-sistent closed oscillator having a large
(tondenser. This condenser can hold a large initial charge
without an unduly long spark gap, and will part with its
magnetic energy to the aerial, which thus has an oscillatory
current induced in it.

To do this, a few tunis of wire, called the "mutual coil"
forming part of the aerial circuit, are placed in proximity to a
few turns of wire forming part of the closed oscillator.
The latter now goes hy the name of the "primary" and the
whole aerial circuit is called the"secondary"of an"OKcillallon
transformer."
It will he seen that the closer the mutual c-oil is to the

primary the ferver lines of force will evade cutting the mutnal
coil. We thus get a high pressure induced in the aerial and

a large amount of energy radiated at each oscillation. Tliis
means a few strong oscillations with heavy damping. On the

other liinid,if the mutual coil bo ratherreinote fi-om the primary,

many lines of force will escape without cutting the mutual, and
wiU, so to speak,"live to fight another day." The consequence
will be that (he aerial is charged to a comparatively low pressure,
but that the damping of the waves is less and their life consequentlj'longer.
A

8086
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The mutual coil can be regarded, from the point of view of
the aerial, as an alternating current liigh-frcquency dynamo
whose terminals are connected to aerial and earth respectivelj',
and Avhich furnishes decadent trains of alternating voltage.

This voltage and its damping can be varied at will within wide

limits. This is a most convenient arrangement, for, by iiierolj'"
sliding the mutual coil nearer to or further from the primary,
we can alter the nature of the outgoing oscillations, and thus,

by experience, find that particular position of the coil which

gives the best results at the receiving end with the particular

detector or veeoiviiig circuit in use at the moment.
This system of sending, tiiking advantage as it docs of tlic
good generating properties of the closed oscillator, and of the
good radiating properties of the open oscillator, while avoiding

to a certain extent the bad qualities of botb, is called the
coupled system.

L-GdC/
Prinmry'
Fig, 11.

Common
Wire

Fio. 12.

The aerial is here said to be inductively coupled to the

primaiy (Fig. 11).

Another system of coupling is in use, but not in the modern
Service spark-transmitting circuits, called "direct" coupling

(Fig. 12).

_ In this type, a portion of the wire is common to both the

primary and the aerial circuits. This piece of "common" wire
takes the place of what is wrongly called the "mutual" i"
inductive system.

Now when in the inductive (or electro-magnetic) system the
mutual is close up to the primary, the two circuits are said
to be "closely" or "tightly" coupled together, while the

^posite state of affairs is called "light," or "loose" coupling.
The latter tenns arc perhaps preferable in both cases, and ^vill
he used in future.

In the direct coupled type, the coupling will tighten with

an increase, • and loosen with a decrease, of the amount of
common wire.

It now only remains to see to the adjustment of the two
circuits, primary and secondaiy, so a-s to get the best results.

This process is called "tuning"or getting into"tune," and
will be dealt with in a separate chapter.
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CHAPTER nr.

Units.

Before entering upon tlie subject of electrical units it will be
well to get an idea of the fundamental units upon which they
ai'c based.

BritUih Units.

Tliese fundamental units are those by which we measure
length, mass and lime.

Length.
The British unit ol! length, the foot, is a purely arbitrary
ouc, and consists of the distance between two marks on a certain

bar of metal when at a certain temperature. This standai'd foot

is kept at the Exchequer Office and several accurate copies are
deposited in other places for safety.

It must he remenibored that length, or space, is a primary
conception and very diiEcult to define. It may, however, be
said that it is"that which separates two non-coincident points."
Mass.

Again,"matter"cannot be defined, and so"mass"can only

be said to l)o the amount of matter that a body contains.
The British unit of mass is the "pound," and consists of

the amount of matter comprising a certain lump of platimun
kept at the Exchequer Office,

Tlie mass of a body is independent of its position on or off
the earth, and of its temperature.
Tlie reader must carefully distinguish between the mass and
the"weight" of tins lump of platinum.

The weight is merelj" the force ^vith which the eai-th attracts
a body, and this force varies at different places on the surface of
the earth, being greater at the poles or at tlie bottom of a mine
tbaii at the equator or tojj of a mountain.

The process of "weighing" (except ^v]lere a spring Imlance
is used) is really compaiing the mass of a certain bodj' with
known masses,since bodies of equal masses are attincted towards
the earth by equal forces and are therefore said to "balance"
one another.
Thne.

The conception of time is inborn in man, as are those of space
and of matter, so the units of time, the second or minute, may be
described as being certain fmctions of tbe moan solar day.
From these fundamental units oilier units are calculated,

being called "derived" units. Such, for instance are those by
which we measure the area of a field, the pressure in a boiler,

the hoi-se-power of an engine, or the speed of a ship.

D 2
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C.G.S. System.
The French system of units has been adoi^ted by tlio British
Association for scientific purposes, and goes by the name of the
"Centimetre-Gramme-Second" system, or, more sliortlv, the
"C.G.S." system.
Length.

Here the unit of length is the centimetre, which is the
hundredth part of a metre. The latter unit was umlorstood to
be a certain decinral fraction of the distance between tlie pole

and the equator ; but the original measurements were wrong,
so the standard metro is an arbitrary length and is preserved
in the French Archives.
Mass.

The gramme is the unit of mass and is defined to be the
amount of matter composing a cubic centimetre of water when
at its maximum density—that is, at 4° centigrade. The actual

standard is not, of course, made of water, but is a small lump
of platinum.
Time.

The unit of time is the same as our unit.

The relations between the two systems are given for
reference :—

1 cm. = ■ 394 of an inch, or " 0328 of a foot.
1 inch = 2'o4 cms. and 1 foot = 30*48 cms.

The pound weighs 453'6 grammes, and so contains 453'6 times
more matter than does a gramme.
Derived Units.

Farce.—Force may be said to be that which causes, or tends

to cause, a body to alter its state of rest or of motion in a sti*aight
line.

A force may:—
(1) Cause a stationary object to get under way ;

(2) Cause a moving object to stop ; or
(3) Deflect a moving object into a new path ;
Again, it may try, but fail, to do any of these things.

Forces have magnitude and direction. We measure their

magnitude in pounds weight, but it must be remembered that

the ^veight of the British pound (mass) varies with the locality.
The force required to produce a certain definite sliglit extension
of a steel spiral spring may, however, be assumed to bo constant
under all conditions.

A force has direction. That of gravity acts vertically down
wards. The wind usually produces a horizontal pressuio on

any object exposed to its force.

Fnrc;es can therefore be represented by straight lines, whose
length can represent, to some scale, pounds' weight, and whose
direction, generally indicated by an arrow-head, shows the

direction in which a body would move if it were solely under

tlie influence of that force.
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Thus:—

D

O

Scale
'

lb

3

=

^ incH

■

'

.i

*

■

■

Fxg. 13.

AB (Fig. 13) represents a force of 2 lbs. weight, which

would nio\-e a body at A towards B. CD represents a force of
3 lbs. weight"acting"from D in the direction of C.
VclociLij.—Volocitj- may be defined as the rate at which a
body changes its position.
It is measured by the number of units of space passed over
in unit time. Hence we talk of a velocity, or speed, of so many
feet per second, miles per hour, or centimetres per second and
so on.

'

WJien a body moves, the magnitude and direction of its
velocity at any instant can be represented by a straight line.
In this case the length of the line shows to some scale, the

number of units of velocity with which tlie body is moving,
its direction, the direction of motion.

Velocity is said to be "uniform" when equal amounts of

space are passed over in equal intervals of time. Tlius, for
uniform velocity we may say that:•—
Space passed over oc A^elocity X time, or, where units are

chosen,
s = vt, where s = feet passed over,

V = velocity in feet per second,
t = total time in seconds.

Consequently v =|, and t = -.
Kow when a body starts, say fiom rest, and gradually

increases speed, or when a moving bodj- comes gradually to rest,
its velocity is not unifoi-m.
It is llien said to move with "accelemtion"or"retardation."

The latter expression is sometimes called a "negative"
acceleration, because in this case velocity is being subtracted all
the time.

Acceleration, positive or negative, is measured by the
number of units of A'elocity added to or substraeted from the

previous velocity of the body during-each xmit of time. Thus,
we maj' have 2 i'eet-per-second velocity added eveiy second.
Tliis ^\'ould be an acceleration (positive) of 2-feet-per-sccond

per second. It will be noticed that acceleration is really "rate
of change of velocity," while velocity Avas "rate of change of
position."
Let us see liow the velocity of an uniformly accelerated body
alters from instant to instant.
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Starting from rest, we say, taking the above value, that;—
When t = 0 V = 0,

t = 1 sec. V = 2 feet-per-sec. Generally written 2 f.s.
t = 2 sec. V = 2 + 2 = 4 f.s.
t = 3 sec. V = 4 + 2 = 6 f.s. and so on.

Since 2 f.s. are added each second,it follows that at the end
of t seconds the velocity will be 2t f.s.
So for any acceleration of "a" feet-per-second-pcr-second

(written f.s.s. or f.s.') we may say that the velocitj' (in f.s.) of a
body after time = t seconds will be given by
V = at, provided that the body started fi-om rest.

Again a = ^
t<

Acceleration is said to be "uniform" when equal increments

(or deci-envents) of velocity are added (or subtracted) in equal
time intervals.

Now what causes motion in matter ? How is it prodiicod or
destroyed ?

Due to the inertia (see page 7) of matter, no body possesses

the innate property of altering its state—that is, it cannot get in

motion from rest, or stop itself when moving, bj' its own agency.

An outside i'orce must be applied.

Let a stone drop from a height. The force of gravity, or, in
other words, the weight of the stone, acts on the mass of the

stone in a vertical direction downwards. The stone moves in
the direction of tlio force. Notice tliat it moves faster and

faster (he further it falls. Its velocity is clearly not uniform. It
is moving with acceleration.
Tliis acceleration is uniform, but is found to have difrei"ent
values at different points on the earth's surface.

Ill London, a hody falling fi-eely moves with an acceleration

of nearly

32'2 f.s.s., or

981 cms.-per-sec-per-sec.

We must be particular about saying falling"freely," because
the air may seriously oppose "the force of gravitj"- by its
resistance. If it were not for the air resistance a bullet and a

feather, simultaneously let drop from the same height, would
reach the ground at the same instant.

Hence the acceleration produced by the force of gravity is

indejiendent of the mass in question, but this must not bo taken
as the residt of all forces.

We know that the weight of a mass varies with the size of
the mass. Consequently in the case of gravity the bigger the
mass we have to get under way, the bigger the force available

to do the work,
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Imagine any force not dependent oii tlie mass on whicli it
acts. If the mass bo great it will tjvadnalhj gather speed, and if
the mass be small it will rapidly gather speed.

Honee ^vo see lliat the acceleration produced varies directly

with the force and invei-sely with the mass on which it acts, or
F

a cc —, or F oc ma
m

Wo should like to choose our unit of force so that, acting

on the mass of 1 lb. it produces an acceleration of 1 f.s.s.
But we have seen that the weight of 1 lb., acting fi-eely on the
mass of 1 lb., produces 32"2 units of acceleration. Tlie unit of
force (weiglit of 1 lb.), is therefore 32'2 times too large, and the

pound weight contains 32"2 absolute units of force in the
British system.

Tills xmit is occasionally used (though we shall continue
with the pound weight), and it is called the " poundal."

Being equal to 1/32'2 of the force witli whicli the earth
attracts a mass of 1 lb., it is seen that the poundal is equivalent
to the weight of about i an ounce.
In the C.G-.S., system, the unit of force, sometimes called the
absolute unit, is the "dyne." It is that force which, acting
freely on the mass of 1 gramme, causes it to move with an
acceleration of 1 cm. per-sec-per-sec.
The weiglit of a gramme is therefore 981 dynes.

Since 1 lb. weight = 453'6 grm. weight, the force of 1 lb.
weight is equivalent to 981 X 453"6 = 445,000 dynes.
Work and Energy.

From these units of force, velocity, and acceleration we may
now derive other units.

A force is said to do"work" when its point of application

moves through space, be that space never so small.
I^hiis, a horse dragging a ivaggoii does work, so does a man

lifting a weight; but it the waggon were immovably stuck in
a bog,or if the weight were too lieavj'for the man to lift, tliongli
the liorse and man both put forth enormous exertions, neither
would technically do " work." .
Tiie amount of work done is proportional to the force used
and the distance through which it ti^avels.

Tlius, a man lifts a brick to the top of a wall. He does a
certain amount of work. Lifting two bricks doubles the amount
of ivork.

Again, one brick lifted to the top of a wall twice as

high entails twice the original amount.

The work therefore = lbs. x feet, and the unit of work is
consequently called the "foot-pound." One fool-pound is

expended in lifting 1 lb., weight through 1 foot, or J lb.
through 2 feet, or 2 lbs. through 6 inches, and so on.
Work ex])cn(lcd on a body is never thromi away. The

body possesses, by virtue of the work expended on it, new
properties.
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It is now capable of giving up an equal amount of \vork
when called Tipon to do so. This capability of doing work is
called its"energy."
Energj' may show itself in many different forms, and wlion
a body gives up its energj-, the consequent energy maj- bo of
one or several forms. Some of tliese forms may bo useful to
us and some useless, but the main points to jiotice arc as
follow.

No hody can possess energ}'unless work has previously been
expended on it.

Whenever work has been so expended, the bodj'- must
possess a definite amount of energy.
Energy is indestractible. The energy impai-ted to a body
may leave it again in manj- different ways, but the total amount
that leaves it will ho neither more nor less than that which -was

originally imparted.

Energy is consequently "uncreatable." Whatever enoigy
there may he existed, perhaps in some other form, before.

Tlie

supply of energy in the universe is believed to be fixed and
uiivariable and to have been so fi'om aU time.

Now since the energy a hody contains is proportional to the
work e.xpended on the hody we sliaU often find the words"energy"
and "work" used indifferently, meaning the same thing.
Of the different forms that energj'- takes, we are chiefly
concerned with a few broad lieadings:—
Energy of heat, or therinal energy.
Chemical energy.
Mechanical energy.

Electrical energy.
The light and heat of the sun, carried by the ether, probably
in the foim of electro-magnetic Avaves, arrives at the earth and
is the source of all earthly energy.
Vegetation grows, and the A-egetation of a fsAv millioii years

ago forms the coal of to-day. Animal life is supported by

vegetation. Clouds are fonned and the earth watered simply

clue to the energy emitted hy the sun.

The subject is infinite in its A-astness and Ave can but enter
veiy bi'iefly upon it here.

An instance may perhaps make things clearer.
Ages ago the sun gave certain units of Avoik, in the forjn of
light and heat, to a tree, which in pi-ocess of time became a
lump of coal. Stored up in "this lump we liaA'e latent energy
ready to be let loose at our convenience. This is called poten
tial energy. We now alloAV chemical energy to appear.
The coal is ignited and its atoms of carbon, combining Avitb
oxygen from the air, give out heat. The coal being in the
furnace of a boiler, heats the Avater therein, some of the heat

being wasted up the funnel. The' water boils and again we

have potential energy in the pressure of the steam.
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Tliis steam is tirnied on to an engine. Its energj' turns into
energj' oT motion, or "kinetic" enei'gj*. Again some is wasted
in jieating the cylinder and bearings, in the latter case by

friction. The twist of the engine is transmitted to the armature

of a dynamo and is converted into electrical energy. The work
thus done on the dynamo reappeai-s in heating the conductors,

as heat and light in lamps, as mechanical energj- of motion in a
motoi', or as elethro-maguetic energy radiated from our wireless

set. The lamps heat the surrounding air and evaporate water,

and so on. Wc could trace without ever ending the history of
the energy originally imparted to tliat lump of coal.

This principle is called the law of the conservation of

energy.

At present wc are concerned with mechanical energj".

We liave seen that work is measured in foot-pounds. Place
a brick on the lop of a wall. The work done =the weight of the

brick in lbs. multiplied by the height of the wall in feet. The

brick, due to its position above the surface of the earth, possesses

potential energy*, which is reckoned in foot-pounds—namely, the
same number as were expended in lifting it. Allow the brick to

fall to the ground.

The potential onergj' now becomes kinetic,

due to the motion of the hiuck.

Just before it strikes the earth, it possesses no potential but
all its kinetic eiiergj', which again is measured in foot-pounds.

To calculate potential energy,then,is easy. We have merely
to see how many foot-pounds were expended in bringing about

the potential state. Kinetic energj-, however, presents greater
dilficulties.

Work done=force in lbs. X distance through which it has

acted in feet, or

W = Fs, where s=feet of space passed over.
Now to return to the brick. As it was falling, its potential

energy was being replaced by kinetic. When it iiad fallen half
way, lialf its energy was kinetic and half still potential.

When

jnst about to strike ground we find its kinetic onergj' is greater
than wlien halfwaj' down. This is evidentlj' duo to its velocity
being greater, for the further it falls, tlie faster it travels. Again,

a large brick possesses more kinetic enorgj- than does a small one

falling with the same velocitj'.

Kinetic energy, then, depends upon the mass and velocity of
a body, and we shall find tliat the work done to cause a body to
lno^•e with a certain speerl (which is the same as tlie energj'stored
in it) varies directly with the mass and directly with the tiqicare
of the velocity generated.
Irf"! a force F act on a mass m, causing it to move with
acceleration a.

Now F=ma {see p. 35).
Again, at the end of t seconds the velocity will be v, such
that

V =at (see p. 34).
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Now, what about the space passed over?
Obviously as time goes on it will pass over greater and
greater distances each second.
From the time when t = 0 to now, when it is t seconds, its

velocity has been uniformly increasing fi-om 0 to v.

Suppose its velocity had been iiniform and equal to
mean velocity for the whole t seconds.

the

It would then have

passed over exactly the same distance. We can therefore say

that the space passed over by the body in time t is given by

s = ^t (see p. 33).
But V = at (see above;;

SO s = g- X t or '2- at.
1

.0

Now the total work done in producing velocity v must be
W = Fs {see p. 37),

that is |(Fat®). Substituting ma for F,' we have
1/
2.
W = ^(ma't')
or ^
—g—

TIT

Tliis is -g(mv-) for v = at.
The energy stored up in a moving body, or the work it is

capable of doing, is = -Jmv" ioot-poundals.
Power.—Power is the rate at which work is done, and will

therefore be measured by tlie number of foot-pounds expended
every second.

For a man to ^valk to the lop of a hill, a cei'tain amount of
work must be expended, depending upon the weight of the man

and the height of the hill

Whether the man runs, walks or

drives up is immaterial to the work done.

The time taken cannot alter the work, but will have a great

effect upon the power. The less the time taken, the gi-eaier the
rate at which the work is perfoimed.
Power therefore varies directly with the work done and
inversely -with the time taken to do it.
We have, then p cc —
t

The practical unit of power has to be much larger than 1 footpmmd per second, so 550 ft. lbs. per second are chosen as the
horse-power."
550 ft, lbs per second = 550 X 60, or' 33,000 ft. lbs. per

minute.

example, let a man weighing 10 stone Avalk up a hill

^,000 feet high in 11 hours. At Avhat rate is he Avorking ?
He does 140 x 2,000 ft. lbs in all.
Lhis js 280,000 ft. lbs.

Ihe power, then, is 280,000 ft lbs in 75 minutes.
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That is —

ft. lbs eveiy minnte, or

3737 ft. lbs per miimte, or
3737

60

His power is

= 62 ■ 3 ft. lbs per see. nearly.
02'3

or "113 of a horse-power.

To return to the C.G.S. system,the t;nitof work is called the

"erg," which is the work done by 1 dyne in moving tlu-ough
1 cm.

The absolute unit o£ power woxdd be a rate of 1 erg per sec.

The weight of 1 lb., which is 445,000 dynes, moving through

1 foot, or 30"48 cms., docs 445,000 x 30"48 dyne-cms. or ergs.
Hence 1 ft. lb. contains 13,570,000 ergs nearly.
Tlie erg is therefore a very small unit.
Since 1 H.P. = 550 ft. lbs. per sec.
•■• „
= 550 X 13,570,000 ergs per sec.
= 7,460,000,000 ergs per sec.

The reader is now advised to refer to Appendix VI. of the

Torpedo Manual, where these I'esults are tabulated.
Elec-tneal Units.

We no-w come to tlie electrical units, the theory goverjiing the
selection of which is a monument to the ingenuity of scientists,
hnt a frequent source of irritation and despair to the student.

Happily, however, practical work can get on remarkably well

without our l^eing constantly on our guard as to whether a
certain nnit is in the electro-magnetic or the electi-o-static
system, or what are the relative values of the different units

expressed in the practical or absolute methods.
The electrical standards are those of current and resistance.

From these all the others may he derived.

We siiaU be concerned with the practical units, which are
based on the British units of length, mass, and time.
Most of them are calculated on the electro-magnetic basis,

tliat is to say, with, reference to the magnetic effects consequent
on a curreut passing along a conductor. This corresponds to
the study of motion (dynamics) in the mechanical world.
Such units are the

Ampere, measuiiug Current.
Volt,
Ohm,

„
„

Pressure, D.P., or E.M.F.
Resistance.

And the derived units—

Coulomb, measuring Quantity.
Henry,

,,

Joule,

,,

Inductance.

Work.

Watt,

„

Power.

Potential energy, stored up in a condenser may not be

accompanied by a current(or motion), so another system of rrnits
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deals with the study of stationary charges and their mutual
actions, being called the electro-static system.
The unit of capacity is the only one that concerns us; we
have the

Farad, measuring Capacity.
It will perhaps enable us to gi'asp tlie nature of the electrical
units better, if we draw comparisons between mechanical and
electrical units.
Let—

Be equivalent to—

(1) Motion of matter

Electric flow
circuits.

in

(2) Space

S

Feet

Quantity

Q

Coulombs.

(.')) Velocity .

T

F-sec

Current

0

Amphi'C.s.

or

S

Velocity •

F

t)

Q

Current

t

Coulombs
per sec.

Tlieii—

(•1) Acceleration

(Rate

"1

Is equivalent to—

of i

|j|

change of|
velocity). J

(5) Ma-ss

F-s-s

m

Lbs.

(6) Force
(sta
tionary).

F

lbs. wt.

(7) Force (moving)

F

=m

X

a.

i»

or

Poundals

Rate of change of

Inductance -

L

Henries.

Potential

E

Volts.

E

Volts.

E.M.F. [as that"]

of Inductance|
= L X (Rate jof ehango of|

ra v

Jto name

Amps, per

t

current)]
(8) Momentum

c

current.

-J

Electromagnetic

sec.

or

^xt

11

,LC

No name.

Jlc=

Joules.

momentum.

(9) Energy of mo
tion, Kinetic.

10) Work rlono

In

storing

Po

tential
ergy.

En

.11) Power (Rate of
lining work).

I

gmv-

Ft. 11)8.

E-M

Bnergy of

a circuit.
W or
F.8

Ft. lbs.

Potential energy
stored (as in
condenser).

QE

Joules.

P or

Ft, lbs.
per 8CC.
horse
power.

Rate
of

EC

Joules per

w

t"

of change
Knergv

ass QF..

•>-t

But

sec.

=

Watts. -

^ = C (jice
■

above).

Regarding (2) we may assume that electric charges, having
no mass, can only be considered to possess dimensions.

Note also that we may i-egard a gallon of water as being a
unit occupying a fixed space, and that a gallon and a coulomb
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may be compared. This is not, of course, true in many respects,
so tiie comparison must be used with caution.

Regarding (3) we may say tlie strength of a current of water
"galiens per sec.," and of electricity "coulombs per sec."
Regarding (10) it will be noticed in the process of building

a wall that the lower layei-s of bricks have to be lifted a small

height only, so that to build a waR of height 10 feet, using

2 tons of bricks, we have to raise 2 tons through 5 feet.
10

or 5 feet is the average height to which we lifted bricks.

it

So also in charging a condenser we must take the mean
value of E, E being the terminal voltage and starting from zero.

The mean pressure was

so we say that

joules are stored

in the condenser.

Since Q = SE we have

Joules in a condenser of S fai-ads charged to E volts are given

Ijy J = 1I SW.
Regarding the electrical units, the reader is already familiar

with the practical units—the volt, the ampere and ohm.
The farad ahvays, and the henry sometimes, are too large
for practical use, and subdivisions of these units are employed.
Multiples and subdivisions of other units are often required,
and certain prefixes are used, as follows:—
Prefix.

Language.

Meg- or MegaKilo-

•Hecfco•Deka-

X 1,000,000
Gi-eet

Latin

Milli-

Micro-

X

1,000

X

100

X

•DeciCenti-

Meaning.

Greek

J.

10

10
I
100
1

1000
1

1,000,000

* These are not often used.

Such applications as are in common use are:

Megohm = 1,000,000 ohms.
Kilowatt = 1,000 watts.

Kilometre = 1,000 metres.
Centimetre —•

metre.

Or Shortly.
xlO«
xlO'
xl02
xlO
-5-10

-5-10'
^10'
-5-10'
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Millimetre —

of a centimetre =

Hilliampere =

ampere.

Millilienry =

heniy.

Miero-lieniy "|

2

T ^ lieuiy.

Micro-farad S oOOSOO

1"

Micro-secojid)

(.a second.

So also we can talk of a micro-inilliinetre. In general vise
among electricians we have the following vinits of length ^—

"®™''"= i;ooW

Also"circular mil" beiug the area of the end of a wire
called its "cross-section"—having a diameter of
inch. In

future, to save writing long strings of cyphers, powens of 10 will
be shewn thus:—
10^ for ICQ

10^ for 1,000 and so on.
The "iudex" nmiiher shows the total ivuinljcr of cypher's.

Again 4,500 may be written 4'5 X 10^ and "00003 would be

3

lO^'

Multiplying
10- X 10® we have 1,000 X 100 = 100,000 = 10®.

Now 2-1-3 = 5; so in multiplying add tho indices.
Dividing

we have

= 1,000 = 10®.

Now 5—2 = 3; so in dividing subtract the index of the
denominator from tliat of tho numerator.

For this reason j^is sometimes vnatten 10"^, for 1 = IC,
1

L

and 1,000,000

So that

"

M

io-«

= 1^-1 = 10® X 10-^ = 10'®-=" = 10®.

This method will simplify our calculations.
We have seen that

10® micro-henries = 1 henry.

Now tho micro-henrj' is a very convenient unit in which to
measure tlie inductance of our oscillatoi-s, so lor shortness it is
called the "inic."
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Again, 10'^ micro-farads = 1 farad.

Even k!re micro-farad is too large for our ptirposes, altUougli
it is generally taken as tlie unit in books on udreless. This
entails using small decimals in talking of W.T. circuits, so we
in the vService use the "jar," being aisproximately the capacity
of an ordinary pint-size Leyden lar.
900 jars = 1 micro-farad.
So 900 X 1.0'' or 9 X 10'^ jars = 1 farad.
Now the absolute unit of inductance and capacity as gh'sn by
the C.G.S. system work out as follow :—

1 henry contains 10^ absolute units by the E.M. system.
These are called "centimetres of inductance."
Hence 1 mic. contains 10'' X
= 10^ centimetres.

Again,

1 farad contains 9 X 10'^ absolute units by the E.S.
system.

These again are called "centimetres of capacity."
X 10"
Hence 1 micro-farad = 9 jqs—
= 9 x 10® centimetres,
X 10®
and 1 jar=9—qqo"
~

centimetres.

Before the name"jar" was definitely adopted, reference will
be found to capacity reckoned in "kilo-centimetres," or

thousands of centimetres. It will be seen that a jar = a
kilo-cm.

It is difiicult at fimt sight to see how the absolute units of
both L and 8 came to be of the same "dimensions," i.e., a
length.

The inductance of a wire varies as its length, and, if a straight
u'ire have its size doubled all romid (in lengtli and thickness)
its inductance is doubled.

Again, the capacity of a dielectric
vai'ies as

Area

_ Length X Length

Thickness

Length

We see then, that it is of the nature of a length.
Straight wires are said to have distributed inductance and

capacity, coiled

wires have concentrated inductance and

condensers concentrated capacity.
The relation between the joule and the foot-pound will prove
usebil, for then ^ve can see what is the horse-power required to
drive a dynamo giving so many watts output.

A joule = 10' ergs of work.

A foot-pound = 1 ■ 357 x 10' ergs.

So that 1 foot-pound = 1'357 joules.
1 joule
= "737 or nearly f foot-pound.
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Also

1 H.P. = 550 footnpoixnds per sec.

= 550 X 1'357 joules per sec.
= 746 joxiles per sec.

= 746 watts, for 1 watt = 1 joule per sec.

746 watts are sometimes called the "electrical horse-power."
Tlie latter part of Appendix

(T. Manual) above referred to

should be carefully studied.

In the table given on p. 40 it mil be seen that the energy
stored up in a circuit of inductance L, having a current C
flowing thi-ough it, is—

= g LC" joules.
Here L is of coui'se in henries and C in amps. The enei'gy

is in the form of a magnetic field. To take an example.

The shunt coils of a dynamo (iron coi-e) of 100 henries have

10 amps, flowing. The energy expended in getting this current
going, which is equal to the energy stored in the field, is—

^ X 100 X 10= joules

= 5,000 joules
= 5,000 X "737 = 3,685 foot-pounds.

No wonder, then, that the cii-cuit gives a strong inductive

"kick" when suddenly switched off. We have seen that a
condenser of S farads, charged to a terminal potential of E
volts, requires—

^ SE= joules.
In a W.T. cii'cuit we might have 100 jare charged to 20,000

volts. Now 100jars= ^ ^100 farads.

Energy|
stored = x
^ ^

X (2 x 10')

= 22 ■ 2 joules.

= 22 • 2 X • 737 foot-pounds.
= 16'4 foot-pounds.

Hence each discharge starts with that much energy and
probably does not turn much of it into electro-magnetic waves,

owing to heat losses.

The power we shall radiate depends not only upon the"

energy per charge (or

SE=X but on the number of times per

second we refill the condenser from the supply.
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CHAPTER IV.

The Oscillator—continued.

Having now seen the system on which the"Service" units
are calculated, we will now proceed to turn the fundamental
wireless equation into a more workable form.
It has been shown that any circuit possessing inductance

and capacity will, provided the resistance be low, oscillate with
a time period given by

T = 2fl'x/LS, whei-e L is in henries and
S is in farads.

We are now going to work in mics and jars, and, further, it

will be useful to get rid of the expression 2ir.

Now henries =

and farads = 9 >06^"

So now we have, \vriting L as mics and S as jars,

. T = 2ir^l X
That is T =

}
But 10' X 10' = 10" and 9 = 3'.

Vy X 10"

So T =
T =

P'^^ting 3-1416 for tt.
^/LS

^LS

4-8 X 10"

4,800,000

So that a chcuit having an inductance of 1 mic in series
with a capacity of 1 jar will have a "natural" time-period of
a little longer than half a millionth of a second or half a mici-osecond.

It will be seen that an increase of either L or S will produce
an increase of T. Further, many different circuits might be
made of large capacities and small inductances, or else of large

inductances and small capacities, but all having the same

"LS value" and consequently all the same time period.

Now we saw that the time period and frequency varied

inversely as one another. As the time period got shorter, so
the frequency got higher.

When the time period is expressed in seconds (or fractions

of a second) and the fi-equency in cycles per second, we say—

T = n or F = ^.
A 8086

p
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Taking a circuit of 1 mic inductance and 1 jar capacity
we see >tlaat its "natxu-al" frequency is 4,800,000 cycles per
second.

Now when we charge iip the condenser and allow it to
discharge itself across a gap in the form of an oscillatory spark,
we know that after a few alternations, saj'-10 or 20, the oscillatory

action ceases. It therefore lasts for but a very small fraction
of a second. •

Nevertheless, we are justified in talking of the frequency as

being 4,800,000 cycles per second, because we mean that, i'f
they lasted for one aomplete second, there would have been this
large number of them.

In the same way we speak of a train travelling at a speed

of 60 miles per hoxu. We do not mean that it has been 60 miles

in the last hour, for it might have been stopped at a station
10 minutes ago, nor that it will go 60 miles in the ensuing

hour, for it may be stopped in a collision within the next

few seconds.

We merely mean that, at the instant we are talking about,

the train is going at such a speed that would carrj' it 60 miles

if that speed were maintained unifonnlj' for an hour.

It will he seen, then, that the frequency formula may be
obtained by merely turning the time period formula upside down.
We have then—

^ ~ 27t:.^LS'

^ ~ henries and S = farads.
or

^~^

^ ~ henries and S = jars.
or

F=

s X
V 10®•
1 n"'
4-8

V LS

where L — mics and S = jam.

All these three formulie will be useful, but at present we
are concerned with the last one only.

Now the electro-magnetic disturbances set up in the ether,
henceforward to be called "waves," travel with the speed of
light (see page 268), and we will assume that each complete
cycle of alternating current in the aerial wire caxxses one wave
to be emitted.

_ If the aerial he symmetrical these waves will spread out
in the circular apace just vacated by the outward passage of its

rmgwise uniformly in all directions. Each new wave is born
predecessor.

Since they are all travelling at the same speed, one wave
wll not iTish forward and"tread upon the heels" of its next
ahead, nor will it lag behind and "tread upon the toes"of its

next astern. They will all keep station on each other.
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What will be their distance apart, and how shall we
measure it?

The sliortest distance between any two waves will be in a
direction radial to the circle o£ which the aerial is the centre ;

that is to say, we must measure in a direction at right angles
to the"fi-ont" of the wave. Fig. 14.

Fig. 14.

Suppose you were walking along a road counting the tele^

gmpji poles which ypu pass, and you notice that in two miles

you pass fifty of them. To find the distance between any two

poles you divide the total distance passed over bv the total
number of poles.
9

Here the distance in miles would-be ^ or •04 mile.
00

Now imagine the oscillations in thp aerial to continue without
interruption for one complete second.—By the time the last
wave is formed the first one will be 186,000 miles away. Let

there be F of them in all, then the distance between any pair,
henceforward to be called the "wave-length," will be, in miles,
186,000
F

Now di^^ding by F is the same thing as multiplying by T.

So we have—

•

W ixL miles ^ 186,000 X —

4-8x10''

where L = mics and

S=jai-B.

It is more convenient to use feet, of which tliere are 5,280 in

a mile, hence—

W
in feet = 186 x l(y4-8x10®
x 5,280 x k/LS
wmieet
— About 206 s/LS.

"

This is the most generally useful formula in "W.T. The
reader should be able to extract the sq^uave root of any number.
E 2
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It may be convenient, for reference to give the wave-length
formula in other units commonly met with outside the Service.
W in metres = 62-8 VLS; where L = mics and S = jars.
W in feet = 6,180

where L = mics and S = micro

farads.

From this we see that to send out a wave of definite length,
we Imve merely to adjust the product of the L and b to a
definite amount.

A circuit of a given " value"will, if oscillating by itself,
send out waves of a certain length and of that length only.^^
Consequently, we are in the habit of referring to the

value of a wave-length," meaning thereby the LS value oi
circuit emitting waves of that length.

Notice, again, that the wave-length depends upon
product of X< and S. It matters not at all how that product ■
composed; that is whether the L be large and the S be sm ,
or vice versa, provided the product be the same.
The great point to remember is that a

Large LS value meanslarge period,low fi-equency,

^

.

and small,,
„
short „ high
„ short
A few numerical examples may be of help here.
Example 1.

to of

It is required to send a wave of 3,000 feet. Find

the circuit.

W = 206 VLST
Here 3,000 = 206 v'LS-

■' •
■

= s/XK Square both sides.
■

= (14-56/

— 212 mio-jars.

i)

^"Tchcuit
has an LS val^of 27. Find the wave-length.
W in feet = 206 ^/LS.
= 206,y27r

•

/o7f_R-2

= 206 x 5-2. See Appendix for A/a'

Example 3.

= 1,070 feet.

,

•

u9

What is the frequency of the above circuit r

F — 4 8 xIO gygies per second.
vLS

= '924 X 10®

= 924,000 cycles per second.
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Example 4.

A circuit has a time period of 1 micro-second. What is its
LS value (a) and wave-lengtli (6)?

rp

^LS
4-8 X 10«

n/ES

Here T = T7r« =
lO"
4-8 X 10«
4"8 X 10°

s/LS =

(a)

Jqu— (For this operation see Appendix.)

SoLS = (4-8)° .
= 23 mic-jars.

(b)

W = 206 VEa
= 206 n/23
= 206 X 4-8
= 988 feet.

The reader should make himself familiar with the method of

working, especiaUy that shown in examples (1) and (2). He
can practice working with the service LS values of which he
probably alieadj' knows the wave-lengths.

It will give the reader who makes bis first acquaintance of
wireless from this book an idea of tlie sort of thing to expect if
we mention that a ship's aerial will have a virtual inductance

(an expression lobe explained later) of fi'om 40 to 60 or 70 mics,

while its capacity might be from 1^- to 21- jai-s. These figures
<tpply to aerials such as those fitted in battleships. A scout
and a first class cruiser would have aerials whose values would

fall short of, and exceed respectively, the above values.
The aerial in a destroyer would, of course, have small
constants, such, for instance, as an inductance of, say, 15 mics

and a capacity of the order of 1 jar.
So much for the open oscillators. The closed oscillators

now universally employed for the generation of the oscillations
will naturally varj' according to the wave-lengtli to be enritted.
As a general rule we shall have a fairly large condenser and
only so much inductance as is absolutely necessary.
The inductance is necessary in order to be able to have some
lines of magnetic force where\vith to energise the mutual coil
and so get the oscillations going in the aerial.
It therefore often happens that the condenser has two or
even thine adjustments, so that we can use the small, medium,

or large values for the transmission of sliort, medium and long

waves respectively. Tlie fine adjustment necessaiy to bring
the primary to the exact LvS value required is most easily
obtained on the inductance coil by means of a clip, whereby we
can take the whole, or any less part of the total inductance

available. In reducing the inductance to a minimum we must
be careful to leave at least one complete turn of conductor, and
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that one turn shoulcT he at the end of the coil nearest to the

mxitual. Otherwise the mutual coil would he unable to get.
enough energy from the primary.
The primary, then, may have a condenser ranging from, say,
5 jars for very short waves, to 150 or so for long ones. The
inductimce might have a maximum value of about 20 mics, and
when special precautions have been taken to cut it do%vn to a
minimum, might have as small a value as mic.
It must be remembered that the inductance of the leads to

the spark gap have been included in these values.
In the same way tliat there is no hard-and-fast rule laid
down as to what is an high and what a low frequency, so also
there is no fixed dividing line between long and short waves.
A wave that is short from a battleship's point of view may
be of a considerable length when about to be sent on a
destroyer's aerial.

As a general rule, we speak with reference to a battleship.
Now the "natural" wave-length of the aerial of such a ship
would be about 1,700 to 1,800 feet, so anything longer than

that would be called "long," and the other ones"short."
For the reasons explained in Chapter II., wesawthat the best
method of energising the aerial was to generate the oscillations in
a closed circuit and then to transfer them to the open circuit by

taking advantage of the phenomenon of the inductive actions of
two adjacent circuits.

The whole apparatus may be called

an "oscillation

transformer," of which the closed oscillator coilforms the primary
and the mutual coil the secondary.

Remember that the mutual coil applies a high-frequency
alternating voltage to the aerial.

We now come to a point of extreme importance,
If an oscillatory circuit have an alternating E.M.F. set up
in it, and if the freqxiency of this E.M.F. agree icith the

natural frequency of the circuit, then an immensely greater
current will be produced than if the periods do not agree.

This exaltation of the alternating euirent, attained b}'
"syntonising" the natural frequency of the circuit with that of
the applied E.M.F., is said to be due to "electric i-esonance."
This last word is one used in the study of sound.
We are all familiar with the mechanical equivalent of this

remarkable fact.

Remembering that force corresponds to

E.M.F., in the mechanical analogues given in the last chapter,
and that motion corresponds to current, we will consider a few
common examples, for the similarity is exact, and cannot be too
fully realised.
First consider a pendulum. Even a very heavy bob may be

set in violent oscillatioTL by gentle taps, or even puffs of air,
• The coivect word to use should he "consonance," but the other is in

sach common use that we may adopt it pei-manently.
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provided that they are administered at such instants as agree

exactly with the natural period of the pendulum.
In. other words, each tap must arrive just when the

pendulum is ready to receive it, neither earlier nor later.
Another conimou example is in the case of a destroyer or
any ship with ratiicr light scantling. We Icnow that these
ships are liable to vibrate when under way very mitch more at
some speeds lhan at others. The reason for this is that the ship,

due to her mass (inductance) and elastic "compliance"
(capacity), lias a natural time period in which she will always
try to vibrate when "whip^iing" in a fore and aft direction.
Should the comparatively feeble thumps of the engines have
the mme time period, the amount of swing will be vastly
and most uncomfortably increased.

In some cases this resonance effect may he very dangerous.
A case has occurred of a factory building completely

collapsing due to the engine picking np the natural fi-equency

of the building. Again, a body of soldiers, when crossing a
suspension or girder bridge, should always break step in
order that their footpheats may have no definite fi-equency (or
periodicity) at all.
In the aerial wire, then, we have induced a series of impulses

of alternating E.M.F., of a definite frequency, depending on

tlie L.S., value of tlie primari/. There will consequently be an
alternating current due to this voltage.

This induced current can be enormously increased, greatly

to the improvement of the signals, by so adjusting tlie natural
frequency of the aerial circuit, that it is identical with that of
the primary. In other ivords we have to make the aerial have

the same LS value as has the primaiy.

This process of adjustment is called "tuning," and the two
circuits when thus adjusted are said to he "syntonised," "in
syntony," in "resonance," "in tune with each other," or, more
sliortly and commonly, simply "tuned."
For this reason any wave of a given length is often i-efcn-cd
to as a "tune," generally preceded by a letter distinguishing it
fiom other wave-lengths or tunes.
The principle, tlien, on which we are working is that of

having two tuned, coupled oscillators, and it will ho noticed
that the tightness or looseness {see page 30) of the coupling is
another important factor to he considered.

The tuning is effected by varying either the capacity or

inductance, perhaps both, of either circuit until tlie resonance
effect is obtained.

There can be no mistake as to when the

circuits are in syntony, since the rise in current in the aerial is
most marked.

If oscillations are set up in a circuit which are in agreement
with its natural frequency they are called "free oscillations,"

If, however, oscillationa are maintained which have a fi-equency
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difTerent from the natural frequency of the circuit, they arc
called "forced oscillations."

It may, perhaps,-Ijp remarked that it is not iiecessuiy that

one of the circuits should he open and the other closed.
Any two oscillatoi-s whose natural fi-ecjuencies arc identitral

will exhibit this resonance effect when coupled together,

either "directly" or by the "electro-magnetic" method. (See
page 30.)
In the fii-st case we have an oscillation transfonncr of the

type known as an "auto tmnsformer" ; in the second case

the two windings are separated by insulation and we have tlic

ordinary type of transformer.
It will be seen, then, that a necessity at once arises for

measuring accurately the LS value of any circuit, for thus shall

we be able to construct a circuit to emit any desired AvaN-e-

lengtli. Not only that, hut we can tune up two circuits
separately to the same LS value, couple them together, and
they will then be found to be in syntony.

This process is can-ied out by means of the waveineter.

Tariablo Vane Condenser. Air or oil dielectric.
Fiu- 15.

Thin iiistniment consists essentially of a closed oscillator

whose I.nS value can he adjusted to any known amount within
wide limits. The inductance is formed of a coil of wire, and

several such coils of varying known inductances are supplied.
One of these coils is selected and connected up to the terminals
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of a condenser tvIigsc capacity can be altered very gradually.
This latter is effected by having an air or oil dielectric and a

series of metal plates cut in the form of semi-circular segments.
The odd-numbered ones are mounted one above the other at

equal fixed intervals, attached to a i-igid support, while the
even numbered ones are mounted in a similar manner on a

rotating pivot. (Sec Fig. 15.) These latter plates can then be
introduced into the interstices between the fixed plates so as to

overlap them more or less. The greater the overlap, the greater

the capacity. The amount of overlap is measured by a pointer
travelling over a scale of degi-ees.
The capacity of the condenser has been carefully measured

for, say, every 10 degrees, by comparison with a standard
condenser; the resultant capacities corresponding to any
number of degrees of the pointer can then be read fi-pm a cuiwe,

which is supplied with every condenser.

Now, if this closed standard oscillator be brought into the
proximity of any circuit in which oscillations are going on, and
whose LS value it is desired to measure, an oscillating current
will be induced in the wavemeter circuit having the same
frequency as that in the circuit to be measui-ed.
The cui'rent in the wavemeter circuit wiU therefore he in

the foim of "free" or "forced" oscillations, according as to
whether the wavemeter circuit has or has not the same LS value

as the circuit being measured.

By selecting a suitable inductance and then by varying the
capacity in the waveineter circuit we can bring the latter into
resonance with the circuit being measured.
When this happens, and only then, the current in the wave-

meter circuit will be at a maximum, for the oscillations will
then be"free"ones.

It will be seen, then, that we must have some means of

telling when the current in the wavemeter is at a maximum,

for, after adjusting the latter circuit till this effect is attained,
we can read off the curve the capacity at which the condenser
happens to be standing, multiply it by the known inductafice

of the wavemeter circuit, and the product will he eq\xal to the

LS value of the circuit being measured.

Knowing this, we can tell what the length of the emitted
wave will he.

Hence the wavemeter arrives at its measuring of waves in a
rather roundabout manner.

The relative strength of the current in the wavemeter from

instant to instant may be shown by several different methods.
Notice that we ai-e not concerned with the actual value of the

current in amperes, but that we merely want to know when it is
at a maximum, for at that instant the LS value of the wavemeter
circuit will be that of the required circuit.
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It is therefore not necessary to calibrate the cun-ent
indicating device any more than it is necessary to calibrate a
Menotti.

The type of current indicator used will have to be rather

peculiar. Any de\ice depending on the magnetic properties of

a current will present great difficulties, because, as the ciirrent

reverses, so the magnetisation reverses.
If any ordinaiy galvanometer were used, the needle worild
get a "kick" first in one direction and the next moment in the

opposite direction. Consequentl}' it would not move at all.
Now the heating effect of a current is independent of the
direction in which the cmrent is flowing. When the curj-ent is
at a maximum the heating effect will be at a maximum.
The Service wavemeter talces advantage of this pi'operty of a

current, and the deflections on the galvanometer supplied with
the wavemeter are proportional to the heat developed at the
moment by the current in the oscillatoiy part of the circuit

flowing across a thermal junction, which acts as follows:—
The heating of the junction of two fine intertwined wires

(of steel and eureka) by the passage of the oscillatoiy current,
causes a direct D.P. to be formed at the outer ends of the

wires, which, in turn, are connected to the terminals of a
galvanometer. The swing in the latter depends on the D.P.,

the D.P. depends on the heat, the heat on the oscillatoiy
current, and the current on the state of syntony of the wave
meter circuit with that which is to be measured.

Other wavemeters than those at present in the Service may
raake use of different methods of telling when the wavemeter

circuit is in resonance with the circuit being measured. For

instance, the maximum glow in a vacuum tube, noise in a pair
of special telephones, swing of a hot-wire ammeter, glow of an
incandescent lamp or temperature of an air thermometer can all
be used to indicate the moment when the cuiTent is at a
maximum.

T' appears, then, that if we can set up oscillations in any
circuit, we can measure the LS value of that circuit by placing

the wavemeter near it and adjusting tlie latter imtil its own LS
value is equal to that of the unknown circuit.

This state of affairs is made evident by the galvanometer or
other detecting device, and the whole process hinges upon the
fact that the induced current in the wavemeter circuit will be

much lai'ger when the two circuits are in resonance than at any

other time.

There are a good many precautions to be observed in order
to eliminate errors in reading. Since "personal" error's can
never be entirely eliminated, the next best thing we can do is to
make all the errors the same and as small as possible.

In the effort to attain this end, considerable care bas to be

exercised.
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All wavemctere, before being issued to the fleet, are carefullycalibrated by comparison u'itli certain standard instruments
which are kept in H.M.S."Vernon" and wliich are so an-anged
as not to be affected by changes of temperature, atmospheric
pressure, or other outside inllueuces.
When we come to xise a wavemeter we must trj' to get rid
of disturbing iiiQiiences as much as possible.
If the instrument be placed too near an iron bulkhead or
safety screen the proximity of the iron will alter the value of
the inductances.

Again, the proximity of j'our hand to the condenser will
slightly alter its value £i-om that shown on the curve.

It is very difficult to eliminate entirely this latter source of

eii-or, but wc can at any rate keep the error constant by adopting

a certain position for our band, keeping it always in that
position.

It goes almost without saying that, ditring the taking of a

reading, no portion of either circuit must move, nor m-ust the
spark lengtli or voltage be altered.

The ideal conditions for working will be realised when the
spark in the circuit being ineasui-ed is not spluttering or ragged,
but is so steady that if tlie wavemoter be set to any reading and

then left alone, the galvanometer reading stands firm, without

jumping up or do%vn.

When measuring an actual transmitting circuit, we cannot
always aflord to have a continuous torrent of sparks for fear of
overloading our source of power. We have, therefore, to help
ourselves to current in short bursts by making a succession of
"shorts"on the signalling key.
This has, of course, to be performed by a second pereon, and
the ease and accm-acy of "tuning up" depends veiy lai'gely on
the way tliese shorts are made.

The fii-st consideration is uniformity, both in duration and

spacing. There is no need for extreme rapidity, which only
tires the operator, so that lie veiy soon begins to make irregu
larly. The "spaces" can be made shorter, and the actual

shorts made longer, than in real signalling, with considerable
advantage.

A minute description of tlie instrument would be out of

place in a book of this nature, but a few general hints wiU be of
univei-sal application.

The wa\'-emeter should he as far away as possible from the

circuit being measured.
If the wavemetor circuit be too close to that being measured
not only -will the induced cun-ent stand a chance of damaging
tlie insti'uinent, but the "mutual induction"of the two circuits

will come into pla}' and vitiate th^ accuracy of our results. In

other words, two circuits veiy closely coupled together react one

upon the other and their several inductances will be different

fi-om what they were when separated.
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Remember that ♦!
showld be taken t •

"inductance," properly speaking,

induction." as Well °

"self-induction" and "niutxral

that at least^t'vm

induction" at all, it is presupposed

some distance

being employed ; but if they bo

The calculatio V^^^niount of mutual action is very small,
putting Our circuW
quantity is verj'complicated, so, by

niake the mutual'

possiljle, we endeavour to

afEectina the ro-.

so small as to be negligible without

. Another

circuit we .nr^.

mentioning is that the spark in the
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of force to
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Now

safety of the

series with

in the scrppn
t

the linpci

Thit; l/^/^

- ^^"®nts.

'uust be outside the screen, for the

so a loop of wire whose terminals are in

^T'^'^^fneter circuit, is introduced through a hole
pieced so that it will be threaded by some of

R'pm the circuit we are measuring,

nerfnrmcr ^i^ °
called the "wavemeter mutual," for it
does for
ofGce for the waA'emcter as the mutual coil
E.MF
nei-ial, that is, supplies it with an oscillating
■Spcct-al CaZvanomeler or

1 other incitcatirn/' device-

nitoon

Knav/n I.
Fiq. 16.
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■L

^ 5°°
thing hoop
to make
wavemeter
in the
'n^lated
of awire,
whose mutual
inductance
canform
be
varefuily, and to connect it up to tlie wavemeter by
°

piece of flexible cabin-wire.

The latter -wire,

ose two strands are laid up non-inductively, may be assumed
0 cause no (Imereiiee to our readings, but the inductance of the
cop part must be added to that of the particular coil of wave
meter inductance we happen to be using at the time. The
smaller the loop the better, for then, if we do make an error in
estimating iia value, that error will not be large.

Placing this loop inside the screen so that its plane is
be measured, we find that if the two are close together we get
a strong eftecL in the wavemeter. This effect may be weakened

paruilel to that of the coil of wire forming part of the circuit to
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by moving tbe loop further away, or by turning it round so
that its plane and that of the coil being measured are at an
angle. This hint will be foimd of use when the space inside
the screen is restricted, and we do not want to bring the loop
too near the iron of the screen.

If the effect on the wavemeter be strong, the galvanometer
needle will swing right across the scale directly anything near

the point of resonance is reached. Whenever the needle is near
this extreme position we must watch and see that sparking is
not taking place between the plates of the waveineter condenser.
If this be allowed to happen, we shall get false readings, for the

spai'k temporarily short-circxrits a pair of condenser plates, thus

altering the capacity of the condenser.
In all physical measurements, even if we are merely
measuring off a yard of serge, exact measiu'ements cannot
.primarily be expected. The efforts of the man ai'e directed

towards making the difference between the real lengths so small
as to be negligible.

Shoidd we want to find out the LS value of the open

oscillator, or aerial, we may put a spark gap in the foot of it and

make it oscillate at its natural frequency, as in Fig 17.

Fio. 17.

It will be noticed that we are thus sparking into the aerial
and that the arrangement is now "plain aerial" (see p. 29).
A transformer must on no account be used for obtaining

this spark, for a shock to anyone touching the aerial would then
be fatal, the current output of a transformer being much
greater than that of an induction coil.
If we want to know the value of the aerial, then, we must

spark into it using a coil, preferably with hammer make and
break.

In this case there will not be any dangerous pressure about,
although a shock from the non-earthed side of the spark gap
will be exceedingly unpleasant. We may therefore dispense
witli the wavemeter mutual, and place the instrument near the

low-pressui-e side of the spark; that is, near the lead going to

earth. Since the capacity of the aerial is small, the oscillating
current in the aerial will not be very strong, and it may be

necessary to bring the wavemeter inductance coil within an inch
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or so of this part of the aerial. It is for this reason that we

avoid putting it near the high-voltage side of the spark gap.

Now in practice, the most hequent use of this instmmeat is
not that of measuring an unknown LS value, but rather that of
"adjusting the transmitting gear so that it shall have certain
fixed, known and pie-determined values.

Again, it is not necessarj* to adjust or "tune up" both the

open and the closed oscillators sepai-ately to the same LS values

and then to couple them together ; although this process is
quite correct. If cairied out, it necessitates great alterations of

^e wiring and consequent waste of time.

Now the primary in an installation requires no alteration
before we are able to spark into it, for the gap is already there,
and the charging circuit complete.

Hence the practical method is to tune up the primaiy till it

lias the requisite LS value, and then to couple the aerial circuit
to it. There will be, at first, forced oscillations produced in the

aerial circuit, but we can adjust its LS value to equal that of
the primary, and so turn the forced into free oscillations.

iJnder these conditions, the aerial will oscillate violently and
the current in it will be at a maximum,a state of affaii-s that can

be made visible or otheiwise perceptible in various ways, with

out the use of the wavemeter. This is usually done by hanging

a vacuum tube near the aerial, as explained later.

Having now seen how it is possible to adjust the primary
to any LS value, and how to tune the aerial circuit to the
same LS value, it might be thought that if two stations were

tuned up in this manner so as to emit the same wave-lengths,

then the waves sent out would be exactly similar in character.
Under certain circumstances this may be the case, but
unless precautions have been taken to ensure this result, such

will not be the case in all probability.

Two circnits which have been tuned to the same LS value

and which are then "coupled" together exhibit a peculiar
property for which we are at a loss to find a mechanical
parallel.

By"coupled"circuits we mean that the two are under the

mutual influence of each other's lines of force.

Coupling may be—
(a) "Inductive" or "electro-magnetic."
{h) "Conductive" or "direct" {see p. 30, Figs. 11
and 12).

We are at present concerned with the first one only.

The interactions between two tuned circuits are very com

plicated, especially when the oscillations set up are such as
those produced by a "spark" discharge, for the calculations
are further involved by the respective"dampings" of the two

circuits. Father, it may be said that the subject is not yet
thoroughly investigated iu all its details.

However, the net result may be expressed in a few words.
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In a spark system of transmission, though the natural free
frequencies of the two circuits may be the same, their mutual

interaction may cause the energy to sway to and fro between
them.

This surging of energy backwards and foi-wards between
the primai-y and aerial causes the train of waves emitted from
the latter to take the form of a series of"beats," as shown in
Fig. 18 (a).

(a)

Low Frequency.

Higher Frequency.

(ay

Sum of(6) and (c).
Pig. 18.

This complicated-looking curve can be analysed into its
constituent parts, which are two frequencies superimposed one
upon the other as in (6), (c), and (d).
At first sight it looks improbable that two curves can
be combined into one, but if the reader will draw two sine

curves on the same piece of paper, giving them slightly

differing time periods, he will find that at some points the
curves are in step with each other and at others they get in

opposition—that is, one is above and the other below the line.

(Compare (6) and (c).)

If he now construct a third curve (Fig. 18 (d)) whose height
at any place is equal to the algebraical sum of the two first
curves at that place, he will find that the new curve -will swell
and die away, swell and die away again at regular intervals of
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time depending upon how close together he took his original
frequencies.
By "algebraical sum" we mean adding the two when both
are +ve or both - ve, but taking the difference, when one is
4-ve and the other — ve. In the latter case, should the +ve

one be the larger, the resultant point will be above the horizontal
line, while if the — ve one be the larger, the ordinate must
be plotted below the line.

The nearer together the two frequencies the longer time
it takes for them to get out of step, and also to get into
step again. The number of "beats'' per second is the difference
between the two frequencies in cycles per second.
It wiU also be noticed that the resultant, or third, curve

takes up a frequency of its own, which is not the same as
that of either of the two other curves, but is between them.

A church organ shows this effect in the lower notes veiy
well.

The sound often seems to come in "throbs" or beats,

which are caused by two notes being struck whose fi-equencies
are slightly different. When they are acting together we get

the sound ; when in opposition they cancel each other out, and
we have a short period of silence.

Now this effect in oscillating circuits concerns us chiefly
on account of the bearing it has on the nature of the outgoing
waves, but it must not be forgotten that it happens in the

primary as well as in the aerial.

All this about adding and subtracting curves being purely

theoretical does not possibly carry much conviction with it,
but the oscillations produced in an aerial coupled to a primary
can be shown experimentally as well as theoretically to consist

of two different wave-lengths or frequencies.®

A wavemeter placed near either of the two oscillating

circuifB will, if it he sufficiently sensitive, show two apparent
LS values.

Of this aspect of the affair we shall hear later. At present

we may ask, what causes it and upon what does it depend ?
The character of the "beats" depends mainlj'-on the relative

resisiauces, and consequently the damping, of the two circuits
and also upon the degree of coupling—that is, whether the
coupling be tight or loose {see p. 30).

Two sending stations, therefore, in order to emit exactly

similar waves, must not only be tuned up to the same original
LS value, but must have the same damping and the same

degree of coupling.
Disregarding, for the present, the question of damping, we
see that the character of the outgoing waves depends upon the
distance apart of the two circuits.
If the coupling be tight, that is if the two circuits be
close together, this double frequency effect will be more
* This does not apply to the "quenched spark" system, which will be
described later.
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marked than with a loose coupling. By this we mean that
the high frequency will be considerably higher, and the low
one considerably lower, than the original frequency to which

the circuits were separately tuned.
In other words, the wavemeter will give us two readings,

showing two LS values, one bigger (the low frequency) and
one less (the high frequency) than the original reading.

Also, the further apart these readings are, the tighter is the

coupling.

The ])roduction of these two uneciual readings is therefore

due to the presence of "mutual induction" between the two
circuits. Iiuleed, the whole action may be explained by
imagining that the mutual induction affects the self-induction
of the two circuits, thus altering their inductance and pro

ducing different LS vahies to what we had when the circuits
Avcre separate.

A mechanical analogy will possibly help to explain the
matter, but it must not be canled too far, because the similarity

is not quite exact.

Let a string be fastened loosely across a room, and from
two points on it a few feet apart, attach two pendula of equal
length. These two pendulums should have been previously
adjusted to have the same time-period when tested separately.
Now set one of them in vibration in a plane at right angles to

the string. The other pendulum will at once begin to swing,

because the first pendulum in its vibration imparts little jer&
to the string, and so administers impulses which set the second

pendulum in vibration. It will now he found that as the

second pendulum begins to oscillate the first one comes to rest.
When the latter is momentarily motionless the former is at full

swing. The process then repeats itself, and the motion is
gi-adually handed hack from the second to the first.

Each pendulum when tested separately will vibrate with
one frequency and with one only, just as any given oscillator

has one definite "natural" frequency; but when two such

pendula or oscillatoi's are coupled together, whose separate
natural time-periods are the same, then their mutfial inter
actions are such that both pendula or oscillators vibrate, not

alternately, but simultaneously, with a double frequency, one

liigher and the other lower than the natural frequency of each.
It will be seen, then, that a pendulum hob, even -when
momentarily at rest, may still he said to he vibrating with a
double frequency—only, at that imtant, the two swings are in
opposition, producing rest. When, liowever, they are acting
in unison, then the vibrations are at a maximum.

What

happens then, in the coupled transmitting circuit, is that the

primary, starting with initial energy (^ SE^ joules) hands this
energy over to the aerial. The latter radiates some and hands

the rest hack to the primary, which a^ain oscillates, giving its
energy back to the aerial. This give-and-take may go on
A

808G

F
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several times over during the life of one oscillatoiy discharge
of the primary condenser.

The more nearly the aerial is in tune with the primary the
more readily will the initial energy of the latter pass into the
former,_ and the less will be the "quiescent" periods of
the aerial, compared to its "active" periods.
Again, the tighter the coupling, the more often shall we
have the give-and-take action going on in any one train of
oscillations. This is because the beats get out of and into step
with each other at shorter intervals of time, and the number of
beats per second is increased.

Measurement of Gotcplings.
In most books on W.T., it will be found that coupling is
expressed in the form of a"coupling coefficient" or "coupling

factor," such that:—

K = —^

,

vLjLj

Where K = coupling factor.

= mutual induction between
the two circuits.

Lj = self-inductiou of one circuit.

L,= self-induction of the other
circuit.

Now the mutual induction may be taken as proportional to
the lines of magnetic force linked between the two cii-cuits.

Some of the lines of force pi-oduced by one circuit will not

cut tlio other circuit, but all lines cut the circuit in which
they originate (that is, their own circuit).
Hence il. must be smaller than
Hence K must be less than 1.

Tt will he seen that in a "perfectly tightly"coupled circuit
K would be 1.

Ill a "perfectly loosely" coupled circuit M = 0, and so
K = 0. Here, since JI = 0, there would be no transfer of
energy to the second circuit at all.

Both these conditions are impossible in practice, so that we

sliall kavo K never as small as 0 and never as great as I.

Nc,\v the two wave-lengtbs, although intermingled, are shown

separately by the wavemeter unless tlie coupling be very loose.

Similarly we can give them separate formulae.
Assuming that each circuit has been tuned up separately to
emit a wave-length = W, then when coupled together there
will be these two chief waves sent out. {There are others also
with which we shall deal later.)

The long wave = WLoag = W x ^/l + K.
The short wave = Wsuort = W x

- K.

Tt may. be thought, at first sight, that the mean of Wj, and

Wg would be = W, but this is not so.
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This will be shown best by an example.
Take W = 2,000feet and K = -25.
Now Wl = 2,000 X
+ -25.
= 2,000 X */l -25
= 2,000 X 1-12.
= 2,240 feet.

And Ws = 2,000 X V1--25.

= 2,000 X ^-75.
= 2,000 X *867.

= 1,730 feet.
. 2,240+1,730
3970

Now mean is

^—

= —^—

= 1,985 feet.

The long one is 240 feet longer than 2,000.
The short one is 270 feet shorter tkan 2,000.
Let us now tuni to the LS values.

Wl = 2,240.
So 2240 = 206

x/LS =

2240
206

= 10-28.

LS = 118.

And Ws - 1.730.

1,730 = 206 v'LS.
VLb = 8-42.
LS = 70-7.

These are the values that the wavemeter gives.
Now take the mean of these two LS values.

This =^8:^=1^'= 94-35.

But, taking this again we have

W = 206 V94-35.
= 206 X 9-72.

= 2,000 feet.

So the mean of the two LS values as given by the wavemeter

will be equal to the LS value to which the circuits were
separately tuned.
Convei-sely, if we find these LS values Iiave a mean equal

to that to which we tuned our primary, we can say that tlie two
circuits axe exactly in resonance.

In tuning up the coupled oscillators we wiU bear in mind
that we mtts't so adjust them that the mean of the two LS v^ues
F 2
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as given by the wavenietei- must be made equal to the LS values
to which we ongmally adjusted the primary circuit.

The tuning of the aerial till resonance is attained with the

primary is earned out by means of some such device as a

vacuum tube, and the result obtained in this way can only be
considered approximately correct. tVhen the 'wavemeter is

applied and the two readings found, we can then see if. the two

values have the correct mean. If they have, well and good,

the two circuits are exactly in resonance.

If the mean of LS values, on the other liand, be larger than

that to which we tuned the primarj', then the secondaiy cannot

be exactly of the same LS value as the primaiy.
It is too big, and must be reduced a little.

The process of getting into tune is completed when these
LS values have the correct mean, that is, one which is equal to
the LS to which we are tuning up.

Until we have attained this result it is no good thinking

about measuring the coupling.

We will now assume that exact syntony has been obtained,

and the next thing is to measure the coupling.

_
„ ._
The method indicated above (using a "coupling factor )is
very clumsy to use, because the mutual induction is a quanti y
which is verj' difhcult to measure without a gi'eat deal o
calculation.

We therefore make use of the difference between the va\es
emitted as a measure of the coupling, expressing it ns a
percentage of the wave-length to which we tuned

It will be seen that the tighter the coupling, the rurtnei
apart will be the wave-lengths, and the bigger the percentage.

Finding the LS value of the two waves from the wavemeter,

we work out their corresponding wave-lengths.

We

subtract the shorter wave from the longer, and divide the

en

by the number of hundreds of feet in the original wave-lengx
This method possesses the advantage that it does not
whether the waves are given in feet or metres. It in tne
units, we take the difference in metres and divide y

•

number of himdreds of metres in the original wave-lengt .

In exauiplepreviously worked out, where"K" was = P'Tf
saw that ihe two waves were 2,240 and 1,730 feet respecti y,
while the original wave was 2,000 feet.
Difference of waves = 2,240 — 1,730.
= 510 feet.

Now 2,000 contains 20 hundreds of feet.
So coupling =
or 25 ■ 5 per cent.
Similarly we can turn our method of measuring

into the theoretical method from which, if we know Li

Lo, we can deduce the value of M, the mutual induction.
The accompanying table gives the relationships between

,/!
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different vnhies oE "K" ami tlie corresponding couplings per
cent, ft shows tliat the value o£"K"can be found very nearly
by dividing the percentage by 100.

Coupling factor or
coefficient (K).

Corresponding
percentage.

•05
•1
■2

5
10-14
20-1

•3

30-5

Henceforward we shall refer to couplings by their pereoittage

values onlj'.

There is no exact division line between what is a tight and
what is a loose coupling. In the Service at the present moment
we arc tending towards looser and looser couplings owing to a
loose coupling causing the waves to interfere less with waves of

different lengths, Consequently people who are not in the
Service talk of a couphng as being " loose," whereas we might

possibly regard it as fairly tight.
As a rough guide, we may say that in the Service any

coupling tighter than about 7 or 8 per cent, would be called
tight, and that anything less than 3 or 4 per cent, would be loose.

Commercially, 15 or 16 per cent, would perhaps not be thought

too tight.
The bearing which the tightness or looseness of the coupling
has upon the reception of the waves will be dealt with in a
later chapter; for the present we will notice what effect it has

on the nature of the outgoing waves.

A tight coupling will be the result of putting the mutual
coil close up to the primary. In this case a large number of

magnetic lines fi'om the primary will cut the mutital at each
alternation of current, and the A'oltage induced in the mutual
coil win therefore be high. A tight coupling means a big
pressure in the aerial.
Again, the interaction between the two circuits is strong,
and the waves are far apart, thus giving a large percentage
difference.

Further, since the frequencies of the two waves differ
considerably, the " beats " of cun-ent will succeed each other at
short intervals of time.

Not only this, but another important effect ^vill be noticed.
We saw that damping may be considered to be due to
(a) The ohmic resistance of a circuit.

(b) The amount of energy radiated at each swing.

Now the amount of magnetic field tliat exits the mutual at

each swing of current represents so much energy in a kinetic
form. If we have the two circuits closely coupled together,

the mutual Coil helps itself to a largo amount of energj' from

the primary at each oscillation, and there is therefore much less
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energy left in tie primaiy for tlie next smng of current.
Hence the oscillations in the priinaiy ^rill die away rapidly, the
"radiation" damping being heavy.

Volts in Vnmary.

Volta in Aerial, Tight Coupling.

Pig. 19a (not to scale).

But it must now be remembered that the aerial depends
upon the primary for the maintainance of its oscillations, for

the aerial, due to its own good radiating properties, gets rid of

its energy almost as fast as it receives it.

The result of all this is that waves from an aerial which is

tightly coupled to its primary Avill be heavily damped, liowever

low the resistance of either circuit may be.

By now, the reader wiU probably have anticipated the
results consequent on loose coupling, so we will not deal witli
them at such length.

Volts in Primary.

Volts in Aerial, Loose Coupling.
Pig. 19b (not to scale).

Here the mutual is some distance from the primary, and so
less voltage appears in the aerial, the sui-ging of the energy
backwards and forwards is not so marked, and so the two waves

emitted have nearly the same frequency, and the "beats"

succeed each other more slowly. Further, the oscillations die
away more slowly, the damping due to radiation is less, and the

train of waves is said to be"well sustained" or "persistent."
When loose coupling is used it becomes more'important to
keep down the damping due to resistance than when tight
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coupling is (lie metliod employed. In the former case the
resistance losses in the leads and spark gap, also certain losses
in tlie condenser, have a longer time to act and so become more
liannful unless reduced to a minimum.

On the other hand, tight coupling throws a gi'eat strain upon
the insulation of the aerial, owing to the gi'eat voltage developed,
and the aerial may become overloaded.
In this event its dielectric, the air, begins to jmncture, and

this action is assisted by any sharp points that may be on the
wires, so tliat energy is "squirted" oil from the aerial in the

form of" brushing."
Once an aerial begins to brush, it becomes useless to try to
put a bigger pressure on it by lightening the coupling.

The tendency to brush is increased by the proximity of

stays, &c., so thai we can at any rate make one aerial less liable

to brush tlian another. This "will be treated more fully in the

chapter on aerials.

To smn up the matter in a few ivords we may say that with
tight coupling the primai-y hands over nearly aU its energy to
the aerial at once, and tire aerial cannot radiate it quicldy
enough ; hence the charges get piled up to a high pressure.
In a loosely coupled circuit, the primary doles out its
energy to the aerial slowly, and the aerial "leaks" it away as

soon as it arrives, and so tire voltage rises but slowly and never
rises to so large a value as in the other case.

In practice, we put on the tightest coupling which we intend
to use rvhen endeavouring to get the two readings on the wavemeter. Tills brings the two readings far apart and so makes

them easily distinguishable. We now complete the tuning,

getting the final adjustment of the aerial. Having done this,
and nob till now, we measure again and work out tlie per
centage of this tightest coupling and note it down.

Then, having withdrawn the mutual an inch or so, we take

two fresh readings. Due to the looser coupbng, these two
readings become closer together and less easy to read.
This new percentage, which will be less than the first one,

is then worked out and logged doivn, together with the number
of inches tlirough which we withdrew the mutual coil.
This process is repeated and a still looser conpUng measured.

We should like to get three, and, if possible, four or five different

adjustments.

The loosest coupling we can measure on the Service wave-

meter will depend upon the skill of the operator and other

considerations, but a smaller value than about 2'5 per cent,

need not be expected. When the coupling is

loose the

two waves become merged into one and no difference is
distingnishable.

Now plot these results on a piece of squared paper and

draw a fair curve running through, or as nearly tlu'ough as

may be, all these points, ignoring any point which lies any
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To sum up tlie process of tuning will possiljly be of help.

(Sue Fig. 21.1

(1) Disconnect and remove all wires connected to tbe aerial
and tune tlie primary carefully to the required LS
value.

(2) Connect up aerial and tune it to the primary, tbe point
where resonance is obtained being shown by some

indicating device, sucli as a vacuum tube himg near
the aerial coil.

(3) Get the exact adjustment of the aerial by means of the
wavemeter, putting on the tightest coupling.

(4) Woi-lc out this tightest coupling and measure other
looser ones.

(5) Plot these results on a cui-ve, and be careful to mark the
final positions of the adjustable clips on tbe primary
and aerial coils. The connection clips may be put

on at leisure, but must make perfect contact with
the turns of the coils.

The actual method of adjusting the circuits has not yet

been investigated.

The primary usually has a rigid coil of copper tubing as its

inductance, and some of tbis can be short-circuited at will by
means of a movable clip.

The LS value of the aerial is generally less than that of the

wave we want to transmit. In order to get into resonance,
therefore, we have to increase its
value artificially.
To do this we have an inductance-coil in addition to the
mutual coil, placed in series witli the aerial.
This is called the "aerial coil" or "tuner" and is made

adjustable by means of a movable connection on the end of a

flexible lead whose inductance is negligible. By means of this
we can short-circuit any part of the coil that we do not require.

The fixed end of this wandering lead is generally attached

to the bottom end of the aerial coil, and the coil itself hung up

vertically with its axis at right angles to that of the primary
coil, so that no energy from the piimary ■will be conveyed to the

aerial except by the medium of the mutual coil.
In the cases -where we want to transmit a wave whose length

is shorter than the " natural" wave-length of the aerial, we may

either artificially reduce the LS value of the large aerial by

putting a condenser in series therewith, or else we may put up

a special small aerial, and get it into tune by means of a small
amount of aerial coil.

In any case we must retain the mutual coil.

Sometimes the mutual coil is provided with a flexible lead
by means of which any part of it may be thrown out hy short
circuiting those turns which are not required. These turns

will of course be those which are most remote from tbe primary.

In this particular case, the adjustment of the coupling

becomes slightly more complicated.
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Suppose fJiat at first we use all of the mutual coil and a

certain amount of aerial coil to get in resonance for a certain
wave.

md
>

rBJ

Fio. 22.

On measuring the coupling we may find that it is tighter
than we shall ever want to use. Fig. 22 (a).
Now, without withdrawing the mutual coil, we short-circuit
Mine of its turns, and put in a coj-responding amount of

inductance on the aerial coil(l)). Thus the whole LS value

remains unaltered, but tliere are now fewer effective turns on

the mutual coil, and tlie coupling is consequently loosened.
We continue this process of transferring turns from the

mutual on to the aerial coils until we get the coupling, when
the mutual is in the "close up" position, just so tight as to be
the tightest we want to use.
Then, when the mutual is withdrawn to its full extent we

shall have a much looser coupling than would otherwise have
been the case, thus gaining in non-interference at short ranges.

CHAPTER V.

Alternating Currents.

Hitherto we have been considering the effects of a single
discharge of a condenser, assuming it to have heen previously
charged up by means of the application of some source of high
voltage. Now in order to make intelligihle signals we must be
able to make a suceession of discharges, so that the aerial will
fire, as it were, a torrent of gi-oups of waves like a maxim gnu
does Its Imllets, not merely single "shots '' such as we got from
a rillo,
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To do tliis ■\ve must have at hand a source of pressure which
can he applied at will l.>y means of the operator's signalling key.
This voltage must be high, of the order of 10,000 to 20,000
volts.

Some wireless stations employ a direct current machine for

this pui-posc, but the design of high-pressure direct current

djmamos presents considerable difficulties, and the large

pressure is dangerous to liandle. Consequently in most spark-

installations of the present day alternating current is employed,
because it, can be generated at a low voltage, taken whore

necessary, and there ti-ansformed up into a high-prcssui'o current
suitable for charging the condenser of the closed oscillator.

The study of these cuiTcnts takes us beyond the limits of

Olim's law, and is bomid to entail considerable application on the
part of tln» student for its proper comprehension. The Junior

Ratings will probably do well to omit this chapter.
We will jiow proceed to study the general nature and mode
of production of tliese carrcnts before going into theoretical
details.

The reader should refer back to page 17 for the definition of
what constitutes an alternating as opposed to a direct current.
We will now put that explanation into simpler language.

A direct current may be compared to tlie flow of water in
pipe, provided that the water always goes in the same

direction.

Fio. 23.

Suppose we have a pipe hent into the shape shown in
the Fig. 23. Its ends, A and B are connected to the
" tei-minals" of a rotaiy pump, consisting of a paddle-wheel
arrangement, pivoted at C and enclosed in an iron case just

big enough to allow free movement of the wheel.

Now imagine the whole filled witli water. No movement of

water will take place until we revolve the pump.

Assume it to revolve fi-om left over to right as indicated.
Tlie water at once begins to move round the circuit in a

couuter-clockwise direction. It flows round and round passing

through the pump every time it gets round. Assume that no
energy is wasted in forcing the water through the spaces
S, S, S.

The faster we heave,.the stronger will be t]ie florv, or the
more pints per second will pass thi-ough the pump.
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The current strength is the same in all parts of tlie circuit.
Notice that the"terminals"of the pump are at dilferent poten
tials. There is a surplus of water at A and a deficit at B. Hence,
when these points are connected by an outside circuit (the
pipe) water flows from A round to B. We call A the -h ve and

B the — ve terminal.

So long as we turn the pump one way,the way shown above,
A wiU^ ahvays be -h ve and B always — ve.
This action is analogous to that of a direct cuiTent djmamo
where the rate of revolution, or rate of cutting lines offeree, deterimnes the difference of pressure in lbs. per sq. in. (or volts)
between A and B. When the current flows its strength is

measured in pints that pass per second (or coulombs tbat pass i>er
second), and the current varies directly with the pressure and in
versely as the fi-iction or resistance of the water (or electi'icity)
against the walls of the pipe (or conductor). Remember that

amperes are coulombs per second. Here we arrii'-e at the law

for direct eun-ents, namely, C = E

R"

Now consider the same circuit when we revolve the handle

firet in one direction and then in the other, changing the

direction at regular intervals. We now liave a representation
of the action of an alternating dynamo, for there will be a flow
of water in the pipe (current in the conductor) first in one
direction and then in the other.

For the sake of this argument we may assume that electricity,

like water, is incompressible, so that with a given flow (curi-ent)
the number of pints of water or coulombs of electricity passing
any point "a"in tlie pipe or circuit is the same as the number

passing any otliev point"b."

Thus, let the shaded part D represent one pint of water or

one coulomb of electricity.
When D moves in either direction, all the other units of
water, or electricity, in front or behind it (that is, all round the

circuit) move at exactly the same rate, measured in pints or
coulomlfij per second, irrespectively of the size of the pipe
or condu'-ior, which indeed may vary at different parts of the
circuit.

This will he true unless the pipe he made of elastic material
(or has electrical capacity) and as long as it has no branches or
alternative paths for the current.

Suppose, now, that the pump were hove round for half a

niinute light-handed and then left-handed for half a minute.
i-Jie current will make two reversals every minute.
Again consider the pint at D. During tlie first half-minute
it may travel, say, 10 times round the circuit, passing through

the pump each time; while during the second half-minute it
will do the same, but passing through the pump and circuit in

the opposite direction.
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Now imagine that the reversals of the pump are brought
about more often, and the pump reversed every second.

Obviously the pint at D will not get so far as 10 times
round the circuit in one direction before it is required to reverse
and flow in the opposite direction.
Notice that as the reversals become more frequent, so the
path of any one coulomb becomes more restricted. To get a

definite number of coulombs past a given point in a second will

be the same as getting a given strength of current. This may

be attained either by using a low frequency reversal and a large
displacement of coulombs, or else a rapid alternation mth a

small displacement for each coulonrb.

The idea of regarding an alternating current as consisting of
the alternate displaaements of coulombs (pints)from their normal
positions will be helpful when we come to consider the flow of
these currents into condensers.

Hence a small charge moving to and fi'o through a small
portion of the conductor at very short intervals of time may
represent just as many "coulombs per second," or amperes, as
will the flow of a large charge moving to and fro at longer
intervals of time.

This is the mason why such very high fi-equencies are
necessary in the aerial wire in order to get a sufficient current
strength therein to make a good"magnetic disturbance"in the
ether.

Fig. 24.

The hydraulic analogy of an alternating ciu-rent circuit is
often illustrated as in Fig. 24, the pulley p, representing the

rotating part of the "alternator" or alternating dynamo, the

force of tlie pump piston, P, the electro-motive force; and the

to-and-fro movement of the piston, the reversals in the direction

of the electro-motive force. Good as this analogy is in some

respects, it is rather a faulty one, inasmuch as there is no actual
passage of water through the pump, and from this the student

might infer that there was no passage of electricity through the
alternator, or dynamo, just as there is through the other parts
of the circuit.
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An altemating current may be described as a continual
.ibration of e ectncity m the circuit, just as the movement of
the balance wheel o± a watcli is a continual vibration

When we come to consider the introduction of self-induction
into a circuit carrying alternating current, we can no longer

deal with water in a pipe with any degree of similarity We
will, however, remember from previous chapters that an induc
tive circuit brings an opposing _ E.JLF. to bear against any
alteration of the strength or direction of a current so that those

alterations are delayed.

We shall therefore have to keep In view the inductance all

the time that alternating cun'ents are in question, whereas in
direct current practice we are concerned with it only at the
moment of switching "on"or"off."

Jl
Fio. 25.

Although it is possible to arrange a simple circuit or wind a
coil so that it shall have little or no _ inductance, as sliowu in
Fig. 25., where each lialf of the circuit or coil neutralizes the
magnetic effect of the other half, yet such a coil will be useless
for solenoids or electromagnets, as it would have no magnetic
field. A wire wound up on the bight in this manner is said fo
be Don-inductively wound. See page 13, Fig. 2.
Again, every circuit will possess a certain amount of capacity
and may even be arranged purposely so as to have concentrated

capacity or inductance (see p. 43).

The presence of capacity in the circuit will produce

another disturbing effect, which will be more fully explained

later. The net result of all this is that even if the E.M.F. were

to j\ .-erse instantaneously, the current ivill seldom do the same.
Time is required to change, not only the direction, but also the

strength of the current.

Further, as we shall see, even the voltage never varies in

"jerks," but runs through a series of changes which we call a
cycle, where each change is merged into the next ahead and
next astern.

We must now proceed to see how these currents ai'e

generated in practice.

The Prinaiples of the Alternating Dynamo.
The reader is referred to Chap. VI. in the Torpedo Manual,

Vol. I.; hut he must pay more attention to the actual rise and
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fall of tlie voltage tlian tviU be necessary for the comprehension
of the matter therein contained.

Fia. 26.

The principle of the alternator is shown in Fig. 26.
We will assume that the rectangle ABCD is being evenly

revolved on its axle X X' between the poles of an electro-magnet.

The magnetic field occupying the space between the poles must

be considered of uniform strength throughout.
We know that when the E.M.F. is tapped off by meaM of

the slip rings, an alternating current is formed in the whole

circuit.

tC ISO

Fia. 27.
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Have
takenfrom
the the
one front.
bar ABIt(see
rVig. (jo) and are looking
at simply
it endways
is

theretore shown as at P. Consider P as it moves round the
circumCTenee of the dotted circle in the direction of the arrow.

^harat
polePofwill
the magnet
removedpoint,
for clearness,
ai-rive athas
pi,been
the highest
and thereafter \vill reach p,, p^, &c., after equal intervals of time.
®'^PPose a beam of light to be streaming across from

W to b, the rays of light thus representing magnetic lines of
force.

The bar arrives at successive positions po, P3, p.„ &c., and

when in those positions it will throw a shadow at p'^, p'3, p'^,
on an upright screen at AB.

The shadow simply moves up and down.
Now,from the point of view of cutting lines of force and

so producing E.M.F., we are concerned only with the up and

doion motions of the bar, and so the motions of its shado^v

represent exactly what we want to see.

When the bar is in position px, the rectangle may be moved

slightly backwards or forwards and the shadow will hardly

move at all. In this position no lines of force are being cut

and so no E.M.F. is being generated.

When between p'3 and p'^, the shadow moves in response to
the slightest movement of the rectangle. Hence many lines of

force are being cut per second and a large E.M.F. generated.
Starting from the top of its travel at p', it will be noticed

that the shadow moves downwards slowly at first and then gets

up speed. On passing the line CD, which is the centre point of
its travel, it is moving at its maximum speed. Thereafter _ it

loses speed, comes momentarily to rest at p'g, reverses its

direction and repeats the process.

Fig. 28.

Now suppose tlie bar to start from 0° as in Fig. 28 and to
ti-avel round through 360° , from D round through C to D again.
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At any point P, after tlie bar lias swept out an angle of A
degi-ees, PSI represents the distance the shadow has moved

from its zerolineCD. Now

PM

= SinA. (SeeAppendix,p.364.)

Hence at any position PM = OP X Sin A.
Here OP = radius of circle (.or armature)

So the displacement of the shadow, after any angle A has been
swept out = R sin A, where R is the maximum displacement in
any one direction.

We may now take a horizontal line DE, Fig. 29, to represent

degrees, and plot on it the various lengtlis and dii-ections of
the lines PM or P^M'(as the case may be) in the last figure.

Position-time Curve.
PiQ. 29.

On the left of this horizontal line it will be well to draw R

in its initial position as at OP and to imagine the line to swing
round, like the spoke of a wlieel, on the centre 0. Then the

length of the"shadow" of the line OP will give us the height

of the curve at any point, or the displacement of the shadow
of the armature bar from its central position.
The curve is constructed as shown on p. 19, Fig 3.

When PM {see Fig. 28) comes above the line CD we call

it -f-ve in sign. This will be for values of A lying between 0°
and 180° .

For value's of A between 180° and 360° P wiU be below the
line and PM will be -ve.

After joining up the points found we have the cuiwe as in

Fig. 29.

The maximum height of the cui've, called its "amplitude

will bo = 0P, which = R.

At all times, the height of the curve = R sin A, so tbat
When A = 0° or 180° , sin A = 0: when A = 90° or 270° ,
sin A — 1.

Now the distance DE represents degrees swept out by the

bar. It might be called equally well, "radians'" swept out,"
• See Appendix, p. 363.
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"distance moved by tbe bar on its circular path," or "time
from the beginning of measurement."

Let US now consider the abscissuj to be time while the

ordinates are still the position of the bar's shadow.

Hence oxir curve is now a "position-time" curve.
Now the slope or steepness of this curve represents rate of
change of position, or velocity, of the shadow.
p
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= mm
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\
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\
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\ qp
\

\

1

p

lime j
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Pia. 30.

We can now draw a velocity-time curve, whose height at

any instant represents the steepness of the position-time cuiwe
at that instant.

Thus we have'^':—
Degrees swept

Fig. 29.
Slope of Position-Time

through.

Cuiwe.

0° and 360° 90°

180°
270°

.

■

■

.

-

-

-j
•

1

Maximum +ve, i.e., up
from Left to Hight.
Zero.

Matimum — ve, i.e., Down
from Left to Right.

Fig. 30, ^

Height of Velocity
Time Curve.

I" Max. -i-ve.
Zero.

I" Max. —ve.

Zero.

Zero.

It will be noticed that the velocity curve is the same shape
as the position curve, but is pushed 90 degrees ahead of it.
See Fig. 30.
Now what will be tbe numerical value of tiie maximum

velocity of the shadow? The shadow is at its greatest speed
when crossing the line CD (Fig. 27), the bar being at 0° or
180° , and it will then just keep pace with the bar, which latter

is travelling at a uniform speed on its circular path.

In 1 revolution it travels 2?rR feet {see Appendix),
In f revolutions it travels 2trfR feet.

For -f- ve and — ve slopes, see p. 9.
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But if f be tlie ft'equency, the armature of a two-pole machine
rovolvee f limes a second.

Hence the distance travelled per sec = 27rfR feet.
So the maximum velocity of the shadow is 27rfR feet per
second, since this is the uniform velocity of the bar on its
circular path.

This will be the amplitude of the velocity curve. (Fig. 30.)

For those who have learnt a little simple trigonometry it

will be instructive to get this result direct by measuring the

maximum slope of the position curve.
Looking at all these curves, it is evident that the steepest
part of the curve is where it crosses the horizontal line. In the
case of the position-ciuwe this happens at 0° and 180^.
i

.
*
1

V
D

MP

E

R
1

X

1 Time

\

\

OV = 11.
DE = small time — t.

FE = R Sin {small angle) = R Sin P0P\
Fia. 31.

In Fig. 31 let the radius R move from zero thimigh a very

small angle POP'. The bar has now swept out a very small
angle, and will have taken a small time"t" to do so.

On the curve itself, the line DE represents the vory small
time t, and the height EF is (by construction) = R sin POP'.
Now it will be convenient to express the angle in circulai*

measure.

Tliis is found as follows: —

In ojio second f revolutions take jdace, each of 360 deg.
■ „
„
,,
,,
Sirradians.
„ „ 2n-£ radians are swept out in aU.
So 2Tr£ is the number of radians swept out per second.

This is sometimes called the"angular velocity"and, to save
writing, will hereafter be denoted by "p", so that p = 2n-f
radians per sec.
Now in 1 sec. p radians are swept out,
so, in t sees, pt radians are swept out.

So the circular measure of the angle POP' is pt radians.

On our curve then we have EF = R sin POP' = R' sin pt.
But pt is a very small angle, so that we mfly say

sin pt = pt {see Appendix, p. 366).
So that EF = R sin pt = Rpt.
and DE = t.

Now since we have taken a very small part of the curve

DF, we may consider it to be a very short straight line.
G 2

The
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steepness of a line is the amount it rises for unit progress, or the

tangent of the angle of slope. {See note to p. 10,and Appendix.)
Here steepness = tan EDF
"DE

_ Hpt
t

= pR = 2jr£R, and this is tlie maximum
steepness.

If R is in feet and f is revolutions per second, then pR will

he in feet pei- second.

It may be thought, first, that this result can be but approxi

mately correct, but this is not so. It differs from the truth by

"something smaller thau anything," which is our conception
^ "0^ in physical science. Again, it seems laborious to come
of

hy. This is so ; hut the principles of grasping the meaning of
and of being able to measure the slope of a curve are very

important ones and deserve special attention.
So far, then, we have:—
Position-Time Curve. Height after any angle Iras been
swept out = R sin A, where A = degrees.

Height after any timet = R sin pt, where pt = radians.

Its maximum value = R feet, and happens when

pt =|or 90°,^ or 270°, &c., for then sin pt = 1.

yeloeity-Time Curve is the same shaped cui-ve, only shifted

90° or ^ ahead.
Its maximum value = pR feet per second, and happens at
0',

180° , 360° , &c.

Now just as the slope of the position-time curve gave us

"rate of change of position," or "velocity," so also does the
slope of the velocity-time curve mean rate of change of velocity,
or acceleration.

We notice that the second curve had a maximum value

= p times that of the first curve. So again the maximum value
of the acceleration curve wiU he p times pR, or p^R.

This is in feet per sec. per sec. {see p. 33).
Studying the velocity curve, its steepness and the consequent
height of the next curve are as follow (see Fig. 32).
Degrees.
0° and 360°

90?
180°
270°

j

Slope of Telocity Curve (B).

Height of Acceleration
Curve (0).

Zero.

Zero.

Maximum—ve.

Down from

Maximum—ve.

left to right.
Zero.

um -|- ve.

Zero.

Up from 11

left to right.

tr

•

.

I Maximum-f. ve.
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o

^

>

Po$ition—time A.

■ pA

Velocity—time B

Ir 4^

Acccleraiion~~'time C.
Fig. 32.

So tlie acceleration curve is tlie same shape as the velocity
one, but again shifted 90" ahead of it. Further, its ampli
tude = p*R.

The three cui-ves are shown separately in Fig. 32 and

combined in Fig. 33.
c

pJ2
n

TIME

^— —4—

Fig. 33.
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In this last fig., 33, we have on the left a sort of"key"to the
curves laid out, so tnat—

^

OP=R in feet, to some scale.

OQ=pR m feet per sec., to the same scale, and 90® further
on m the direction of the arrow

OS=pjR in feet per sec. per sec.,'to the same scale, and 90°
further on still.

'

Let the whole thing revolve about 0 in the direction of the

a^ow, OS leading 90 on OQ, OQ leading 90° on OP all the
time.

Plot the curves showing the height of the shadows of these
lines at different instants of time.

Here we have three curves, of which the velocity one shows
the magnitude and. direction of the slope of the position one,
while the acceleration one shows the same for the velocity one at
any instant of time wo like to take into consideration.

Now this to and fi'o movement, such as we have been studying
in the shadow of the armature bar, is called "simple harmonic"
or "sinoidal motion. Such motion often occurs in mechanics.

If a steam engine have a very long connecting rod, then the

reciprocating motion of the piston is veiy nearly harmoiiic : tlie
motion of a gently-sivinging pendulum bob, the end-on view of
the feet of a man riding a bicycle, and the motion of the strings

of musical instruments or prongs of a timing fork are all exam
ples of harmonic motion.

Notice that the masthead of a roUing ship moves with this

motion. If the ship bo under way also, then the truclc traces
out a sine curve in space.

So far we have merely dealt with the up and down motion of
the armature bar,rememberiug that upon this motion will depend

the strength and direction of tlie E.M.F. that will be induced.

Now for a given strength of magnetic field and number of

bars on our armature, we know that tlie strength of the E.M.F.
depends upon the number of lines of force cut per second.

The E.M.F. produced therefore varies with the velocity of

the sliaHow of the bar, and its direction depends upon the
direction in which the shadow is moving.

In tlie particular cose shown in Figs. 26 and 27, we see, by
applying the "Rule of the right hand" (Fleming's rule) that
wlien the shadow is moving doivn, tlie current would tend to
flow "out" of the paper ; when uji, then "in" to the paper.

The E.M.F. curve, is therefore a sinoidal one, and looks like

the velocity cui-ve already described.

We are not at present ooncerned with the position, (or dis

placement)of the shadow,so shall find it more convenient to take

the starting or zero position of the rectangle as being "up and

down" as shown in Fig. 26, being in such a position that no
E.M.F. is being generated.
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Now i£ E is the maximmu value of the E.M.F., then at any

instant t, wo have the voltage"e" given hy
e = E sin pt.

Time

or

Decrees or RAOi.-if'S

Fig. S4.

In I'ig. .34 the voltage curve is shown. Above and below the

i-eference line OP,the magnet poles N and S ai-e put in to remind
us how the voltage varies.

Here tlie lino OP represents to scale the value of E, the

maximum voltage.

It may again be mentioned that now when pt becomes = g
or

^ &c., then sin pt = 1 and e = E.
The reader is probably very annoyed by the circular

measurement pt being taken for his angle of A degrees, ^ for
90° and so on. One of the reasons for the use of circular

measure is in order to bring in the fi-equency f. We are then

able to forget Irow many p{)los the dynamo has.
An armature revolving between one pair of poles generates
one cycle of E.M.E per revolution; if tliere are 4 i>oles, i.e., 2
pairs, then 2 cycles are completed every revolution.
Ji'or every machine, then, we have

f = revs, per second X No. of pairs of poles.
Now if two paii-s of poles are fitted, although the armature

sweeps out. only 300 ac.iv.al degi-ees, we have two complete cycles
which require, on tlie curve, 720"electrical" degrees.

By tising p to represent angular" velocity, we mean

"electrical" angles, without reference to any definite number of
poles.

Now it has been assumed that the magnetic field was of uni
form strength throughout. If it be not so, the E.M.E. curve will
not follow the simple sine law, so that
e = E sin pt
will not be ti-ue.
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In practice, owing to the non-uniformity of the fields of the
alternators and to the various shapes of coils used for winding
their armatures, not to mention the various hinds of "load "

in the outside cii'cuit, the form of the E.M.F. curve may vary
considerably from the true sine curve.
Regarding the alternators by themselves, howevei", tJieiidesign has been brought to such a pitch of perfection that they
may be made to give a tme sine "wave" of E.M.F., or one

which differs in shape therefrom, according to the ideas of the
designer, haviijg regaid to the work they ai-e required to do.

The fact of thus being able to obtain variously shaped waves of

E.M.F. between certain limits is of importance; but the ques

tion as to what is the most efficient form of wave for a given
circuit is naturally a matter beyond the scope of this book.
Refemng again to Fig. 34, it will be seen that the length
OP of the "reference line" i-epresents, to some scale, E volts,
the maximum voltage.

If we now suppose OP to be pivoted at 0 and revolve round

in a "counter-clockwise" direction, at a uniform speed, we see

that for any position of P there wiU be a corresponding value of

PM {see Fig. 28). Now PJI = OP sin A, where A is the angle

swept out from the zero position or horizontal line.
So that PM = E sin A. PM consequently represents to tlie

proper scale (i.e., in viagnitude) and in direction(above or below

the horizontal line)the value of the E.M.F.at tliat instant, pi'ovided
the E.M.F. follows the "sine law."

The line PM would be the

shadow of OP cast on an upright screen by a horizontal beam of
light. OP is called a"revolving vector"and is a very valuable

method of representing an alternating E.M.F., current or power.

We shall use it constantly, and the reader should practice
drawing vectors and their corresponding curves.
Let us now take the alternating E.M.F. of simple harmonic

form, and apply it to tlie ends of a circuit, as shoum in Fig. 23

at the beginning of this chapter.
Suppose at first, that the circuit contains resistance, but that
;8 non-inductively wound and has no capacity.

In any case a current wiU flow. In tliis particular case tlie

alternating current will rise, fall and reverse in sympathy and
in step with the voltage "impressed"on the ends of tiie circuit,
and we can employ Ohm's law to find the strength of the
current.

Hence, C =

Whatever the value of e may be at any moment, c will be
equal to

at that moment.

^ Also E = OR, which means that all the applied or

"impressed" volts are employed in driving the current C
through tlie resistance R.

We can therefore plot oui* volts and amps, on the same curve
as shown in Fig, 35 (a).
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The vertical scale will ha\-e to he graduated to read volts and

amps. Of course C need not he less than E as in this case. Li
our example the resistance has heen so chosen that C in amps is
less than E in volts.

In this case it is to he noticed that the current and voltage

are in step with each other, they reach their maxima and minima

at the same instant, and, further, the applied or "impressed"
volts have nothing to do hut overcome the resistance of the
circuit.

We have noticed that both E.M.F. and cun-ent undergo

periodic changes of strength and direction ; in other words, they

pass through different phases or states.
We have heen considering a case where the current rises,
falls and i-evei-ses exactly at the same time as the E.M.F., it

would then he said to he"in phase" or in step with the E.M.F.
Now owing to the effects of inductance and capacity in the

circuit,, the current and voltage do not always rise and fall

together. They reach their maxima and minima at different

instants of time, the current eitlier lagging behind or leading

ahead of tire E.M.F. {sea Fig. 35 5 and c). One of tliese effects
happens more often than not, and the state of affaii-s is

described by saying that the current is out of "phase" or

out of step with the E.M.F.

{A)

»

)—>'
E-CR

Current Cr EM.F. i.n

Laooiny Current

(0)

Leadtrtf C^irrenC
Fio. 3b.
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However much the current may be out of step with the
E.M.F., it must be remembered that the frequencies of the two
will be the same, for the current is the elfect of the E.IM.F., the

latter being the cause of the fonner.
Now when the current is out of phase with the E.M.F. a
"phase difference" is said to exist.

In our example we had no "phase difference" because there

was no inductance or capacity present. Resistance pure and
simple cannot affect the phase of the current, it wiU only alterits strength (or amplitude) according to Ohm's law.
Hence in the Fig. 35 (a) we have the line OP consisting
really of two vectors superimposed one upon the other, the whole
representing the maximum value of E and the part the maximum

value of C, the "shadows"—or, as we shall now call them,

"projections"—both being zero, maximum,zero,&c., at coincident
instants of time.

Now let us insert an inductance of L henries in series with

the resistance R ohms. Let the total resistance of the whole
chcuit remain as before.

Should we apply a direct E.M.F., to the teiminals of this
circuit, the current should be the same as before and be=

With

an alternating voltage applied to the circuit, however, a very
different state of affairs arises. The changes in the cxirrent are

delayed in time and happen later than would otherwise be the
case.

The impressed E.M.F., has now to perform two functions.

(1) It has, as before, to overcome resistance. The volts
expended in this = CR as before.

(2) It has to overcome the "back E.M.F." due to the presence
of the inductance L henries, so that in order to
reverse tlie current in the circuit, or to alter its

strength,some of the impressed volts will be required,

and consequently they are not ah. available to send a

cun-ent through the resistance. The cui-rent therefoi'e drops in value, and we can no longer use Ohm's
law without considerable modification.

That part of the impressed volts which remains available
fm- driving the cnn-ent C through the resistance R is called the
effeehxe E.M.F., it is also called the oliviie drop of volts. Its
value IS always = CR, and its direclion always in phase with the
current.

The otlier part of the E.M.F., Avliicli is cmploj'ed in
overcoming the back E.M.F., or inductance, would be noneffective, and is caUed the"reactive drop" of volts.
Tliis latter expression will be more fuUy explained later.
For the preseJit we must warn the reader against thinking

that by adding the ohmic and reactive drops of voltage together
he wiU get the total or "impressed" voltage. Ho will do so
only if they are added together in a particular way.
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We must now see how the back E.M.F. of self-induction
vax'ies xvith tlie current.
Cur.

\
*c

—\
pC

yn
\"T>

<B)

Vi*

-

f\

*

^ /
Sj

*■
1

E.NF'.over-

comttif l/u

rj

ST.

Back \ EjVF
= ■ *})LC
Back EMF

-jiLC
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Take any cm-rent cm-ve as in Fig. 36 (a). Wliere c is tlie current

at any instant and C is its maximum value, we have the simple
relationship, c >=1 C sin pt.
Now we saw that the back E.if.F., of any inductance L
henries was equal to L x rate of change of current {see page 13),
tlie rate of change of current would be in amps, per sec.
We see, then, that the back E.Jl.F. varies from ijistant to
instant and will therefore follow a sine curve, but it will be like

the acceleration curve in tlie foregoing example (since *' current "

corresponds to " velocity "), sec page 40, and will be 90° out of

phase with the current.

From the foregoing example we sliould expect that the back

E.M.F., would be 90° ahead of the current (as in Fig. 30(1')), but

it must be remembered that it is trying all the time to prercnt
the change of current strcjigtli, -whereas the acceleration was

the cause of the alteration in the velocity (compare Chapter I.,
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Fig. 1.) Hence the back E.M.F., must be in direct opposition

to the acceleration, and be consequently 90° astern of the
current (as shown by full line in Fig. 36(c)).

Now what will be the maximmn value of the rate of change
of current ? Why, it will be p times that of the preceding

curve, that is, p times 0, or pC.(compare Fig. 32).
Again, the back E.M.F., at any instant = L times tlie rate of

change of cur-rent {see p. 13) and is negative in sign.
So the maximum value of the back E.M.F. = L times pC.

= — pLO, and

the back E.M.F., is 90° astern of the current in phase.

These results are all shown graphically in Fig. 36 a, h, c.
Now in order to get a cm-rent at all, not only must resistance

be overcome, but also, by applying an equal and opposite
E.M.F., must the back E.M.F., be overcome.
The impi-essed E.hl.F. may therefore be said to be devoting

its energy to these two objects, and we may consider it to be

made up of tico E.M.F.'s 90° out of phase with each other, as

follows:—

(1) That part occupied in oA-ercoming resistance. This Avill
always = cR, and iviil have a maximum value =
OR. It will be called the ohmio drop of volts and is

always in phase ivith the current.

(2) That part occupied in oA'ercoming the back E.M.F. of
inductance, or, more simply, that occupied

in

reversing the cui-rent. This part must be equal and
opposite to the back E.M.F., and will thei-efore have

a maximvun value of 4- pLC and and will act 90°

ahead of the cm-rent in phase.

It will be seen that at first sight the applied or impressed
E.M.F. would have a maximum A^alue = CR + pLC, but this
16 not so, because the applied E.M.F. is not called upon to
make these two maximum efforts at the same instant of time.

Let us take our two E.M.F., differing by 90° , plot them
on a curve and take their algebraical suras {see page 60),
at any instants as shoAvn in Fig. 18. The result Avill surely
represent the instantaneous values of the total applied E.M.F.

Fro. 37 (A).
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p.

If we join up the points so found by means of a (firm) line,

we have tiie curve of impressed E.M.F. (Fig.(37 A.))
It is seen tliat its maximum value will always be greater than
that of eitiier of the other two curves, which is natural, for the

impressed volts have to furnish those required both for the
chmic and for tlie reactive drops. Again, the maximum value
of the impressed E.M.F. Calls at a point on the curve which is
between the maxima of the others.

Hence the impressed E.M.F., leads on the current, hut not by
as much as 00° .

This is generally expressed the other way round by saying

that the current lags behind the voltage by a certain angle
which can never be greater than 90° .

This angle is called

the"phase-difference angle," or"angle of lag."

Such is the effect of inductance on the circuit.

Some of the volts are required to make good the"reactive
drop," and so less are available to make the current. The
current, therefore, is less strong than before the insertion of the

inductance, and it now lags by a certain angle astern of the
impressed voltage.
It will be noticed this weakening of the current might have
been equally well effected by the insertion of an artificial
resistance, but then the current would not liave been "pushed
back" astern of the E.M.F., and it would have been in phase
or in step with the E.M.F.

The effect of the inductance on the circuit may therefore be
called that of a sort of "spurious resistance" and the effect is
said to be due to the "reactance" of tl>e circuit.
Now the resistance of the circuit is R ohms.

Tlie "ohmic

drop" of volts=CR or RC volts, being in pliase witli C. Again,
tlie reactive drop of volts is pLC volts, being 90° ahead of C.
We can therefore call the quantity pL the "reactance," and
consider it to be something of the iiatui-e of a "bogus ohmic
resistance" \vhicli has not only the property of making the
current weaker, as does an ordinary non-inductive resistance,

but also of causing it to lag, a property not enjoyed by ordinary
ohmic resistance alone.

The letter X is used for reactance, so that X = pL.
Now since all our curves (for the moment)show things of
the same dimensions, volts, we must see what relationship exists

between the total drop of volts and its subdivisions, the
reactive and ohmic drops.
We have seen that at any instant the

Impressed volts = reactive drop -t- olimic drop (algebraical
sum).

Now, forces and velocities can be represented in. magnitude

and direction by vectors {see pp. 32 and 33).
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XC) wiU

<^7

represent in this particnlar way

^ii'ectioii of OS, which represents pI-C (or

<T."
A
'OhmU Drcp-

Fig. 37 (B),

OQj the line forming the diagonal of the rectangle
completed as shown, will represent in magnitwle and direction
tne impressed E.M.F. Notice that the length OQ represents the
^'alue of E, and its direction gives ns an angle QOP,

with the OR line, and at this angle will the current lag behind
"Impressed E.M.F., for the current is in phase with OR.
This is a very important result, that of adding several forces

^^gether when represented by these "vectors" or lines such as
? 'diagonal
9®'
Tlie rule
to complete
the parallelogram
the
which
liesisbetween
the sides
representing and
the take
two
forces. This diagonal represents in length and direction the
resultant of the two.

Remember, we cannot add yards and gallons togetheiS so we

cannot find theresidtant of a current and a prcssui-e, or of any two
quantities of different dimensions, but any number of cuiTeiits

or any number of voltages may he reduced ilowm to one resultant

current or voltage by successive applications of this principle.

It is reasonable to apply it to cun-ents as to voltages, for \ye
saw that velocities, as well as forces, might be represented in
magnitude and direction by straight lines. (Again note:—

Currents are coulomhs per second.)
l^ui-ther it is not necessary that the two or more original

veclcrs should be at right angles to start with. As long as
they make an angle with each other we may complete the
parallelogram and find the length of its diagonal. Tliis figtn'c
will become a "rectangle" \vdien the angle between the com
ponents is a right angle.
A parallelogram is a four-sided figure with its opposite sides

parallel and its opposite angles equal, whereas a rectangle is

the same, only all its interior angles are right angles.
The case of a wooden matchbox is alwaj's a parallelogram

whether crushed or not. It ceases to ho a rectangle when two
opposite comers are crushed towards each other.
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In Fig. 37(A) it is seen that the niaximxim height of the
dotted eurvo is really eqnal to the length of the diagonal of

the rectangle. The finn-linc curve is llicn the true projection

of the impressed volts vector.
When, as in this case, we have a rectangle, a very simple
relationship connects the length of the diagonal with those of
the sides.

In Fig. 37 (B) we have the rectangle OPQS of which the

side OS = QP. Hence OPQ is a right-angled triangle whose
hypotenuse {see Appendix, p. 304) is OQ representing E, and
whose sides OP, PQ represent respectively RO and XC.

Now in any right-angled triangle the square on the hypote

nuse is equal in area to the stim of the squares on the other two
Sld63

Hence (0Q)= =(OP)- -h (QP)^
Tlfat is E- = (EC)- +(X 0)-.

Taking the square ixiot of both sides wo have

E= V{(RC)= +(XC)=}
or in words:—Tlie impressed E.IM.F. is equal to the sq^iare root
of the sum of the squares of the ohniia and reactive drops
of E.JI.F.

Since C* appcai-s in each expression,_we can wito our

formula

E = C^

Or, most xispful of all, C = —

if X-.'
E

n/R' + X"
This is the new Ohm's laio for alternating currents in circuits
having negligible capacity.
Now in this last result, the denominator lias been given the

name of "iinpodence," so that impedence = v^jresistance^
-|- reactance'}. Inipedence is denoted by the lettlu Z."

Our new Ohm's law now reads C = S.
/j

The impodence may be regarded as the combined effect
of the true and the "spurious" resistances of the circuit. Both

the impedenee and reactance are consequently to be regarded as
being expressed in ohms, hut it will he noticed that the value
depends on the frequency, among other things, so that if, for any
reason, we insert an artilicinl inductance into a circuit, we may

call it au impcdcnce coil, but its own value will be measured

in henries.

Not till its resistance and the fi-equeucy of the applied volts
arc(letermined can we say what the value of the impedence will
be, and to find even the reactance we must know the frequency.
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Now with regard to the angle o£ lag
Wc saw above that the andp
nf lag
To « was .1
s'e ot
the angle QOP.

Now the tangent of this angle is —

"I (jreek letter ^ („1.1)
This angle is generally
standrngforthe
dtfterence angle," and it is sucVll.ai
its tangent is = fj-®

.

liesistance

If we know tlie tangent of an angle, we can find its

magnitude m degrees or radians straight from a table.
Impedence Triangles.

,

The easiest way of finding impedences and phase angles Is
to draw the resistances and reactances carefuUy to scale with

lines drami at right angles to each other, then the diagonal
gives, to scale, the iinpedence in olniis, and the angle between it

and the resistance line is (f). Z can then be measin-ed with a
linear scale, and (j) with a protractor.
Thus:—

Rtsiilanae'R

^Or, mart simply:-

All measurementa are in Ohms.
Fig. 38.

Example I.

Let an E.M.F. of 100 volts maximum at a frequency of

25~ be applied to a circuit of resistance 1'5 a» and incluctanco
■ 01 henry.

Here p = 27r£ = 2itx25 — 50^ = 157 radians per sec.
Reactance = X = pL = 157 x "01 = 1'57 ohms.
Resistance = 1'5 ohms.

The current lags on the voltage by an angle

Such that tan 0

1-5

= 1'047.
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From the tables.^ =

<f) = '80837 radians

19' nearly, or iQ circular measure

Iinpedence Z =

^'1

= V{(l-5)'+

= V{2-25 + 2-46}
= Vi-71
= 2-17 ohms.
Now C =

E
Z

So C -

= 46 amps.

So we have a current of 46 amps, maximum value lagging
46° hehiud the E.M.F. of 100 volts maximum.

Plot these as vectors. It is no good taking a resultant

because one is volts and the other amps.

S

DECREES cr fJtiE
Sec

Fig. 39,

When plotted on the curve, it is seen that the cuiTent
reaches its maxima and minima 46° after the E.M.F.
It will be interesting to plot the voltage vectors.

Now the reactive ch-op = X C = 1'57 x 46

= 72'2 volts maximum.

The ohmic drop = R.C. = 1"5 x 46 "
= 69 volts maximum.

It looks impossible for the 100 impressed volts to s\ipply
both these values, but remember that the reactive and
A

8080

II
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resistance drops have not got to have their maximum "wants

supplied simultaneously.

RC=69

5,

_

Pig. 40.

The reader should satisfy himself, by drawing the vector

diagram to scale, plotting the lengths of RC = 69 units and
pLC = 72 units, that the"resultant"or diagonal lepresenting E
is really 100 units. Also that the angle between E and GR is
really 46° and a bit.

Theoretically

(691^ +(72• 2)-should = 100 or ^10,000
69- = 4771

(72-2)2 ^ 5213
Sum = 9984 or 10,000 nearly.

And V 10,000 = 100.
This is only a very small en-or, which has been brought in

by our not taking enough decimal places in the original
calculations.

Examine 2.

Take the same circuit, only let R = 2 instead of 1'5 w.
Reactance = 1-57 ohms, as before.

Resistance = 2

„

Tan<f,

- -785

From the tables ^ = 38° .8' only.
Phase difference is less than before.
Also—•

Impedence = Z = ^{2' + (1-57)2} = ^/{4: + 2-46} =
2-54 ohms.

. ,u
_ =E
100 =39-4
, amps, maximum value.
Ana
2 ~ 2"^

Si' '
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Cui-rent is reduced, as is natural, for R is greater and the
impedence tlierefore has increased.

This result is shown gi-aphically in Fig. 41.

-i.

Time

•y„ sec
Tia. 41.

Again, the reactive drop = XC
= 1-57 X 39-4

= 62 volts maxinnun.

The ohmic drop = KG
= 2x39-4
= 78-8 volts maximum.

We notice, in Fig. 42, that the ohmic drop has increased

and the reactive decreased, so ihat the angle of lag is less than
before.

NC -

Pig. 42.

H 2
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This process, carried to its logical conclusion, sliows that a
periectly non-inductive circuit, whatever its resistance, will have
IB
the current = ^
and in phase with the E.M.F., for if T/ = O,

pL = 0, X = 0, and Z becomes = R,and the reactance is zero,so

J = 0.

Example 3.

Take the same quantities as in Example 1 excejit that L is
now increased to '015 heniy.
Reactance = X = 157 x '015 = 2'36 ohms nearly.
Resistance = 1"5 w.

T
j. = 2-36
ran <6
^ =1
^

1-!)

From the table

5/.

= 57'^ 30' nearh-.

An increase of L has increased the angle of lag.
Again—
Z = V(a-5)^-{- (2-.36f}
= ^{2-25 -I- 5-58]
= V7-83
= 2 ■ 8 ohms
E
100

And C = 75, =

2.8

= 3y'7 amps.

An increase of L has increased the impedence, so current is

less than in Example 1. See Fig. 43.

i7 see.

Fig. 43.

Reactive drop = XO = 2* 36 x 35'7 volts.
= 84'4 volts maximum.

Ohmic drop = RO = 1'5 x 35'7 volts.
= 53'G volts maximum.
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From this it follows that a "perfectly inductive" circuit
witli no resistance at all ■would inahe the current lag 90°. For
■^ve

W'.53-6

Fig. 44.

if R = 0, then Z becomes — X, and tan <!> — Xq = oo (see
Appendix), so that <l> = 90°, and C =

E

In practice the lag catL

never be quite 90°, for R is never 0.
Example 4.

Take the same quantities as in Example 1, but let f drop
from 25 ~ to 15 ~.

Here p = 2'7rf = 27rl5 = 307r=94'5.
Reaetance = X = 94' 5 x ' 01= ' 945 ohms ; this is less
than in Example 1.
Resistance = 1' 5 ohms.

„

Tan

,

X _ -945

- jTg = 63.

= 32° 13' only.
Also—

Z =s/{a"5)- + C945?]
=

+ -89}

=--s/3-U
= 1■ 77 ohms.

O n

100
= r77

= 56'5 amps.

Hence, the inrpedencc dropping to 1'77 from 2"17 ohms
causes the current to rise from 46 to 56 amps.
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Current and voltage appear as in Fig. 4c.
+ a?

-Ve

ytjsecPiG. 45.

JNow reactive drop ='945 x 56 volts
= 53 volte. Less than in Example 1.
Ohmic drop = 1'5 x 56 volts
= 84 volts. More tlian in Example 1
Voltage vectors are shown in Fig. 46.

RC'Si-

(n

Time

Fia. 46.

We see that the lower the frequency the greater the eurrciil,
the le&s the reactance and the less tlie phase angle.
In a direct ciirrent the "frequence'"of the A'oltage = 0 and

p = 0,80 that X = 0.

So we have Z = VlU'+ Oj = R.

And ~ 2 ~ R

-i
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In Example 1, the direct current would have been =
= 66 ■ 6 amps.

We will now take an example of divided circuits.
L,- Of Henrtj

R,'1 OKm ^
Av.
Rx "3 OH'ms

C

D

E=tOOuolls

r=2J-

Fio. 47.

Suppose the leads AC and BD have no inductance or
resistance.

In the case of direct currents we might find the joint

I'esistance of R, and R., from the formula ^
^
+k
» "ttd
it
K.
xtj
then take 0 — g, or else we could find the value of Gi
E

(the current througli upper half) = ^ and
through the lower lialf) =

F

(the current

and then 0, + 0^ would = 0, the

emTent from C to Ih

Turning to Alternating Current, we must use the latter
method because the currents in the t^vo halves may not l>e in
piiase with each other.

In both ctises p = 27rf = 2?r 25 = 157.

(1) Upper half.
Reactance = X, = pL, = 157 x "01 = 1"57 ohms.
Resistance R, = Iw.

Tan

=1-57. <^,-57^.

Again, Zi =
+ ^1^}
= ^{1 + 1-57'}
= 1 ■ 86 ohms.

And so C,(from A to B)= ^ =

~ 53'8 amps.

Hence C. has .maximum value — 53'8 amps., which lags
57

behind the E.M.F.

(2) The lower half.
Reactance =
= pL^ = 157 x *008 =.l"2o6 ohms.
Resistance R» = 3 ohms.

luo

Tan .j>, =

= -4186.
Again,

<l>, = 22^ 43'.
+ X'-}

'=

+(l-2o6r}

= s/l012

= 3 34 olmis.

And

(fi'oni A lo B) ;

— 30 amps.

Here C, has a maximum value of 30 amps, and lags only
22° 43' behind the E.M.F.

Now at any instant C (total current) = Cj + Co falgebraical
simi), but to find the maximum value of 0 we must add the

values of C| and C, veciorially, liaving regard to the x^hase
angle between them.

Now C, lags 57° 30' on the E.M.F.
And Co lags 22° 43' on tlie E.M.F.

So C;lags (57° 30° —22° 43') or 34° 47' on 0,.
The value of C is best found graphically as in Fig. 48.

Fra. 48.

i-.

]0l

Dniwiiig ilic vector iliagniiucai-pfiilly—preferuljly on a large
fscalc—we fiinl (hat tlie resultant o[C, amlQ,(the diagonal of the
parallelogram) is 80 units long, representing 80 amps, as the
maximnni value of C, and this current lags about 45° astern of
the E.M.F.

The reatler should hy now see clearly why C = 80 and not

(54 + 30) or 84 amps.

In (Hir W.T. circuits, dealing with cun-ents of very high
fi'cquency, we have a special case.
Here 2 tt f or p is very large indeed.
Suppose 1. = 200 mies. =

henries.

And £ = 10"-. Then p = 27rf = 2 tt 10".

Reactance = X = pL = 2. tt. J 0" X^= 400ir.
= 1,260 olnns.

So that if the resistance be very low—say i an ohm—we shall
liaA'e several interesting effects:—

(1) Tan ^

X

1 ^liO

it

a"

— = 2.520.

A veiy large number.

<j> = 89° 58' nearly—or very nearly 90° .
(2) Z=

li" + X-}. Now XMs a very large lunnber

indeed, so that if we neglect 11 altogether, the answer Avill not

be affected. We can then say Z = X and the circuit is almost

"perfectly inductive"(see p. 97).

C -I =

or E = pLC or XC.

That is, the whole of the impressed E.M.F. is taken up in

rcA-ei-sing and changing tlie current.

(3) Furthei',
C= A large^number
i'
Unless E be very large, C will be very small.
Hence, even a low reaisLance coil of a few hundied inics
inductance Avill form a complete bar to the passage of an
oscillating cui'rent, Avhereas its ojjposition to that of a low
fieouency current is very small indeed. Notice that its re
actance to a direct current is nil.

This phenomenon we sliall find used in certain protective
ileviccs to be described later.
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Arising out of this ability to neglect the resistance ('pri)vi(lc(l

it be low) of circuits carrying oscillatory currents, an important
point arises. Take tlie circuit in Fig. oO and let f be very lai'ge.

L,

L,
Fig. 50.

Here C, =-^
and C-- = pi.,.
pL,
Both these currents lag 90" on the E.M.F., and are therefore

in phase.

Hence C = C,+ C.- = pL,
f- + pL„
-^
E

/I , 1\

~ p Cl,+ l;)

H L is the "joint inductance" of L, and L., or any more

Lj, &c.

r, _ E

E

1

pE ^ p ^ L

This is siinilar to the orclinaiy law of resistances for direct
currents.

In a circuit containing anj' number of resistances and in
ductances in seriev, such as resistances It,, li„, R3
and
incmctancea L„ Lj, L, and so on, -pi-ovided there are no parallel
or branched circuits, then the total resistance R = It, + IE + R3
- • . . and the total inductance L = L,+ L„ . . . .
Hence the joint reactance X = X, -t- + Xj
= pL, -|- plv^ -f= p (L, + E.+
= pL.

)

And the joint impedence = VfR- -|- X") as before.

This may be found graphically bv plotting the R„ lb, &c.
horizontally and the X„ X^, Ac. vertically. They may be taken
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in any order to find the final diagonal Z, but if Z„ Z^, Zj. &c. be
required, R, must be taken with X„ R„ witli X., and'so on.
This method is illustrated as follows:—

Exam-ple.~Leil=50-. Find C if E=100 v. p=50x27r
= 314.

R, = 2a)

Rj = 3ca

R,= 4a)

R, = lo)

——ww^——\AA/vv—
T>, ==0

L, = -0159

Lj = 0

L, = '0222

Fto. 51.

R = R,+ Ro + . . . . = 10(I).
L = L,+ Lj +. . . . = "0381.

X, = 0. X_, = 5 ohms. X3 = 0.

= 7 ohms.

X = X,+ X3 + . . . . =12 olims.
Or X = pL = 314 X '0381 = 12 ohms.
Then Z = ViR'+ X-} = VflOO + 144} = 15-6 olmis.

So that C

~

— G'4 amps., lagging by an angle ^

such that tan ^ ~ ^~ ^ ^

nearly.

Further, Z, and Z., = QR, and Rj respectively (since L, and
Lg are zero) and
Z,- v'iH-/ + X./i and Z. = ViK'+ X/f.

This could have been solved gi-apliically, also giving^,,

tlie latter being the angles by ■which the current lags on the
"local " D.P.'s, that is, on (he several E.M.F.'s across tlieportions

of the circuit. Here ^1 — <|!>3 = 0". See Fig. 52.

The reader should or no account omit to construct these

figures for himself at this stage.

Now had any portion of this circuit been shunted, tlien this

piece must first be dealt with by assuming some convenient

voltage across it, lincUjig C, and Co as in the preceding example,
and from that deducing C graphically. This value C, divided
into the assumed voltage, gives Z the joint impcdeuce, for

Z= E
^ . Knowing Z and the angle at which the joint current
lags on the local assumed voltage E, we can find X and R, the

reactance ajid resistance, which would produce an equivalent

effect in the circuit.

We can then proceed as above.
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N/

Rf-'Z,

Rj
K

Tal-en tn m-der, giving Zi, Zj, &c.,
and <f>i <i>t ^9i X'c.

Not taken in order, giving X, R,Z and <p,
hut not Zi Z-i Z3, &e., or
fjjs
<^'cFia. 52.

The reader should, in addition to arrivinf? at liis impeilcnces

and phase angles "by calculation as shown above, also use the
graphical method as shown in Figs. 38 and 51. He will at once
appreciate the great utility of the"Impedence triangles" and

wiU see what an enormous saving of arithmetical labour and

of possible errors they effect.
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Capacity.
Among the general considerations regarding condensers
given in Chapter I., we observed thai conlombs will How into a
condenser, gradually "charging it up" or raising its terminal
pressure until this latter became equal to the api)licd pressure.
At all times q •- 8e, wlicre e is the pressure to which the
condenser is charged at any instant (sec p. 4).
Wc will now return to the liydraulic analogy given at the
beginning of this chapter, but we now have introduced a flexible
water-tight partition of india-rubber, stretching it across the
pipe. (Fig. 23, p. 71.)

Fig, 53.

Suppose the pump handle be revolved co}ilinvoiidii in the
direction of the uitow. The water will try to flow in tlie out
side circuit from A to B. (Fig. 53.)
The pump will, perhaps,deliver a few pints into tlie left-hand
arm of the pipe, and the surplus of water liere causes the rubber
to bulge out to the right. This action will, of course, displace
the water on the other side and allow a similar mnnher of pints
to flow up the right-hand arm of tlic circuit and into the —ve
terminal of the pump at B.
This bulging of tlie riil)bcr will continue till such time as
the tcjiision of tlio rubber (terminal voltage of the condenser)
exactly balances the applied pressure at tite pump (or applied
E.JI.F.) When this happens no further movement of water

(current) takes place.

A direct current dynamo (or coll), therefore, can produce
only a momentary cuirent due to the "displacement," of the
coulombs from their normal position of rest.

Consider now what happens when tlie rotary motion of the

pumj) is alternating. Here the pints of water move backwards
and forwards, tlic rubber bulging fiist. one way and tlien the

other. Consequently we get an alternating current in the ]>ipe,
and since the action of the rubber diaphragm corresponds to
that, of the charged dielectric, we can gel an alternating electric
current in a circuit containing a condenser.

In a circuit in Fig. 5-1 (a) it would be possible to light the

lamp with an alternating, but not with a direct current.

loe
>

Again, suppose the pipe were furtlier subdivided by a
number of elastic discs placed at intervals round tlie circTiit and

A

the spaces filled Aritli water when at rest, we should still ^ct an
alternating movement of water which would be the same in all

portions of the pipe.

Consequently we could light the lamp as in Fig. 54 (b).

(a)

(^)
Fio. 54.

A condenser, then, forms a conipletc bar to the isassage ()C a

continuous sustained direct current, but it allows an alternating
current to flow.

It may ho well to notice that no water actually flows through

the substance of the rubber, and like\vise the coulombs do not
penetrate the dielectric.

We shall often speak of an alternating current flowing

"thi'cugh" a condenser, but shall always remember that this

implies that the dielectric is distorted but not penetrated,
and that the ciurent moves "into and oxitof" the condenser,

not "thi-ougli" it in the ordiuaiy sense of the word.
We must now consider more closely what effect the presence

or absence of the rabbcr diaphragm will have upon the alterna

ting current of water.
The presence of the i-ubber is shown by its opposition to any

1
'
.
r
1

r

I
I

co}Uinue(l fluw of Avater. In other words, Avhile it is being

expanded it ixerts a "back pressure" tending to make it more

difficult for each succeeding pint of Avater to get past a gi^'en

1

point in any one direction, provided that the pint be moAdng so

as to tend to stretch it still more. It therefore tends to restrict

the movement of the Avatei- Avithin narroAver limits than Avould
otheiTvise be the case.

We see at once that the"stretchiness"(the proper expression

being "compliance ") of the rubber will affect our calculations.^

The smaller and thicker the rubber disc the less Avill it
stretch and the sooner Avill movement be"brought up," that is,

the fewer pints of Avalor Avill suffice to raise the tension of the

rubber to equal the applied pressure, tliis being the point at
Avliich all further movement ceases. In other words, the larger

and thinner the rubber, the greater its "stretchiness" or
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"ciipacitj-" for water ami tiie less dl^crcucc

/ill its presence

make to the passiige of water or current strength.
So also, a condenser of large capacity will aUow a aige
munber of coulombs to flo\v into it before its teruimal pressure

equals the applied pressure, ami the larger the capacity of the
condenser the loss is its presence felt in the circuit. \\ e can
carry tho analogue still further and say that the larger the area

and the loss the thickness of the dielectric (or ru^er disc) the
greater is its capacity and the less its disturbing effect.
Again, one sample of rubber may be more elastic than

another, so also some dielectrics have a greater capacity than
otIioTs of the same size and tluokness.

The opposition to the oontimied flow of a current wiU take

the form of a back E.^l.F. which tends to keep the condenser

empty, ami wo have already seen that the larger the capacity
the less the opposition, and so the less the back E.il.F.
Tlie back E.JI.F. of any condenser will therefore vaiy
mvei-sely as its capacity

or back E.^I.F. ©Cg .
We may follow this result to its logical conclusion. A

condenser of infiiiitehj largo capacity will allow an enormous

nundier of coulombs to flow into it without being charged up to

miy pressure at all. Such a comlenser would even allow a direct

current to pass on for ever, for it would never get charged up.
Hence an infinitely large condenser is tho same thing as a dead
shoH circuit of conducting material.
Again, an infinitely small condenser would consist of acomplete hreak in a circuit, whore the two ends of the broken

wire, like pin-points, arc opposed to each other, have a minute

area and practically no capacity. Such a condenser at once gets

charged up to tlie applied pressure and allows no cuiTent to
pass at all, for no coulombs can flow into the dielectric.

Between these limits all practical examples will fall.
We have now considered the effect of the size of the condenser.

We have now to consiiler the frequency of the alternating

current flowing.
We saw at the beginning of the chapter that in the case of

a low frequency current ive might conveniently suppose that

the coulombs wont several times round the circuit in each

direction, while with a high frequency they only travelled a
little distance in the conductor before revereing. Stated more
exactly, tbo coulombs have a gi'eater amplitude of movement in

the case of tho low frequency than in that of the high one.
Now the rubber diaphragm, unless it be ruptured, loill not

allow any complete circulation of the water round the circuit
and the shorter the range of movement of the water in the

neighbourlioocl of the disc, the better the disc will be pleased

since it docs not have to stretch so much.

' '

"PIT
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So also with electric cuneiits. A low freqnpijuy will

charge the condeuser eacli time, while a high one may but
partially charge it at each swing of cui-rent.
Consequently the back E.M.F. oC a condenser will be less as
the frequency of llie current (and therefore of the applied
E.M.F.) increases.

We liavo, then,
Back E.M.F. «=

Combining tliis witli the above result
Back E.M.F.

.

Now to consider the effect of the current strength. The
more coulombs we try to force into a condenser in any one

second, the greater, obviously, will be the pressure to which llie

condenser is charged during that second. Wu llie stroiigor tlie
current the larger tlie back pressure.

Hence back E.M.F. ot current.
To combine all tliroe

Back E.M.F. oc ^.

This does not tie us down to units of any .sort.
We shall find later that

1? _

C

C

27rfS '''^pS

Where E = back E.M.F. (or terminal P.D.) in volts.
C = cun-ent in amps,
f = frequency in ~.
S := capacity in farads,
p = 2n-f (as before).

To prove this last result and to get a more thorough insight
into the action we will trace out the cycle of changes which
take place. Keeping in mind our analogue, wc see:—
When tlie dielectric (diaphragm) is charged (bulges) to its
full extent, llicii the maximum number of roulombs (pints)
have passed into the condenser (bag). Also, yio coulombs
(pints) are now moving.
Hence the current is zero, while the dielectric (rubber) is
charged (distended) up to a pressure equal to tliat applied.
Further, the back E.il.F. of tlie condenser (tension of the
rubber) is in such a direction as to assist in the reversal of the
current.

Let the cun-ent now reverse.

Coulombs(pints) flow out of the condensej- (bag).

The back E.M.F. of the condenser (tension of rubber) falls
while the new current increases in strength.

When the condeuser (bag) is completely emptied the back

E.M.F.(tension) is zero and the cm-rcnt is at a maximum.
Due to the applied E.M.F. the current goes on flowing.
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Coulombs (pints) flow into the condenser (bag) and the

dielectritt (rubber) develops a tension in the revei-se divectiou

(the bag being now inside out) oi^posing the continual flow of
crirrent and assisting it to rcvei-se.

The current gets weaker and linally stops.
At this instant the dielectric (rubber) is fully chai'ged
(distende<l) once more to a pressure equal to that applied,for the

full number of coulombs (pints) ai-e now in the condenser (bag)
and Jto more current can flow without revei-sing.
Consider a point in the circnit, wliich wc will call A. Now
when a current flows the coulombs will move to and fro passing

the point A as they do so. Let A he the centre point of the

travel of a certain number of coulombs Q.
Consider those situated to tbe right, of A to be +vel3*, and
those to the left of A to be — velj' sitxiated.
Let all the coulombs be pushed away to the left of A, and to

be just about to come back £i-om left to right.

Here coulombs are maximum —ve (Q of them in all).
Current, is zero, but about to become +ve (moving to right).
Now as the coulombs start moving, the cui-rent gro\vs.
Wiien half the coulombs have passed A, they will be evenly
balanced and the "displacement of coulombs or cliarges" will
be zero. Tlie current, however, is maximum 4-ve, for it is
flowing Irom left to right.
Tabulating the I'esults for the whole cycle, we have—

Displacement of Coulombs.
Maximum — ve.

Current.
Zero, cliangiug from — A'e to
+ve

Zero, changing from —ve

Maximum, +ve;

to +ve.

-Maximum +ve.

Zero, t'hanging from +vo to
— ve.

Zero, changing fi-om d-ve

Maximum — ve.

to — ve.

Maximum — ve.

As before.

llemoinber, the maximum displacement was Q coulombs.
Draw a displacement curve for coulombs and a current cur\-e,
both having the same time units as abscissm. (Fig. 55.)

We see at once that the current (uirve is a curve of"slopes"

of the coulomb curve. The latter is a position-time curve, while

the former is a velocity-time one. Tliis must be so, since amps,

are esscntiall}'"rate of change of coulombs" or"coulombs per

second."
A
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no

Now tlie maximum value of the fimt cuiwe is Q cculomljs, so

that of the second curve will be pQ amperes, where 2"> —2irf, as

Time

-ve

*uc

ViQ. 55.

before. (See Fig.^32.) Further, the cunent cuiwe leads by 90

on the coulomb ^splacement cui-ve, so that the vectors are shown,
as in Fig. 56.

CP a

Q

Fig. 56.

Now to observe the back E.M.F. again.

The fuller the condenser the gi'eater the strain on the dielec

tric, 80 the bigger the displacement of Q the bigger the back
E.M.F.

Hence the Q curve and the back E.M.F. curve will rise and

fall together, but will be in direct o-pfosition.
Remember that the condenser opposes the movement of
coulombs into it. When the displacement is to the left(—ve),

the tension of the rubber is ptdliug towards the right (+ve').

w
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So, if the cun-ent leads on the displacement by 90° , the back

E.M.F. leads on. the current by 90° .

Now the max. C=:pQ amps. But Q=SE.
So max. C= pSE, where E=max. back E.M.F.
Q

Ormax. E=-5, where C=max. Current,
pb

Hence the terminal voltage of a condenser leads by 90° on
0

the current and has a maximum \''alue = -5, where C is the
pb

maximum current.

BackF/fF
_

c

pS

Currer.!^ C
Fig. 57.

Now consider the applied E.M.F. As before, part of it will

be employed in overcoming resistance, being in phase with the
current and having a maximum value=CR.

The other part must overcome the bade E.M.F. of the

condenser, beijig employed in charging and discharging it.

This part must be equal and opposite to the back E.M.F.
So we have Fig. 58.
Buck EJ^r. of
con^rtjer

concUmer

Fig. 08.

This "reactive" drop of volts due_ to a condenser must

therefore be 90° astern of the cuxi'ent in phase, and Irave a
maximum value =

"

. 1

Further, the reactance of the condenser is

ohms.
I 2
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Now to restrict oui-selves to tlie applied
and its
component parts, we can draw onr E.M.F. vectors as in Fig. 59.
Cff

4
Fig. 59.

Now the net result of all this is that the presence of a
condenser means that some of the E.M.F. is absorbefl in storing

static energy in the condenser, and is tlierefore not available for
prodricing current through the resistance.

Consequently the cuiTent is not so strong as it was before

the introduction of the condenser, and further, it now jumps

ahead of the voltage, "leading" by an angle whose tangent is
given by Reactance

—

_

pS
Tabulating our results—
Ohmic drop
Resistance

Reactive drop

R =

pSR

= OR volts.
=

pS

volts.

1__

Tan (j)

pSR'

The Reactance is now = X =

-^(5
ohms.
pS

Impedcnce = Z = VlR'+ X=} == V j R' + (iJ
And current = C

E

= jy-as before, only Z here is impedence
/j

due to resistance and capacity.
It is difficult at first sight to see how the current can jump
ahead of the voltage which causes it. It must be remembered
that it cannot do so at the instant of switching on. A few
alternations will take place during which the current is gradu

ally increasing its phase angle; very soon it will pickup its
proper value.

Both in inductive and condenser circuits the current is

momentarily greater during the first swing or two than that
given in the above formulae. These latter give its value aftei:
having got"into its stride."

IIS

It will possiblj' be belpful to regard the inductance as being

an inveterate "obstructionist" to all changes. "What does
this current mean by changing ? Let it wait awhile," may
be taken as the views of the inductance.

On the other hand, a condenser is very discontented with
its presentlot. Eager for any change, itreadily accepts current

when empty, then tries to disgorge as quicldy as possible the
coulombs it has just accepted. Being always looking ahead for
"some ne^v thing" it seems to suck the current ahead of the
E.M.F. in sympathy with its aspirations.
Exnvijple 1.
Let —
70 mfds

7t'4-0 ohms

E= tOOvolti
f'/CO -Fig. 60.

S — 30 microfarads.

P = 27rf. rr SttIOO - 628.

30

Reactance = X ■— —g

= jQo or

10®
3 X 628

3 ,

ohms.

= 53 ohms.
Resistance = 40 ohms,

rn

,

Reactance _ X _ 53 _ , .qon

" R " 40 ~ ^

<f> = 53° nearly.
Also—

Z = V{40-+ 53^}
= 66 ■ 4 olnns.

Q ^
100
oo
(J = E
^ = 66''4
~ -^

.
,
amps, maximum
value.

So we have C = 1'51 amps leading 53° on the volts.
Now the ohniic drop = OR = I'ol X 40 = 60'4 volts.

Reactive drop = XC = 1"51 x 53 = 80 volts.

,

farads
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The E.M.F. vector cliagiani is as iu Fig. Gl.
/tC' bO-4-

->•

Fig. 61.
*

Example 2.
Now let the resistance fall to 20 ohms.

Here reactance as before = 53 ohms.
„ resistance now = 20 ohms.
KO

Tan (^ =

= 2-65. 4> = 69° 40' = 70° nearly

The cuiTent leads by a gieater angle than before.
Here impedence = ^/{20' + 53"}.
= 56'7 ohms.

100

,

~ 56^ = 1'77 amps.
Hence the current is increased, but leads more.
The E.M.F. divides its duties as shown in Fig. 62.
Reactive drop = 53 x 1"77 = 93• G -volts.
Ohmic = 20 X 1-77 = 35-4 volts.
PC'3S-4
sa

77^
V
\»
\w

o{
II

\4

\o

K

■'I
%

Fig. 62.

Example 3.
Follow this to its natural conclusion and let R become zero.

Here tau </> =

— 53
"q" =

{see Appendix).

Hence <}> = 90°.
The ciUTent is 90° ahead of volts.
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Also since Z = X,

c = I=

= pSE,

=
= 1'89 amps.
So that if the resistance of the circuit be veiy low, the
current will have a maximum value of pSE,and will lead 90° on
the E.M.r.

Examjyle 4.

Let S increase to 40 mfds., keep the rest as in Example 1.
TT
Here
reactance — A = 1 = 62810^x 4 ,
X = 40 ohms, nearly.
Xotice X is less than in Example 1.
Tan ,/, =

= 1. ^ = 45° .

The current docs not lag so much.
Also—

Impedence — Z = v'{40' + 40'}.
= 56 ■ 6 oluns.

G =^=

= 1'78 amps,, lai'ger than in Example 1.

Example 5.

Garry this to its natiiral conclusion and let S become
infinitely large. Reactance = X = 0, for if S = oo

Then g = 0

and X = pg.
So tan ^

X

= 0. (j) = 0° and cuiTent and volts are in

phase.

Also, since X = 0,Z = R.
E

Hence 0 = ^. Ohm's law.
The case of the "infinitely small" capacity is left to the

reader (see p. 107).

-Example 6.
Let f now = 300. AH the rest as in Example 1.
Here p = 27r300 — 1880.
Reactance =

10*

thott = 17*7 ohms.

o X looU

Resistance = 40 olims.

^
,
Reactance
17'7
.,i,.g
Tan A=
= -77T~ =
Resistance

(jy = 24° nearly.

40
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The angle of lead is lessened.
Also—

Iinpedence = ^^40° + {17'7)-f
= 43 ■ 7 ohms.

So C

=2"3 amps., a lai-ger current than before.

So the higher the fi-eqnency the less the reactance, the less the
inipedence, and the smaller the angle of lead.

The reader shonld draAv the cnrres and vector diagianis for

hiniself. The E.M.F. being 100 volts and the enrrent about
2 amps., he -will have to make special scales in the case of
E.M.F. and cuiTent curves.

However, where the E.M.F.'s are all on the same veciot-

diagram he rrnist keep to the same scale tlironghont.
Now in W.T. oscillating circuits we have very high freqnencies and low resistances.

Further, the (^aiDacities are

smaU compared to a farad.

Looking at the equation—

Tan,^ =^,

we see that if any one of tliem—p, S, or R—become zero,
<l> becomes 90° .

In a direct current circuit p = 0, so reactance (Avith a

condenser) = |^^-g = . Hence no current floxt-s.
In W.T. oscillators p is veiy large, S veiy small, so pS

may be considered a moderate value. R may be made small.

If this happens we have C = pSE and leading 90° cm the volts.

In a circuit containing condensers in serie.s we ad<l their
reactances togetiic-r, so that—

Joint reactance X = X,+

+ X3 +

pS. + pS,^pS3^
Hence the joint capacitj' is given by—
'J-

1 _ J. ^ 1

)

1

s ~ + s,+ S3
_ Let now take the case of a cii-cuit containing resistance,
inductance, and capacity.
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Here the applied E.il.F. has to supply the oluuic and two
reactive drops of voltage at different instants of time.
The inaxim\un E.M.F. values
eoui-se be—
>.•1.

to

be

overcome will of

(1) Ohinic = CR in phase with current.
(2) Reactive due to inductance = pLC 90° ahead.
Q

,, capacity

(3)

= —s

90° astern.

It is soon at once that (2) and (3) are directly opposed to
each other in phase. This means in ordinary language that
the back E.M.E. of inductance assists in the charging of the
condenser wliosc

own

back E.M.F. in turn assists in the

cliangiiig of current in the inductance. Hence the joint effect
of L and S is to neutralise each other's reactances, thereby

reducing the total reactance of the circuit.
Now the indnctive reactance = pL, we will call this Xt, and

the "coiidensive"(or"captive ")=-^g, we will call tills Xg.

In a circuit containing both E and S in series we have tlie
joint reactance = difference between pL and

Now if pL be larger than

pb

the inductive reactance wins

the day and current lags on the E.M.F. If, on the other hand,
preponderates over pL, the current leads on the E.M.F.

\

pLC

C_

RC

ps

Fig. C3.

Our voltage vectors will appear as in Fig. 63(a) and (6).

The reactances and iinpcdences are shoivn in Fig. 61, botli in
the form of parallelograms and triangles.
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|x-x^=.
XiH

pL

X=XrXs

71

R
t

pi

(c)

(i>)

(a.)

y-y

pL

R

I

*r
/

iET

I

•Xy-Xi=X

(d)

(f)

(e)

Fio. 64.

Here we see that our joint reactance is given by

X = Xl ~ Sg = pL--^
ohms,
po
where"~" means"difEerence"—that is,"subtract the smaller

from the larger."

3

, • ^
-a
Again,
tan </>, = Reactance = pL ~ pS.
R

We may, if we like, writeTaii

R

If Xl be greater than Xg tan will be + ve, showing us
that the applied E.M.F. line comes above the C.R. line and that
the current lags.

If tan (j) be —ve in sign, the current leads, for E will be
below CR,for in that case Xg is gi-eater than Xi,.
Once more,impedence = ^/{(resistance)"+(joint reactance;"].
Hence, impedence == V{R'+ {Xi,~Xs )"].

So that for all circuits we have—
E

C=

'+(pL~A)'i

vin'
or 0 =

E

V{R'+(XL~Xgf]

^

E

<i

uu

■whicli is the complete Ohm's law for altei-natiug or direct
currents in a single circuit.
Z = V{R- + X-}
Where X = X,,~X8.

Looking at these equations it will he well for the student to
consider wliat happens to C and <f) in the following cases.

(a) In direct currents (where p = 0)—

(1) If S he a moderate size.
(2) If S he infinitely large (sec page 107).
(B) In alternating currents (wliere p is a finite number)—
(1) If L bo large.
(2 If S be small.

(3) If p becomes very large.
This is a very instructive process and should be followed

invariably whenever any equation is mot mth which seems
complicated at fii-st sight.
It has probably ah-eady occurred to the reader that since we

have two opposing reactances, can we not make them equal?
We may purposely do so by so adjusting L, S, and p so that

pL =

For then X = pL —^ =0.

We have at once Z = R, for X = 0.

So that ^ ^ ~
law.
Tan ^ — 0. <j> = 0°. The current and E.M.F. are in
phase with each other and it would seem that the inductance

and capacity had disappeard. Not quite that, but their mutual

interaction saves the applied E.M.F. the trouble of looking after
their wants, and it is therefore enabled to devote its whole

energies to driving a larger cuiTent C through the i-esistance R.
This condition is called " electrical resonance," and in order

to obtain it we must have

1''- = ^
..

1

=LS

Taking square root of both sides ^ve have

2 TT f = —
which becomes
VTB

._

1

, whei'e L = henries.

~ Stt VES

S = farads.

{See page 46.)
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Assimie, now, tliat we have a cei-tain circuit of fixed L and S

and a frequency f siich tliat

f-

2 7r^LS-

Then, whatever may he the resistance R, we kno\v tliat

C = 5 and <f> = zero.
(a) Now increase the frequency', keeping liS and R, the same,

we no longer have pL = ^
^ 1

As f increases pL gets larger and pb
—^ smaller.

The cuiTent therefore gets weaker and begins to ?«(? on the
voltage

(b) Decrease the frequency.

\
gets larger and pL smaller,
pb
The current gets weaker and begins to lead on the voltag«'.

It may be wed to take some examples.

Example 1.

Take conditions of Example 4 (capacity examples) above.
p

Here we have f = 100 ~

625 S =

farads

E = 100 volts, U = 40 &).

The result was a current of 178 amps leafling4i)° ou E.jM.T".
Now introduce L = '05 heniy of negligible resistance.
^

We have inductive reactance Xl = pl' =
31'4 oluns.

We have capacity reactance Xs —

pb

= 40 ohms.

The capacity reactance preponderates.

Joint reactance = 40 — 31'4 = 8'6 ohms, this xs X.

TanA =

Resistance

^= -215

<p = 12® 8' only.

40

Current leads by 12° 8'.
Further
E

C

100

V{40»+(8-6r}
100
40-9

= 2*43 amps, nearly.

~
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We liave llierefore increased the current from 1*78 to 2"4

aini>s and reduced lag ii-om 45" to 12° merely by the mtioduction
of tiie inductance L.
'Phis effect liave been still more marked had we taken a
lower value for 11.

It will be well to draw again our voltage vectore to scale.
Inductive reactance drop — Xi,C.
^ 31-4 X 2-43.

— 76"5 volts.

Coiidensive reactance drop= XsC.
= 40 X 2-43.
= 97 ■ 4 volts.

Ohmic drop

— CR.
= 40 x 2-43.
= 97 ■ 4 volts.

'Pliese are shown in Fig. 65 (a) and (6).
■<

•'A= US

RC =97-^

X,C

XC= fX.-Sj C
= 97- 4

(a)

Fia. 65.

The reader should also use the Inii>edence Triangle method
as in Fig. 52.

JUxample 2.

In the last example, what inductance is necessary to get
" resonance " and what will be the current so obtained ?

For resonance we must liave pL = pb
■ ,5.

Rut ^
= 40 olims.
pS
pT must = 40.
1/ must =
Now when pL —

p
pb

628

= 064 henries nearly,

C=

it

= 100
40"

= 2"oainps.

Also tan ^ = 0, so that C and E are in phase.
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The resistance is the only factor to he consicleretl.
A most interesting effect is to be noticed here.
Our E.M.F. vector will show—

Ohmic drop = CR = 2'5 x 40 = 100 volts.
Inductance reactance drop =Xi,C = 40x2 o = lOU
volts.

Capacity reactance drop = X8C = 40x2'5 = 100 volts.

Remember this, and now let R fall to 20 olinis.
Example 3.
Still having resonance" we shall have a larger eiirrent.
fnr P — ^

100

^"R = "20

e

Ohmic drop = CR = 20 X 5 — 100 volts.
Inductive reactance drop = Xj,C = 40 x 5 = 200 volts.
Capacity reactance drop = Xg C = 40 X 5 = 200 volts.
We have then an applied E.M.F. of 100 volts at A and B

(.Fig. 66), causing local voltages aciws portions of the circuit
greater than the applied voltage.

-/tv;- -•

/I

~
ZJ
Fio. 66.

This rise of voltage in excess of the impressed E.M.F. can
never occur xmless—

(o) The circuit contains "both inductance and capacity.

(6) The circuit has very small joint reactance indeed,

(c) The resistance is less than either of the two reactances.

It is a plienomenon which is very convenient in wireless
telegraphy whei'e we want to get a high voltage, eitlier in a

low-frequency or oscillating circuit, hut in commercial work it
is avoided owing to the high voltage being liable to straiil the
insulation of cables and to do other damage.
Condensera might be used to reduce the angle of lag, but

owing to the gi'eat expense of manufactura, they are rarely used
commercially. It must, however, be remembered tliat cables,
especially concentric ones where one conductor envelopes the

other, always possess capacity. This condenser action may be
due to the opposing mains being separated by the insulation,

or else by each main having a definite capacity to earth.
Diagraminatically a commercial inductive load will cJontaiu

"distrihutecl"capacity thus ;—
\
MAIN

L,Z.J ele,

Fig. 67.
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This type of circuit will present a difficult problem, but we
are concerned with cases where the capacity is concentrated and

the inductance generally is fairlj' concentrated also {see p. 43).
The reader should make liimself thoroughly familiar with
tills "resonance effect," for upon it depend not only the whole

principles of bis low-frequency alternating mains, but also the
effects produced in liis high-frequeiicj' or oscillating circuits,
both for sending and receiving.

We see that a voltage E of frequeJicy f applied to a circuit
conttiining L and S, siieh that

tP _

*

1

2 sr^LS'

will"find everything ready" for its reception with no reactance
to be overcome. It is therefore a common practice to call

s—^7 — the "natural frequency" of the circuit.
^

V LS

It is that frequency at which the circuit will naturally
oscillate if set in electrical vibration.

Since the natural frequency depends upon the value of
the product LS is often called the "oscillatiou constant"

or"resonance constant '|_of the circuit. Some ivTitei-s refer to

this quantity meaning Vl.<S not LS,so the reader must be on his
guard against an error.

Again, the constant may be expressed in many different

combinations of divei-se units of inductance and capacity.

This cousideratiou becomes one of supreme importance when
dealing with oscillatory currents.
Referring now to the process of tuning the aerial oi*
secondary circuit to the same LS value as that of the primary,
the reader is now in a position to see that what we are really

doing is adjxisting the oscillation constant of the aerial circuit

to such a value that the current induced in the aerial shall be

in phase with the E.M.F. transferred thereto fi'om the primaiy.
Remembering that the mutual coil may be considered to be an

higli-frequency alternating dynamo whose frequency coincides
with that of the primaiy, this dynamo has its terminals con

nected up to an inductance and capacity in series with each
other (that is, the inductance and capacity of the aerial).
If the L and S of the aerial be such that

f = 2jrVLS
—^
where Tj is in henries and S is in farads, and where f is the

natural fi-equency of the priraarj', then the current in the aerial
will be in phase with the E.M.F., it will equal
and may
possibly reach great momentarj' values.

Further, seeing that the resistance of the aenal is small, we
shall get this"resonance effect"showing itself in a veiy gr-eat

voltag

top of'ijfg

^enniiiaJs of tlie L and the S, that is, bet won

. times that

earth. This voltage will excecl maJiy

gettiiirr

feniiinais of tlie imitiial coil
of force, whi], f®
^
eurrent we have
strong magnetic lin<*s
aerial condensA •.
voltage across the "plates" of "iir
effects resultii,
give ns a strong electric fiehl, liolli these

tion.

"V* "i- tile feniiinajs or ine jmuuiu con.

S Jn an increase in the strength of the radia

te incorrLt nn^^ss ^
Tile E Af Tr

(2) Tl-.^

The cond:n'"i^^
will he fulfijjpj

Know that Hi

curve be a true sine curve.

cun-ent practice.

i

given out m' a spark system we

general princt^i ^'"P'ng causes the voltage to decay.

i,

)

ill

constant,
(1) may be nearly fultilled, (Jajse in (2)

, I" dealiim Jfi

1

calciilatioiis

Tlio

of higli.freqjj^
placed on tlif.
die theory for^ i
complieaHons'wl

A.C. tlieoiy liold good for damped (rains
''"t undue reliance must not he
fornuilffi. They can be altered to give
currents, but this would involve

acadeniicallv
fp

paradoxical result whieli is interesting

Ooe other
duces an apn •

unnecessary in tJiis book,
circuit may be examined, since it pro-

li I

current circuit with L, S and R as

I'^ig 68.

®

^ud S in parallel with each other as in

^S'^Om/ds

^-JOo

\20u,k
Pro. 68.

Ieadii/i^l2°l'!f

series we got a eurreiit of 2-43 am]-s.

gi"eater h.i-

sight that now the cuneut would be

It wouhiT

;

V.

p

^

Example .1, p. 120.;

11l
20—^=1'59.
01. = 57" 49'.
=31-9 ohms = X,

Resistance = 20 ohms = H,
Impedence =37 7 ohms = 2,

C, =5 - 190
K ~ 3^7 = 2 99 amp.s.

•A

• "ill

12u

Now Cswill h-cul on tlie E.M.F. by an angle (/) sucli that
pSR

1528 x 4(1x20

<h = t53-r.
l^ea^^tallce

— 40 olims = Ng

Resistance — 20 ohms — R.^
Iinperlence =44*7 ohms = Zs
n =-j-j-rj
100 = „.o,
Cs
:^ 24 amps.

If we now add these ciuTenls vectorially we shall obtain C,
the resulant current (lowing through the whole circuit, {bee
Nig. 69 (A).)

■-,

C7
E.M'F Line

C= 2-*

\E.M.FLim

M)
Fiq. 69.

Taking this resultant to scale, we lind that it is 2'22 amps,

lagging 4° on the E.i\l.l''.

So that we hai'e actually reduced the total current flowing.

Now if the L and S were so adjusted that pL = -g and the
resistances of both circuits were the same, then C,. would lag

and C

would lead by an equal amount.

Further, the

impedences would be the same, so that Cr, would = C and the

resultant current would lie on the E.M.F. line and be in phase

with the E.M.F.

(See Fig, 69 (h).)

Idxample 2.

To illustrate this, let pL --

so that L = '061 henries as

before. (See Example 2, p. 121.)
The resistance of each ana is still 20 oluns.
A

808(>

K

12()

Now pL

reactances = 40 oluns each, impedances

pS

44 ■ 7 ohms each.

So that Ci,Avill = 2"24 amps, lagging 03^ degrees.
C
„
„
leading
C, the vectorial sixm = 2*4 amps, in phase- witli E.M.F.
This result is even less than the 2'5 amps, obtained when
L and S were in series, although the resistance is lower.
Now comes the peculiar part of tlie ijhenomenon.

Example 3.
Let the resistances drop to lOaj. eacli arm.
We then have C,. lagging by
such that
X. _ 40

Tan

= ro = ^-

= 76° .

Cg leads by an equal amount, for pJj =

pS

so X. •= Xg

The impedence of each branch = VflO" +
= 41 • 25 ohms.

So that C], = C =

= 2'42 amps.

This shows that the cxin'ent in each bmnch is stronger than

before, but Cl lags more and C leads more than before.
Finally C, the vectorial sum of C,. and Og = 1'2 amps, in

phase with the E.M.F.

h

C'J.2 nearly
Line

Fid. 70.

This seems an impossibility. By reducing the resistances
from 20 to 10<u. each, we have reduced the resultant current

from 2 8 to 12 amps.

Note that tlie local currents increased as the resistance

dropped, but they got more and more out of phase with the
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E.M.F. ami -with oaeli other, consequently the diagonal of their
parallelogram (the resultant current) got shorter and shorter.
Following this to its natural conclusion, we see that if a

circuit containing L and S in parallel liad no resistance at all we
might arrange L and S so that no current would flow through
[f-

the whole circuit.

Example 4.
V,

L « -Ot(, hfuY

O

fdDim
S = <^0 mfds

Rs^O

/OO

f = mFio. 71.

In this case reactance = pL =

= 40a),

And resistance = 0

So Zl = Zg =40ci).

Tan

= Tan <f>, =
E_ioo

40

= <f>s = 90° .

...

C.= 0, =. 2-^ = 25 amps.

Ct tlien
Cs

2'5 amps, lagging 90°

2"5 „ leading 90° oil the E.M.F.
Hence the two currents are 180° apart in phase, heing in
direct opposition to each other. Their resultant is zero, so that
under these conditions no current flows fi-om the alternator

terminals through the circuit, or through the alternator itself.
As long as tlie frequency of the machine remains the same,
this low-resistance outside circuit behaves like a complete
insulator, although the local currents in the branched circuit
may be large.
In practice, if this circuit were used, it would never quite
produce this effect because the resistance would never be zero.

Notice that tlie circuit behaves as a complete insulator to
anj' voltage, but to one frequency only.
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CHAPTER VI.

Tiiansformeus.

Tlie development of tmnsforiiieis lius ijeeii ean'i<'<l forwai'd

ton great extent of late years. Tkis lias been largely (lue lo
the cost of aippor. To carry a given power (watts) fi-oni oiu'

place to another a large eunent at low pressure may lie

employed, or else a small current at high pressure.

The large current method will noccssitnle coiidiictors (jI

large cross-.section in order lo keep the resistance down, wliiie
the insulation need not he veiy heavy. With the small current

it is possible to use a thinner and clicaper coppei" conductor,
but the insulation must be very good to prevent leakage.
As it happens, it is cheapei- to get the extra insulation than

to get the large conductors and,consequently, t ho liig1i-i>ressiiresmjill-current method of transmission is much moj-p ettonomical

commercially, the economy being very marked in cases wlnu-e

the generators have to be some distance from the eousuiuers,

as, for instance, wliere water power is employed t<» drive tin-

dynamos.

Now this power may take the form of a direct or an alter

nating
ing current at high nressure.
pressure. U).
Ui.) ..
till quite lately direct

currents of this nature have been very little usoit, mi account of
difficulties in ooiistriiottng a dyaaino liaving an armature sulficiently well insulated and for other reasons connected with the
distribution at the consumer's end of the line.

Alternating currents of high voltage can, however, be
generated in a stationary armature inside wliicli the field
magnets revolve. Hence the insulation tlilficulty at tlic gene

rator end ih)es not appear.

In any case, the power will be producecl at a pressure of

the order of 2,000 volts anri so carricrl across country.

This voltage would be dangerous to human life, so that high

pressure mains have to be carried in heavily insulated cables,
paper being in common use in England for the insulation,
these cables being frequently laid in imrlergromid conduits.

On arriving at the consumer's end of itic power line the
volts have to be reduced to some safe value, such as 100 volts,
for use in houses. To effect tliis reduction by inserting resis
tances in series with the mains would, of course, bo very
wasteful, so that otlier means are devised.

The problem Is lo trimsform the energy so that as little as

possible is wasted. If the volts arc to be reduced in some

proportion, the amps, must lie increased in the same proportion
and vidd versa.

1

li'9

To jiltor jli(< vollago of a iliret'l cni-renl circuit recom-se lias
1(1

be taken lo a "inoloi' ffcnei'atoi-," wliich consists of a inolor

runninfi on tlie old " Yolta<;e driving a dynamo giving out. an
entirely si^iiarate current at the" new" voltage.
This system is used in sliips to generate the low-pressure

currents used for eonimunications and gun circuits.
It entails having practically two inaehines. each with its

bearings and commutators to l)e looked alter.

!Now the voltage of alternating cnnent eircnits can be raiscti
or lowered as desired, with veiy little loss of power indeed, hy
means of a device called a"transfonncr," whicli is much cheai>er

than a motor generator, simpler, has no moving part or parts

requiring replacement, and when once set uj) requires no
attention at all, e.xirept in the larger sizes.

tbi shore, wliere alternating enrrent Is used at higli pressure,
Iransfonnei-s are inserted across the mains whore required,

producing in their "secondaiy"circuits any particular voltage
tluit may be necessary. 'Idiese secondary circuits are entirely

separate from the mains wliicli arc connected to the prinnuy
of tlie transformer.

Tt will be seen that conunereially transformei-s are mainly
used to give a reduced voltage with a large current. Such are
called "step-down" transformers. In wii-eless circuits we are
tiying to get a very high pressure wherewith to charge up
the condenser, so that "step-up" transformers arc cmployfed to
fleliver tliis small current, at high tension. "Tension" and
" pressure" arc used imliscnminately to iiulicate voltage.
It must he distinctly umlei"stood that there is no creation of
eiiergj' in a transforiner. The whole device may be regarded
as a tackle.

Consider a boat's falls.

We obtain a veiy gi'cat

tension on the boat's slings in return for a moderate tension
applied on the fall, but this is at the expense of speed (current}.
Kurther, energy is lost in friction in the sheaves of the blocks.

This form of tackle is evidently a "step-up" transformer from
the pressure point of view, bnt the speed (or eun-ent)is"steppefl
down" ill the same ratio.

Transformers are rated as being

step u]) or step down aircording to the change whicli takes place
in the voltage.
An examjde of a step-down tackle is tliat of an overhauling
whip as used in hydraulic lifts. Here a veiy small motion
(current) under enormous pressure delivei-s a veiy large
movement, at less pressure.

Now any taiddo, if suitably arranged, can ho made to give a
step up or a step down ol' i)ressure. So also every transformer

can be used for either purpose by being suitably connected.
The stej) up or down is ineasiu-ed as follows :—
A transformer takes current at 2,000 volts and delivei-s a
new ciirrout at ICQ volts.

For every 2,000 volts jnit in, ICQ appear in the secomlaiy.
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For oveiy 20 volts ptit in, 1 aj^pears in Keconcliiry. This
transformer would be called a step-down transl'ornicr, having a
" transformation ratio" of 20 to 1.

Similarly, a traiisfomier having a step up of 70 to 1 would,
if supplied with primary current at 100 volts, deliver a secojidary
cuiTent at 7,000 volts, but the secondary current would be but

l/70th the strength of the primary current.
To alter the voltage of direct cun-ent mains, then, we have
a "rotary transfonner"or motor geneiutor, generally consisting
of two machines on the same shaft.

Sometimes

tire

two

armatures and field magnets are imited, when we have a
"booster."

To alter the voltage of an alteraating current system wo
have a"stationary transformer."
To alter direct into alteniating current we have a "con

verter," which may take the form of two machines, a D.C. motor
driving an A.C. dynamo, in which case we have a "motor
alternator," or else one machine may do both duties, being

called a"rotary converter" proper.

To alter A.C. into D.C. we must have a different kiml of

converter. A D.C. dynamo is driven by an A.C. motor. With
this type of coiivei-sion we are not at present concerned in the

Service, except in the generation of a small cpiantity of direct

current in the large power shore stations.

The type of transformer with which avc are concerned is
called the "constant-pressure" form. It is designed to give
a secondary voltage, which with a constant primary voltage
remains very nearly fixed for all loads, the current increasing

as the load incracses. This corresponds to the motor gencralui'

in direct cnrrents.

Another and more complicated form of transformer is llio.
"constant-currejit" type, in which the secondary voltage
increases with an increase of load, so that the current is thereby
kept fixed. There is no exact direct-current equivalent of tliis
instrument. 'J'he action of a series-wound dynamo is somewhat
similar, since the voltage increases as the load increases.

CommerciaUy these constant current transfonnei"S arc used
for burning arc lamps in series.
We are now merely concemed with constant-pressuie
stationary transformei-s.

The conditions which constitute a ti-ansfonner are that \vc

have two conducting circuits insulated from each other, but
linked together by a third or magnetic circuit.
The conducting circuits are, of course, made of copper. The
magnetic circuit may be completed, as follows:—

(1) Entirely through material having unit permeability,
that is, through air. In this case wo might wind the
conducting circuits on wooden, ebonite, paper, or
other such substance, having no iron near at all. Or
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again, llic coils might ho made oC a rigid material,
such as copper tube, and stand up of themselves
without any supporting core.
A transformer of this typo, Avhere the permeability
of the core is unity, is called an "air-core" trans
former. The reader is already familar Avith this typo
of transformer »iseil for high frequency currents, as

exemplified in tlie action of the primary coil of tlie

closed oscillator upon the adjacent mutual coil.
(2) The core may be partly of iron (or other material having
large permeability) and partly of air. Such a trans
former is the induction coil, where tlie core inside
the windings is of iron and the return path for the
lines of force is outside the coil, being completed
through the air, or(move properly) througli the ether.
This is called an "open circuit" transformer.

fS) Where the core forms a complete ring of iron we have
the "closed-circuit" type. Since in this case the iron

forms a complete and easy patli for the lines of force,
there is much less energy lost for currents of low

frequency than in the preceding forms, so that all com
mercial tmnsfonnei's have closed magnetic circuits.
We aatII noAv study tlio action of this last type
before investigating the details of constniction.
A transformer may be defined as—
"A device in which the inductive action of one eircnit

tipon another is employed. A lluctuating current in the
primary jirodnccs a fliu'tuating ihix (magnetisation) in the
iron core, which, penetrating the secondary, causes an

E.M.F. in the secondaiy Avinding proportional to the

number of turns contained upon it."

Fio. 72.

Take a simple transformer as ahoAvn in Fig, 72.

(1) Leave the seeoudaiy tenninals not connected to anything
so that tlie AAdnding is on "open circuit." Apply an alternating
E.M.F. to the primary terminals. An alternating cun-ent Avill
floAv.

Now although tliere may be but a few tnnis of wire in the
primary, and these turns of veiy Ioav resistance, the Avinding
will not get burnt ont, because these few ampfere-turns Avill
produce a very strong flux in the core, owing to the magnetic
path being so easy for the lines of force.
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Any circuit Avliidi pro<luces a slruii^ iiiaynetic field must
have a large seU-iiiduction.
heavily inchictive circuit.

Hence the priinai-y

a vory

Tlie reactance is therefore large ami llie resistance sinall.

Very little current flows, and sucli as does flow will lag
nearly 90° astern of the E.M.F. Tlio euri<'iit that flowswhen the

secondary is on open circuit is called the "magnetising l urrcnl."
The more efiicient tlie core the less will he the strength of the-

magnetising current. It will be noticed that the ha<-k E.i\I.F.
of self-induction in the primary is very nearly equal to llio
applied E.M.F.

The reader should compare the effect with that of a motor

running "light." Very little current is taken, for the only

work that has to be done is to overcome the friction of bearings

and brushes. The back E.M.F. of the motor equals the apj)lied
E.M.F. very nearly.

Now regarding the secondarj', which is still on open eiivuil.
Tlie primary current lags nearly 90° behind the primary E.M.F.
The magnetisation or flux lags slightly behind the cuvj-enl,
for the iron cannot immediately take u)) or give up its inagnelisni
as ordered to do by the current. This effect is said to be duo
to tlie magnetic "hysteresis" of the iron.
The effect of this is that tlie flux lags iiractically exactly
90° behind the pi-imaiy E.M.F.
Now this flux on its passage roiiiul tlio iron ring tlireads

througli the secondary turns, inducing therein an inducting
I'-.^i.F. which will be opposed to the direction of the flux.
Again, the induced secondary voltage will depend upon the
rate of change of flux at any instant.

PrimfC

'

/r

Prim;fE

t

»

i \jPrtmy
•

c

Flux
Fio. 73

We have seen that if one smqjle periodic vibration causes
another, and if the amplitude of the second depends upon the
rate of change of the first, then the second one is 90° otit of
phase with tlie fust.
Now the rate of change of flux would be 90° ahead of the

flux itself. But the indxiced secondary volts are in direct
opposition to the rate of change of flux. Hence the induced
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Tultr; are 90° astern ol" tlio Ilux, a little more than 90° astern of

the primary enrrent, and consequently 180° astern of the applied
primary E3I.F. In other words, the applied and induced
E.M.F.s rise and fall in exact opposition of phase.
Now let E, be the maximum E.M.F. applied to tlie primary,
E.^ being the maximum E.JI.F. induced in the secondaiy. If
N, = number of turns in tlie primary xvinding, we shall be
apjdying

volts to each turn of j^riniary.

This voltage, neglecting losses, will reappear isi each turn of
the secondaiy. Now the secondary has
tui'iis, so that the
total secondary voltage will bo N„ times that induced in each
turn.

Hence E^ = No x

E

or = E, X

N.,

That is

,,

,

.

Sec. A'clts = nrjin. volts X

turns on secondary
:

^

turns on primary

= prim, volts X step up (or down).
It will be seen that Eg will be larger or smaller than Ej
according as to whether the secondary turns are more or less in
number than the primary tnrus.

A step-up transformer has few priiiiaiy and many secoiidaiy
turns. By simply reversing the windings and applying the
E.if.F. to the Avinding having many turns we liave a reduced
secondary voltage and the device becomes a step-down tvansfonnev at once.

. N., .
The ratio
is called the "transfonnatioii ratio" which is

lixetl for any transformei'; whether tliis ratio becomes step-up or

step-down depends upon lioiv ive connect up the ivindiiigs.
We will call the primary current C,. So far this current
has been small. C.j, the secondaiy current, has lieen zero, for
the resistance between the terminals outside the machine has

been "infinity."

(2) Now connect np a non-inductive resistance of R olims
across tlie secondary terminals. A secondary current C, will
How, being in phase ivith the secondary voltage.

Neglecting the resistance of the secondaiy winding this
•n

ciirreiit will =

Now Gg at eacli alternation flows through the secondary
winding and iviii therefore cause a magnetic flux due to NjCg
ampere-turns in the iron core. This secondary flux is in
opposition to the flux due to the primary, and therefore"cancels
ont"some of the primary lines of force.
The result of this is that these latter lines, instead of having
an easy path throngliont the core, now have to fight their way
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round the core. The same thing liappeiis as if tlio iron had
sirddenly become less permeable {see p. 12). The inductance
of the primary drops, its back E.il.F. is reduced, the reactance
is lessened, and eonseqiiently C, increase.s and comes a little
more into step with tlie E.iM.F., E,.
Notice that the current increases automatically to the right
amount.

(3) Now increase the secondajy load by reducing I?. i\Ioi'e
secondary current is taken, the primary back E.il.F. again
drops, and more primary current flows.
This increase of primary current tends to cause a stronger

flux, but this tendency is counteracted by the fact that the

secondaiy current is tending to produce a flux in the opposite
direction. The result is that the flux actually produced remains

practically constant whatever current is being taken from the
transformer provided that the voltage supplied to the primary
winding remains constant.

Hence the total flux is very little more on "full load" than
on "no load." If, howeA'er, a very large curreiit be taken hom
the secondary, hy practically short-circuiting its terminals, the
secondary voltage will not remain constant, as it is intended to

do. It will fall off owing (1) to the large amount of energy
expended in heating the wires {see "Coi)per flosses" later) and
(2) to the "magnetic leakage" of flux which occurs under this
condition. Normally the flux is confined to the path of
laminated iron, but when the currents in the primary and

secondary are very large the opposite magnetising tendencies
mentioned above cause some of the flnx to leak out into tho

space surrounding the transformer.

Tluis some of the flux

which is developed by the primary winding fails to p.ass through
tbe secondary winding and this portion of the flux is known as

■" magnetic leakage."
The question as to whether the iron core gets "saturated or
not depends upon the amount of iron in the core, the number of
turns of primary, and upon the voltage and frequency of tho
energy supplied. Since all these factors except the voltage and
occasionally the fi'equency will be fixed, we note that any

increase of the primary volts will cause an increase of flux iii tlie
core. Should, however, the primary volts increase abnormally,

the core will become incapable of taking any more flux, that is,
it_becomes "saturated." When this takes place the primary
winding fails to produce enough back E.M.F. to keep the
primaiy current in check, so that a very large primary current
will flow.

Since, however large the magnetising current may be, the
iron cannot hold more than a certain amount of flux, and sijiee

it is to the flux that the secondary voltage is proportional, we
see that this abnormal increase of primaiy cun-ent will not do
any good, because the secondaiy volts will not rise with the

primary volts.

f. .
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Hence, if a inueli higher voltage be employed than, that for
which the transformer was designed, considerable loss of power
will ensue and there is a danger of l)nrning out the transformer
windings.

Reducing the frequency of tlic voltage supplied to tlie
primary lias the same effect as regards saturating the iron and
overloading tlie transformer as is caused by raising the primaiy
voltage.
Transformers are designed so that the core is not saturated

at a given primary voltage and frequency.

Notice that at all loads E„ remains nearly =

N,

X E„ and

that current is transformed in the inverse ratio to the trans

formation of voltage.

The output in watts = the input in watts, neglecting losses,

which may be made very small. So with a step-up transformer
of 20 to 1 ratio, for every volt put in to the primary we have
20 volts available for tlie secondary, while for every ampere

employed in the primary we have

of an ampere in the

secondary.
Further, a transformer having a non-inductive secondary
load will cause the primaiy cuircnt to get nearly and more
nearly in step with the primary voltage as the load increases.
On full load, and sometimes long before this point is reached,
the primary current and E.W.F. will be in phase with each
other, and the trausfoimer will behave as though it had
practically no inductance at all.
Wc notice here that the inductance of a winding having an
iron core is not constant, but alters according to the state of
saturation of the iron. An air-corc transformer will therefore
not follow the same laws as an iron-cored one.

Tlie reader ivill do well to compare, step by step, the action
of a transformer with (hat of a shunt motor on various loads.

Currents for Transformera.
Closed circuit transformers are worked from alternating

cuiTcnt mains only, since there is no outside magnetism to
operate a hammer make-and-hieak.

Open circuit transfonnei-s (induction coils) maj' be used

either with alternating or direct current, provided that in the
latter case the direct cununt is made intennittent or pulsating
in its nature by means of some make-aiid-break.

This intennittent current may he convenient where an

alternating source of E.M.F. is not available, but better results

will be obtained, even Avith induction coils, if alternating current

be used. Induction colls are used only as step-uj) transfonneia.

Remember that the secondaiy E.M.F. will not appear unless

the primaiy E.M.F. is continually varying in strength from
instant to instant.
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It will be seen that an alternaling ciinent api)Ii('<| lo tlie

priniai-y need not necessarily follow the exact sine law, but may,
and often does, vary therefrom lo a coiisi<icral)le oxtonl. All
alternating cnrrents and E.M.F.s will follow some periodic law
more or less complex, and can be delineated by some shape of
curve, which, whatever its shape, will lepeat itself at legular
intervals of time.

We shall not attempt to enter into the theory of this subject,
but will remain content with a few generalisations on tlic effects
produced by different shaped "waves" of E.M.F. and current.
Ejjlcicne.y of Trans-fovmevn,
No niachiue yet invented can deliver as much useful energy
as it receives. Losses are bound to occur, and we <-nu only liopo

to reduce these losses as much as possible.

Tlio c/ffieieiicy of any 3nachine maj' be described as a per
centage. If we apply 100 watts to the primary of a transformer

ami take out 97 watts fi'oni the secondaiy we should say that
the output was 97 per cent, of the input. In other words, 3 per

cent, of the input is lost. Properly speaking, no energj' is lost

at all, it merely appears as iieat or possibly in some other form
which we are not prepared to turn to useful ends.
It appears, then, that input = output + losses.

So that efnciencv =

^ x 100

input

--rfFr—
output + losses xioo-

It wiU be convenient to regard these losses as being in
watts.

The losses in a transfoi-raer may be divided into (1) The

copper loss, in the fonn of heat, due to the cmient in tJie con-

ductoi-s, both iirimarj- and secoiulary, flowing against ulmiic
resistance; (2) The iron or core loss," due to the
of the
iron caused by eddy-currents indxiccd therein, and also by the
hysteresis of the iron.

Now the total losses ran be measured at any load by means

of a watt-nieter. Here input watts - output watts = total
losses.

To investigate the losses separately :—

(1) The Coyper Loss.

In a step-up traiisforme]- we have a large primary ciu'rant
and a small seitoiidary current. The rate at which heat is
being developed in any wire = C"R watts.

In the primary, then, we have C," H, watts lost; and in the

seconclaiy, C/ H. watts lost.

The loss ill the conduclor-s, then, = C," R, -t- Cy lb.. The

primary is made <jf thick wire or even ribbon, ami the secondary

of as thick wire as is (rorapatible with getting the correct
number of turns on the winding.
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Again, if tliis lieat l)a allowefl to accumulale, the wires

t.henisolves will get Iiot, aiul since the resistance of copper

increases with the temperature, tlie loss will get bigger.
Cooling arrangements are therefore important.
As the load increases, the current in both windings also
increases, so wo must be ])repared to fi nd that the copper loss
will inci'case with the loatl.

Since the primary at any rate is matle of stout wire, there is

a danger of edd>- currents being induced in the copper itself,
unless the conductor be wound of stranded wire.

This loss, however, is very small in practice and may be
neglected.
(2) The Iron Losn.

It lias been mentioned that the magnetic field in a piece of

Iron lags a little behind the inagnclising force (or current)
which produces it. This is due to the "hysteresis" of the iron.

It may he defined as a property of iron by which energy is

dissipated in the form of lieat when the magnetism is being
reveraed.

We may conceive a lump of iron to be made up of imiumerable minute particles called " molecules." Imagine that tlieso
molecules are slightly egg-sliaped. It is supposed that before the
iron is magnetised these egg-chaped molecules are lying juui I)Ied
up "anyhow" in the fibre of the iron, but that when magnetised

a certain number of them (probably the outer ones firat) get
turned round so that tlieir "heads" point one way and their
"tails" the other way. A long thin bar of iron gets very
slightly longer when magnetised. The number of directetl

molecules may bo taken as varying with the strength of the flux.
When the bar is"saturutcil" with flux wo may say that all llie

molecules arc directed one way, like a crowd of people watching
a speaker on a phitl'onu.
When, however, the polarity of the magnetism clianges, the
molecides turn round and "look" the other waj', just as the

crowd will do if something at tlie bai-k of the room interests

them. In turning round, each member of the densely packed
tlirong rubs shoulders with his neighbour.
This nibbing action between the molecules of iron which
h.ippens as the magnetism alters in strength or direction must

clause friction and consequently heat in the fibre of the iron,

the heat requiring a definite exi>enditiive of energy for its
production.

We may look upon the phenomenon from another 2n)iiit
of view. It is reasonable to suppose tliat the molecules possess
mass, since tlie wliole mass of iron is Init the combined effect

of the masses of the molecules. They (lierefore jiossess inertia,

which means that the molecule will not move instantaneously

when commanded to do so by the magnetising force. The iron

will not at once become a magnet on the apjdication of the

\
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aiiipere-turiis, and after the latter Imve been removed if retains
a certain amount of magnetism.
This quality is described as the "reluctance" of the iron to

take up or give iip its impressed magnetic lines {sec page 12).

Notice that, like inductance, the reluctance effect and- the

loss of energy clue to hysteresis do not affect ais where direct
cuiTents are concerned.

Now a piece of hard steel makes a good "pennanent"

magnet. This is on accoxint of the great"magnetic reluctance"
of steel.

The molecules, being firmly bound togetlier by tlie hardness

of the steel, are reluctant to move. Having once been set in

one direction, there they stay.
A piece of soft ii'on allows the molecules to revei-se -with but
little internal fi-iction, and so cannot be used for a permanent
magnet.

In order to ensure the hysteresis losses being as small
as possible, transformer iron is made of the best, purest and
softest Swedish iron, or sometimes of mild steel.

We may mention that iron seems to"age" with prolonged

use in transformers. The fibre of the metal appears to get

tired of having its magnetisation continually reversed and
a greater reluctance is consequently developed. Hence the
hysteresis loss increases slightly with time.
Neglecting this ageing effect, it is found that the true
hysteresis loss per half-period is constant, and depends chiefly
upon the amount and quality of the iron, being practically
independent of the frequency.
The hysteresis loss of any transformer is constant for all

loads, provided the primary voltage remains constant, ^vhereas
the copper loss increases with the load.

When on no load, there is no copper loss since tlie current
is so small, so that the only power supplied to the t3'ansformer
is that necessary to overcome the liysteresis and eddy-current

losses. Hence a wattmeter reading of the true power supplied
to the primary when the secondaiy is on open circuit will give
us these losses, which are frequently referred to as the "iron

losses." It is for this reason that the primary current rvhicli

flows under these conditions is called the "magnetising

current."

It will he noticed that a commercial transformer is genei-allj'

left with its primary permanently connected up to the mains,
lamps being switched on or off in the secondaiy circuit as
required. The iron losses go on all day, while the copper loss
comes in only for a few hours in the twenty-four wlieii the
consumer turns on Iris lights. The "all-day efficiency" is an

expression used to denote the efficiency of a transfonner from
the point of view of an electrical supply company.
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Tlip company is more coiieerncil wiili keeping do\\'n the
iron losses than with reclnclng the copper loss, because the
consumer does not pay for tlie magnetising current, since his
meter is fed from the secondary mains.

Large transformers are capable of being made much more

efficient than are small ones, so that in towjis, where consumei-s

live close together, it is usual to have largo traiisfonnci's
in several sub-stations, each suh-statlon supplying current

at low pressure to a number of houses. In scattered districts,
on the other hand, it may be more economical to let each house
have its own small transformer, placed, of course, in such
a i>ositioii that the inhabitants cannot touch any of the hightension mains.

It has been stated that the iron losses are made up of the
hysteresis and the eddy-curreiit loss. The latter is the same
sort, of loss that ^vould occur in the ai-mature of a djmaino were
it not built up of thin sheets or"laminations" insulated fi-ora
each other.

If the iron \vere solid throughout, local currents would he
induced, which, though of low voltage, would rise lo A-ery
large values owing to the very Ioav internal resistance of the
iron.

For this reason the cores of trans£ormei"s are laminated.

The stjimpings actually employed may be complete rectangles
in one piece or else built up of several pieces.
The latter method is used in all large transformers on
account of the ease of winding coils on separate formei-s and
tlien building up the iron core inside them.
The stampings are frequently L-shaped, being pushed into
the hollow interioi-s of the coils from alternate ends.

The idea is to get as good a magnetic circuit as i)ossiblo

(with no air gaps) round the core, hut to make a path of high

i-esistance transvei-sely through the core.
'fhe insulation used between laminations may consist of

paper, varnish, or even the layer of rust and mill-scale which

covei-s the sheet of iron.

In well-designed transformei-s the eddy-cun-ent loss is very
small indeed when used on ordinary commercial frequencies

such as 50 cycles per second.

This loss, however, increases

as the square of the frequency so that at fi'cquencies of 400 cycles

per second it is often greater than the hysteresis loss, which
latter only incrca'^es in direct proportion to the frequency.

If the Irausl'ormer be enclosed in an iron case it may be that

eddy-currents will be induced iu the case itself. Since, however,

the magnetic circuit is ab-oady completely of iron, the lines of

force Avill not be likely to stray out so far as to induce currents
of any strength in the casing.

Although several of these causes do not singly make an.

appreciable loss, yet it must be remembered that heat produced
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by any cause wliatever, if not immeiliately r.nliuted away, will
raise the temperature of the copper wires ami so increase the
copper loss.
It becomes imperative, then, to have cooling arrange
ments which will keep even the centre of the iron coie fi-om

getting too hot when the transformer is working continuously
on full load.

In large transformers this cooling is a very serious con

sideration and necessitates the employment of air fans,
circulation of water or oil, or sometimes a combination of all
tliese devices.

In tlie small transformei-s used for wireless either air or oil

is used for cooling.

Air cooling is cheap and clean, but the transformer must

not be allowed to get damp, or the insulation of the liigh-

teusion winding will suffer, nor must it be put away in a

, corner or covered up where no air will reacli it or circulate
round it.

Oil cooling necessitates a tank whicli increases weight.

It possesses the advantage of protecting tlio instrumeiK, and.
moreover, the oil protects the windings against damp, and the
insulation of the windings is further materially assisted by tlic
presence of the oil.

In large transfonnei-s the oil is caused to circulate througli

ducts in the cores, but this method is not necessary in Irana-

Jormere used for wireless purposes.

It must bo borne in mind that if a transforincr which has

not been in continuous use is not, or has not been for some

time immersed in oil, it is risky to apply full voltage to it
straiglitaway. It is safer to sliort-circuit the secondaiy Aviiiding

and apply a very small voltage to the primary for se\'eral Jiours
in order to"dry it out" before using it under ordinaiy con
ditions. An air-cooled transformer in a ship wlierc wireless is
i:ot much used is bo\ind to absorb moisture, so tliat it must be
tlitji'onghly dried out before being used. Tliis apjdios especially
to -hips undergoing refit, &c.

The core and cooling arrangements, then, ai'C as above

indicated. A short description of the way in which the

.windings are made will, perliaps, impress upon the reader that
the transfoi-mcr deserves all tlie attention that it -\vill get.
If oil cooling is to be used india-rubbernuist uotbe employed

for insulating the windings, for oil attacks this material ami
rots it.

Both windings are generally wound with double cottoncovoved wire. They are wound in thin flat coils wliich are

afterwards dried in a vacuum oven at high temperature. They

are tlien treated ^vitll a compound which prevents the reabsorption of moisture and adds greatly to their mechanical

strength.
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The treating process is repeattnl many times to ensure a
heavy, nnifoim waterproof coating, and after this treatment,
the coils are wrapped witli insulating tape and assembled with
snitable ventilating ducts and instdating barriei-s hetwoen
them.

Tlic coils are subdivided either so tliat parts of the primaiy

and secondary are interlaced (placed alternately on tlie core)
or else so that tlie secondary is wound over the top of the
primary.
Having now investigated the losses and how they are
reduced we must return to tlio ellicioiuw.
Tlie total loss in watts will he:—

Copper loss = C,'"ll, in primary.
Copper loss = Cn^R„ in secondary.
Iron loss = W watts, measured with a wattiueter when

secondary is on open circuit.

Now when the load is small, the copper loss will ho negli
gible, but the core loss is large in proportion to tlie load.
Hence the efficieiicv or .
^^'ill not be great.
input
®

As the load increases the copper loss im-rease.s, but the iron
loss remains the 5?ame as before, being constant for all loads,
lleiicc the total loss at full loail is a smaller proportion of the

total power than it was when tlie load was small.

As full load is reached the clliciency should rise to its
maximum.

The small transformers used in

wireless have olUclencies-

varying from 94 to 97 per cent. liiirgc trausformei-s may have
more tlian 98 per cent, efliciency.
Notice that these measurements must all be taken with a

non-inductive load upon tiio secondary, otherwise extra compli
cations will arise owing to the secondary current being out of
phase with the secondary volts.
One other cause of loss remains; it is a loss in a-oUs.

Talur

a transformer and apply a fixeil R.Jf.S. primary voltage and
alter the load on the secondary, reading tlie sccondaiy volts after
each alteration.

As the load increases, the volts will fall off just as would
happen in a shunt wound dyiiniiK) nm at a constant sjieed.
This drop of voltage is, of course, partly duo to the I'esisfancos
of the two windings and Avill ccpial 0,11, and CoH, for the

primary and secondaiy resiiectively. There is also another

conti'ibutoiy cause, viz., the magnetic leakage, the action of
wliich has already been referred to.
It is avoided as much as pcASsiblo by winding one coil ou

top of the other, or else by placing them in sections allornalelv

disposed around the limbs of tlic core, thus compelling all
lines of force produced by any one winding to cut the opposite
winding.
A

SOSf.

I.
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Now tlie shape of the E.M.F. curve is very seldom that of
a trae sine wave. One alternator will give a different shaped
curve from another. This has been previously explained.

Again, for a given alternator the E.M.F. curve Avill ^•al■y
acjcording to the extent to which the machine is loaded and

the nature of the load, i.e., whether re-active or not.
When the load consists of transformei-s working incandescent

lamps the load will he fairly non-inductive. If, however, they
are lighting arc lamps, driving motoi'S or doing any other

inductive work, then tlie E.M.F. curve will take a different
shape.

Again, the make of transformer will affect the E.M.F. curve

applied to the primary.

Suppose, then, we have an E.M.F. of definite wave-form

applied to tlie transformer.

Then the magnetising current will take up some shape, not

necessarily resemhling that of the E.M.F.

The shape of this primary no-load current cur\'c \\'ill .depend

upon

(1) The shape of the E.M.F. curve.

(2) Tlie nature of the iron used in the core.

(3) The general construction of the traiisPormer.

The secondary E.M.F. curve wiU be an exact copj"" of the
primary E.M.F. ciu've to an altered scale according to the step
up or down and lagging 180° on it. This is an important point.
When the transformer is loaded up with a non-inductive
load the secondary E.M.F. lags a little more than 180° behind
the primary E.M.F., this being due to magnetic leakage, which
is not felt on no load.

Again, on load, the primary current curve gets more in
phase with the E.M.F., so that on full load the primary current

and E.M.F. are in phase, hut the primaiy current is nearly

180° out of phase with the secondaiy E.M.F.

The curve of magnetic induction, magnetisation, or flux, lags

helunrt tlie current as before explained. It is always 90 out

of phase with the primary E.M.F. As a rule it is more nearly

a trae sine curve than is the E.M.F. curve, the irregulailties

being smoothed out as it were.

The flux is not the same

stren^h in all parts of the core, nor quite the same on open
circuit as on full load.

The flux due to the primary cuiTent compared to that due

to the secondaiy is constant at aU loads, except where an open
magnetic circuit is employed.
The Loss of Secondai^ Volts.
We saw that the drop of voltage was primarily due to copper

loss and magnetic leakage, and that it increased with the load.

It is also affected hy
(1) The construction of the transformer.

(2) The shape of the primary E.M.F, curve.
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Those four causes coiul/nie to^^etlier to produce a 'Certahi
drop in fclio seeomUiry A-oltaso- This may become a nuisance

if tlic load consist of incamlescent lamps. It is not entiivly

avoidable, and in order to prevent lamps burning dimly wlicu
the transformer is on full load, the secondary is generally wound
to give a slightly higher no-loarl pressure than is required. For
example, suppose the drop is 2 r-olts in a secondary giving
100 volis. On fidl load the lamps will get 08 volts and will
burn dimly. If, liowever, the no-load pressure be 101 volts, the

full-load pressure would be 99 volts and tlie change in brilliancy
wordd not be noticed. .

It will be seen that the general effect of the shape of the
primary E.M.F. curve is very complicated. Speaking broadly,
it may be stated that a sharply peaked E.il.F. cuiwe will give a
smaller current to a given circuit than will a rounded one of the
same R.M.S. value. (For " R.M.S. value," see later.)
A peaked curve reduces hysteresis loss, hut causes greater
magnetic leakage in the cove. Taking the core losses all
together, a peaked curve gives more total core loss than does
a rounded or flat-topped one of the same R.M.S. value and
fi-eqiiency.
Auto-Ti'ansfovmers.
Wliereas the ordinary transformer is an inductively coupled
<levice, we remember that an oscillation transformer {see p. .">(1)

3nay he "directly" or "conductively" coupled. Tliis type of
transformer, whetiier having an iron or air core, is called an

"anto-transforiner."

The ordinaiy anto-transfonncr is a transfoinner having hut
one winding. It is commonly used for small steps-down of
voltage. Til such a case the primaiy voltage would be applied
across the total winding, or, in other words, across the total
mirabcr of turns, and the secondary cirenit is conuecteil
between two taps taken off from the same winding, the volt
age being changed in the ratio of the luimber of turns.
It is possible, by having a mimher of leads tapped in at
suitable places, to provide oui-selves with a wide langc of

voltages which may he applied to the secondary outside circuit.

Further, an ordinary ta-ansfonner may lie connected iqi as
an auto-transformer in several different ways.
It will be seen that their chief use lies in rcgulatingpressurc

compensating for olimic drop &c., and we are not much con
cerned with them, except perhaps, from the point of view of
theii" possible use for poivor-regulators.

For a given transformation of energy, an auto-transfomier

may he made eonsiderablj* smaller than an ordinaiy tiansformev,
and consequently its losses will he less and its efficiency higher.
Tliis is hecanse the total watts delivered to the secondary circuit,

is in excess of that actually transformed. The power actually
transformed = difference between primaiy and secondary volts
multiiilied by total current delivered.
L 2
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Example.—-Tlie voltage of a long-distance tvansinissioii line
is to be raised fi-om 40,000 to 45,000 volts, and tlie inaximiini
cuiTent to be handled is 750 amperes. Wliat is tlie rating
of the anto-trausformer required for this ser\'ice ?

And what will be the actual power delivered <.)ver the
line ?

Actual rating of the auto-transi'ornier will be—
5,000 X 750 -- 3,750,000 watts.
= 3,750 kilowatts.
The total power delivered to the line will be—
45,000 X 750 = 33,750,000 watts.
= 33,750 kilo-waffs.

It should be noticed that as in an ordinary transri>rnicr, the
primary and secondaiy currents are in opposition, so that the

common portion of an auto-transformer's winding carides OJiIy

the difference between the primaiy and secondaiy currents.
Effect of different circuits on transformers.
__

To sai'e writing,let

^

t}ie transformation ratio of voltage,

"■1

he denoted by T, neglecting losses—

We remember Ea = T.Ej (see p. 133).
and C, =

C,

or C, = T.C„.

(1) Non-inductive.

Suppose resistance R] be placed in series with primary.

Volts lost in primary = CiR„ so that the volts across

primaiy are reduced by tliis amount.
Hence reduction of sec. volts = T x reduction of P volts.
= T.C.R,.
But C, = T.C,.

Hence sec. volts are reduced by C2(T^R,).

Hence we could have equally well reduced our secondaiy

volts by this amount by inserting a resistance Ro such that
Rn = T-Rj, and

~ Ri-

Any resistance inserted in the primary may be considered

to act in the secondarj' circuit provided we multiply it by the
square of the step up.

(2) Inductive.
Place Lj in series with primaiy.

Here we have E.M.F. overcoiniug reactance = pLjOj volts

90® ahead of C,.
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This voltiige will be tnuisl'onned and reappear as T X pL,C,
volts ill tlic secondary 180® ahead of pLiC,.
Now Co is 180° ahead of C„
So if pL,C, is 90° ahead of G„
TpL,C| is 90° ahead of Co.

But C, = T.Co,
So TpL.G, = T-pL,C.,.
vSo we liave T"pL,Go in secondary 90° ahead of G.,. This effect
would have been produced had the inductance been inserted
in the secondary originally as Lo, such that

Lo = T' X I<i or lij = ^o.
Tile same result as for resistances.

It will be seen that a transformer supplying a secondary
indvctlve load appeai-s to have inductance itself, although we
say that a fully loaded trausforiner on non-inductive load had
a negligible inductance itself.

(3) Condenser action.
Place coudeiiser S, in series with primary.

E.M.F. charging Sj = P'^i
%- volts, 90° astern of C,.
This reappears in secondary as
T X G

5—volts 90° astern of G„.
pS,

But C, = T.G„.
We have then
T" G

—cT"^ volts 90° astern of C...
pS,
This effect would bo prodxiced by S, in the secondary, such
that

1 = '£:

s.

or

s;

= fpj or S, = S^T".

Which is the other"way about to the results for L and R.

V
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VII.

Alteknating CcniiENT Measurements.

//

As in continnons cuiTem practice, the rate of flow of an
alternating current is express.'d and measured in ampferes.
Alternating pressure is expressed and measured in volts and
alternating power in watts. Unlike continuous current and
voltage, alternating cnn-ent and voltage present foi- measure
ment quantities which are l ontinually vaiyiug not only in
strength but also in direction Iroin instant to instant.

Such quantities ai-e cojivcniently measured by taking an
average of the entire value existing through the interval of time
elapsing between the momeiii-> when they are at zero. This ia
done in the practical measiii-.-nients of alterjiating cun-ent and

voltage. As electiical power is the product of current and
pressure, it also is measured as an average.

An alternating current anipm'e is not considered to be the
strength of the current when nt its highest instantaneous value,
that is, at the top of its waw. nor is an alternating volt to be

considered to be the pressure attained at the top of the voltage
wave. If they were taken to 1 le this value, it would be necessary

to make the measurements at that particular moment. It is-

this matter of instantaneous values which somewhat complicates
cpiestions in alternating currenf work.
basis of comparison

taken from the steady values of

the wntinuous current volt, umpm-e, and Avatt.

The corre-

spondmg altemating units aiv considered to be A'alues Avhich will

produce equal effects. The aliernating current ampere is taken
to be that average flow whicli avUI produce the same heating
ettect m a wire as that Avliich a continuous current of one

ampere will produce under precisely similar circumstances,
-the alternating volt is taken to be that average pressure, or
aifference of potential, whidi is equal to one volt of steady
continuous volt) pressure. Tliat is, either pressure ivould

produce an equal flow of cun-cnt if applied in turn to the ends

ot a non-inductive circidt.

For example, 100 alternating volts would send as great 3

now 01 current through an incandescent lamp as would lOO

^
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siejuly volts; hul it would be an average value actually, the
voltage reached at. the maximum being considerably greater
tlian 100 volts. An alternating watt is the product of one
alternating ampere into one alternating volt, and is therefore an
average value wliich is an equal amount of power to one watt

obtained bj- multiplying one steady ampere into one steady volt,

provided the alternating current and voltage are in step with

each other. For example, an incandescent lamp takes two
amperes wlien supplied with 100 alternating or steady volts.
The rate at which the lamp is consuming energy is 200 watts in
each instance. But tlie alternating watts are an average value
and do not represent the product of the alternating volts and
amps, when at their maximum values, tlxough it is qxiite correct
to multiply them together, since the lamp is a nou-inductive
circuit. It miglit appear at firet sight that a lamp burnt by

alternating current would flicker owing to the ever-vaiying

current. Tliis flicker docs exist, of course, but will be imper

ceptible to the eye if the alterations are sufiicieiitly lupid, say.
anything from 20 or 30 cycles upwards.

If an alternating ampere or volt be measured by an average
value it must rise to a value above this because it falls to zero

periodically. Tliis is the case, in fact.
An alternating ampere or volt, measured by this average
value, is approximately only '7 of its maximum instantaneoxxs
value. An alternating current of 70 amperes, as measured by a
properly calibrated ainniclcr, therefore really rises to a maximum

value of 100 amperes at the top of each wave, but as it only
attains this value for an instant and then falls to zero, tlie effect

produced by the current, in the circuit to which it is supplied is
equal to that produced by only 70 ampk-es continuous eun-ent.

In fact the ammeter gives a measurement which is of practical
use to an electrical engineer and enables him to reduce his
quantities to a comparable basis. In like maimcr an alternating
voltage is approximately '7 of its maximum instantaneous value.
A pressure of 70 alternating volts, as measured by a suitable
voltmeter, means that at the top of the wave of voltage the
instantaneous A'alue is 100 volts; but the voltmeter does not

show it, because it is measuring the pressure as an aveiii^ value,
to In-ing it to a level with a continuous voltage. This is a very
important matter in alternating current practice; thus the

supposed voltage which is held by the insulation of a cable,
transformer, or other piece of apparatus may be veiy much less
than tlic actual pressure which is straining it.

When designing alternat ing cxirroit apparatus according to

the reading of a voltmeter or ammeter measuring the average

pressure or current, a inarglii may liave to be allowed in the
strength of insulation employed for this maximum instantxtneous
E.M.F. to which the voltage really rises in practice; but no

\
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niargiu need be allowed in the size of oablo ei)ip]oye<l to carry
the ciiiTent, for the heating of the cable is the result of tlie
average current, not of its maxiimiiii value.

This avemge value, which is measured practically by volt
meters and aimneters, is not the arithmetical mean of all the
instantaneous voltages and current throughout the cy<-le.

The heating effect of a cun-ent passing through a wire varies
as the square of the current, and not directly as its strength.
If the aritlimetical mean be taken we shall find the average

value to be '64 of the maxiinum value, a re.sult which is too low.

7

Measuring instrmnents do not measure this value, although it
sometimes has to be calculated Avhen dealing with E.M.F.s or
currents which do not follow the simple sine law. The Instriiuients measure a mean wliich is somewhat higher than tlie true
arithmetic mean, whether they depend fur their action upon the
heating effect produced by the current Mowing through a wire

(hot-wire ammetei-s ami voltmetei-s), or upon the magnetic effect

of repulsion and attraction between coils of wire through which

the cuirent flows (elect l o-dynamometers), or upon the attraction
between a curreut-carj-yiiig coil anti a piece of soft iron (electro
magnetic ammetei-s am! voltmeters) or attraction and repulsion

between charged metal plates (electric-static voltmeters.) The
average value of current, or voltage which these instruments
nieasure is called the " I'oot mean square" value.

This latter is written R.M.S., and is a mean value of the
ounent or voltage obtained taking a number of instantaneous

values of E.M.F. or current at equal short intervals oi: time,
s(piaving each one, taking their mean or average, and then
finding the square root of the answer. This sounds I'uther a

fonnidable process, but really presents few difliciiltics if taken
graphically.

Assume an alternating current whose maximum value is

3 amperes. Wliat is it worth as direct current? In other
words, find its R.M.S. value.

Draw the current citrve on squared papej", taking, say ,

lb small squares for the half-cycle as abscissa3, and two small
squares per ampere as ordinafes.

wiU take six squares.

The maximum ordinate

Remember that c - C sin A, hero we have
0 = 3 sill A.

lake values of A lor oveiy 10 degi-ees (reprcsejitcd by one

wnall square) and look out the sines from a table. Multiply

these sines by three, ami plot the results on the paper.
^^e shall, of course, get a sine cm-ve whoso amplitude is

o amperes. Draw a complete cycle of this curve.
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Now take tlie viiliios i'oimcl for eacli 10° , sqiiai-e them

{separately and put them on the same piece of paper.
Remember that it docs not matter in which direction tlie

ciii'vent is flowing, the licating effect will go on just the same.

ML.
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Alteunatixg Current Measurements.

1/

As in contiimons current practice, the rate of flow of an

alternating current is expressed and measured in amperes.

Alternating pressure is expressed and measured in volts and
alternating power in watts. Unlike continuous cun-ent and
voltage, alternating current and voltage present for measure
ment quantities which are eoiitimuilly varying not only in

sti-ength but also in direction I'roin instant to iustant.

SlKlll ((MiniliiieH ni-p t-ouvonirsplly

h}'

"ft

average of the fllllire value .-xiKtluK tlirougl. I.lie interval ol' Uino
elajising hOtWCGn the inoinents when they are at zero. This is
done in the practical lueasiirements ol' alternating current and

voltage. As electrical power is tlie product of current and
pressure, it also is measured as an average.

An alternating current ampere is not considered to he the
strength of the current when at its highest instantaneous value,,
that is, at the top of Its wave, nor is an alternating volt to be
COnBifhn;cd to bo thfj pretj^liJ'p illhlillf/i al. thp
"f iho

liJ
rtHf JUdlltS! Oi

'"3^'
v.uIho©

piiiiiL'olai
iiiuiiidiu.
111&
tiOHlOWilUl
COlUpliOillC^^

q-ipstiuae in iiUenuifiiig current work.

The basis of coiiiparison is taken from the steady values of
the i^ntimujua cillTClit volt, ampere, and watt. The corre-

epondmg alternating units are consirlei'od to ho values which will

P
effects.
alterjiuliiig
currentthe
ainpci"e
taken
to IbeTf
that average
flowTlie
wiiich
will produce
same isheating
eitect in a wire as that which a continuous current of one

ampere will produce _ under precisely similar circumstances^
Ihe alternating volt is taken to he that avei-agc pressure, or
Uitterence of potential, wliich is equal to one volt of steady
(eontinuous volt) pressure. That is, either pressure would
produce an equal flow of current if applied in turn to the enda
OI a non-mductive circuit.

For example, 100 alternating volts would send as great a

now or current through an incandescent lamp as would 100

f
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steiuly volts; but it would be an average value actually, tlie

voltage reauheil at (be maximum being considerably gi-eater

(ban 100 volts. An alteniating watt is tbe pi-oduct of one
alternating ainpcri* into one alternating volt, and is tberefore an
average value wbicli is an equal amount of power to one watt
obtained by multiplying one steady ampm-c into one steady A'olt,
provided (be alternating current and voltage are in stop with
oacli otlier.

For example, an incandescent lamp takes two

amperes Avheii supplied wilb 100 alternating or steady volts.
The rate at Avbicli the lamp is consuming energy is 200 Avatts in

each instance. But tbe alternating Avatts are an aA'erage value

and do not represent tbe product of the alternating volts aiifl
amps. Avlien at their juaximum A-alues, though it is quite correct
to multiply them together, since tlie lamp is a non-inductlA-e

circuit. It might appear at fii-st sight tliat a lamp burnt by
alternating eurront A\-ould flicker OAving to the e\'er-varying
current. Tliis flicker does exist, of coui-sc, but Avill be imper

ceptible to the eye if the alterations are sufiicienlly rapid, say.
anylhing from 20 or 30 cycles upwards.

[I Hit

c^n-ipoi-o or A-olt bc mcaRuvci! by au ftvorage

A'uli)'" il' inMBl, i-iiBo lo II Vrtltip nhovc f.lijiy IjOOnH'it' IL fflliil It/

poriialicnlly. Tlnn !h (lio cnSC, 111 fllOl.

An alternating ampere or volt, measured by tllis average

value, is approximately only "7 of its maximum instantaneous
value. An alternating current of 70 amperes, as measured by a
properly ealibl'aUid ammeter, therefore really rises to a maximum

valu(M)f 100 amperes at the top of each aa-ua-c, but as it only

attains this value for an instant and tlieii falls to zero, the effect

produced liy (he eurront in tlic eireiiit to Avhich it is supplied is

t'll'llll Id ilifil. prtlfhlGOd by "/dy 70 amp6reb contluuouH eurretU.
Jii liirHJlh iililiu"'"'"
m «» ?»»

wlijid} io of priU'ticfli
ili))) in J'CflHlil^ lllg

qmn'Mlics. U, It conipavnl.lr. Usis. fll llkP IlljlliliCr IH"t!iPPhtf lf
vollugo is <i].iHT>x!innto]y '7 ol 1(.^llliniimim

A pressure of 70 alternating A-olts, as meaBurvd by u Muitablo

voltmeter, means that at the lop of the AvaA-e of A-oltago tlie

inslauiaiieous value is 100 A'olts; but the vollincter does uot

shoAV it, because; it is meusui'ing tllO pressure as an average value,
to bring it io a level Avith a conlinutms vnltago. Tliis is a very

important matter iji allornatiiig i-urrcu_t practice; thus the

supposed A-oUiige Avhich is held by the insulation of a irable,
transformer, or other piece of apparatus may be A-eiy much less

than the actual iDrossurc Avhicli is straining it.

Wlieii designing alternating current apparatus according to

the reading of a A*oltmetcr or ammeter measuring the average
pressure or current, a margin may have lo Ijc allowed in tlie

strength of insulation employed for this maximum instantaneoxis
E.M.F. to Avhich the A'oltage really rises in practice ; but no

,
\
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nmvgiu need be allowed in the size of eable employed to carry
tije current, lor the heating of the cable is the result of tiie
average current, not of its maxiimnn value.
This average value, which is measured ijractieally by volt
meters and ammetei"S, is not the arithmetical mean of all tlie

instantaneoTis voltages and (niiTent throughout the cycle.

The heating effect of a current passing tlirough aAvire varies
as the square of the cnrrenf, and not directly as its strength.

If the arithmetical mean be taken we shall fiini the average
t.
//

value to be '64 of the inaxiinum value, a result wliich is too low.

Measuring instruments do not measure this value, although it
sometimes has to be calculated when dealing with. E.M.F.s oi'
cuiTents which do not follow the simple sine law. The instru

ments measure a mean wliich is somewhat higiicr than the (me
aritlnnetic mean, whether they depend for their action upon tlu"

heating effect prodnced by the current flowing through a wii'c
(hot-wive ammeters and voltiuetei-s), or upon the magnetic elfeci
of repulsion and attraction between coils of wire through which

the current flows (electro-dynamometei's), or upmi the attracticui

between a curreut-carjying coil and a piece of soft iron (electro

magnetic amanetei-s and voltmeters) or attraction and repidsion
between charged metal plates (electric-static voltmeters.) Tlie

average value of current or voltage which these instruments
uieasure is called the "root, mean square" value.

This latter is written H.M.S., and is a mean value of the

ciuTeut oi-voltage obtained taking a number of instantaneous

values of E.M.F. or cuivent at equal short intervals of time,

KiLuaring each one, taking their mean or average, and then
finding the square root of the answer. This sounds rather a

foniiidable jirocess, but rcallv presents few diflicidties if taken

gitiphically.

an alternating current whose maximum value is

o amperes. What is it worth as direct current ? In other
words, finil its R.M.S. value.

curve on squared paper, taking, say .

small squares for the half-cycle as abscissa?, and two small

squares per ampere as ovdhiates.
will take six squares.

The ma.Nimum ordinalc

Remember that c = C sin A, here we have
c == 3 sill A.

Take values of A for eveiy 10 degrees (represented by one
^mall square) and look out the sines from a table. Multiply
tJiese sines by three, and plot the results on the paper.
^ e shall, of course, get a sine curve whose amplitude is

o amperes. Draw a complete cycle of this cur\-e.
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No\v take the ^'allies foinid for each ICf, sq\iai-e them

separately and put thein on the same piece of paper.

Remember that it docs not matter in which direction the

cuirenl is flowing, the healing clTccl will go on just the same.
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ITie sqxiare of any number, whetlier + ve or — ve, is always
+ ve. We shall get another sine curve standing up on the
horizontal line and rising to a maximum of 9 amperes opposite
the points where the current curve is 3 amperes.

Degrees.

Values of
Sin A.'

C = 3 max.
Values of c -where
c = C sin A,

Values of c*.

0

0-0000

0-00

/ 0-00

10

+ 0-1736

20
40

+ 0-3420
+ 0-5000
+ 0-6428

+ 0-52
+ 1-02
+ 1-50
+ 1-92

0-27
1 04
2-26
3-70

30

50

+ 0-7660

+ 2-30

5-30

60

+ 0-8660

6-76

70
80
90

+ 0-9397

+ 2-60
+ 2-82

100
110
120
130

+ 0-9848
+ 0-9397
+ 0-8660
+ 0-7660
+ 0-6428

+ 2-95
+ 2-82
+ 2-60

6-76

+ 2-30
+ 1-92

5-30
3-70

+ 0-5000
+ 0-3420
+ 0-1736

+ 1-50
+ 1-02
+ 0-52

0-0000
— 0-1736

0-00
— 0-52

2-26
1-04
0-27
0-00
0-27

- 0-3420
— 0-5000
— 0-6428

- 1-02

140
150

160
170
180
190

200
210
220

+ 0-9848
+ 1-0000

7-94
8-70
9-00

+ 2-95
+ 3-00

8-70
7-94

>
1^

*05
o

161-88
— 1-50

1-04
2-26
3-70

230
240

— 0-7660

— 1-92
— 2-30

— 0-8660

— 2-60

6-76

250
260
270
280

— 0-9397
— 0-9848
— 1-0000

— 2-82
— 2-95
— 3-00

— 6-9848

— 2-95

290

— 0-9397

— 2-82

7-94
8-70
9-00
8-70
7-94

300
310

— 2-60

330
340

— 0-8660
— 0-7660
_ 0-6428
— 0-5000
- 0-3420

— 1-02

3-70
2-26
1-04

350

— 0-1736

360

— 0-0000

— 0-52
- 0-00

0-27
0-00

320

Mean value of o'=

— 2-30
— 1-92
— 1-50

Total of 37 values in-1

eluding 0° and 360° y

Qfl

oo

5-30

6-76
5-30

;
XOl ob

^,

—4-5.
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Ciill this second curve the c' or heating ehect curve.

Now the average ot all the values of c" which we have found
and plotted can he found hy adding them together (there will

he 3G of them throughout the cj'cle, since the first and last
are zero and must not he counted twice, for 0° and 3ii0® are tlie

same) and dividing by 36. The answer will he 4'5, that is.
iialf the value of 9 the maximum value.

The mean value of all

such things as c" is equal to half its maximum value, that is—
c-

Jlean value of c ~~2

Now this mean value of c* is the thing which causes the
tieflection of an ammeter.

If the scale of the instrument were

graduated according to the deflections we should have squai-es

of amps,(or volts) to deal witli. In order to Siive us taking the
square root of the deflections the gradnatious on the face of the
instruments are proportional, not to the deflections themselves
hut to the square roots of those deflections, that is, proportional

to the square root of the mean value of all the values of c^

Now the mean vahie of c" was 4"5 araps.% so that the R.M.S.

value would he */4'5 or 2'1'2 amps. This is the actual reading

tliat would be given by an ammeter.
The reader is ad\dsed to satisfy himself that the mean
value of the c' curve is really half its niaximnm value.

This may be done hy cutting off with a pair of scissors
the top lialf of each"hump"of the curve, these humps being
found to fit exactly into the hollows left. One such hump and

one sucli hollow are shown shaded in Fig. 74, wliicli illustmtes
the whole series of measurements.

Now we saw that iai our particular case the R.M.S. value
came out to 2'12 amps.

Suppose, however, that the maximum value were any
number, say C, amps.
In that case the maximum value of tlie cuiTeiit
C* amps. The mean value of CMs

P. or

s/2

c-

is

The square root of this is

which is the R.M.S. value.

To get the R.M.S. value we divide the maximum value
by ^2.

To get the maximum from the R.M.S. we multiply the
latter by V2. Now V2 = r4142... and the R.M.S. value
of the maximum value, is therefore '707 of the

maximum, for

~

Notice that 3 X '707 = 2'12.
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A simple rule will convert one into the other.

R.M.S. = 70 per cent, of maxininni.
Maximum = 140 per cent, of R.M.^.
All this argument applies to currents and voltages equally.
Remember that for poAver calculations ami for finding the
sizes of cables necessary to cany <-urrents we are concerned witli

R.M.S. valires of current and voltage, wliile for determining the
thickness of insulation necessary, the strength of a dielectric or
the instant at which a spark gap breaks doAvn, avc are coiu-erned
with maximmn values of voltage.
It is seen then that an ammeter or voltnieter gives a kind

of false reading when measuring alternating current. On this
account the readings are called "virtual."

An ammeter thus

does not show actual amperes but "virtual amperes" and
a voltmeter"virtual volts" as they are termed. The scales are
frequently marked to this effect.

It may bring the matter home to the student if we mention

that the scale readings are fixed (a process called"calibration ")

by the passage of known direct currents aJid appFK^ations of

knoAvn direct volts, comparison beijig made with carefully
.standardised direct current measuring instruments. What these
instruments reallj'' do is to reduce the alternating measurements
to a basis of comparison with stead}' current or voltage mcasiire-

ment. This is quite coiTect, for after all the engineer requires

to do certain work with electricity, and provided that work be

satisfactorily done it does not matter what kind of current
is used.

We shall keep to the folloAving letters:—

c, e, and V for instantaneoxis values of current, E.M.F.
and D.P.

C, E, and V for maximum values of current, E.M.F.
and D.P.

C.E.V. for R.M.S. (or virtual) values of current, E.M.F.

and D.P. respectively.
To measure power in a direct current circuit, all avo have to

do IS to multiply the volts and amps, together, tlie result being

m Avatts. In an alternating current circuit the volts and amps,
are contmually varying, and so must the Avatis vaiy.

it IB therefore permissible to say that at any instant of time
the product oi the volts and amps. avIH give us the poAver, or

rate, at which energy is being absorbed at that instant. This
seems at fii-st a simple affair to midtiply tlie volts and amps.

^•^ISether, but in doing soAve must have due regard to the phases

01 the tAvo components.

.Take the case of a nou-iiiductive circuit, Avhere the current
witli the E.M.F. Here the tAvo CAirves lie one upon

the other, crossing the base line simultaneously.
instant
*

6

At an}'

and whercA-er there is a D.P., there also is a
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cuirent in tlie same divcction. Consequently when c is + ve
e will 1)0 + ve ; when c is — ve, e is also — ve.
In every case, therefore, the value of ec wiU be + ve (see
Appendix).

Let ns draw a current and an L.M.F. cuiwe upon the same
piece of paper and then put their product down for several
values, thus obtaining a power, or watt curve.

Lot C (max.) = 3 amps, and E (max.) = 2 volts.

Then the values of c, e, and ec for every 10® will be as in the

table.
Begrea?.
0. 180,

Yiihies of c.

Values of e.

0-00
0-35

36U

0-00

10, 170. 100, 3.50
20, 160, 200, 340

0o2
102

30. 150, 210, 330
40, 140, 220, 320
50, 130, 230. 310
60, 120, 240, 300
70. 110, 2.50, 230

1-50

0-00
0-16

0-69
1-50

0'68
1-00
1-28
1-54

1-92

2-30
2-60
2-82

80, 100, 2G0. 280
90,
270

Values of e

2'46

3-54
4•54

1-74
1-88
1-97
200

2-95
3-00

N

5-30
5-82
6 00
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When these curves are plotted as in Fig. 75, we see at once

that tlic mean lieight of the watt curve is equal to lialf its
maximum Ijeight—that is, the moan rate of production of energy
throughout the cycle is or 3 watts. This is the reading that

would be given by a Avattmeter placed in the circuit.

Now the maximum value of ec was EC, and the mean Avatls

always = J EC, provided tliat the cmrent and voltage arc in
phase with eaeli other.

We may write this result

E

X

C

Since 2 =^2 X

1D4

Tliat is to say. the R.M.S. amps, and R.M.S. volts muUiplied
together give iis the watts.
Now di-aw tlie same curves of cuiTent and voltage, putting
the current lagging fiO' on tlie voltage.

WnHs

i-lR-

WS'

Fia. 7G.

Here we notice that sometimes we have current Init no

voltage, voltage without current, and somethncs also current

flv wiiig in opposition to the voltage.

Any finite number multipliec! by 0 must be zero, so lliat in

the first two cases the power at tliose instants will be zero.

With
** itii legam
regard to
Lu the
uiu inteiwals
luieivuib during which
vvjiiuii the current flows

against the direction of the pressure, we may say that, owing to
l
the self-induced E.il.F., the amps, are flowing not because o
but in

of, the impressed voits.

Since the product of two quantities liaviiig dilTeicnt signs
inust always be -ve, it follows that tlio power at tliesc
instants is — ve.

Wliat does this mean ? Tlie circuit is receiving a negative
amount of power from the machine. When you pay a sum of

money to a man, you may mathematically be said to receive
from him a negative amount of money.
So al.so when the circuit absorbs a negative number of ivatts

ft'om the alternator it is really giving up that number of watts

to the machine. The latter, therefore, runs as a 7Hotor during
this interval of time.

During the part of the cycle during which current and

pressure are working in the same riirection the machine may be

said to be doing two things. It is doing useful work against
resistance and also storing up magnetic energy in the inductive
circuit (or else electric energy in a condenser).
Twice every cycle the machine has a treat, running on tlie
watts it has saved up and thus sparing the steam or oilier engine

the trouble of twisting it round.

This evidently means that less steam is required from the
Now all energj- originally comes from the coal, so that if

boiler and less coal on the furnace.

the cui-rent be not in phase with the E.M.F. we are not really
developing the power that wo thinlc.

1

Iu5

Tlie ammeter measures current withoxit reference to whether

it be out of phase with the E3I.F. or not.

In this case, if we multiplied the R.ll.S. aimueter and volt

meter readings togetlier we should obtain 3 watts as beCoie, for

the ammeter gives '7 of 3 = 2 1 amps., and the voltmeter
;7 of 2 = 1-4 volts, and 2-1 x 1-4 = 3 watts very nearly

('7 is a rough value). This I'esult is called the "apparent
watts."

But we liaA'e seen that we shall not really be developing

this amount of power, because some of those watts are "ear

marked" for use at the time wlien the machine is going to

enjoy a little of its own saved-up power.

The ti-uc watts will be less than the apparent watts by an
amount which depends upon the phase difference angle.
A wattmeter placed in the circuit will measui-e the true

watts. If the wattmeter reading be equal to the product of
the voltmeter and ammeter readings, we may say at once that
there is no phase difference, no reactance, and C =

E

If,

however, the true watts come out less (they can never be more)
than the ap])arent watts we know at oncb that the cun-eivt is not
in phase with the E M.F., but whether it Jags or leads we
cannot saj' unless the inductive reactance be kno^m to l)e

greater or less than the cai)acity reactance.

Having drawn the cuiTcnt and E.iM.F. curves 60° out of

phase with each other, now find values for ec at different points
and plot the watt cxirve. This is shown in Fig. 70.
We must be careful to take the correct numbers and to call

the products -|-vc when e and c are in the same direction and
— ve when they are in opposition.
The resulting watt curve is the same shape and total height

as the other one, but it dips below the horizontal line twice eveiy

cycle.

At these points the circuit is giving power to the

machine, the power given hy the machine being negative. The

rest of the cycle is spent in doing useful work o?k7 in saving up
some watts to supply the negative parts.

Now the total ai-ea of tlie watt curve gives us tlie amount of

work (joules)expended ip the circuit during the complete cycle.
The average watts produced hy the machine is 3 as before, tliis
being the"apparent" watts. But of these the machine receives
back some,so that the line watts aA-ailahle in the circuit for actual
work will be the average height of the curve above the zero line.
Refen-ing to Fig. 76, this height is seen to be only 1'5 watts.
A wattmeter would show tliis A-alue of I'o, which are the
"tiue" watts.

The greater the angle of lag or lead, the less do the true
watts become, even if the apparent watts remain the same.

When the phase difference is 90° the machine develops no

•power at all. In this case the watt cur\-e clips as much below
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the line as it rises above it, and the machine runs twice as a

dynamo and t\vice as a motor eacli cycle, using up as a motor
all the energy it produced wlien ninning as a dynamo.
The result of dividing tlie true by the apparent watts is
called the "power factor."

When <J> = 0° , the power factor = 1.

When <f> = 60° , the power factor = ^ (as in this case).
When <p = 90° , the power factor = 0.

We shall see tliat the power factor is the cosine of the phase

difference angle.

From this we see that

True watts = R.M.S. volts x amps. X cos 4>.
This residt is an-ived at as follows:—

Vector diagi'ams may be used for maximum or R.M.S. values
with equal trxrtli. Let us therefore take an R.M.S. value of
E.M.F. represented by the line OP in Fig 77.

yff=

Currtnt

O RCEcos f
Fig. 77

Let the current lag by an angle ^ on the E.M.F. In phase
Avith the cun-ent Ave have an effective E.M.F., Avhose R.M.S.
A'alue is R times the R.M.S. current. 90° out of phase Avith the
current Ave have a non-effective part Avhose R.M.S. value =

reactance mxiltiplied by R.M.S. current. I.iet these lines be

represented by OQ and OS respectively, cmnpleting the

rectangle OQPS. Now the voltmeter reads the total R.M.S.
A^olts B = OP. The ammeter reads the R.M.S. cuiTent. But

of the whole E.M.F. B, only a part = RC is in phase Avith the
current. The other part is 90° out of phase thereAvith and

therefore develops no Avatts. The watts (true) will consist of
the product of the R.JI.S. current Avith the R.M.S. effective

E.M.F. OQ. Noav ^ = cos so that OQ = OP X cos <f) = E
cos (f}.

Hence effectiA-e E.M.F. = cos (f> times the R.M.S. volts as

given by the voltmeter.

Hence the true power - C^R = (R.M.S. cuiTCnt) X (R.M.S.

A'clts X cos 4>) ~ CE cos (j>.
It will be noticed that the non-effective E.M.F. has a R.M.S.

value = B sin 0,for OS = PQ, and

- sin <f>.
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This result might equally well Ijave been obtained by con

sidering the current to consist of two components as shown in

Fig. 78. One part, tlie useful component, is;iu phase with the
Ccos <(>

Efi.F. Line
•

*****

•••

Fin. 78.

E.M.I', ami has an R.M.S. value = C cos <j>, and the other or

"wattless" component = C sin

and is 90° out of phase with

the E.M.F., developing no power.
The same result is obtained, namely, the
True watts = apparent watts x cos <ft.

— apparent watts x power factor.

Hence cos ({> is the power factor.
This method of looking at the problem often results in great
conEnsion in the mind of the student.

How can a current be

wattless? What becomes of it ? Whore does it go ?
Uemeiuber that it is that portion of the current whicli flows
either "wlien no volts exist, or else when the volts are in

opposition to it. Tlie wattless current is not available for doing
any magnetic work,such as operating a transformer or energising
a magnet, hut circulates idly, heating tlie conductors in which
it flows, and therefore making it necessaiy to use a larger
machine as a dynamo than would otlicrwise be the case.

Alternating dynamos have to be installed sufficiently large to
supply the full number of apparent watts to the circuit without
oveiheating, whereas the steam-engine driving the dynamo

need bo oidy sufficiently large to produce the true watts.

For this reason alternatoi's are rated, not as being capable of

giving ail output of so many K.W. or kilo-watts, but one of so

so many K.V.A. or kilo-volt-amperes.

This is because tlie maker of the dyiiamo does not know

whether you are going to use his machine on a i-eactive or

non-roactive load. In other words, lie does not know what

your jjliasc difference angle or power factor will be.
What he guarantees is, that if there bo no phase difference

(so that the power factor is unity), then his machine will

develop so many K.W., but in any case it will ajyparently

develop that iiuniber of volt-amperes when you multiply R.M.S.
volts by R.M.S. amperes. To get K.V.A. you must, of courae,
divide the result by 1,000.
A

sosc.

M
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Measxiving Iiisbuments.
Without going into minute mechanicml detail, we may now
investigate the principles on which alternating current measuring
instruments work.

The moving coil type of instrument, wliere the magnetic
effect of a current^canying coil acts on the field of a permanent
magnet, is vciy largely used for D.C. ammeters and voltmeters.

Siuee the deflection of tlie needle depends on the direction of
the current, this tj^e cannot be used for A.C., since the needle

would he pushed alternately in opposite directions, the result
being no movement at all.

Listruments for measuring alternating currents can be

divided into (1) hot-wire instruments; (2) dj'namometer instru
ments, and (3) iron-core instruments.
(.1) Hot Wire Instruments.

The principle on which the hot-wire instirunents ^vork
is very simple. The current to be measui-ed, or a part of it

taken off a suitable shunt, flows through a fine wire, heats it

and causes it to expand, the amount of expansion is magnified
on the scale, and is a measure of tire current strength.

When

the current is a large one a shunt is used in parallel -witli the
wire, so that only a small fraction of the total current passes
through it. It is important to remember that the fraction of
the total current flowing through the hot wire is not a constant
quantity, rmless the shunt and the wire both heat up to the

same temperature and are of the same material. In most cases

the shunt is arranged so as to become less heated than the wire,

80 that with the materials employed a smaller fraction of the
total current flows through the wire for large currents than for
small.

Such an instr-uraeut is therefore accurate only if used with

the particular shunt for which it is calibrated. This is important

wlien the shunt is supplied and mounted up separately from the

ammeter, which is generally the case when the cun-ent to be
raeasnred exceeds 100 amperes. A hot-wire instrument cannot

^fely be shunted to decrease its sensibility, nor can the shunt
be ramoved to increase its sensibility, and the instrument thus
used for measurement, unless a fresh calibration be performed
throughout the lohole scale.

Fta. 79.

'tmri tfi'd
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A commoii type of hot-wire iu8ti*umeiit is shown diagrammatiealiy in Fig. 79. In this a platinum-silver wire AA is stretched

Ijetween two "blocks T, T._;, one of whicii is adjustable. To the
centre of the platinimi-silver wire is attached a much thinner

one BB, of phosplior-bronze, wliieh is (Lxed at its other end to
a tenninal T ; to the phosphor-bronze wire is attached a piece
of cocoon fibre C, which is wrapped round a grooved metal
roller R, to which the pointer is fixed, the other end of the fibre

terminating in an eyelet attachment to a flat steel spring S.
When the current flows through the wire its sag increases,
thus enabling the phosphor-bronze wire to be more deflected.
Tire increased deflection of the latter is measui-ed by the
movement of the thin cocoon fibre, which turns the pointer.
The whole of the hot-wire movement is mounted on a

compensation plate PP, which expands and contmcts with heat
and cold at the same rate as does the whe.

The wire is protected fi-oin draughts of air which might
cause false readings.
The shunts used for ammeters measuring lai-ge currents are
made of"constantin," a metal whose i-esistance does not vary
^vith the temperature, so that the indications of the instrument
are equally accurate in hot or cold wcatlier.
Tiio instrument comes to its proper reading somewhat
slowly, owing to the time taken by the wire to attain a steady
temperature; for mauy purposes this is rather an advantage
than otherwise, and for measuring steady alternating currents
<ronsiderabie accui-acy can bo attained, for the inductance of the
instrument is negligible. A damping device is attached to
the spindle of the needle, generally consisting of a thin
aluminium disc moving between the poles of a small strong
permanent horse-shoe magnet. On motion taking place the
current induced in the disc produces a magnetic field opposing
the motion and thus delajdng it. This is said to produce
better results, but probablj' its effect is not very great, since
the inotion of the needle is normally fairly slow. Wlieix the

current is suddenly switched off, however, the damping pre

vents the needle" from swinging back too quickl}'-, thus
counteracting the tendency of the pulley, to which the pointer

is attaclied, to slip.
(2) Dynamoinetei' Instiniments.

These depeixd for their action on the magnetic properties of
the cxxrrent. Briefly we have two coils of wire joined in series

xvith each other, one of them being fixed and the other capable

of rotating on a vertical axis. In the zero position the planes
of the coils are at right angles to each other. On a current
being passed the moving coil will tend to set its plane parallel

ivith that of the fixed coil so that it encloses as many lines of

force as possible, turning in the same direction irrespective of
the direction of the current, for the current is reveised in both
M 2
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coils simnltaneoiisly. Tlie "pull" of the iiioving coil is jiro-

portional to the product of the cuirents in the two coils, hut

since they are in series, this current is the same in both coils,
hence the twisting force or "torque" depends on the square of
the current.

]f altemating cuiTent be applied to this instioinient, the
torque indicates the mean square of tiie currciK, the foi-mer
being measured by the amount of tension which lias to be put

on a spiral spring in order to bring the moving coil back to the

zero position against tlie torque of the cujrent. The results
obtained will show the mean square of current and consequently

"dg

the instniment does not show R.M.S. vahies directlj', unless the

gi-aduations be spaced unequally. These instniments are not

used much in practice, Imt arc useful as laljoratory standards

owing to their having jio iron in their composition.
(3) Iron-core or Moving Iron Instruments.

These instniments are coining largely into use owing to their
simplicity and consequent cheapness. The principle is that of

a solenoid canying the current into which is sucked a thin iron
wire or cam-shaped disc. For direct cun-enls iron discs arc
generally used, taking up certain positions inside the coil oi the

solenoid against tlie action of gravity or a spring. For alternat
ing cuiTents the eddy cuirent induced in the iron plate would

vitiate the readings, so that a single thin wire is more common. ,
Being of soft iron it will, of course, be attracted towards (be
centre of the coil whatever the direction of the current in the

solenoid. The attraction of the wire being the deflecting force,
tlie "control" is usually gravity, the motion of tlio pointer

causinga want of balance in the rotating system. Tiicsc inslniments must be protected from stray magnetic lines by means oI
an iron screen ; they further possess the disadvantage that since
the wire is subjected to an alternating magnetisation, eddy
cuiTents are induced in it. The magnitude of these currents
will vary with the square of the ft-equency. Jfoving-iroii
.ammeters are usually made to register cuvreiils of a definite
frequency.

If the iron wire be made sufficiently thin, this eddy current
error becomes very small in practice.
Voltmeten's.

The instruments used for measuring altertiating P.D.'s are

very similar to those used for measuring cuiTents, the essential
difference being that their resistance is high whereas that of an

ammeter is low. Hiey are always connected ac?'Oss the mains.

In addition to the above classes of instniments used asammetom
we have the electrostatic voltmeter.

(1) Uot-uire voltmeters are used for low voltages up to
about 6C0 or 700 volts. They reqiiire from -J- to ampere to
cause sufficient heat to give a reading. TTence if they were

.
d
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used for high voltages the watts consumed by the insti-iiment
woiild bo considej-able. For example, an instrument measuring

2,000 volts, would, if working on ^ ampere, consume 500 watts,

or a Iv.W. The original hot-wire \ oltmeter is the Cardew type,

of which a few are still usetl in the Service for measuring steady
voltages. In this instrument the wire is about 12 feet long,rove
four Limes up and down a long tube over pulleys. One of these
pulleys is arranged to take up the slack of the wire on its
expansion, the amount of expansion being measured in the same

way as before {see Hot--\viro ammeter).
Modern Iiot-wirc voltmeters are constructed like ammeters,

having a thinner wire, Avhose Siig is measm-ed in exactly the

the H:imc way. In series with the \vire is a suitable non-

inductive resistiinee generally mounted at the back of the
insti-umeiit.

(2) Special viodijicatioyxs of the dynamometer type of iirstrument, jiotably Kelvin's ampere balance, may be used as voltmetei-s, but their use is restricted to the laboiutory.
(3) Moving iron voItinotei'S differ but little from ammetei"8
of the same type, having, however, solenoids wound of many
tunis of line wire instead of a few turns of thick wire.

Iji these last two types where coils of wire are used, it is
impoi tant that the resistance of the \vire sliould be verj' large
compared to its inductance. The deflection of the instrument
is caused by the current in the coils, so that if that current be
cut down at all by reactance, it will be cut down more at high
fi-etiuencies than at low. Hence the readings will be too small
for higli frequencies. It is also necessary, as in D.C.instruments
of these types, to use wire for the coils whose I'esistauce does
not alter materially with the temperature.
(-1) Electrostatic voltmetei-s are far the best for high pressures.
Tliey Avaste no energy, are free fiom temperature variations, ar-e
not affected by stray magnetic lines, they can be used for
steady or alternating pressures, giving in the latter case accurate
R.M.S. ^•alues tlirect without errore due to alteration of fx-cquency

or distortion of the shape of the E.M.F. curve £i-oin the tme sine
forjii.

Against these advantages must be weighed the fact that they
will not read very lo^v voltages, but are eminently suitable for
reading tlie high voltages commonly used in alternating current
power transmission lines.

Tiicse voltmeters depend for their action upon the principle
that two oppositely charged bodies will attract one another. In
genei'al design they are similar to the variable condenser whose
principle is shown in Fig. 15 (p. 52).

If the fixed vanes and the moving vanes be joined respec

tively to the terminals of any djuiamo, the fixed and moving

memhers become oppositely charged. There is therefor© a

tendency for tlie moving vanes to enter the interstices txetween
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the fixed vanes, thus rotating the pivot and carrying Ihc needle
across the scale.

The pivot is, of coui-se, arranged fo offer veiy little fricfional
resistance.

In some cases the pivot is horizontal and (he vanes set in a
vertical plane. Here wo should have the moving vane balanced

on knife-edges and revolving thereon against the attraction of
gravity. Tliis type, having hut two fixed vanes enilnaeing a
single moving one, is generally used for high voltages of the
order of 10,000 volts or more.

To measure smaller voltages ranging from 40 to 1,000 volts

it is necessary to multiply (he attractive force hy using many
fixed and many moving vanes. In this type, called the "multicellular" voltmeter, we generally have a vertical pivot, the
twisting effect being controlled by a torsion spi'ing.

In both types a damping arrangement will be lound, con
sisting either of a light friction clutch whieli can be applied
to the moving member by hand, or else of an oil dash-ijot, the
idea being in both cases to rednee the oseillation of the instru
ment and render it "dead-beat."
Wattvieters.

To get an accurate measure of, the tine powei- being

expended in an A.C. circuit we have seen that we cannot

multiply the volts and amperes together unless the current and

E.M.F. be in pliase with each other. Since this state of affairs
seldom exists in practice it becomes necessaiy either to measnre
tlie angle of lag and so to calculate the power factor, or else to
measure the true watts direct, fi-om which we may then deduce
the power factor.
"Power factor indicators" are made, but are in general

suitable for but one particular frequency, so that a good
wattmeter is far more useful for pi-actieal expeiimental
work.

The simplest form of watlmetter resembles the dynamometer

fonn of ammeter and voltmeter. In those instiannents we had

the fixed and moving coils in series.

In the wattmeter,
however, we have the moving coil wound of many turns of
fine wire and joined across the mains as if it were a moving coil
voltmeter, while the fixed coil, wound of thicker wire, carries
the main current. The moAung coil may be mounted on a
fixed jewelled pivot, its motion being controlled by two sj^iral

springs, which serve to feed the small current to the moving
coil.

As in the dynamometer voltmeter it is important the

resistance of the moving coil should be lai'gc compared with

its luductance, otherwise the current therein wiU lag on the

voltage, and it is the effect of the voltage that ivo wish to

represent by the current in this coil; further, this error, if any,

would inerease with the frequency.

k'
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111 order to elYect this it is the practice to insert a largenon-inductive resistance in series -with the moving coil.
The reader has probably noticed that a wattmeter is essentially
a combination of a volt and an ammeter.

The high resistance winding represents the voltmeter part,
and the low resistance coil corresponds to the ammeter part.
Four terminals are freq\iently provided, one pair to 'each
winding; in some cases, however, there are only three terminals

(one small, and two large), one of them corvespondiug to the
junction of the two r\-inding8 (Fig. 80 shows one with three
terminals^
pressure coii
currenf coil

Load
A C. Mains

Fig. 80.

The high-resistance winding is often spoken of as the
"pressure coil," and the low-resistance one as the "current
coil," of the instinment. As in the case of voltmeters, the high
resistance winding is not contained all on one coil, by far
the larger portion of it being a separate non-inductive fixed
resistance coil.

The action of the instniment is as follows:—

The thick wire, or current coil, is iixed and produces a field

proportional to the criiTent whether that current he in phase
with tlie E.M.F. or not. In tliis field is placed the pressure
coil wliich carries a current, and therefore produces a field,
proportional to the P.D. at its terminals.

The two coils, each producing a field, tend to set themselves
so that each embraces as many as possible of the other lines of
force. Since one cannot move, the other does, and for any

given relative position of the two coils, the torque on the

movable coil is proportional to the pi-oduct of the current and

P.D. at that instant—that is, to the instantaneous power. If the

power fluctuates rapidly as in alternating currents, the mean
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torque acting on the moving coil represents (lie mean true

power, which is what we are trying to measure.

The instrument may be made to read directlj' in watts, or
the moving coil may be brought back to its zero positions
by means of a handle whose revolution puts tension on u torsion
spring.

This type of wattmeter will read steady ciu-rent poiver as
well as alternating, but if an instrument be required for the
latter, care must he taken to see tliat its ease and internal
fittings, excusive of the coils themselves, are not made of metal.
The cases are made of maliogany and ehonite, the reason being

that eddy-currents set up in the metal would pj-oduce fields .

which would seriously vitiate results.

Wattmelei"s (except

Kelvin's engine-room type) must be kept clear of stray magnetic
fields.

Frequency Meters.

These instruments are arranged to show the variations in
frequency between such limits as those for which the speed of

the machine is designed.
Essentially they consist of an electro-magnet with an open
magnetic circuit and laminated core energised hy a high-

resistance winding whose resistance is large conipared_ ivith

its inductance. This is not of such great importance as it was
in the case of the volt- or watt-meters, for oven if the curi-ent

in the ■winding should lag, its frequency will still be the same
as that of the voltage. This winding is joined across the
alternating mains generally where they first enter the W.T.
office, or at any rate not further on in the charging circuit than
just bejond the cut-outs.

The core of this magnet becomes magiictis<Hl twice every
cycle and these magnetic pulls arc felt liy e\'ery one of a

row of small steel tongues.

These latter are fixed at their inner ends and free to vibrate

in it vertical direction at tbeir other ends, each tongne having

been " tuned " like a tuning fork, to vibrate at such a fi-equency
as is marked against it.

The particular frequency at which any tongue will oscillate
depends on its mass and springiness (see p. 51).
bince all the tongues are pulled equally, one of them 'will find
Uself pulled at intervals corresponding to its own time period.
,

oscillate violently, so much so that its end,

which is turned up and painted wliite, apjieai-s, not as a Avliitc

dot, but as a grey band against tbe black interior of the
instnunent.

It should be noted that if the instinnient shows a complete
octave of frequencies—that is, if it run from, say, 50 to 100
mc "siye we shall find both of these extreme number.s vibrating
w en the real frequency is really one or the other. This is
hecause the one which does not represent tlie real frequencj'
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(inds itself pulled eitlior twice too often or else once in every
two swiii^^s, ])ut tlie pulls will coincide more with its period

ihan witli the periods of the others except the one which

shows the re;d frequency.
Some of the older meters in the Service are fitted with two

D.C. terminals at the top, the bottom ones being for A.C.
The D.C. tenninals cany direct cuiTent round another
M'inding on the same magnet core, wliicli has the effect of

causing the core to p\ill all the tongues equally, with, a steady
strain, until the A.C. is applied.

Wlieii the alternating magnetism is superimposed upon

the steady magnetism, its effect is merely to strengthen and

Aveaken the latter at regular intervals of time. Accordingly

the pnll on the reeds never falls to zero, but gives u strong pull

to the reeds once in every cycle.
TJieir rate of mechanical vibration may thus be adjusted

truly to that frequency wliich is marked against tliem, instead

of to twice that frequency.

Anotlier advantage of the "non-revei-sing"flux is that less

energy is expended in heating the iron, due to hysteresis.
All new frequency meters have a permanentlj' magnetised

core, in order to avoid the D.C. supply. The latter, if left
switched on for a long time, causes the instrument to get
unduly hot.

CHAPTER VIII.

PnoDUCTioN OF Alternating Currents.

We have seen that the elementaiy alteraating dynamo
wc)rkB on tlie same principles as does the direct current

machine, the only difference being that slip-rings take the place

«>f the commutator.

Any direct-current dynamo, if fitted

with slip-rings having suitable connections made to the

annature windings, may be made to give an alteruating
current instead of, and even as well as, a direct current.

This latter can be effected by placing the slip-rings on the

armature shaft prefei'ably at the end remote from the com
mutator.

This method of generating alternating current for the use

of wireless sets in ships is irot convenient; for one thing, it
wordd mean that all the dynamos in the ship would have to

be fitted, and further, the voltage of the alternating mains

would never exceed that of the slrip's direct curreirt mains,

being therefore unsuitable for high-pou'er sets.
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For the latter purpose electrically driven alternating dynamos
or"alternators" are in common nse.

The whole machine com

prising a D.C. motor driving an A.C. dynamo is called a
"motor alternator," as opposed to an alternator driven bj'steam,
water, or other "prime mover." We have already seen that

the frequency of an alternating current depends on the number
of paiie of poles in the field of the machine and upon the speed

at which the armature re^'•olves.

It is therefore necessary that the D.C. motor driving an
A.G. dynamo should revolve at a constant speed under all

conditions. A shunt motor (witli slight modifications) can be
relied upon to give a constant si>eed at all loads, whereas a
series motor will race when the load is taken off and slow up

when it is applied.

The load in a wireless set is applied to the alternator, but

when the alternator is giving out current it bcconies more

difficult for the driving force to twist the armatui'e round.
As far as the motor is concerned, the load might he the task

of lifting projectiles or doing any other mechanical work, but

the nature of the load is an important consideration.
Tlie load is applied and remoA-ed by means of the operator s

signalling key. Its application is verj' sudden, as also is its
removal. While on, the load is great,too gi'eat for the madiine
to supply continuously without overheating.

Both the A.G. dynamo and the D.O. motor which drives it

are subjected to a succession of temporaiy oveiioads.
In such a set as above described, the alternatoi" may be
designed to give, within wide limits, any voltage or frequency

required, while the alternating mains would he entireh' sciiarate
and distinct from the ship's D.C. supply, the only part played

by direct current being the energising or "excitation

of ■

tlie field magnets between whose poles the A.G. armature

revolves.

It will be remembered that in the case of the elementarj^

dynamo we assumed the presence of these poles, and that their
polarity was not changed from instant to instant. Alternating

current cannot he used for their excitation, so that we must

either use permanent magnets of steel or else electro-niagnets
whose coils carry dii'ect current from some other soui'ce.

In cornmercial alternating cuixent generating stations

separate directrcurrent dynamos are generally installed whose
sole duty is the profusion of a suitable strength of field for
the large machines ; this metliod is used in the Naval highpower stations.

Sometimes the shaft of the alternator itself

drives a small self-exciting shimt dynamo providing current

for this purpose. In eithoi' case the D.G. machine is called the
exciter."

This exciter is, of course, not necessaiy in ships, where

plenty of D.C, supply is available, but, since we do not require
the field of the alternator excited unless the motor he revolving

.

y
p
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tlip armatui-e, the divoct cunent is switched ou to the field

of the alternator only ^vhen tlie motor is started up ; suitable
connections are made on the starter of the motor to effect this
purpose.

It mil be seen that the motor alternator might be correctly

described as a "rotary* converter." because it converts, by

rotation, direct into alternating cuiTent, but this word is
genoi'ally restricted to another type of machine in Avhich the
motor and alternator arc combined.

In a "rotary converter" one set of field magnets and one
armature suffice for both duties, the armature having a
commutator at one end and slip-rings at the other end of its
shaft.

Such a juachiue possesses the undoubted adN-antages of
small size, lightness, and cheapness over the motor alternator;
but its alternating ^-oltagc lias a maximum value \vhich never
exceeds that of tlie ship's mains, a fact which would make an
enormous current neeessaiy for a high-power set.
Again, the slip-rings are not. insulated from the direct
current mains of ship.
Due to this last imperfection, it is possible,, by a combina
tion of unfortunate and unlikely circumstances, to get direct

current through the primaiy of the trausformor. In this event

the back E.M.F. of tlie transformer would be zero and a buni-

ont might ensue.

This is not a veiy important consideration, for the likelihood
of the occurrence is very remote, but an inconvenience arises

when the machine is stopped owing to tlie amiature being in

connection ivith one of the D.C. mains.

This has the effect of

allowing botli A.C. mains to be "alive" with direct current,

although they will both be at the same potential.
If any repairs have to be effected to the A.C. circuit,
even with the rotary stopped, it will be well to disconnect both
alternating mains between the place of repair and the machine,
or

to

take

the

machine off the

D.C. su-itchboard.

This

precaution is not neeessaiy where a motor alternator is fitted,
unless it be iimning.

Now as to the principles of construction and action of the
machines.

The reader will do well to read Chapter YI. of the Torpedo
Manual, Vol. I, if he have no knowledge of the action of an

ordinary D.C. dynamo. To sum up the matter therein con

tained, we may say that all machines for generating current
by means of the inductive action between a coil and a magnet
depend for their action upon the relative motion of the two.

There may be a single coil of ^vil•e moving past a single magnet
pole, or there may be many coils of wire and sevei-al magnets.

In ordinary direct-current machines, the coils, called the
armature wiiidinga, are driven across the pole face of the
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magnet, but this is on accoimt of the necessity of \ising a
commutatoi-.

When alternating cun-ent.s are to be generated and no
coimnutator necessary, the same method may be employed or
else the magnets may be moved so that their pole faces sweep
across the edge or face of the coil or coils. Provided that a
relative motion is given, so that the magnetism cuts aci'oss
the tui'iis of the coil, it does not matter which part has inotion ;
both coil and magnet may be made to move in opposite direc

tions if a convenient practical construction be thus attained.

The essential condition is that the amount of magnetism
embraced by the coil should be a continnally varying cpiantity.

The voltage generated will invariably depend upon the

miinber of magnetic lines of force cut j)er second, or (in other
words) the rate at whicli the flux embraced bj' the annalure
coils varies.

It thereforo follows that - —

(1) The more turns of wire on the coil oi' armature the
gi-eater will be the voltage, and vice versa.

(2) The higher the speed of the moving part the greater tlie

^

voltage, and vice versa.

(3) The stronger the magnetic field the higher the A-oltnge,
and vice versa.

Now in any motor alternator we shall have an alterjintor
having an armature of a definite number of turns and a field

magnet of a definite number of poles. The speed of the moving
part and the strength of the field may be made variable by
means of suitable field regulators.

Resistance put into the field of the motor will cause it to

speed up and drive the djmamo faster.
Resistance to&en out of the field of the alteniator will provide
a stronger magnetic field for the alternato]-.

An increase of speed will have two effects. It will increase
the alternating voltage and also the frequency. An increase
of the strength of field of the alternator will, on the other hand,
an increase of the alternating A-oits alone, withoxit
aff«;cting the frequency.

Ill order to increase the density of tlie magnetic flux wliich

^ to he cut by the coils of the annature, the armature itself is
built up on a soft iron laminated core, a practice whicli is
alternating current dynamos.

Whichever part of the machine is moving AviU require slip-

I'lngs and hmshes bearing thereon in order to enable the direct
i-urrent to energise tlic field if the latter he moving or else to
allow the alternating cuiTent to reach the outside circuit if the
armature he moving.
In order to avoid confusion as to which is tlie annature and

which the field magnet, the moving partis called the "rotor"
and llie stationary^ part the "stator"both in alternators and
A.O. luotors. It will be seen timt direct-cuiTent dynamos have

stator field magnets and rotor armatures.
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iSimple types o£ alteruatore ai*e shown in Fig. 81. Hei-e t!ie
field is assumed to consist of a permanent magnet.

(A)

Rotor armature, StalorFieLd

A.

B.

Stutor armuture, Rotor Field-

id)
A

B

IruductorAlternator
Fig. 81.

Notice that all slip-rings are in'sulated from the shaft and
from oacli other.

In Fig. 81 la) and (6) we have the ordinary type of alter
nator, in (c) it is seen that both annatiire and field are

stationary, being "stator" in form. The lotor consists of a

piece of soft iron Avith pole pieces, the bar of iron coming into
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line with both maguet and armature twice every i-evoluti«ui.

The "Mordey" alternator is of this typo, and it is seen that no

slip-rings or coixectiug an-angements of any kind are necessary.
Its action depends on the relative flifiiculty experienced
by the flux of traversing air to tliat felt when traversing an
almost complete iron path.

This is called the "inductor" method of generating currents,

and the soft iron rotor may be regaided as a "cander of
magnetic lines which alternately furnishes the armature with,
and robs it of, the flux due to the field magnet.

Alternators actually used in practice are, of coui-se, elabora
tions of these simple principles, and, with the exception of
toys, telephone call-ups, and machines for the illumination <>l
lighthouse lamps, permanent magnets are not used, but direct
current will be caused to flow round coils as in diiect-cuiTCiit

machines. We further remember that the frequency depended

upon the revolxitions per second and tlie number of pairs ot
magnet poles. Consequently, to avoid luuning large niatminos

at so bigh a speed that there would be a danger of their flying

to pieces, several paii-s of poles are employed.

This becomes increasingly necessary when the frequency

becomes higher tlian, say, 100 to 150 cycles.

k'. ',1

ilii iii iiiii
Pio. 82.

Fig. 82 is a diagi'am showing the arrangement of inagne s
and coils in a simple alternator. Instead of a single bar inagnet,
two horse-shoe pattern electro magnets are combined to form a

r,
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four-pole slator lield magnet. The poles are spaced alternately
north and south us indicated by the letters N S. These poles
are covcrcfl with suitable coils joined in scries with each other
and the terminals TT are connected to tliose of a continuous

current exciter or batteiy.

For tlic rotor armatui-e four coils are woxnid upon an iron
core, whiidi is provided with projections to receive tliis winding,
the ends of which are connected to two slip-rings RR. Brushes
of carbon or copper gauze rub upon these rings and collect the
i-urrent. Tlie flow of magnetism is as shown in Fig. 04, p. 80,
Torpedo Manual, Vol. I. The principle is simply an extension
of Llio arrangement shown in Fig. 31 (a). As the coils are
symmetrically disposed upon the core, the armature is in
i)alanco and can be rotated without setting up vibration. The
l\)ur coils can be connected up as shown in the diagram to add
their voltages together, and thus produce four times the
voltage of a single coil. They may be connected all in parallel
to give the same voltage as one coil with four times the flow of
current, or, again, we might have two in parallel and two in
series, giving half the voltage and twice the current given by
the first arrangement.

When the coils are exactly opposite the magnet poles the.
rate of chaitge of flux penetrating the coil is zero, so the voltage
is zero. In this position we may regai'd the voltage induced
in one edge (say, the leading edge of the coil) to be counter
balanced by that iiiduced in the other edge.
When the coils are midway between tbe pole pieces the
rate of change of flux is at a maximum and the induced voltage
is at a maximum.

One complete cj'cle is performed when the polos on the
armature have been fi-om one pole to its next similar pole in
order, say from poles N, past poles S, to poles N again. The
frequency here wiU be twice as gi-eat as if a single pair of poles

and a single armature coil were used.

The number of coi^ and poles will be ari-anged so as to

meet the speed, fi-equency and voltage requirements. Large

slow-speed machines may have as manj* as 72 poles in the field
magnet.

Tlie inductor type is no longer \ised in modern machines.

In Fig. 82, representing a stator field and rotor armature,
the reader Avill notice that by interchanging the lettei-s RR and
TT the machine becomes one having stator armature and rotor
field, by far the commoner type in large machines.
This conversion fi-om one to the other must never be

attempted in practice, for althoiigh the windings are correct

either way as regards direction yet their relative resistances
and ampere turns are different. Tlie annature, being of low

resistance wire, will bum out if coupled up to the exciter in the
event of its being used as a field.
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The aiinature winding of the machine as shown in Fig. 82
and as subseqnentlj'' discussed, may bo I'cpresented diagram-

matically as in Fig. 83 (a), (6), (c).

Windings are shown in their proper position and also laid

out between the tenninals RR.

(a) All in series, high voltage, small ciUTent.

(fe) Thvo in parallel and two in series, medium voltage and

cun-ent.

(c) All four in pai'allel, low voltage, lai'ge currcid.
R

Qr-^
(b).
R

c57

R

A.

vQ/

J01_
3
/ xj

"tor

<e).
Fig. 83

Whatever the type of machine used the field magnets ^vill

always consist of an even number of pole pieces, alternately

north and south, symmetrically disposed round the periphery
of the cii'cle. If a field be the stator, the poles project inwards ;
if rotor, they project outwards. In the latter case the fielcl
forms a flywheel for the engine ; indeed, the rim of the engijie
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llywlieol actually is ilic licil or "yoke" on wlilcli the magnet
]i[)les arc mounted. Tliis is the iuvariahle practice in all large
modern alternators. The [loles are fixed at intervals round

the rim, the spaces being about the same width as the polos
themselves.

The armature, whether stator or I'otor, is usually "tunnel
wouiul "—that is, the conductors are juished through holes in tlie
iron, not dropjied into slots therein. Jly burying the conductor

within the snbstaiiee of the armature stampings, eddy cnrreiits
and certain oilier hanul'ul armature reactions aro minimised.

In the machine shown in Fig. 82, we see that there are as
many armature coils as there are (iehl coils, and that tiiey are
wound ulternati'ly right- and lel't-handed.

We see, lurtlier, that there are spaces between the armature

coils which are inoperative. Suppose an entirely separate
armature wiiiding introduced so as to occupy these spaces. At
its terminals we slioiihl have another alternating current exactly
like the old one, imf. (lifTering rroni it in phase bj' 90° . Wlien

the old wiiiding gives nnixiinum volts, the new one gives zero
pressure.

{h)
Fio. 84.

Two currents are thereCorc produced which may be carried

awaj- from two pairs of terminals or slip-rings by two pairs of

wires. It is commonly said that the system produces a two-

phase current, whereas ])roperly there are two currents whoso

phases difi'er by 90° , a state of alfuirs which is called being "in
<piadrature."

Fig. 84 represents a four-pole two-pliase machiim (a) showing

the arrangement of pole i>ieces, one armature winding being

omitted for clearness, and (h) the diagrammatic representation.

The coils may be connected in series or parallel as before,
provided avc do the same to each set of windings.
Notice that the practice of coimectiug coils in series or

pai-ullel corresponds with that of iiaving a "wave" or "lap"
wound armature in D.C. practice.
A

8086

N
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By extending tliis principle still fnrtlier, placing two inlciinecliate coils between each of the old coils, wo may obtain three

separate alternating enn-ents, 120° otit of phase with each other,
provided that no two adjacent coils are wonnd in the same
direction. Every third coil connected nij forms one circuit.
The three circuits may send off energj' by means of three pairs^
of leads (six wires). See Fig. So («).
This is called a "tliree-phase" current, and an armature

generating such a current is shown diagrammatieally in

Fig. 85 (b).
R' R'

R"R.-

Fig. 85.

The cmrents we use for charging condensers are those
requiring hut two wires. Theyai'c called "single or ^ monophase" cuirents. TwcqDliase cun'ents are also called
cliJ. 41V

t*4

...

phase," while any more tJian two-phase are called "mulfi or
"polyphase" cuirents. The three-phase system is the only one
of the multi-phase arrangements which is used to any great
extent.

Since these latter cuirents are largely used for power trans

mission over long lines, it will he well to investigate a fcAV ot

their peculiar properties.

Any direct-cuirent dynamo may he ina<le to produce any

kind of alternating current, by connecting slip-rings to suitable
points on the armature.

Take a two-pole machine.
A single-phase current may be obtained by connecting two

opposite points on the armature (180° apart) to each of the two
slip-rings.

A two-phase current will he generated if we take four points
90° apart on the armature and connect opposite pairs to each of
two paii-s of slip-rings,
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A three-phase current will flow IF we take three points 120°
apart, coimectinfj tlieni to one each of three slip-rings.
A singlc-pliase alternator may he represented tlnis ;—
rubisuuhi
/2—
or

zQsimu

Fig. 86.

according as we have the coils in series or parallel. Diagrams
will be simplified if we take series arrangements only. Thus
we have :—
R.

I
(?)

§ '

0

t
^ngle Phase.

Three Phase.

Two Pliiise.
Fig. 87.

Under present arrangements for tlie outside circuit :—
A single-pliase current requires 2 wii-es.
A two-phase
„
,,
4 „
A three-phase
„
„
6 „
The common practice is to use three wires only for the last
two cases.

A two-phase machine has a common terminal for one end of
l)oth windings. We have then (Fig. 88) two thin wires and one
thick one.

The latter forms the common return.
B

/o^
B.

I

JOP

Fig. 88.

N 2
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II we call the thick wire A and the others B and CJ, we liave
a single-phase current in A and B, and aiiotlier single-phase
cnn'ent in A and C in quadrature with the fii-st.

Now'suppose the A'oltago ])i'odnced hy each winding •= K,
■T-total L'.M.F B to r.
B

"2

^

Fia, 89.

we have a vector diagram showing a voltage E (ih.M.S.) across
AC and AB. Wliat voltage liave we across BC ?

The diagonal of rihc rectangle gives the magnitude and
phase angle of the voltage hetween B and C, for at any instant
it is equal to the algebraical sum of tlic otln-r two voltages.
With regar<I to the magnitude, tlic other diagonal BC is ilio

same length (•s'cc Fig. .38, p. 02), so that we see BC = *>/'2E,

for BC = ^{E- -h E-] = s/'2E' = ^2 x £? = 141 x E.

Hence if we had 100 volts ll.M.i?, from A to B or A to C,
we have 141 volts B to 0.

By similar reasoning we sec that current in A = n/Sx

"cun'ents in B or C, so that A is made of thicker wire-

Coming now to tluee-pliasc machines, we wish to avoid having
six wires, so can connect np either as in Fig. UO (a) or (6).

too

l<

Star Z'on ntrT'ton
Flo. 90«.

Fio. 90/-.

In either case wo shall get three separate single-phase

currents going ou between each pair of wires. Three wires

form "three paiis, thus:—
A and B, B and C, C and A.
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Wliicliovov way wo coinieot. 141 (lie winiliiig>; tlio voltages in

all llireo ])aii-s will have the saiiie U31.S. values, aiul all wires
xvill he the saiiio thickness I'or they cany the same (airrent.
I'iacli wire in turn hocomes the connnon retnm for the other
two.

l^acls slionlil he connected up as shown in Fig. 91, so that
all three phases arc equally loaded.

tt/y llj
Fro. 01.

If the star system he used we souietinies (but not noces-

snvilv) have a fourth wire led to the point of junction, as in

Fig.*92.

j% 4^ V'^ V
r

V

TT

too

y
Fig. 02.

Now regarding the voltages, we have :—

McSi Sustcm.—Pressui-e between any pair of leads = pres

sure producoil hy any winding.

Star S^s/c'Ht.—I'ressni-e betweeji aiy pair = >/S X pressure

])roduced hy any winding, unless circuit in Fig. 92 be used.

Fig. 03.

If OA, OB,00(Fig. 93") all

E, ijrcssure at ends of any

windiug, AB = BO = OA = \/s x E.

Now n/3 =.-= 1 • 732.
So that if Avc had the circuit in Fig. 90 (a), we should have

173 volts hotween the "phases" if each winding gave 100
volts.
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By a similar reasoning for currents u"e have:—

Stai' Sijstem.—Current in

■winding.

mains = curj-ent in any one

Mesh System.—Current in mains = 1 ' 73 times that in anj'
one winding, for the ciUTent divides in the armature.
The StaT system gives a high voltage and small ciuTent.

The Mesh system gives a low voltage and large current.

Eotary Oonvertcrs.—As already iiidicated, rutarj' converters

maybe of many forms and for many diiTerent purj)Oses. Com
mercially perhaps the most important application of tliese

machines consists in the conversion of three-piiasc alternating

current, which has come at high voltage over long-distance
transmission lines, into direct current for use at or near the

Ijlace ■where the converter is sit\iated. lu wireless telegraphy
as installed in ships, however, we are merelj' concerned with
machines designed to convert a direct into aji alternating

•current without the use of the two separate machines which arc
required in a motor alternator.

Essentially, a rotary convertor as used for W.T. consists of a
four-pole motor dri:^eii by direct current. The motor is shunt
wound, and differs in no respects from an ordinary motor except

that its armature is generally smaller asid shorter than that of a
motor doing merely mechanical work. The cores of the field
poles also are smallei^ and the commutator larger.

Attached to two points 90° apart on the armature are two

couductoi-s, which are connected one to each of two slip-rings

mounted on the shaft of the armature at the end remote fi^om

the commutatoi^. The two slip-rings are, of course, insulated
from each other and fi^om the shaft. On the slip-rings bear

brushes made of soft carbon or, in the older-pattern machines,
of copper or brass gauze, these brushes being connected to the
leads supplying the primary of the transformer, commonly called
the alternating low-tension mains.

Briefly the action of the machine is as follows:—
When direct current is switched on to the motor the field is

energised and the ai^mature revolves. The revolving armature
generates a back E.M.F. in its windings which opposes the

applied E.M.F. This induced E.M.F. is tapped off as a singleE.M.F. hy the slip-ring connections.
Whatevei^ pressure is induced iu the annature owing to its

dynamo action is bound to be alternating, fi^om the elementary
meoiy of the dynamo.

At the conimutator end we convert it

into a direct E.M.F., which opposes the direct E.M.F. applied to

the motor, while at the slip-ring end we have it plain and
unc^unutated as an alternating single-phase E.M.F.
Notice that the two connections for the slip-rings arc made
to two pointe <jn the aruiatui^e which are 90 actual degrees
apart, but which, since the machine has four poles, are really
180 electncal degrees apart (see p. 83).

v

''
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Tlioiigh not, quite tlieoretieally true, it is very convenient to

consider the niternating E.M.l''. to be actually the counter

E.M.F. of the motor tapped off in an alternating way.

The reader is probably ready by now to accept the statement

tliat_ the E.M.F. will be alternating, and furtlier, that its

maximum value can never exceed liic voltage of the ship's

D.C. mains, but it will be well to investigate more thorougMy

the actions which take place in tlie arnialurc and which are
produced at the slip-ring terminals.
Take a two-pole motor antl assume Its field magnets to be
energised with direct current. Neglectiug the shifting of the

bruslics necessary to give the "angle of trail" {see p. 139,

Torpedo Manual, Vol. 1.) we see that the brushes wotdd be

midway between the nole nieces so as to be on the "neutral
line."

u .

©
0

r-

Fig, O-t

A simple armature winding is shown in Fig. 94.
The D.C. entering the armature at the upper brush there
divides, flowing in the armatui-e circuit so that it outers the
paper (showji by a cross) in all llie right-hand conductors, and
emerges fiom the paper (shown by a dot) in all the conduc tors
on tlie left. Finally the cunents unite and leave the armature
by the lower brush.
Tlie effect of tlie

current

is to cause the armature to

become magnetised witli a north jiole at the top and a south
at the bottom. The mutual attraction between unlike and rejnd«ion between like poles causes the armature to revolve in a clock
wise direction. In the eifort to satisfy these mutual attractions
iind repulsions the armature moves round a Httlo, but in

<loing so brings a fresh pair of eoimnntator strips under the
brushes, the effect being that tlic magnetism of the armature is
■shifted back into its old position and tlic attractions are still
'unsatisfied.

It is due to this conlitmal slight nioveinont and

Juimediate shifting back of the magnetism of the armature that

the machine manages to retain its continuous rotaiy motion.

The action may be likened to that of an animal i-unning after
its own tail.

Now, romcmljering that the armature is revolving over to the

right, ^ve may consider it as a dynamo.
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Since we liiive a i)n.]]ei-]y wouml ai'malnre

niaffiietic field we may a]iply " Fleming's vnlc"

p.

(lireetion of tlie c-Drreiits iiulnced hy tlds acti"ii.

Torpedo Manual.)
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We see at once lliat (liose in tlie ri'dit-liiiiid

:il'U

into

Fai-s are "out of" Avliiie tliose in the left-liaml ones

.^,i„tion.

TJiese eiineiits are of conrse the result of tlie iineU

„iiside

the paper, the exact. t.]>i>o.>^itc of the currents cansing

E.M.F. of the motor and do Jiot norinaJly flow i"»

circuit, the only effect of tlie hack F.5I.F. heiu^r

streufftii
of the euiTent supplied
to the
.
.
.

llie

''"'iv.,-! will

'I'lieir
'I'lieii • --

au.ni

hei. to
,1 cause south .polarity
,
Iat the
,, lop, and north al,>ireci
of tlie arniatui'e (shown dotted), weakenin

oj'iginal flux.

j- \hc

ihi'

Now tliese induced "dynamo" currents can

fk)w in another outside circuit in an altei'iiat.ing way
If wo help ourselves to alternating ciin-enl hy
"load"aeross the slip-rings, what we leally <l«> i^^
this secondaiy flux in the arnuitiiie, rohhing it "I

lvin«

ha'"'^
,.fre a

E.M.F. Tlie applied K.M.F. is t]ier<'rorr cnaiili''' t"

up

sti'ojiger uuiTeiit.(motor) tlirougli llieannaluie,(lius

^nie

its niagiietisation and liierefore the twisting effort to t
amount as hehne.

a

Hence the machine is self-regnlaling ami acts ratJn

iransfoiTner.

Wiicii no alternating current is flowing the liack

•y nearly equal to the applied E.M.F., and very

the

verv

current is taken. When, however, altej'jialing current " ''„pj.
back E.M.F. drops ami the applieij direct curj-enf
^ "
the inotor revolving at the sa)ue speeil as before.
Now regarding the voltage of tlie alternating curren •
Firstly it is clear that (in a two-pole niacliinc)

nections to the slip-rings Jiiiist he at points

another on tlie unnatnre {see j). 174), and since the

on the comrnulator end are also at ojiposite jiob'tf^ -r-n tlie
come an instant twice in every eomplele rcvolutiiin

armature bars to whicli the slip-rings aj'e co)iiieete
immediately connected, thi'ougli tlie commutator hnislics,

.

the ship's mains.

At these instants the allenialing IvM.l*'. '^vill
maximum value, whicli will he liiat of ilic sliip's ilirect >• ■ •»

ill one direction or tlie other. Ilcnc'e we see that the^ nuixiniiuii

value of ilie alternating E.M.F. can never, whatever the sjieec o
revolution, exceeil that of the shi])'s H.C. mains.

in other words, a rotary rimning on JO" volts direct
ohmic losses in the armature and assuming the K.M.h- t"
ul
genenites aii H.M.S. alternating voltage of 70 volts, neglecting

tlie tioie sine wave.

,

i ii i

M^e must remember if the s]iee<l of the machine he (louhleii

theannafure does not cut more liiu's <>!' fori-e persecoiid, hoeause

T
I
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Mio iiicfOiisc ,>f ^^pocl is obtained _

(iiis(M'tin,£i ivsistanco therein) to Jialf

"""' "

Consequently, tliougii we .nay vary the frequency wo cannot

vai'v the voltage in the alternating maiue.

It 1ms been said that the R-M.S. voltage at the sbp-r.ng
n.r.ninals will be but 70 nor cent., of the appl.e.! ihreet pressure,
but this will be more like 05 or 00 per vent, m actual practice,

owing not only to the olnnic drop due to tlm brush and armature
i-esistances, but also owing to tin) reactixe diop due to tite

inductance of the iron-coretl arnialnre. To this reactance of the
arnmtnre wo shall rettirn later.

Now if there were no losses in thc niachinc the allernating
oiitjmt, would equal the direct current input (in watts).
.Assume, for the sake of argument, such a perfectly ellicieiit
inachine ruiiniiig at 15 amperes on 100 volts direct. J lie input
is l,.j00 watts or 1-5 kilo-watts.

The aifernatmg volts are

70 R.M.S., so that 70 x R.M.S. current = output m \vatts
= input = 1,500,
Tjirc!

1

Tlie alternating current has an Jt.-U.b. \aluo —

= 51-43 amperes. This is greater than the direct current, a

result wliicli at fiist sight seems peculiar. I he excess of output
current over injiul will not l)e quite so marked as is shomi in
this example, owing to tiie enicien<-y ol the machine not being
100 per cent., but. it, is at any i-ate a factor which may have to
be taken into account.

As has been indicated, the armature reactions are really very
coniplicatecl owing to the nuu'hinc doing the double duty of
motor and gcniM-ator, To discuss fully' the phenomena taking

place will not be possible in this hook, but certain reactions arc

iiiqiortant and must lie iiivestlgateil.
Keeping the same distinctions as were diniwn above between
the motor current ami the alternating dynamo current in the
armatui-e, wc will consiiler ihiee cases.

(1) When the alternating current and E.M.F. are in phase.
(2) When the alternating current lags behind its E.M.F.
(3) When it leads on its E.M.F.

Under any condilioiis we will assnine that the strengtli ofthe
Ilux ill the armature due to dynamo current is, at any instant,

lu-oportioiial to the alteriuitiiig current at that instant.

(1) W hen llu! (uirrent and E.Af.F. are in phase with each
other we shall have ilie armature llnx due to that cun-eiit

lollowiug exactly the same variations as the voltage. It will be
at a niaxiiinim when the voltage is at a inaxlimim, and so on.
The magnetisation or Ilux in tiie armatui'e will of eotirse shift

about and vai-y in strength as the armature revolves, but it may
be considered to lake up a mean position nearly equivalent to

its posilioii when at its ina.viimim strength.
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This is obviously in tlie "up and down" position, as shown
ill tie dotted lines in Fig. 95 («).
These induced poles may be considered to act either as those

induced in an ordinaiy dynamo, where tlie iiolarity ol" the
ai'inature is always in such n direction as to tend to oiipose

motion, or we may consider them as weakening, by cancelling
out some of the strength of the poles caused by the motnr
cm-rent, thus robbing the armature of some of its tortiue.

In either case, when alternating current flows it becomes

more difficult for the armature to revolve, so tliat its speed
momentarily tends to drop, its back E.M.F. drops, and more
motor current flows so as to restore the lost torque to ils
original value.

The cliief thing to notice is that the "dynamo" polarity of

the armature consists of poles which arc equidistant fi-om the
pole pieces of the field magnets, so that tliey can (unless the
held be distorted) In no wise alter the streiigtli of the latter.
The speed of the machine will remain unaltercil when altei-natiiig

current is taken fi-om it, provided that the current be in phase
with the E.M.F.

(2) Now in the case where the curj-ent lags behind the
E.M.F., we still have the armature motor polaritj- in the same

place, as shown by the full lines in the last figure (sea Fig. 95(a).

(b) Curmit Lagging.

(o) InPJiaie.

(c) Current Leading.
Fig. 95.
I

The alternating current, however, will not reach its maximum
value till after the E.M.F. has passed through its maximum
value and has begun to decrease. Hence, the mean position of

the dynamo i^olarity in the urinatnrc will not bo in that
occupied by the maximum voltage as in the last case, but will
be further on in the direction of revolution as shown in the

dotted lines in Fig. 95 (fe). Notice that this is caused by the

i.'-. '1'-

armaturo moving roimd a little wliile the current is"making
up its mind" to increase to its maximum value.

Now the effect of this shifting of the magnetism forward is
two-fold. Although the euiTent in tlie alternating mains may
he made to he of the same strength as before (when it was in

phase), so that tlie apparent watts are not diminished, yet. the
weakening effect of the clotted dynamo poles on the firm-line

motor poles is now not so great. Hence the back E.M.F. will

itot fall to so low a value, the D.C. will increase by a less
amount, and the true watts applied to the motor will not be so
great as when that current was in phase with tlio E.'M.F.
This might ho, and possibly may be, made a verj-convenient
method of reducing the power for transmitting over short
distances, if it were not for another effect of this lagging
current.

It is seen that the doited dynamo poles are now nearer to
one side than to the other. They will therefore have a reactive
effect. uiH)n the slrciigtli of the field magnets. The soutli pole
of the field will be weakened by the close proximity of the south
dotted pole more than it is strengthened by the less close
]>roximity of Uie north dotted pole. The same remarks a]iply
to the north field magnet pole.

Since the field is weakened the motor speeds up. (See

p. 137, Torpedo Manual.)

(3) When tlie current leads on tlie E.M.F. the opposite
effect oiitains. The poles clue to the dynamo current have a
mean position which occurs earlier in the revohuion, the doited
poles taking up some such position as shown in Fig. 95(c).
The effect of this is that the field polo N is strengthened by the

adjacent S (dotted) pole of the annature, while the field pole S is

strengtliened by the adjacent N armatui-e pole. This has as
its result the slowing down of the armature.
As results then, we have:—

A current in phase with the E.M.F. will not cause aiiy

appreciahle alteration in the speed of the machine.
A lagging current causes the rolaiy to speed up, while a
leading cun-ent causes it to slow down.

Under certain conditions this surging effect may be very
marked and result in seiious sparking at the commutato}'; so

that,apart fi-oin the point of view of avoiding a wattless current,

it becomes advisable to get the current and E.M.F. in phase
with each otlier to reduce the sxirging of speed.

Note that this effect does not occur in a motor alternator, for

the motor revolves the alternator aimalure "blindly," beiiig

ignorant (as it were) of whether the alteinating cuireiit is
in phase with the E.M.F. or not.

1SJ

As a genei'al nile a ciirj'eiit wliidi lags or leads l)ii(, slighlly

•will cause worse surging than one whicli differs in i)liase IVoni

the E.M.F. hy a veiy considerable extent. Foi- this reason ;—
A current will not lag verij much unless the reactance he
large compared with the resistance ol' the circuit. If the
reactance he large, the current will thereby he cut down to a

small value. Hence the magnetising effect of the dynamo

current in the armature will be small. Consequently, although
the dynamo magnetism in the annatui-e is shiftetl r<uind by a
very considerable angle, yet its strengthening oi- wcalceiiiiig
effect on the field magnets will be inconsirlerahle.

IX, on the other hand, the I'cactance he not very great, but

still perceptible, the current will still be Xaii-ly strong and

consequently the armature dynamo flux will i)e shifted, albeit
hy a slight aiuount, yet. will be shiJ'ted round enough, and will

he strong enough, to alter the strength of the field magnets to a
considerable extent, and so cause an alteration of sjieed wliieh
may become hannful.

This may throw light on what would at first sight appear a
contradictoiy state of affairs.

Suppose the I'olary to speed up slightly every time the key
is pressed. This shcnvs a lagging current and we reduce the
inductance ill the circuit accordingly. After this alteration, it
may happen that the niachine speedsup to a greater extent than

before. Unless we have altered the step-up of the transformer,
an occurrence of this kind is due, in all probability, to the
reason explained above.

To sum up, then, we ha^•e the following characteristics of
motor alternators and rotary converters.
The motor alternator is bulky, heavy, more expensive, has

sev eral bearings and generally demands more attention than the
rotary. It can, however, he made to give an alternating volt
age of high value, thus enabling the current to be kept witliin
convenient limits in high-powered sets; moreover the voltage
may he varied.

The rotary converter, on the otliei- baud, is small, light,
cheap and simple. It lias hut two hearings, one arimiture and
one set of fiehl magnets, ft has, however, a limited and

unvariable voltage. It is a very suitable machine indeed for
use in small ships where it would be difficuit, ami indeed

inadvisable, to iiistal a higli-jKnvered set.

It has been seen that the liarnii'ul reactions in the rotary
converter are due to the armature magnetisation alteriug the
strength of tlie Held. This effect may obviously be minimised

by making the field relatively much sti-ongei- than tiie flax in
the armature. Not only in rotary eoiiverters iloes (his hold

good, hat also in the case of tlie allei-nalor and flie motor in the

case oi the larger machine.

f
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In all alternatiuf* (niiTeiit genevatoi-s tlie slia|)0 ol tlie E.M.F.
ciirvp is found to depend chiefly upon the design of the ])ole
pieces of tlie (ield. For this reason nni(di attention has been
paid to llie cIToet of difTerent sha|>es ffir the faces of llie magnet
poles. As a general rule they have their cornel's slightly
chaniJ'ered olT, this liaving the elTect of smoothing olY the sharp
peak which otherwise occurs in the E.M.F. curve.
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Figures 96 (a), (h), (c), and (cZ) are curves of voltage, given
by an alternating current dynamo under tlie following con
ditions:—

96 (a) Curve of E.M.F. of machine with chamfered pole ends
on no load.

96 (b) Cuxwe of E.M.F. of the same machine on full noninductive load.

96 (c) Curve of E.M.F. of machine from whicli the
"chamfer"has been removed from the pole ends
on no load.

96 (<£) Cui-ve of E.M.F. of the same machine on full noninductive load.

Remember that at present we are talking of the shape of the
E.M.F. curve pure and simple—that is, when the alternator or
rotary is not loaded up at all.

The considerations which lead to the adoption of any particu

lar shape of polo piece are very involved, and have principally
to do witli the nature of the load for which the machine is

intended. We may lake it, in the case of the machines used for
W.T. in the Service, that the shape of tlic E.M.F. no-load curve
is approximately that of a sine curve.

It has been observed that the power factor can be arrived at
by dividing the true by the apparent watts. Now in a sliip we
are not at present provided with a wattmeter oi- a power factor
indicator, so that we cannot obtaiu anj* very reliable measure
ments which will inform us whether tlic macliine is developing
its full rated power or not.

In the case of a rotary converter the nmcliine itself will
inform us, by speeding up or slowing down whenever the key
is pressed, wiiether the current be lagging or leading on the
E.M.F. or not. Conscc|uently we can take stops to reduce the
lag or lead.

With the ]notor alternators, however, no change in speed
will take place, be the i^hase difference never so much, so that;

other means of investigation are required.
With motor alternators are supplied the following instru
ments:—

(1) A hot-wire ammeter shunted off the A.C. mains.

(2) A hot-wire voltmeter joined across the A.C. mains.
(3) A fi-equency meter.

(4j A B.C. ammeter measuring the current supplying tlie
iinotor which revolves the alternator.

*,1 ■
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Now (1) ami (2) luiiltipiiecl togetliev will give the apparent
watts developed. Wlien no altoniating ctirrent is flowing tlie
A.C. aininctev will show zero, hnt the D.C. ammeter will show*

a certain small current, whicli, multiplied by the D.C. voltage

of the ship's mains will give tlie watts necessary to run the
machine on no load—that is, to overcome friction.

Wlien the key is prcssctl the A.C. ammeter will spring to
life, so that from it and the A.C. voltmeter we obtain the

apparent watts. The D.C. ammeter will also register more
current than it did before. The true watts will be given
roughly by taking the • difference between the new and the old

D.C. ainmotor readings and multiplying the result by the voltage

of the ship's mains. Dividing the true by the apparent watts
will, of course, give the power factor, but if tlic power factor be
less than unity we are still ignorant as to wliotlier the current
lags or leads.
It has been mentioned that a rotaiy demands less attention
tliaii does a motor altcrnafor.

This must not be taken to mean

that the maeliine will not reqnire all the attention that it
will get.

Reganling the erecting and testing of motor alternatoi'S in

ships fitted for the first time, it is of vital importance, especially

where the machines are of the older typo with two armatures on
the same shaft, that the directions contained in W.T. appendix
to -Annual Report of Torpedo School, 1909, should be carried out
absolutely to the letter.
f )ncc the machine is insialle<l ami has been running satisi'actorily, the same remarks, or nearly so, apply to the care and
maintenance of motor alternators and rotary convertere.

, :

The A.C. generators, whether rotary converters or motor
allenialoi"S, arc always plaeeil hclow armour in a ship.
In cases wliere the W.T. offii-e is not on the same deck, but

on a higher level, it often liappens that the machine is forgotten,
or at any rate does not receive all the attention that it requires.
This is especially the c-ase in destroyers where the rotary

is often placed in a veiy cramped position difficult of access.
Again, when at sea, it may be that in order to get to the

machine, certain "C" doors have to be opened and permission

requested before opening them.

These considerations only too often are apt (o lead to damage
to the machines.

As a general rule two machine.s are supplied liaving but one

starter in tlic W.T. office. Tins meanji that a pair of two-way
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switclies, one for D.C. and the otiier for A.C., c-iille<l '* change
over switches," are necessary to enable one or other, biil not

both, shmiltaiieoiisly, of the niachiiics to he starteil u)i by nieaiis
of the starter in tlio office.

Tlie machines are duplicated with the idea tliat tiiey will
botli be subjected to an equal amount of wear, not that one
will be worked till it fails and tlien the other used as a "sland-

I'V."

It is intended that if continuous signalling he necessary, l lic
machines should he changed, say every lunir, so that each
machine will get a rest in turn.
It will be remembered that the nature of the wireless load

is a very tiying one to any inachiiie, Avhetlior liuniaii oimechanical.

A succession of temporary herculean efforts will cause uioj'e
depreciation thaji will a steady moderate load.
Starters and Field licf/idators.
These are of different designs in the case of diffei'cnt
machines, hut in general outlines follow the onlijiary design of
starter for shunt-wound motors shown on ]>. -10 of Torpedo

Drill Book, 1908. The field regulatoi-s consist of adjnstahle

rheostats placed in series with the field winding.

They may ))e coinhiiied with or separate Jroiii the main

starter. In the latter case, where the arniatui-c is very heavy,
the ajustmentof the resistance may he effected by a worm-wheel

arrangement so designed that any smMen alteration of the
resistance by any considerable amount is im])Ossihle.

Regarding starters, the precautions for their use laiil down

on p. 247, Torpedo Drill Book,1908, must he carefully followed.
In the case of some of the starters for small rotary converters,

no overload coil is fitted, but in its place we have a single-pr)le
cut-out in one of the mains leading to the starter, which is
easily accessible, being placed on the instrniuent hoard inside
the W.T. office. Li addition to this cut-ont, a pair of doublepole cat-outs are fitted iu the D.C. mains down below.

The

one inside the office is arranged lo blow ludorc the pair down
below.

One special source of danger applies to ships fitted willi .

two machines. The D.C. change-over switch, referred to above,

is below armour, preferably as near to the I'otaries oi-motor
alternators as possible. They are, thoiefore, out of sight and
not \inder the immediate control of the W,T. stall' :it all times.

Now if this switch be broken when one machine is running

the no-volt release of the starter should at once let go the

starter arm, which causes the latter to fly back to the "off"
position.
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It maj'- liappen that someone might throw the change-over
switch right across to the other machine while the first was
nmning.

Under these circiunstances the no-'volt release might not
let the switcli arm go snflieiently promptly to prevent the
stationary motor being switched on with the arm of the starter

to the full-on position. A burn-out of cut-outs and damage to
the switch contacts would certainly ensue.
This hanging-on effect of the demagnetised no-volt release
coil is due to the"residual magnetism"of tlie core of the latter,
and the residual magnetism is increased if the iron armature

which is attached to the switcii arm be allowed to come actually
into contact with the pole pieces forming the ends of the no-volt
coil. It is well, theiefore, to glue a thin sheet of paper to the
faces of the latter pole pieces, so that a minute air-gap "will be
formed and the no-volt release will be far more prompt in its
action.

Regarding the care and maintenance of motoi's and dynamos
generally, the reader is referred to pp. 251-6, Torpedo Drill
Book, 1908.
In addition to the above, the following points should be
borne in mind.
The lubrication of all A.C. machines in the Service is on

the loose ring principle. Too much attention cannot be gi"\'en
to this important point, not only as to the filling of the oil weUs
but also, especially in the case of the large high-speed motor
alternators, as regards the periodical replacement of old oil by
a fi-esh supply.
It is well to institute a routine for inspecting these lubri

cating fittings, say once a day for notary convertei"s and every
time the inacliine is started up in the case of motor alternators.
The replacement of the oil might be carried out weekly at the
same time as the lubrication of the commutators and slip-rings

with paraffin "wax, as laid down for motor alternators.

Regarding the cai'e of the brushes, commutators, &c., the
instinctions given in T.D.B. must be followed to the letter.
Where soft carbons are supplied for the slip-rings and hard
ones for the commutator, care will be exercised to avoid con

fusion between the two. If not marked in any special way the

soft carbons have a shiny blacklead-like appearance when
scraped, whereas the hard ones feel gritty and crystalline.

In the older rotaries it will be remembered that the A.C.

biTTshes are of copper or brass gauze and that they bear upon
a corrugated slip-ring. If the pressure of these brushes^ be

excessive the slip-rings will become deeply grooved and rapidly
worn away. To such an extent has this scoring been carried

that a case has occurred of tlie bnish on the inner ring actually

biting down so deep as to make contact on tbe lead running to
the outside slip-ring, thus shorting the rings and burning out
the armature.
A
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Li all cases, then, we want to get the pressure only just
enough to collect current without sparking or inalcing bad
contact.

Certain maximum pressures are laid doAvn on the basis of
so much pressure per square inch of brush surface, but these
standards are difficult to follow in small machines as a practical
method of adjusting pressure.
The best way of adjusting the brushes of a rotary is to do
so while the machine is running and while someone is pressing

the key (making some V's, say) in the olfice up above.

The spark should be the maximum ordiiiaiy signalling
spark, BO that the macliine will he giving its normal maximum
load.

Now to adjust the brushes on either commutator or sliprings, take one brush at a time and gradually reduce the
pressure till sparking just begins to take place. Thereafter
increase the pressure till sparking just ceases.

This same method can be used for adjusting the D.G.
brushes of the motor alternator, but must on no account be

adopted for the A.G. brushes because the voltage at the slip-

rings is enough to give a very nasty and peidiaps dangerous

shock.

The cover fitted over the A.C. end of the machine must not

be lifted luiless the machine be stopped, so that the process
of adjusting would necessitate the stoppage of the machine
between tests so that diftoreiit pressures might be tried.
In any case it is no good inspecting the brushes of a
machine of either kind when it is running"light," still less
so when it is stationary. The machine must be supplying a

wireless load—that is, an iutennittent one—and the W.T. staff

must not rest content until they eliminate absolutely all traces

of sparking either at the D.G. or A.G. brushes of a motor alter

nator ; from a rotary, all traces at the A.G. brushes and, at the

D.G. end, all but the merest glow, which can only be seen by
Ijcering down the slit between the brush and the commutator.

The motor alteraator is provided with a self-regulating angle

of "trail."

As the cun-ent in the annature increases with the

load the "interpoles" which cairy a series winding become
enei-gised and tend to shift the motor field I'ound in the

direction of revolution. This alteration of the resultant field

magnetism of the motor is exactly the same as the iiicrease in

the angle of "trail" by which it would otherwise have been

necessary to move the brushes back against the direction of
revolution.

In this way sparkless commutation of the motor is assured

at all loads. The interpoles also have other beneficial effects,

such as keeping the speed of the machine nearly constant even

under a considerable fluctuation of the D.C. supply voltage, but

into the causes which load to this result we need not enter
here.
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In the rotaiy converter no snch intei-poles are fitted, but the

brushes are fitted on a rocker, which, by the way, should hardly

ever want alteration, and also, due to the relatively great
strength of the field compared to that of the armature, the
rlistortion of the field on load is but small, and the increase
in tire angle of trail when the machine is loaded is consequently
very little indeed.

It must not be forgotten, however, that theoretically the
brushes of a rotaiy should he moved back a little every time

the key is pressed. As this is obviously impracticable, it will
not be surprising if sparkless commntation of a rotaiy be not
quite within our reach. There is therefore all the more reason

of constant cleansing of the commutator strips.
These few short notes on the care of W.T. A.C. generators
are inserted with the idea of showing the special points which
are more or less peculiar to this type of machine, and which
are not already insisted upon in the directions for care and
maintenance above quoted.

CHAPTER IX.

The Gharqing Girouit.

It has ah'eady been seen that a transmitting circuit consists
essentially of a coupled system in "which two syntonised oscil
lators are employed. The aerial circuit or open oscillator is
excited by the inductive action of the primarj' circuit or closed
oscillator, the latter in turn deriving its energy fi-om some
source of high E.il.F. which is so ai-rauged as to chaige up
the condenser at definite intervals of time to such a pressure

that the insulation of the spark gap will he broken down. The
condenser thereupon dischai'ges itself in an oscillatoiy manner.
It must he borne in mind that the result of charging the

condenser once is the production of one"jig" ^'Mn the closed

oscillator and that, while the jig continues, the charging circuit

(or source of high E.M.F.) is more or less quiescent, whereas on

the cessation of the jig the insidation of the spark gap is once

more I'estored and the condenser ^vill once again commence to
he charged up.

The method in which energy is applied to the condenser

during this "loading" process will now be investigated, the
* The word "jig" will now be used to mean "a damped train of
electric oscillations (or waves) of high frequency," t.e., of such frequency as
is used in W.T.
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phenomena consequent on the"firing" action having ali-eady
been dealt with generally.
In the early stages of the application of electro-magnetic
radiation to the practice of signalling without wires the source
of pressui-e was invariablj'- the induction coil.

Althougli this instrument has now been superseded in all
modern Service sets by the transformer used Avith alternating
current, yet there are still some installations in the Service and

a very large number of commercial ones in which the coil is
used.

The principal advantage of the coil is that it does not

necessitate having a source of alternating current, a considera

tion Avhicli may, under certain circumstances, make its use
imperative.

Commercially these instinments are often supplied with
D.G. from a battery of secondarj'^ cells, or accumulators, which
will have to be recharged periodically fiom a dynamo or
eA-^en, as in the case of lightships, fiom a battery of primary
cells

The advantage of using a secondary battery is that the set
is, for a time at least, independent of the running of the ship's
dynamo, an advantage Avhich has already resulted in the saving
of many liA'es.
If the dynamo room or stokehold of a sliip be flooded
through collision, and the dynamo be consequently stopped,
signalling for assistance is at once rendered impossible unless
cells be employed. However, the coil requires a A'oltage of less
than 40 volts, wherea-s the ship Avill be lit with current at,

say, 100 volts. Reducing this A-oltage by means of resistances
is not commercially economical, but of course this drawback
does not adect us in the SerArce.

Hence Avhere coils are employed Avith direct current two
adjustable resistances are used in series Avith the dynamo mains,
and the Service dynamos, being duplicated and carefully pro
tected by armour, are fairly immune fi'om damage.

General Conatniction of Coils.
For the purposes of wireless telegraphy the type of induction
coil most frequently employed is one called a 10-inch coil,
meaning an induction coil which can produce a spark 10 inches

long between points or small halls attached to the ends of its
secondary circuit.

Such a coil consists of a primary circuit of thick wire

generally of No. 12 S.W.G. in size, wound in 300 or 400 turns

on an iron core composed of a bundle of AA'^ell-annealed soft

Swedish iron wires, each not more than No. 22 S.W.G. in

thickne8.<5, the bundle being 2 inches in diameter and about

18 inches long. The coils now supplied to the Service have

their primary Avinding arranged in four layers, and all coils
vetui'ned for survey are to have I'oiir-layer primaries before
re-issAie. If Iavo coils are to have their primaries connected
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in parallel for any reason, it is iinportaut tbat tbey sboiild
consist of the same nunihcr of layei-s.

The resistance of the jnimary may be taken as being about
0"3 of an ohm, and its inductance as 0'02 of a lienry.
This primary coil is enclosed in an ebonite tube, into which
it should slide easilj', tlie tube having very thick walls, at

least

of an inch thick; it must be very carefully made and

be perfectly free from Haws. The tube projects slightly
beyond the end of the core, which latter is kept in place by

two semi-circular distance pieces at each end, the distance

pieces being held up to their work by two discs sci'ewed into

the extremities of the tube. Tlie ends of the primary winding
are bronght ont tlu-ough a hole or holes in these discs.

A three-layer coil may be recognised by the two ends of
the winding coming ont of opposite ends of the core, whereas
those of a four-Iaj'er coil come out both at the same end,
generally that next to the hammer make-and-break.
Outside the ebonite tube we have two thick ebonite cheeks

between which the secondary winding is secured, the winding
being compressed between the cheeks by the standards
supporting tlie coil itself being sere\ved hard up against
washere which bear against them. The standards engage in
threads formed upon the outside of the ebonite tube.
The secondaiy coil consists of fi-om 10 to 17 miles of fine

double silk-covei'ed copper wire of No. 31 or 36 S.W.G.
The circuit consists of a very large number of flat coils or
sections, several hundred such coils l)eing sometimes employed.
These are prepared by winding the wire between paper discs
in a flat spiral, as a rope is coiled down upon the deck.
The coils are then slipped on to the ebonite tube enclosing
the primary coil, and the ends of the coils are then jointed
together. To enable this to be done, the coil sections aj-e

wound in double flat layere with a disc of pui-aflined paper
between, the beginning and end of the wire being thus at the
outside, and the two layere so wound that the windings follow
on in the same direction. There is then no difficulty in making

the connections between the various flat coils composing the
secondary circuit.
When the whole number of flat coils has been assembled

in this way, the coil so formed is compressed between the
ebonite cheeks and the ■whole immersed in paraflin-wax to

o.xclude moisture. The wax, being finished off into a
cylindrical form, is covered with a thin jacket of ebonite,

whose edges fall.into annular grooves cut in the inner faces
of the cheeks.

In re-assembling a coil which has been parted It is important

to see that both edges of the ebonite sheath engage these

grooves before the coil supports are screwed home.

Tlie two ends of the secondaiy are brought out to terminals
mounted near the tops of the cheeks.
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Two otlier adjuncts are then necessniy. In the first place
some means have to he provided whereby the primary current
may be caused to vary in strength fi-oin instant to instant,
because, without such variation, no E.M.F. can be induced in

the secondary circuit. This appliance is called an"interruptor,"
and may take several different forms. The principle underlying
all these forms is, however, the same.

They convert what would other^vise be a steady flow of

direct current of constant strength into an intermittent pulsating
current which alternately grows and dies away, without, however,
changing its direction.

We may therefore speals of the"number of interruptions
per second," but we must not speak of the"fi-equency" of the
current, because the current does not change its direction, and
is therefore not alternating but"uni-directional."

In addition to the interruptor it is necessary^ to have a'

condenser of a certain capacity placed across the points between

which the interruptions of the prijnaiy circuit occur.
This is called the primary condenser, and is made of a
number of sheets of tinfoil separated by sheets of paper soaked
in paraffin wax. Odd-numbered sheets of foil are connected
to one terminal and even-numhered ones to the other terminal.

In reference to the construction of induction coils for

wireless telegraphy, it should be noticed that the value of a

coil must not he judged simply by the length of spark it can
give between the ends of the secondary wire when the primary

circuit is interrupted, but by the spark length which can be
obtained when a condenser of a certain capacity, say 50 jars,
is connected across the ends of the secondary circuit; that is,
across the testing spark-gap.

Assuming we have, for the moment, some means of
interrupting the primary circuit, we will now see what happens
when the primary current is started and stopped.
Action of an Induction CoiL.
When tire inten-uptor "makes" contact for the first time

a_ direct current will commence to flow in the primary

circuit.

Since the resistance of the primary is small this currerrt
would tend to grow to a large value. Opposing the rapid
growth of this current, however, we have the self-induction

of the coil. The current grows slowly on this account, and
before it reaches a dangerously high value it is automatically
broken by the interruptor.
Owing to the growth of the current in the primary, an

E.M.F, will he set up in the secondary in an opposite direction

to that of the current in the primaiy, for the flux due to the
primary current is cutting the turns of the secondary.

_ ,^2^.^^'^bough tliere are very many turns of secondary, the
E.M.F. induced therein at this stage will be very small and

may he neglected. The strength of the induced E.M.F. wiU
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depend, of course, upon the rate at which lines of force are
cut, or (in other words) upon the rate at which the current

in the primaiy is clianging its strength.
i!

ii
:I
ii

Time.

Pig. 98.

In Fig. 98 the firet part of the primary current curve is
shown rather flat, this flatness illustrating the slow growth
of the primary current.
Fi'om the instant at which the interrupter breaks the
prunary circuit (and the more sudden the break the better) the
current in tlie primary begins to die away.

Owing to the enormous resistance suddenly introduced into

the primary circuit by the action of the "break"forming in
the interruptor, the current dies away to zero very rapidly, and
it is to the rapidity of fall of current that the veiy large

secondary imluced voltage is due.

This large voltage is, of coui-se, in the same direction as

was the current in the primaiy originally.

The rapid fall in the primary current is sliown in Fig. 98

by the steepness of the curve as it drops from maximum to
zero.

Notice that as the current cur\'e gets steeper the secondary
voltage increases, whereas as soon as the current ciuwe begins

to get less steep the secondary voltage curve begins to drpp,-

reachiug zero as soon as tlie current curve becomes horizontal.

The curves are not drawn to any particular scale.
Wo see, then, fliat the secondary terminals presfent us "with

a voltage wliich actually is alternately of opposite polarity, but
that the voltage in one direction is so feeble as to be negligible

compared with that in the opposite direction.
This latter rises suddenly to an euonnous value and aa
suddenly dies away, its whole "life" being but a small fraction
of a second.

Regarding the "" make-and-break" or interruptor for the
primary circuit we are chiefly concenied with the "hammer"

type. The other types in general use ai'e the mercury jet and
the Wehnelt electrolytic cell.
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To dispose first of these two latter, the mercurj' interrupter
consists essentially of a jet of mercury whlcli is caused to
impinge upon' a series of metal tongues projecting from the
rim of a revolving cylinder. The revolution is produced by
means of a small electric motor, which also performs the
pmnping operation necessary to produce the jet of mercury.
Whenever the jet of mercury is playing upon the tongue
of the revolving cylinder the circuit is closed, but when the

tongue moves to one side tlie jet squirts past without touching
it and the cuirent is stopped.
To prevent the mercuiy becoming rapidly oxidised, the
whole process must take place under oil, alcohol, or, better
still, in an atmosphere of coal gas.
For ship use, where alcohol or paraHin would be dangerous,
and gas impracticable to use, it becomes necessary to cover
the mercurj' with some heavier oil, but the mercuiy after a
time develops a tendency, under these conditions, to mix with
the oil and form a kind of homogeneous black sludge.

The process of cleaning the mercury is tedious and the

metal is expensive to replace, so that the use of this form of
interruptor, although it gives beautifully uniform results if in
proper order, has now been discontinued in the Service.
The electrolytic break was invented bj' Dr. Wehnelt in 1899

and is often called by his name. Its principle is as follows:—

If a large lead plate be immersed in dilute sulphuric acid
containing 20 per cent, of acid {i.e., one. part acid to four parts

water) and if a second electrode of very small surface be
immersed, consisting of a short length of platinum wire, pro
jecting for about -g of an inch out of the end of a tight-fitting
glass or porcelain tube, then such an electrolytic cell placed
in series with the primary circuit of an induction coil will
interrupt the current, provided that the cun-ent enter the cell
by the platinum electrode. Under these conditions the +-ve
terminal of the djmaino must be connected to the teiminal
of the platinum point, which is then called the "positive
electrode" or "anode," while the lead electrode is the
'* negative" or "cathode."

If a continuous E.M.F. be applied to such an. electi'olytic
c-eU in series with an inductive wire, the current is found to
be non-continuous or intemuttent. Several hundred inter
ruptions occur every second. The action essentially depends
upon the presence of inductance in the circuit, and if the
inductance of the coil primary alone be insufficient, an extra
inductance coil must be added in series with it.

The spark given at the secondaiy terminals of the coil when

working with an electrolytic break is different in character

from that obtained with a hammer or mercuiy break.

Whereas the spark in the two latter cases is thin, irregular

and lightning-like, we have a shorter and more flame-like
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sparli, soniewliat resemljling au alternating current arc. This
is due to the large miinber of interruptions per second.
For wii-eless purposes this very large number of sparks per
second makes it dilficult to avoid arcing between the spark
balls of the primary oscillator, so that better results are obtained
bj- using the electrolytic in series with the hammer break.
Under these conditions we may, if we have two coils, join
their primaries in parallel, the electrolytic break being placed
in the mains before they fork off to each coil.

Each coil ^vill then be using its o\vti hammer break, and the

secondaries will be best, probably, in series.

Otlrerwise, when hammer or mercury breaks are in use, the
coil primaries must not be joined in this way, but in series
with each other, so that one break only need be employed.
The electrolytic will not work well on an 80-volt circuit, but
requires a pressure of nearly 100 volts.
When, mixing ujd the acid and water, the acid must always
be added to the water in small quantities, the mixture being
stirred continuously aU the time. On no account must the

water be poured on the strong acid. The density of the
mixture should be 1,200 by hydrometer.

To afljust for a spark, the following procedure should be
adopted. When first trying for a spai'k the platinum point
should always be raised. Gradually lower the point and at the

same time adjust hammer make-and-break in the usual way (as

hereinafter explained) until a good steady spark is obtained,
but never louver the point more than is necessary.

It should not be necessary to refill or clean the jar until the

sediment which forms at the bottom nearly touches the
platinum or lead electrode.
The commonest form of break is the hammer. Its action is

precisely similar to that of an electric beU.
A soft iron armature, which should be very securelj'" screwed

on to its platinum contact, is secured to the top end of a flat
steel spring whose tension can be adjusted by means of au
ebonite wheel. This armature is in juxtaposition to the one
end of the iron core of the coil, the play between the two being

anything up to about jV or of an inch.
The natural "set" of the steel spring, when no tension is
on the adjusting screw, should be to cause the armature to set

up gently against the core. The tension screw will then enable
us to cause the armature to set away fi'om the core by a force
which can be as small as we like.

Behind the vibrating armature we have a fixed standard
carrying an adjustable "back contact," whose end is also

covered with platinum. The fixed and moving contact aa-e in
series, through the medium of their respective supports, with
the rest of the primary circuit, the current being able to be

reversed from time to time bj'' means of a comniutating switch,
which is mounted on the wooden base of the coil. When
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working the coil with the hammei" make-and-hreak and direct
current, it is advantageous to change the direction of the
primarj' ciu-rent from time to time, as hy this means the wear
of the platinum contacts is rendered more unifoimi. Usually a

coil works slightly better ■with the commutating switch in one

position than in the other.

To explain the action of the coil we need not take this

switch into account, and the diagram in Fig. 99 shows all that

is necessary.
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Fig. 99.

On the signalling key or other switch being closed the
direct current will flow across tire two contacts and round the

primary winding, thereby magnetising the iron core.
Sufficient tension must have been previously put upon the

spring to cause the normal position of the hammer or armature
to be set away fr-om the core, a small clearance to allow of its

movement having been left.

When the core is energised in this way, the hammer, being
made of soft iron, is attracted over, thus breaking the circuit.

Sijice the core is a magnet only when the current is flowing

round it, the cessation of the cun-ent allows the hammer to fly

hack again to its original position, thus closing the circuit once

more. The number of. inten-uptions per second will depend

upon the mass of the moving part, the springiness and tension
of the spring, and also upon the amount of play allowed to tlie
hammer, but may be taken as being of the order of 100.
In this way tlie current in the primary is caused to he
intermittent, and the use of a hammer make-and-hreak, unless

separately operated, at once precludes the use of a closed

magnetic circuit for the coil. {See p. 135.)

Now unless proper precautions are taken, it is found that

the flaming and sparking at the contact pieces will he
excessive.
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To mitigate this evil, for great heat is evolved and the
platimiui rapidly burnt away, a large condenBer is shunted
across the mahe-ancl-break.

Tills condenser is built up of tinfoil sepai'ated by waxed

paper, and has a capacity of about 1 mfd., or 900 jars.
Its functions arc twofold :—

(1) To absorb the sparking which would otherwise occur at
the contacts, not only of the coil itself but also at
those of the signalling key.

(2) To cause the primary current, when the circuit is
broken, to die away to zero in a much smaller time

than would otherwise be the case, thus giving a
much higher secondary voltage.

These two functions are explained as follows:—
When the hammer fii-st begins to move over towards the

core, a minute gap will appear between the two contacts. Due

to the "inductive kick" {see-p. 13) of the primary, the cm-rent
will tend to go on flowing across the gap. Instead of that

happening, the condenser, which Jiad previously been shorted
by tlie nifikG-and-break, accepts the moving charges for the
moment, being charged up to a fairly high pressure (tliat of
the back D.P. of inductance) in the process.
This is shown in Fig. 99 by the signs + and —.
By the time the condenser is charged, the gap between the
contacts will bo large enough to make a spark across it
impossible. The condenser, iJierefore, finds itself with no way
of getting rid of its charge except by giving a momentary
backward cm-i-ent right through the whole circuit, through the
dynamo and back\vards through the primaiy. This momentarj'

j-ush of curi'cnt througli tlie primary will effectively kill the

last remains of the old direct current which may not by then
have disappeared.
In this manner the condenser is a veiy valuable attachment to
the coil, owing to the great increase of secondary voltage attained.
It is of vital importance that the leads to the terminais of the

condenser should be making very good contact inside the Frencli
terminals whicli take them.

If the condenser be disconnected the hammer at once begins

to splutter and flamo, and the spark at the spark-gap falls off.

Undue sparking at the hammer contacts may also be due to
the condenser being piinctured. If this happens the condenser

must be parted, examined,repaired and thoroughly dried before

use. Again, the contacts must be kept filed up true, square

and bright, or flaming will take place.

When using a single coil with hammer make-and-break for
charging a transmitting condenser, great attention, must be
paid to getting the correct adjustment of the make-and-hreak
and also of the series i-esistajices.

Tiicse latter liave a value of about 5'7 ohms each, and are
used to reduce the voltage across the terminals of tiie coil.
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Always start witli all the resistance in, taking it ont

gradually, so that no more current is used tliuii is just necessary
to make a spark of the required length.

Similarly, as little tension on the spring as possible should
be used, and further, up to a certain limit, the less the play of
tlie hammer when using a small spark the better. *
If the spark be fairly large, less resistance, more tension,
and more play will be required.
If too much tension be used witli too little play the contacts
will get very liot.

_ We therefoi'e find that for any given sparlc there is a certain
adjustment of resistance, play of nmke-and-break, and tension
on the spring which will give the best results, but this can only

be found by trial.

Flaming or sticking of the contacts, when the condenser is
known to be all right, generally means too much power, so that
resistance must he increased or tension reduced.

Time spent on getting the make-and-hreak and resistance
into proper adjustment for j'our spark is never time wasted.
When two coils have to be joined in series for use with D.C.
one hammer make-and-break alone is necessary.

It is then oEten convenient to keep the two condensei-s

separate, so that one is pnt across the sending key and the other
looks after its own hammer contacts, the key terminals of this
coil being short circuited.

Otherwise the two condensers may be pnt in parallel and
the key terminals on the "acting" coil be employed.
The secondaries may be connected in series or parallel, but
not in parallel unless the two are of the same pattern. ^
The hammer make-aud-break of tlie so-called "idle"coil

should be screwed up taut or else removed, to prevent

rattling.

To obtain any spark at all, whether the secondaries be in
series or parallel, the current in tlie two primaries must be in
the same direction, otherwise the secondary voltages will be
in opposition. This can at once be verified by fixing the position

of one of the revei'sing switches and switching the other fii-st
one way and then the other.

Supplied with each coil is a fine cut file whose purpose is to

keep the contacts filed up square and tnie. It should be used
with economy but always when necessary.

Ships having modern installations are supplied with tmns-

fomrem and A.C. circxhts, but one coil is issued to all ships

except destroyei-8, which may be used for tuning purposes,

fitting up temporary or alternative sets on board, or even,
temporary stations ashore.

We have seen that the "rating" of the coils used in the

Service is indicated as 10 inches. Now the voltage required to
produce such a spark lietween sharp points or small metal
balls is of the order of 150,000 volts. If a Leyden jar be con-

tyi
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nectecl across the spark-gup, it would inevitably puncture if its
terminal voltage actually reached this value.

Such, lunvevor, is not tiie case in practice. The time taken
to charge up any coudeiiser to a given pressure varies directly
as SR, the lu-oduct of its capacity into the resistance through
which it is cliarged. In this case the charging current has to
flow through tlie secondary of the coil wliich, owing to the thin
wire employed, will be of high resistance (of the order of
10,000 ohms).

The time taken to cliarge up a condenser of S farads so that

its terminal P.D. equals the steady applied voltage is given
by:—T in seconds = 5 SR, where R is the resistance of the
charging circuit in ohms.
Hence a condenser of 20 jars, charged through a resistance
of 10,000 ohms, would take
20

5 X g ^ JQ5 X lO''seconds.
= ^th of a second to reach the full P.D.
Now assuming a rate of inteiTuption of 100 per second we
see that the condenser could never be chaiged up to the full
voltage because a very large portion of the T^jfth of the second
intervening between successive breaks is taken up by the slow
gi'owth of current in the primary.
It is due to the exceeding shortness of the "life" of the
secondary vollage that we cannot charge up the condenser to the
same P.l). as Ave actually lia\'e ready at the secouduiy tenninals.
For wireless purposes, tlien, it is nut quite a fair method of
comparing two coils, to measure the spark given between two
sharp points, unless the gap be bridged by a condenser, say of
10 jai-s or so.

Tlie larger the condenser we put across the gap the smaller
will be the longest spark we can get, for, although the total

voltage is enough to give a lO-inch spark, yet only a small

portion of that voltage is available in the very short time at our

disposal.
The larger the condenser which we wish to cliarge up, the
more important it becomes to reduce the secondary resistance.

This can be done by -winding the secondary of fewer turns of
stouter wire. But fewer turns mean a smaller voltage. This is

so, naturally, but, owing to the lower resistance, more of that
voltage is available, and so the coil may actually give a longer
spark across a condenser than will its rival of many turns of
fine wire.

Coils of this nature are commei-cial articles now that W.T.

has created a demand for a different coil to what is commonly

used for Rdiitgen Ray work. They are called "intensified" or
"heavy discliarge" coils. The secondary would be wound of
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No. 30 gange instead of No. 36; abotit the same total weight of
wire being employed.

Having a pair of similar coils given us, we may join the

secondaiy coils either in series or parallel.
The series arrangement will give the largest voltage, but
a high resistance, whereas the parallel arrangement will give a

voltage equal to that of one coil, but the resistance of the com

bined arrangement wlU be less than that of one coil.

Which of the two will give the best results will depend
chiefly upon the size of the condenser to be charged.
A capacity of 20 jars might be charged better by the series
than by the parallel arrangement, while one of 40 jai-s would
almost certainly do better -with the parallel arrangement, for
as the capacity increases so also is there an increased necessity
of keeping down the resistance.

Regarding the design of the "coil condenser"(that is the
one across the other make-and-break), two antagonistic con
siderations determine its value.

If the condenser be large there will be no danger of flaming

at the contacts, but the suddenness of the break will not be very

great. A small condenser makes for a veiy sudden break, but,

on tlie other hand, there will be danger of sparking. Normally
its value would be about one m.fd. as before mentioned.

Use of Coils with Alternating Current.

We may either altogether discard or short-circuit the
hammer make-and-break, or else screw the contacts up taut,

when coils ai-e to be employed as transformers supplied with
A.C. from a rotary. Under such conditions their action
resembles that of a transformer and they may be grouped in
series or parallel so as to give large or small steps up and
current outputs.

It must be remembered that the coil is essentially a trans

former with an open iron circuit, and it will therefore give an
alternating secondary voltage when supplied with an alternating
primajy curi-ent.
We may, and generally do, flnd that the spark that can be

obtained with A.C. is larger than that obtained witli D.C. and
hammer make-and-break.

This is partly due to the fact that the voltage at the secondary,

although lower tlian with D.O., lasts longer and so charges the
condenser better.

The considerations which will determine whether we should

join the coils in series or parallel, and whether liigh. or low
frequency A.C. should be used to charge up a given condenser,
will be understood better wlien wo have seen the principles

of the application of A.C. to the charging of condensers through

transformers.

We may mention here a point which is often overlooked

because it has no direct bearing upon the wii'eless efficiency of
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the set. Whenever two coils Irave their primaries connected up

in series or parallel, whether on an A.C. or a D.C. circuit, they

should be so arranged as to have opposite polarity at their

adjacent ends, as showji in Fig. 100 (a). If, on the other hand,

the two north or two soutii poles at any instant arc at the same

end as in Fig. 100 (b), then tlie lines oE force, imituallyrepelliug

each other, will wander off into space, producing possibly very
disturbing effects on the standard compass, should it be any
where in the vicinity of the office.
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Wlienever possible, an office near the standard compass
should never be built of wood, but iron. The stray lines will
then be caught up by the iron and very little external field from
the coils will exist outside the office, and hardly any from
transformers; the compass is said to he "screened" by the
iron.

Use of A.C. for Charging Condensers.
With coils using hammer make-and-break the amount of
current in the primary when at its maximum strength is
relatively small, since an increase thereof would cause flaming

ami sticking of the contacts. Hence the stiffness of the spring

carrying the moving contact is such that when at its stiffest a
current of about seven amperes in the primaiy will provide

enough ampbre-turas to overcome the spring and bieak the
circuit.

Since tlie voltage will be of the order of 30 or 40 \-olts
will be seen that the mean power developed will be but small.

Consequently coils using direct current will be tiseful only

for sets using i K.W. or loss.

In all high-power sets we are tliercfore compelled, and in all

sets we prefej', to use alternating current supplied to a step-up
transformer.

We shall now consider siicli an arrangement used

for W.T. purposes.
The signalling key is usually in series with one of the lowtension mains, but tliis is merely for convenience. It will bo
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remembered that the primary windings of commercial trans

formers are often connected up permanently to the supply
mains, and that hut little current flows until the secondary load
is applied. We may therefore (if we prefer it) place the
signalling Icey so as to fonn either a single or double pole break
in the high-tension side of the transformer.
In the first arrangement the current broken will be large and

its voltage low. The chief enemy will be "sticking" of the key

contacts owing to the heating up of the metal. In the latter
case, on the other hand, the current througli the key is small,
but the insulation must be very high, and arrangements must
be made for a wide and sudden break, accompanied by some
blow-out arrangement, to stop arcing across the break due to tlie
high voltage.
Tiiese two an-angements are shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 101 (a)(6). The low-tension key is more usual, and will
be considered for the present.

<a)

~

(b)

/
ic)

(Lxn
ld>

rvi

Fjo. 101.

Looking at the last figures we see that the circuit consists
of;—

(1) An alternator armature giving us a single-phase current
at a certain voltage and frequency. This armature
will have a certain amount of self-induction which

will not be quite constant for all loads.

t
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(2) Thn low-lension alteniatiug mains leading li-om the
inarlilnc to the ofliee. These will possibly be oi
(x>!isi(lerable length, but we may give them a very
small self-induction by using concentric cable.

(il) The transfonner will step-up tlie voltage in a fixed ratio
which we call T (ace p. 144). On full loail its selfinduction will be small.

(4) Connectecl to the secondary we have the coiuionser of

certain fixed capacity. It is this condenser which we
are to charge up, and which represents the "load."
When the charge reaches a certain \-alue, the coji(lenser terminals will be at sucli a pressure that tlie
sjiark-gap breaks down and the stored energy disposed
of as a "jig." iVfter the completion of the jig the
comlenser

will once

more

commence

to

receive

energy from the machine.

The reader must carefuUi- distinguish between the lowfrequency cdiarging circuit and the high-frequency discharging
circuit. The condenser alternately "belongs" to each cii-cuit.
Notice fiirtber that, it does not matter electrically whether the
high-tension mains are connected up actuallj' to the condenser
terminals or to those of the spark-gap. In either ease it is the
coudcnsor, not the gap, which is being charged, and tlie few
extra inics in the high-tension mains whicli are introduced in
the latter case (see Fig. 101 (c)) will make no difference to the
charging circuit.
Now ill order to investigate what happens when the key is
pi^esscd and the circuit completed it will be well to consider
tbe bigh-tension mains only.
Wo will regaril the secondary of the transfoi'iner as a highvoltage altenmtor, whose ai-mature, the secondary' winding, has
negligible inductance. This we ma\' assume, since it is when
on full load that we wish to obtain the best results.

We must not forget to make allowances for tlie self-induction

of thpsi? parts of the low-tension circuit to which reference has
alreadv been made, viz., that of the alternator armatiu-e and the
alternating mains.

Referring to page 145, we see that we may consider this

self-induction to be in series with the secondary winding, pro

vided we multiply its value by the square of the step-up.

We liave, then, a high alternating voltage of frequency f

applied to the ends of a circuit containing inductance L and
capacity S, as shown in Fig. 101 (d).

Now since our object is to charge up the condenser to a
trertain high pressure ivith as little delay as possible, it follows

that this will best be realised when electiucal "resonance" has

been attained.

We must therefore so adjust L and f, since S is

fixed for the moment, that the resonance equation holds good

'= 2-;r5£S=
A

808<i

pP
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Under
conditions
tlie secondary
current
be in
p ase
witbthese
tbe E.M.F.,
tbe primary
will imagine
it iswill
supplying
1-1w p
load, tbe
timeand,
andmost
apparent
watts of
will
difference
zero,
important
all,be
weequal,
shall
^ ain that peculiar rise of voltage across portions of the circuit,
at IS, notably across the tenninals of the condenser.

^ circuit,
if itgood
be fat
properly
may
< c ually hnd om-selves
getting
sparksadjusted,
of such awe
length
_ at a r-oltage would be required to break them down,even thi-ee

imes as much as rve should expect to get fr-om the secondary of

the transfoimer of given step-up.
Now since f is compar-atively small, being a few hundred

ojcies at most, and since S is but a fraction of a rnfd., it follows

that L must be considerably large.
PorexampU:—It is required to charge 100 jars at a

frequency of 50 cycles. What must be the inductance L to

produce resonance in the charging cfrcuit ?
The formula f =

tt=- may be turned into a more
^ TT

convenient form as given on page 46, where we use jars and
hemles.

In this case
4-8 X 10'
f=

./LS

4_;8_x 10'

50 = —

nAWL

s/I> =

4-8 X 10'
50 X 10

\/Ij = 9"6; square both sides.
L = 92 henries.

Now the self-induction of the armature of the rnaclrine plus

that of the alternating mains would, even when multiplied by
1", never be as much as 92 henries. Consequently inductance
has to be added to the charging circuit artificially.
It may be placed either wholly or partly in either the low
or high tension mains. Again, it may he wholly in one main or
in- each._ These an-angeraents are shown in Fig. 102.
(Ihe key and discharging circuit are omitted.)
It has become the custom in tire Service to give the coils
different names according as to wliat place they occupy in the
circuit. In either case they might be called "resonance coils,"
but their names bring out auotlier function which they perform
and which will be dealt with later.

When placed in series with the secondary, as in Fig. 102,

{a) and (fc), they are called "choking coils." When they are
in
low-tension side, as in (c) and (d) {d is not used), they
go hy the name of"impedence coils."

i
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[ii the latter case it will be seen tbat their reactive effect in

the secoudaiy winding is that of their actual value multiplied
by tlie square of the step-up.
L

I

J_

(^~^S6V—V

(cj ~

(d).

T
Fig. 102.

Hence a choking coil must consist of veiy many turns of
fine Avire, carefully insulated and wound on an iron core.
An impedence coil, on the other hand, need not be so cai-e-

fully insulated, but must consist of thick wire to carry a large
current. It need not consist of many turns because its actual
sell'-induction need be but small.

The circuit containing tlie impedence coil looks rather
l)uzzliug owing to the L and the S appareutlj' having no con
nection Avith each other. They are, however, very intimately
connected by the magnetic "grip" of the transformer, and we
may suppose that the condenser tends to make the secondaiy
current lead on the E.M.F., whereas the impedence coil tends to

make the primaiy current lag on the primary E.M.F. If the

two tendencies counterbalance each other there will not be any

internal reaction in the transformer, but the current and E.M.F.
Avill be in phase Avith each other.
Owing to the ease and cheapness of manufacture, no less

than to the ease of repair, impedence coils have now superseded

choking coils in the Service. To find roughly the inductance
required for an impedence coil, calculate as if for a choking
coil, as in the example given above, aftenvards diAuding the

answer by the square of the step-up of the transfornrer. The

result will he the self-induction of the impedence coil required
to get resonance in theojy ; but tliis Avill not be boiiie out in
practice, because we have neglected the self-induction of the
armature of the machine, &c., and also because absolutely com

plete resonance is not required, for reasons to be explained
later.

p 2
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Tlie result will be a small decimal of an henry, so that to
avoid this it is usual to express the value of an imi)e(lenc-e coil
in miUihenries.

In the example given above we might either enii>loy a
choker of 92 henries or else, supposing T to be 100 to 1, an
impedence coil of
- —- = "0092 henries,
(100)or "0092 X 10' = 9'2 millihenries.

In order to avoid a large number of turns of wire these

^

ui'tificial inductances are wound on iron cores, but lest the

I

inductance should vary with the cun-ent in the wire, tiie
magnetic circuit does not consist wholly of iron but is coniplelecl
through an air-gap. In designing an imijcclence or choking

coil, both the length and cross-section of the iron core and alsf>

those of the air-gap have to be taken into consideration. The
greater the quantity of iron and tlie smallei' the air-gap the
larger will be the inductance of the coil.

In practice, the L and S are roughly an-auged to counter

balance each other. If any further adjustment be needed, it
will generallj" be most easily effected by a slight alteration of
the fi'equency.
It will be seen, then, that the charging circuit possesses an
"LS value" and a "natural hequency" no less than do the

two parts of the discharging ch-cnit, but whereas tire latter have

but a few "mic-jars" LS and a very high frequency, the former

has a very large LS, so as to put it in resonance witlr the lew
frequency of the alternating supply voltage.

We now come to another and very important function of

the choking or impedence coil. We have seen that its presence

enables the machine to charge np the condenser to the best
advantage ; that is to say, the "loading" of our electrical gun is
materially assisted by its presence. Now we must consider

r\-hat happens to the charging circuit, or loading mechanism,
while the condenser is being discharged—that is, while the gun

is actually firing.

Remembering that the spark itself has a i-esistance of but u
few qluns, while the inductance of the oscillator primaiy is a
negligible quantity, we see that the terminals of the transfoimer

secondarj'- are practically p\jt in a dead non-inductive short

circuit during the passage of a spark. At fii-st sight, therefore,
we should expect that a laige secondaiy current would flow, in •
the foiTO of an altemating metallic arc across the spark-gap,
thxis wasting much primary energy and melting the spark halls.
If it were not for the iinpedence or choking coil this action
would doubtless take place, greatly to the detriment of the
signals and damage to the gear. 'W'hen tlie spailc passes it
short-circuits the tenninals of the condenser, so that tlie lattei'
js momentarily cut out of the charging circuit. The charging
circuit at once becomes heavily reactive, for the inductance

I
|
.j
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therein is now no longer counterbalanced by the capacity.
Hence any ■■sudden rush of current in the A.C. circuit is held in
check b}'^ tire back E.M.F. of self-induction for long enough for
the ■' opportunity " to pass away. It must be remembered that
the whole jig lasts but a very small fraction of a second, so
that if an arc is to forjn it must seize its op]Dortunity quickly.
If the arc be delaj^ed in its formation for a minute instant, tins
instant will suffice for the jig to finish and the insulation of the
spark-gap to be restored once more.
In this way the artificial inductance, whether it be as a clioker

or as an irapedence coil, ivill help the machine while the spark

is not passing and will hold the machine in check while the
spark is passing.
Herein lies the reason why such a coil may truly he said to
"impede" or "choke back" the rise of A.C. which would
otlierwise form an arc across the gap.
There is no doubt that even under the most perfect condi

tions of i-esonaiice a certain amount of arcing does go on, the

A.C. arc being blended with the spark. This results in the
rapid burning away of the spark balls and in hissing and
irregularities in the sound in the receiving telephones.
We shall find this effect veiy marked when a high spark

I'requency is aimed at with the idea of producing a musical

note at the receiving end. The jigs succeeding each other at
very short intervals of time cause the air between the balls to

liecome very hot and semi-conducting. Under tliese conditions
tlie insulation of the spark-gap is never fuUy restored between
tlie jigs, so that a large leakage current which does not charge
up the condenser will be continually flowing in the form of a
Jow-frequencj'' A.C. arc across the gap. Consequently an

impedence coil which is too large for correct resonance udll be

of advantage owing to its action in cutting down tlie arcing.

It is with tliis question of the spark frequency that we now

have to deal.

Fii-st let us assume a juachineof a given b-equeuoy supplying

current to a circuit having a proiJerly adjusted imiDedence coil,
a transformei' of given step-up aud a fixed condenser. Suppose
the transformer step-up is such that we get 7,000 volts R.M.S.
at its secondary terminals. Now the spark-gap will break down
fii"St when the maximum pressure is just enough to cause it to

do so.

We shall have 10,000 as the maximum voltage.

If we have spark balls 2 cms. in diameter and set them

2'5 nuns, apart, the gap would just break down at 10,000 A^olts.
Now the tcnninal voltage of the condenser will_ rise to this

wdue twice in every cycle with alternately opposite polarity.
Hence in such a circuit we should get the gap breaking down
twice in every cycle. Each time it breaks down a jig is formed,
the condenser getting rid of its energy in a very short space of
time indeed. Directly the jig is over, the condenser begins to

receive energj' freni the transformer,
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The circumstances here discussed are shown graphically in

Fig. 103.

One Spark per i Cycle.
Fig. 103.

Suppose the machine gave us 50 ~. Since we arc loading
and firing the gun twice in eveiy cycle it will take
second to charge up the condenser on the average.

of a

Suppose, further, that the discharge takes the form of a jig
having 10 complete cycles at a fi'equency of 100,000 •
Hence the duration of the jig is 10 X

or

«

second, so that the charging up takes 100 times as long as the
discharging. An attempt to show this has been made in tlie
Fig. 103, but the time of the life of the jig has had to be
exaggerated in order to show the damping.

At the conclusion of the jig there will probably be left
a certain small residual charge in the condenser, snch a chai'go

as was just imable to force its way across the gap. Tliis clrarge
may find itself either helping or opposed to the application of
the new charge from tire transformer. This may hasten or

retard the charging process. Again, the spark-gap sometim»!s

does not fully regain its insulation at the conclusion of a jig, st)
tliat it breaks down at a lower voltage than its length would
indicate. We see, therefore, that an exactly evenly spaced

torrent of jigs cajinot be expected.

Two Sparks per

Cycle.

Fig. lot.

From the above reasoning it follows that if the gap be closed'
111 so that it will break down at a lower voltage, then the con

denser may be charged and (lischarged twice or more often in
each liaU-cycle. Again we might have, say,two sparks one halfcycle, three in the next, two in the next, and so on, and in
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general the smaller the gap tlie more jigs we shall get per

second. By "spark frequency" we mean "jigs per second"
and it is upon the spark fr-equency that the"pitch" of the note

heard in the recei"\dng telephones depends.
For a given transmitting circuit having supply at a given
voltage the spark fr-equency will he altered as the gap is altered.
Less energj" -per jig wih he radiated with a short gap than •with
a long one, because the energy in a condenser varies with the
square of the voltage, hut the total woih done in anyone second
may he the same as that done with a longer gap giving fewer
hut more powerful jigs.
Converselj' to the above, we may say that if the spark-gap
ho opened out beyond (in this case) 2"5 mms., we shall not get
as many as one jig per half-cycle. It is here tliat the resonance
in the charging circuit makes itself particxilarly felt.
Ohser\'e what liai^pens. The transformer drj\es a charge
into the condenser,a charge which does not raise the termiual P.D.
of the condenser sufficiently to cross the gap. The charge,
therefore, returns into the transfoi'raer secondaiy the way it came

and gets there jvst in time to joiii forces with a new charge in

the new direction.

This douhle cbai'ge then enters the con-

clenscr in the opposite way and probably raises it to a sufficiently

high pi'essure. Now if the natural time period of the charging

circuit had not agreed with that of the applied E.M.F., then this

first apparently futile charge ^vmdd liaA O found itself either just
too late or just too early to "cliip in" with the new charge,
and some of the secondary voltage would have had to he

expended in oA'ercoming the old returning charge.
Ujider these circumstances of resonance we may get one

spark cveiy two, three, or more "swings" or half-cycles of

E.M.F. These are illusti-ated in Fig. 105 (a), (b), and (c).
Notice again that we pay for these strong sparks in getting
fewer of them pei- second.
It is in this "way that we can obtain the very large ^•oltage
at the condenser terminals by a judicious use of the phenomenon

of electrical resonance, a state of affairs which the commercial

supply companies avoid owing to the enonnous strain set up on
the insulation.

Notice that tlie effect at the condenser teiminale duiing the

charging process, when resonance in the charging circuit is
attained, is precisely similar to that produced in the aerial when

it is in resonance with (has the same LS value as) the primary.

A lai'ger current flows owing to the absence of reactance and also
the voltage becomes "built up"to a ranch greater value than

it rvould otherwise reach.

No\v for a giveai circuit having a given fixed spark-length
and A.C. voltage, it follows that the spark frequency will depend

upon that of the A.C. supplied to the condenser, but tliat if
resonance be attained at one frequency "we must alter the value
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One Spark per Cycle.
(«}•

One Spark per IJ Cycles.
(6).

One Spark per 2 Cycles.
(c).
Fig. 10.5.*

of the impedence coil in order to preserve i-esojuince at the new
frequency.

Further, assuming resonance with two different frequencies,
the power taken with the higher one will be gi-eater tlian that

developed with the lower one, so that if we employ a fairly high
frequency of supply in the effort to produce a high spark

frequency to give a musical note, the machine must take a large
number of watts from tlie dynamo.

Notice that if the frequency he doubled we must reduce the

inductance of the impedence coil, not to half its previous value
but to one quarter thereof, for the fi-equency varies invei-sely
as the square root of the L and S, tlie S being fixed.

• Figs. 103,104, nnd 105 (a) are on the scale of 4'C cms. to the cycle;
Figs. 105 (6) and (c) on a scale of 3 cms. to the cycle.
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We are now in a position to speak in more specific tenns of
tlio work done in sending? wireless messages.
Suppose we liave a resonant circuit witii a transformer
of 100 to 1 step-up, supplied fi-oin a rotan'at 80 cycles and
60 volts R.iM.S. The capacity is 16 jare and spark-lengtli
0 ]nms. Wiat will he the energy per jig and what will be the
power developed V

When the spark voltage is about three times the applied
secondary voltage we may count on the resonance of the ciroviit
giving us one spark per cycle.
The transformer gives ns a maximum P.D. of 100 X I'-l

X 60, tliat is 8,500 volts.

Six mms. require 21,000 volts

about.

We siiall be getting 80 sparks per second if we keep the key

pressed for that whole second, and each spark represents a
certain number of joules of work.

The energy stored up in a condenser of S farads charged to
E volts is = -i- SE" jonles, so in this case we have

Energy = 1g ..
X ^ ^16

, 21 X 21 X 10V ,

X

j

JO"les

= 3'92 or nearly 4 joules.
The energy of each jig is 4 joules.
Tf we keep the key pressed continuously tiie rotaiy will have
to supply energy at the rate of 4 x 80 or 320 joules persecond.
Joules per second are watts, so that tlio W.T. circuit is
dissipating energy at the rate of "32 K.W., or practically i of
a kilo-watt.

When actually signalling the mean power taken will be less
than this, since the spaces between the elements of a sjmbol
and between symbols will give the rotary a rest.
Suppose we are signalling at 20 words per minute, that the
words average five lettere each, and that'each letter is made

up of three signs and is equal to nine dots in all.
Then in one minute we shall send 20 X 5 X 9 = 900 dots,

or 15 clots per second. A dot therefore lasts ,V sec.
Now of the nine dots going to make the average letter

at least four will not. be made—that is, they form the"spacing."
So that we can count on actually making f of 900 = 500
dots in the minute or 8'3 dots every second.

Now in one second we have 80 jigs, and since each dot
takes ,V. see., it will consist of or about five jigs (one jig per
cycle).

Consequently eveiy second we make iise of 5 X 8'3 or

about 44 jigs.

Signalling therefore uses only 44 out of the 80 available jigs

per second, and the power taken for signalling will be but little
more than half that taken when the key is kept pressed

continuously.
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In this case, the signalling power taken from the trans
former is—

44 X 3■ 92 joules per second
— 172 watts
= mKw.

To obtain the power for a continuous "long" we xtse the
fonnula
,
Watts = i SE®N where S = farads

E = sparlc voltage
N — number of sparks per
second.

Where the resonance of the circuit and spark-length gives
us one spark per cycle we may widte
Watts = 4SEY or, using jare

= _ SE-/_
18 X 10*

So that if we increase the spark so that double the
previous voltage is required and use a condenser one-quaiter

the previous value the power will be the same, pi'Dvided the
number of sparks per second is the same.

This fact is utilised to give a gi-eater variety of wave-lengths

for transmitting.

Thus two condensers of 80 jai's each may be put in parallel

(giving ICO jai-s) and worked at 8 mm. spark, an ari-angenient
which is suitable for long waves.

To send short waves, since there is a certain ii'i'educible

minimum for the primary inductance, we liave to reduce the
capacity.

By putting the two 80-jar condeiisei's in series we have
40 jars now capable of standing double tbe spark. Forty jars
means one-quarter the enei-gy and double the spai'k means four
times the energy nearly. Hence the total energy per jig
remains the same.

Now ill order to keep the same number of jigs per second

and still get the 16 mm. spark it xvill be necessary to use

a transformer of higher step-up. To attain this end the two
halves of the secondaiy winding of the transformer are kept

separate in that instmment, and their terminals brought out to

a weh-insulated series-parallel switch. By this means we get a

small step-up but large current output when the two lialves ai'e

in parallel, an arrangement suitable for charging the larger

condenser ; whereas when they are in series wo have double the

step-up but a small cm-rent, which is what we refjuire for
charging the small condenser.
It is easy to remember that the transformer secondaries

should be in series when the comlensers are in series, in

parallel when the coiidensei-s are in parallel.
It is here again that the superiority of the irapedence over

the choking coil obtains. If we bad a choker, it would be
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necessary to liave it adjustable, so that the large value of the
inductance could be taken when the condensers were in series,

but the small one used when they were in parallel.

The impedenco coll, on the other hand, needs no alteration,
provided that the alteration in the capacity of the condenser
be in the ratio of 1 to 4. If this be the case, as in the instance
just discussed, and "if the transformation ratio be altered

accordingl}- in the proportion of 2 to 1, it is clear that the total
I;S value of the charging circuit remains unaltered {nee
p. 206). For this reason :^The inductive effect of the
impedcnce coil on the secondarj" circuit lias been sliomi to

equal that of its own inductance multiplied by the square
of the step-np. Hence with the large condenser we have
the small step-up and the small inducth'-e effect of the
impedcnce coil. With the condenser reduced to one quarter of
its previous value we have double the step-up, the step-up
squared is four times its previous value, the inductive effect,
of the impodcnce coil being therefore four times what it was
before. The capacity is decreased and the inductive effect
increased in the same ratio, so that the product of tlie two
remains the same.

When calculating out the power necessary to supply a
circuit we nrust. be on our guard against one error which is
liable to creep in.
The capacity of a condenser is formd to remain constant

for steady pressures, hut, as the fi-oquency of the cun-ent gets
higher, condensers have an apparently smaller capacity.

This is quite independent of the alteration of the capacity
of a Leyden jar owing to brusliing, so that it is an effect
independent of the voltage, having merely to do "witli the

frequency. Careful measurements of the capacities of glass,
ebonite and air condensera at different frequencies tend to

show that the capacity of an air condenser is constant for all

frequencies, whereas those of the other condenseis are constant

for all frequencies between 25 and 400 cycles, but fall con
siderably when the frequency gets high enougli to be called
"oscilla'toiy" {see p. 18), that is, of the order of 100,000
cycles.
The low frequency capacity of an ebonite condenser is

about 5 per cent, higher than its oscillating capacity.
Thus, we may now take another example.

All ebonite condenser of 19.0 jara (oscillating frequency)
discharges across an 8-mm. gap 350 times per second. What

jiowor is taken from the transformer ?
The rapacity from the point of view of the charging

circuit — 190 +

of 190^ = 200 jars, approximately.
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Tlie spark voltage is about 26 Icilo-volls.
Energy per jig — |SE'joules.
= 200 X 26 X 26 X lO"
2 X 9 X 10«

— 75 joules.
Pi'essiiig the key continuously Ave have
Power = 75 X 350 joules jier sec,
= 26,000 watts.
- 26 K.W.

The signalling poAver will be less than, this, but since iIk^
efficiency of the transformer could not exceed 97 per cent., and
that of the alternator and the motor that driA'cs it 70 per cent.,
the total direct current signalling input will not fall far short
of21or22K.W.

It AAull noAV be conA'cnicnt to study the current in the
different parts of the circuit.

The current floAAungiuto the condenser will huA'e a inaximuin
A'alue = pSE wliere E is the spark voltage and S ~ farads.
If Ave are getting 350 sparks for 350 ~ f = 350.

p = 2,200.
C., max. =

2,200 X 200 X 26 X 10'
9 X 10®
2-2 X 2 X 26
9

= 12'7 amps.
Noav the Tl.JI.S. value of the current supplied l)y the
secondaiy of the transformer (avIuIc the key is pres-sed) Avill be

less than '707 times this value, because during tlie first iialf-cyclo

the circuit is getting up its SAving, and the current is not so
big as it is just before the gap giA^es Avay.
HoAvever, Ave have roughly
a = -6 of 12-7.

= Hi amps. R.M.S.

The primary ciuTsnt C, will be found by multiplying 0.,

20

(neglecting losses).

Suppose T to be

Then

C, = 20 X 7i-.

= 150 amps. R.M.S.

The signalling cun-ent will be about 70 or 80 amps. R.il.S.
This multiplied by the R.M.S. volts aauU give the apparent

mean signalling watts, which, as Ave have seen, is about 25 K.W.
This means that the A.C. loAA'-tension A'olts Avill be about
350-400 R.M.S.

It Avili be seen that the higli-powered set in question entails

a considerable secondaiy current, so that the transfonner secoii-

«laiy Avinding is made of fairly thick Avire, in order to keep

doAvn the copper loss and prevent heating.

I
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"\Vc \vill now see ut wliat rate (that is, the power at wliich)
tlie instailatioii works during the life of the jig.
'Lhio cliarging circuit is kept in a state of quiescence by the
electrical inertia of the inductive circuit. The oscillatoiy

circuit, however, displays surprising activity.

Suppose the wave-length sent out by the small set.'above
exemplified to be 2,300 feet. The LS of the discharging circuits
would be

/2,:-500Y
^2,:i00v
\ 2007

^ . .

or 124 0 inic jais.
4-8 X 10°

Tlie frequency would be —— cycles
7ls
4-8 X lO"
1115

= 4'3 X 10® cj'cles.

Tlie time period ~ 4-3
— X^

10®

sees, or

= —— = 2'32 inicro-secouds.
* io

Now assume the damping to be such that 10 complete cycles
are performed before the swings become so feeble as to be
negligible. The jig therefore lasts 10 X 2"32 or 23'2 micro
seconds.

Now the jig commenced with foair joules of energy {see
p. 43).
At the end of 23'2 micro-seconds this eiiergj- has been
dissipated—partly as lieat, but also in the form of electroluagnetie wa\"es.
In

23"2

seconds four joules are used.

In one second

4 X 10®

■ joules would be used if energy were

dissipated at the same rate for one complete second.
Dui-ing the discharge, then, the oscillatory circuit does
Avork at the I'ate of

4 X 10®

--- ■

or 1 ■ 72 X 10® joides per sec.

Tliis is an"activity"of 172,000 Avatts or 172

.

The aerial, therefore, iiidiates energy iuterinittently only,
Init AA'hile it is radiating, albeit the time during which it does
so is short, the A'iolence of its activity is enormous.

Now Aviiile the jig is going on, the A*oltage Avill be gi-adAially

dropping on account of the damping. Assume that the mean
A-uitage thi'oughout the jig is half the R.Jf.S. A'alue of the initial
voltage.
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In our example, tMa latter was 21 kilo-volts maxiimmi
value.

Hence the mean voltage of the whole jig would be about
i X • 707 X 21 X 10' volts.
= 7"43 kilo-volts.

Now the mean power of the jig ^vas 172 kilo-watts, so that

if watts = C X E,

K.W.

The current (in kilo-amps) ='prj

Jcilo-volts

179

= —7. = 93
7*43

The primary current therefore is 23,000 amps., an astonish
ing result, considering the appai'ently feeble circuit in c[uestion.
It is because this enormous cuirent is so short-li-\'ed that

it does not melt the conductors of the primaj-y ; but it must not
he forgotten that the current is reaUy there, and that provision
must be made for carrying it without undue olimic loss and

consequent resistance damping.

For this reason the primary of the oscillating sj'stein is made
of large-sized copper tubing. Owing to the "sldn effect" of

high frequency currents a tube is as good a conductor foi- jigs

cs is a solid rod of the same material. This is a plieiiomenon
wJiich -will be discussed later.

The figures and calculations in the above examples do not
profess to any great degree of accuracy, but at any rate they
will give the reader an idea of the dimensions of the quantities
in widch he deals in the different parts of Iris transmitting
circuit.

It has been noticed that the pi'imaiy receives a certain

amount of energy fairly slowly and that it parts with it at an
enormous mte.

Now it is never fair to spark into a primary oscillator foi'
a long time at a stretch, unless that oscillator he provided with

some means of getting rid of its energy.

Unless the aerial he connected up and unless the aeiial be
fairly in i-esonance with the primary, the latter will he unable

get rid of its energy in the form of electro-magnetic waves
all, so that the energy must take the fonn of heat.

If the primary inductance is made of a coil of large coppertubing, as will probably he the case, the coil will not get hot,
hut the condenser will. This might not matter if a glass plate
condenser were being used, hut it will seriously damage an

ebonite condenser if the heat he allowed to accumulate in this
manner. Now it may sometimes he desired to spark fairly

continuously without creating any disturbance in the ether—
"that is to say, with the aerial disconnected. An occasion like
this might arise when testing a magnetic key for endurance

under normal full-load conditions. It is a matter of common

experience that signalling with loose coupling heats up the

condensers more than if the coupling be tight.
The best way to avoid heating up the condensers by this
cause (except when the aerial is connected) is to insert a piece
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of faii-ly thin wire in series with the pximary coil. This wire
will get hot and will thus radiate the heat harmlessly

space. iVnother way would he to allow the magiietic tield xie

to the primary coil to generate eddy-ciuTcnts in an iron plate
hung near to the place usually occupied by the mutual coil.

Liviiiations of Foioe^' applicable to Ships.

As has been noticed already, the size of a ship s aerial is
such an extent that it commences to " brush."^ Now this may
not very great. It is, therefore, quite possible to overload it to

lie cine to using too tigiit a coupling (see p. 67), but if we nx
the coupling as low as, say, 4 per cent., we may still be over

loading the aerial and causing it to brush.

This brusliing, being evidence of an excessively high voltage

in the aerial, will, oil coui-se, be more marked with very

wives than in the case of those which arc but little longer than

the natural wave-length of the aerial.

This is because the longer waves necessitate the use of a
great deal of artificial inductance in the shape of the aerial coil,

;mcl it is the back

of tliis inductance that produces the

very largo voltage across the deck insulator, which shows h^lf

further as brusliing. However, taking the most favoiunme

wave-length, that is, that which is just a little longer tlxan the

natural wave-length of tlie aerial, we see that the bnismng
lijixit will be reached by an overdue increase of the initial

energj' of auj' one jig.

Ill other words, there is a certain fixed limit beyond which
it is no good increasing either the primary condense)' or the

length of the spai'k.

The 44 joules represents about the limit that can be used

elfectively in a ship's aerial, and eorx-esponds to an 8 imn.

sjiark with 160 jai-s or a little moi-e than a 16-nim. spark with
40 jai's. This would suit a large ship whose xieiial xvill have
a natural wave-length of, say, 1,500 feet. For smaller ships
siieli a set would be over-large, a 6-)mn. spaik on 45 jam being
sufficient, xvhile a desti'oyer might use 8 mm. on about 16 to
18 jai's with advantage.

Now since the enei'gy per jig is limited, what shall limit

the number of times we use that energy per second ? It is
upon this tliat the power installed will depend.

When telephonic reception is used it is found that each

jig iu the transmitting circuit will produce one "click"in the

telephone diaphi'agm. The fi'eqnency of these clicks will

deteiTOine the "pitch"of the note heard in the telephones.
A liigh spark frequency, therefore, gives a high-pitched

note wliile a slow spark frequency gives a low-pitched note.
To give out the note equivalent to the middle "C" on the
piano, the teleplione diaphragm must vibrate 256 times a

second. The"octaves"liigher or lower take double as many
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and half as many vibrations respectively. The huiuaii car cjiii
distinguish notes of fi-ecpiencies varying frojn 10 to 33,000 per
second, but it is thought that the most sensitive hearing is
obtained when we are listening to that i^art of the ganml
which corresponds to the middle of the piano scale.
From the point of view of the human ear, therefore, every
thing points to a frequency of a few hundreds being the best.
When we come to consider the fi'equency at whicli tlic
telephone diaphragms vibrate most easily wc lind tliat they
jjossess a natural frequency considerably in excess of 200 or

300, being most sensitive to impulses of a frequency of the
order of 800 or 900.

It seems possible, then, that if we use a machine giving
about 350 ~ and taking one spark per cycle, we should obtain

a good note for tlio human ear, about tlie "F sharp"above
the middle "C," whereas if we closed up the spark-gap so that
we got one spark per half-cycle we should get a note an octave

liigher, to which the human ear might not possibly be so
sensitive, but wliich would produce a proportionately louder

noise in the telephone because its fi-equency is more suite<l to
thtit of the telephone receivers. Lately gi'cat advances ha\-e
been made with very highly pitched notes. These arc the

considerations whicli fix the limits on the best spark frequency
and so on the power used.

A peculiar effect is to he noticed if we put the spark hall
way between the two original places. There will be too much

voltage to give but one spark per cycle and not enough to giy<'

two sparks per cj'cle. In the telephones at the other end it
will be possible to hear apparently the high and tlie low notes
going on simultaneously ivith possibly the sii])erimpositi{m of
intermediate notes (like those on a bugle) whicli arc called the
"harmonics" of the fundamental lowest note.

The whole

tiling sounds as if someone were playing a cliord by striking
several strings on a fiddle.
The value of a musical uote at the receiving end for reading

thi'ough or over atmospheric or other interfeionce cannot be

over-estimated, and will at once be recognised by anyone wlm

heare the musical spark for the first time.

As has been previously indicated, a musical note, or, as we

may call it, a "singing spark," may be obtained by using a
frequency of supply of the order of 300 cycles. Now it is not
commercially practicable to make a rotary converter to give this

high frequency, so that sets designed to give a musical note by
this means must be provided with a motor alteniatoi'. We liave

seen that the voltage of the A.C. mains from such a machine

may be varied by altering the strength of the exciting current
in the field magnet windings of the alternatoi'.

Now ia order to get the true 300 sparks jjcr second, one per
cycle, it will he necessary to adjust the A.O. voltage to suit the
particular spark-length we are using, more volts being required
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I'or a long lliaii for a short spark in order to keep the spark
frequency tlie same.

Too 3nuch voltage Avitli a small spark will give too many

•sparks, and the note will be consequently mixed up Avith higher
lianuonics.

Too few volts, on the other hand, with a long

spark will give too few sparks, so that the note will be "gruff"
and ragged. In practical work too much atteiitiou cannot be

paid to tiiis adjustment. The spark must be just long enougli

to got the requisite range and the voltage then altered till the
best note is heard in the transmitter's telephones.

It has already been mentioned that a high spark frequency
tends to the formation of an arc between the balls.

This will

inevitably ruin the purity of the note at the receiving end, ami
must be avoided. Where a fi.xed gap of the ordinary pattern is
usetl it is found that a powerful blast of air is necessary in
order to get rid of the arcing. The conditions to be fulfilled
are that each new jig shall have a new piece of air to
travei"se—in other words, the air between the balls must be

<-hanged every a ^-pth of a second. The air-blast, in addition
to changing the hot air between the balls for cool, also helps to
keep the spark electrodes cool, "gills" or fins being formed
upon the leading-iii conductors in order to provide a large
■cooling surface. If a small spark be used it is possible to get
one spark per half cycle, but it then becomes necessary fo
proA'icle an additional impedence coil to prevent arcing.
When A.C. is used to charge up the condenser, there is no

doubt that the ideal form of spark-gap is the synclrronous

rotating one. The principle is that a star-shaped or studded
•wheel, revolving between two fixed electrodes, is driven at sucli
a speed that two opposite spokes will sAA'eep past the fixed studs
at intervals exactly corresponding to the frequency of supply.
This might be accomplished by driving the wheel direct
on the same shaft as the alternator, giving the Avbeel half as
manj'^ spokes as there Avere poles on the alternator field, supjAOsing one spark per cycle Avere required.

A very easy adjustment of the Avlieel on the shaft would

then make it possible to ensure that no spark could pass unless
the E.M.F. were at its maximum value. The difficulty of

arranging such a rotating gap in a ship would be almost

insuperable unless the transmitting and receiving instruments

could he placed in separate compartments, but at Machrihaiiish

this system was most successfully used by Professor Fesseiulea
for trans-Atlantic signalling, the purity and penetrating quality

of the note being most remarkable.

Another method of pi-oducing a note is by means of the

non-synclironous rotating gap. In this system a low fi-equency
supply should be used and a reA'olving studded wheel driA^en bAa separate small auxiliary motor. The speed of the wheel has
A

808(1

Q
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no predotennined eonnectioii Avith the freqnoney of supply, uiul
no attempt is made to produce an ahsoliitely regular succosRiou
of jigs. All thatAve can do Avitli this arrangoiiiont is (o hreak
n]> the spark into a succession of sjnall sparks, giA-ing the spark
some 000 "opportunities" to pass per second. 'Die elearaneo
hetAvecn the fixed and inoA-ing studs niiist be made A-ery small,
so that instead of a fcAv large sparks passing betAveen fixed balls
Ave JiuA-e an equivalent amount of energy railiated per second
in the form of many small sparks. It is hopeless to expect
a perfectly pure Jiote fi'om this device, because Iwice in every
cycle the supplj* A'oltage cannot help falling to zero. Whenever

tliis h!ipj)ens one or seA-eral "opportunities"for a spark to pass

must be mis.sed.

As a general rule it is found in pi-acliee that the most
penetrating note is obtained, and the one most nearly ])ure,
Avhcn the speed of the studded Avheel is as high as possible an<l
the clearance of gap Aeiy small. A furtlier adjustment may be
obtained by ahering the frequency of siqjply slightly, the

step-up of the transformer, and the A-alue of the imjiedenec in
file circuit.

The non-synchronous rotating gap is pre-eminently suitable,
until, some better arrangement presents itself, for small power
sots supplied from rotary converters.

To jtulge Avhen the note is as good as possible, it is foAind
that listening in your oavu telephones—that is, those in the
actual transmitting olliee—does not give very reliable results.
It is better to take a detector to a casemate or cabin a Jcav

yards away from the office, pnsli a Little artificial aerial, consisting
of a fpAv feet of Patt. 611 Avire, out of the scuttle or port, and

listen in tlie telephone, AA'hile someone else makes trial oi llie
adjustments aboA'e indicated.

A ncAv method of producing a "singing spark" has lately
come into use, one such sj'stein being that of IBarou von
Jjepol,
The Lcpel System.

TheTelefuiiken Company liaA'e a similar system, Avhicli they

call the "quenched spark."

Tlie Lepel system appears to Avork but poorly Avitli

alternating current, the .best note being giA-en by D.C. at about
400 A-oIt.s.

Briefly, the system consists of an oscillator forming the
primary of a sending circuit, Avhose condenser is large, being

about 500 jars. The spark-gap consists of two or more copper

electrodes in the form of discs. These are piled up one on top

of the other Avitli a minute gap between them formed by one or
two discs of foreign notepaper having boles about 1 inch in
diameter through their centres. The copper discs are pi-ovided

»

p
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■witli gills to radiate away the lieat, and the whole group of
electrodes form eithei' a single or multiple spark gap of very
small length, whieh is called the "generator.'* Coupled Very
tightly to this primary oseillator, both directly through the

generator and inductively through an oscillation transfonner,

we have the aerial \\dre system having a small aerial coil for
fine adjustment.

j€

Coil

Osciilatiofi
Choker.

RC Supply at 4-00 u.
- •—

'''""''""""-mm.
Primary _i_ r——■

CoTKienset [— ^

»—

Lfyc cJ "L "
yMuiicaf
—J (Cireuil
Larye S

Chokcr

Fig. lOG.

\yhen the generator is supplied with direct current thi-ouglV

a pair of "chokers," oscillations of high freqireney having jigs
almost continuously going on, fonn in tlie primary and are

radiated by the aerial. The tight coupling is uecessaiy in order"

to get rid of the energy rlirectly it is formed in tlie primary.
Now if such waves '\^'ere received by an ordinary receiving

circuit very little noise indeed would be heard owing to the

high spark frequencj'. It rvould only appear as a prolonged
hiss in the telephones. The production of the musical note isetfeeted by joiniug irr parallel with the primary another oscil
lating circuit Avhose LS value is very large indeed, so that its
natmul frequency is equal to the vlhration frequerrcy of the
note which it is desired to emit. Tliis low-fi'equeucy circuit
will superimpose its oscillations on the top of tire jigs and will
cause tlrenr to assume an intermittent form irrstead of being of
the nature of coirtiiruous undamped oscillations.
Tlrei-e is no doubt that this system, if pr-oper-Iy tuned and
properly adjusted, does emit a most beautiful note more like
that of a bugle than arrj'thing else, and tlrat fair distances can
be covered with a snrall expemliture of power.
The tuning and adjustments, however, are critical and

tr-oublesome, and at present there seems to be a ditireulty in
Q 2
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making the set capable ol sending out a large range ol' dilTerent
wave-lengths.
Other advantages are uiuloubteilly that the pressure in tlie
aerial is small owing to the minute gap used, and owing to the
rapid quenching of tiie spark only one wave is omitted as tiie
primary liands over its energj- to tlie aerial practically in one
or two swings, the aerial then radiating at its own imtural
frequency.
No " beat currents"or surging of energy take place, so that
the "double fi'cquency" effect does not appear (sec p. 59).
Tlie chokers in the D.C. mains are to prevent arcing as
before-mentioned, wliile the condenser in the foot of the aerial

shown ill Fig. 106 is put in to avoid earthing one of the dynamo
mains.

It is a pity that this set has not (up to the time of writing)

given equally good note.s when supplied with A.C. as wlien

supplied with D.C., for it would he an easy matter to stop-up
an A.C. to the nece.ssaiy voltage, but to produce direct current

in a ship at 400 volts, a motor-geiierator must be installed.
The Telefunken quenched spark system employs A.C., as
also does tlie Italian Jacoviello installation.

Tlic fonnor has a

multiple spark gap on the same lines as that of Lepel, and the
latter a special form of arc in conjunction with a very powerful

blast of air. In both cases a very much smaller primary con-

<iensei' is used with tight direct coupling, and tlie auxiliary

musical circuit is dispensed with.
The whole secret of the quenched spark effect is to restoi-o

the insulation of the spark gap at the instant wlien the current
ill tlie primary has fallen to zero at the end of the fimt "beat."
At tliis instant tlie whole of the energy is in the aerial, so tliat
if we can chill the gap sulfieieutly rapidly its ohmic resistance

will now be so high that the aerial cannot hand back any of its

'■nergj' to the primary hj- causing the latter to oscillate again,
but must get rid of its energj- entirely by radiation. It tlius

oscillates at its own natural frequency, just as would a " plain

aerial," but in this case its damping is not caused to be unduly
gi'eat because there is no spark gap in the aerial.
These systems are sometimes said to operate by " shock."

Tliat means that the energy is imparted to the aerial in the
foim of a stidden shock, while the aerial oscillates with a

damping duo practically only to radiation.

Now that telephonic reception is almost univei-sal, it is to he
anticipated that the importance of musical notes is greatly on
the increase.

Induction coils with A.C.

We will 'HOW give a few hints with reference to the use of
coils with A.C. for charging condenseiB.
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Coils ave not efficient transforniei'S, Giving to theiv secouclaiy

windings iDeingof sucli high, resistance and also to tlie fact that
tlieir open iron magnetic circuit causes them to take rather a
large "magnetising current" (see p. 138).
Since they are not so efficient they cannot be saiil to follow
exactly the laivs goverjiing the use of transfonners. For one

thing their inductance, even when on full load, is always
considerable, and so they may be made to form their own

iinpedence coils.

Asa general rule, the circuit comprising the secondary of

the coil and the condenser to be charged, must be arranged to
have an LS value giving it a natural frequency equal to that of
the alternating supply.

This can generally be effected by placing the secondaries in

series or pai'allel, but the primaries had better never be in

series since the choking effect will be very great, besides the

fact that the voltage across each primary will be halved.
Using two coils, the greatest total step-up will be attained
by connecting the primaries in parallel and the secondaries in

series. Now if the inductive effect is still too big and the
I'otai'y shoidcl show a lagging current bj' speeding up when the
key is pressed, it woidd at first sight appear the prnper thiirg to
do to reduce the impedence by removing the outer layer of
primary winding. You certainly will reduce the primary

inductance by so doing, but you are also increasing the step-up.
Since the inductive effect of the primary depends upon tire

square of the step-up (see p. Id4) we shall probably find that
we have made things worse. For' this reason two four-layer

coils in parallel will have a smaller irnpedence effect than will
two tlnee-layer cues.
For- charging a lai-ge condenser we shall iir gerrei-al requirehoth coils iir parallel.

For a small condenser it will be best to join the secondaries
(at any rate) in series ivith each other and possibly to use only
one of the primaries. For very small coudensei-s—such, for
instajrce, as for " plain aerial "—it will be best to use one coil

only, insertirrg the secorrdary of the other coil in series with

the high-tension mains as a choker-. In all cases, a large
capacity calls for a low and a small one for a high charging
f]-eqnency.

The same applies to using D.C. with Iranirner rnake-airclbreak. To get the best spark with D.C. on plain aerial, use the
secondaries of two coils in series and tire pi-imary of one coil

only, leaving the primai-y in the other coil merely for the sake

of the iron core.
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CHAPTEIl X.
The Tiiaxsmittin'g Circuit Complete.

Fig. 107 shows !i typical traiisiuitting circuit, from which
that of any particular installation may iiulccd differ considei'ably
in detail, but with which general siinilai'ity will always be
found.

The general principles of tlic circuit arc already familiar to
us. Briefly we have D.C. suiDplying a rotary converter or motor
alternator.

Tlie machine is below armour and the starter and

field regulator (or regulatore) are in the oflice, whether that be
below amioiir or not. Fi'om the slip-rings come the A.C. mains
in series witli whicli wc have several safety arrangemenls, the
signalling key, and finally the pidniary of a step-up transfonne]'.

Across these mains we may have a voltmeter, but this is not

necessarj- when a rotary converter is fitted, for the volts cannot

be varied. Anyliow ^ve shall probably ha\'e a frecpiency meter,
ami if this instrument be supplied alone it is well to connect it
across the mains somewhere between the ciit-outs and the

transformer, for tlicn if the frecjnency meter sliow anything we

know at once that not only is the maclilne I'unning but also that
the cut-outs in the A.C. mains have not "blown." The termi

nals of the secondary winding of the transformer are connected

to two bare copper wires carried on porcelain insulator's. These
constitute the high-tensioii mains, and together with the
priinai-j-of the oscillator mustberegarde<I as tire most dangerous
parts of the circuit to toucii.

Most of the other' devices shown in the figure are safety

arr-angeinents of some kind. It is with those that we now have
to deal.

Safety Airanrjements.
The safety aiTangcments can be divided into two rough
headings:—

(1) Those intended to protect life;

(2) Those intended to prevent damage to instrumeirts.

Now to take the protection of life fii'sl, Normally irr a small
spark installation wlicre a rotary converter is used the voltage

of the A.C. mains is not to be r'egai'ded as dangerous, for its
value never exceeds that of the ship's D.C. mains even when at
rts maximum. For a shock to prove fatal about a quarter to half
an ampere of current will be necessary,1 ampere being certainly

enough to kiU a man. Now the resistance of the liirman body
vanes in dlfierent individuals, and also the danger of the shock
will depend on the slate of health; but nominally the resistance

oJ a man fi'om one hand to the other is about 2,000 ohms. A

*
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AC.Main ii/tien
Acrzat is to

ve copper wires carried on porcelain insulators. Tliese

e the high-tension mains, and together with the
the oscillator must he regarded us the most dangerous

"recczPe."

he circuit to touch.

of the other devices shown in the figure are safety

nents of some kind. It is with these that we now have
11'angementa.

Sa/el^ Points.

safety aiTangeraents can be divided into two rough
B;—

,I

riiose intended to protect lite;

Those intended to prevent damage to instnunents.
r to Uke the protection of life firal. Nonnally in a smaU
n^allation where a votary converter is used the voltage
A.C. mams 18 not to be regarded as dangerous, for

ever exceeds that of the ship's D.C. mains even when at
imnm. For a shock to prove fatal about a quarter to balf
iBie of current will he necessary,1 ampere being certainly

I to bill a man. Now the resistance of the human body

m different individuals, and also the danger of the shock
?peiid on the state of health; hut nominally the resistance
an from one hand to the other is about 2,000 ohms. ^
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shuck down the spinal cord is far the most serious. In ordei' to
]>ro\'c dangerous, thei'pfure, the voltage must liave a lua.Kiinuiu

value of uWit 400 or 500, aitliough a fatal case has occurred of

200 volts alternating 11..M.S. This, liowever, was in exceptional
circumstances wlien tlie victim was partially immersed in a
swimming-bath. A rotary converter nnining in a 100-volt ship
cannot give a dangerous shock to one touching llie slip-rings or
low-tension A.C. mains, but the mihl siiock felt will be more

ilisagreoable than that from the same ship's D.C. mains, due to
the alternating or impulsive character of tiie curreiit.
Where a motor alternator is lused giving a voltage of about
•100 R.M.S., we must regard this pressure, although the part
of the circiut is called the "low-tension mains," as being
dangerous.

The rendering of tliese cables inaccessible unless the leads
aif broken close back near the machine involves encasing tbeiu

ill leaden tubes and enclosing in metal boxes the places where
the conductoi's are e.xposefl for connections. The lids or covers

of the.se boxes must automatically break the A.C. mains wheiv
they first enter the ollice. This result is attained by using a
rather (•omplicated "safety circuit" carrying direct current,
whicli circuit is broken iniiuediately one of the boxes I'cferrcd to

Is opened. TJic breaking of these wires switclies off current

from a solenoid or sucking magnet, the latter operating a
double-pole break in the A.O. mains.
Ill small sets these precautions are not necessary.
Now take the leads fi'om the secondary of the ti-ansfoimer.

'Jdioy will certainly be at a dangerous voltage, and if a tiiinsforiner be in use the slioek would be very severe indeed,
even in small sets, and undoubtedly fatal in medium and
large sets.

An induction coil, on the other hand, gives a veiy high

voltage certainly, but the "internal resistance"—that is, the
resistance of the secoiulaiy wiiicling itself—is of the order of

10,000 oluiis, so that sufficient current cannot he (b-a>vn from the
terminals to prove fatal, of however low resistance may be the
hiiinan body at tlie time. TJie same reason prevents the
firing of an electric gun-tube by means of a Mcnotti Daniell
cell.

To render the liigh-tensioii mains inaccessible we might

enclose them iti a lead casing fr-om which they would have to

bo higldy insulated, but then the primary of the oscillator is

in <lirect connection with them, so that it is nuich shnpler to

cover ill tiie tvhole circuit by means of an iron cage or screen.

The latter is earthed to the side of the office, so that it is always
sah' to touch.

Idic opening of eitlier of the deal's of the screen must

automatically render it impossible to get any current through

the priniaiy of the transformer. These safety contacts on the

screen doors are indicated in Fig. 107. ,
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If the tvansfornier he situated outside the screen earo must

be taken that the secondary terminals are inaccessible unless the
primary leads be disconnected fi-om the A.C. mains.

Again, if the cage be large enough for a man to get insider

it, the fastening of the iloor must bo capable of being closed
from the outside only. Thus it is only by collusion between

two men that auj-one could possibly touch a "live" hightension wire.

The aerial circuit must often of necessity be situalc<l (nilside
the screen, but the shock froni the aerial will probahly not
he fatal of itself, because, although the voltage is enormous,
and the resistance but small, the high-frequency cuiTcnt will

flow only on the skin of a person touching it, and hut little
sliock will be felt. The shorter the wave-length the less \vill be-

the shock because the frequency is higher. Until recently no
(rase iiad occurred of a man taking a long spark from the aerial of

a large power set; but one has now happened in which the
aerial sparked about 10 inches into a man with no evil effects.
However, it is necessary to place a .guard screen • around the
feeder where it issues from the roof of the W.T. ollice, and also
arrangements must he made so that no one goes aloft when the

shi]) is sending, for the tine danger of the aerial shock lies ii>
the fact tliat if a man aloft gets but a small shock from the
aerial, or even from the induced current in a wire stay, he will
probably loosen his hold and fall down.

It is dilHcuIt to say Avhether a man holding oti to the aerial
and touching nothing else would receive a shock or not. Birds,

sitting on the roof wires have been observed to fall ofl into
the water, but whether they were electrocuted or drowned is
not apparent.

Protectimj the Instruments.

Instruments have to be protected against—

(1) Accidental excess currents and pressures duo to faults
ill themselves.

(2) The large back E.M.F.s of locally induced highfrequency currents.

Taking the first cause of damage. We have seen that the
D.C. supply mains to the rotarj^ converter or motor alternator,

and also the A.C. low-tension mains, are protected against burn
outs due to excessive cun-ent by means of doublc-and-single
j)olc cutrouls, and also possibly by an overload coil in the
starter of the machine.

The double-pole cut-outs in the-

alternating mains may possibly be dispensed with, for if a

short-circuit de\'elopa in these mains, a very large dircol. current
input will be called for to the D.C. side of the machine, so that

the D.C. overload coil will operate, or else the D.C. cut-outs
will blow,

For the saine I'cason it is not necessay to fit cut-outs of fine
wire in the high-tension mains from the secondary of the
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iraiisfoniicr, ]'or a slioi'l-circuit here will cause a very large
A.C. low-tonsioii cuitcjiI to flow into the lu'imaiy of the
iransformcr. Further, cut-outs in a high-tension wii-e are
(hnigeroiis things to have litted, for if they blow^ there is a great
ilaiiger of fire since they arc and fly all about.

The fusing of cables or melting of insulation due to the
large lieaiiiig effect of excessive currents is thus prevented in
all parts of tlie circuit.

Islow the insulation of cables is designed to give safety at

all normal voltages likely to be met with. Take now the
secondary of the transformer, as sliomr in Fig. 108. Suppose
that we are gelling an K.M.S. voltage of 10,000 across the
tciiniiials. The maximum voltage, which is what will stmin
tlie insulation most, will rise to 14-,000 volts each Avay—that
is, each terminal will alternately become at a pressure of

7,000 volts above and below "earth" potential, or "zero."
The thickness of the insulation on the secondary wniiding of the
tnmsfonner is calculated so as to bo sufficient, with a fair
margin of safety, to stand this pressure.

g"
<sy

cy
cy

"•
cy---.-..

rh
Fig. 108.

if, now, an earth leak were to develop on one side of the

transformer, the terminal on this side would automatically be
fixed at zero potential. Hence the other end of the winding

would_ be alternating between 14,000 volts above and below
earth instead of 7,000 volts. Since the casing and core of the
transformer are connected to earth it is evident that the insula

tion of the winding of the secondary of the transformer will be
excessively strained at this point. To obviate this, the centre
point of the secondary winding is pennancntly connected to
earth, which therefore prevents the outer ends hecoming at a
greater ])otential above or below earth than their normal 7,000
volts. Under these conditions, should a "dead" earth develoi>
at one terminal of the winding, tliat half wiU be put on short-

circuit, the condenser will only get lialf its proper pressure, the

spark, if large, will fail, while the short-circuited half will call
for a laige primary current, excessive A.C. prirrinry current will

flow and ]3robably the A.C. cut-outs will lilow—if not, then those

in the D.C. mains supplying the machine. If it is but a small

leak, thei-e will be more than the noi'inal A.C. flowing and the

spark wiU fall off in quality.

In addition to this, the transfonuer is protected against any
excessive rise in its own voltage by having safety-honis fitted
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acvoss its terminals.

^VJiere the centre poijit of tlie winding is

earthed we generally have tlie gap between the horns subdivided
into two portions, the centre horn being eartlied.
The gap or gaps between the liorns is so arranged that if
the terminal v<iltage of the secondary rise above its normal
working limit, then an A.C. high-tension metallic arc will form

across the gap. This are, due to its own lieat, will rise, sliding
along the wires. Tlie liiglier it rises the longer becomes the
•gap which it must bridge, so that it automatically blows itself
out. The peculiar wliistling noise of such an arc is quite dis
tinctive and will warn the operator that an excessive voltage is
being generated.

Further, there is no mistaking, the appearance of a metallic
arc fi'om that of an oscillatoiy spark. Whereas the latter is

brilliantly white and crackling, the former is purplish red and
furry in appearance and is more silent.

The bends of the wire forming the safety horns must be kept
the exact prescribed distance apai't, and the points of nearest
approach are generally chamfered off so as to present to each

other a sort of blunt chisel-edgc. This edge assists in the

formation of the an; if excessive voltage he reached.

To protect the condenser against being punctured by such
an abnormal rise of voltage it is fitted with an automatic dis-

<;harger in the fonn of "safety points" or "discs" the latter
having sharpened edges. These points or edges arc set at such

a distance that a spark will take place before the tenninal
pressure of a condenser rises to such a A-alue that the dielectric

would be likely to be punctured. It is important, after spark

ing has taken place across these points or discs, that the points
should he re-sharpened and reset, or that a fj-esh unburnt piece

of disc should be turned into position. Otherwise the limiting
voltage will he raised and the safeguard disappear.

It should be noted that if se\'eral condensem be placed in

series, it is not quite safe to rely on having a pair of points for
each eondensei', but another pair of points, i-ight aci'oss the
whole system should be used, because otbenvise one of the pnii-s

of points might he a shade closer together than are the other
ones. In this event that pair would he the first to "go,"
leaving the other condensers to stand a very sudden "rush"of

excess voltage with which the other points might not be able to

deal before damage ensued.
It is commonly the practice, where several condensers are
employed in series, to earth the centre point of the centre
condenser. This ensures that the safety points and safety horns
are correct and also eciualises the capacity to "eaith" of each

condenser. This earth connectioji is not shown in Fig. 107,
since it will be differently arranged in different condensers.

It is not necessary that these earth connections above
should be made on to the main eartli of the

\\ . P. office, since the currents they cany have nothing to do
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with the transmission of signals, but they shoiiUl be made on to
the iron of the ship l)y the shortest and least iuduotive leads
])ossible.

Protection against Indneed Currents.

An unavnioured cable running near any oscillatory circuit
will huA'e high frequency currents induced-iii it, so that if it
present any inductance at all, there is the certainty of a high
back E.M.F. appearing at its ends. To prevent thiahappening
to cables wliose insulation is not designed to staiul veiy high

l)ressures, wc must screen the leads by enclosing them within a
conducting i)ipe. This is effected in the case of the D.C.supply,

safety and ligliting circuits of the olTice, by wiring them with

lead-cased cable, the lead casing of which must be earthed at
frequent inlervals by means of short, non-inductive strips of
metal. This is a point wliich is liable to receive but scant
attention, especially the fact tliat where a cable leaves off, say

at a cut-out or insti-ument, and goes on again beyond it, the
lead casing should be connected up across the break as shown
in Fig. 109.
-solder

(\-Uad casing

<^cul out
tvire

lead casing
solder
Fig. 109.

Another way is to place high-resistance carbon rods between

the core of the cables and earth or oven by means of I.^yden

jai-s connecled in the same manner, for the jar will allow any
high frequency induced current to pass hainilcssly awaj to
earth, but will efliciently stop any leakage of low-Jreqriency or
direct current.

,. , r

There is no doubt that the fact of the higli-frequency

circuits being enclosed in a metallic cage wm screen mcwt of
the low-frequency mains in the oilice fi'om the inductive effects
of the oscillatory currents ; but any cable Avhich passes witmn
the confines of the screen must be lead-cased and its casing
must be earthed at frequent intervals.
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Protecting (Joils.
Tliere remains one otlier source of duiiiagc to transinilling
instruments. When the coiiclenser Jiaciiarges across tlie gap
there are really two circuits bj- wliicli the current may flow.
Tliat which canies almost the whole of; the current is, ol course,
the low-intluetance circuit across the spark-gap. Nevertheless,
the high-frequency current may also try to floAV by the other
path, namely back through the secondary of the transformer.
Naturally a high-frequency current tiying to take an inductive
patli will meet with enormous opposition, so that A'ery little
wast('of energ>'will ensue; but it is tliis very opixisition set
up 1)}* the windings of the secondary tliat constitutes the
clanger. We see tliat the secondary' produces a very large back
E.M.F. against the passage of the Jilgh-frequeiu-y current.
Consequently the hack E.M.F. between turn and turn of the
secondaiy winding may rise to a sufEcienlly higli value to
puncture tlie insulation between the turns. In order to prevent
this effect we liave a coil of wire of about 200 to 300 mics

inductance placed in series with each high-tension main.
The back E.M.F. of these protecting coils to the low-

frequency chai'ging current is very small indeed, nor does the

addition of a few mics disturb the resonance of the charging

circuit, provided it be not in series Avith the primary of the
transformer.

On the other hand, when the liigli-frequency

discharge tries to send some of its cuiTent hack along the iiiglitension mains, the reactance of the protecting coils becomes so

large that they practically form insulators to liigii-frequency

currents. The insulation of these coils niaj' he punctured ; but
tliey can easily be rewound on iioard.
Tliis is a useful point to remember : —

If we Avisli to pass u low-frequency or illrect current but to

deny passage to a "jig," we put in a small inductance.

if, on the other hand, we wish to pass a "jig," but to bar
the passage of a loAv-frequency or D.C., Ave use a small
condenser.

Noav protecting coils under certain circumstances have

proved Avoree than useless. Being mounted on a baseboard the
tAvo coils have a certain small capacity effect between thorn.
This capacity, combined with the inductance of the tAAm ct)ils,
form an oscillatoiy circuit which may happen to liave the same
I-aS value, and therefore the same natural frequency as has the
primary oscillator. Should this liappen, then resonant currents

avlU be set up in the protecting coils, bigh-frequcney cuiTcnts
will bo impressed on the end turns of the transformer windings,
with the result that those turns aauII have their insulation

punctured. Whether this effect is taking place or not can be

ascertained by putting a smtill " point" spark-gaj) across each
coil; if resonant currents should he flowing, then there Avill be

a much larger back E.M.F. between the ends of anj' one coil
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tliaii there ouglit to be ; this large voltage exhibits itself as a
spark.
This "local" resonance in the coils cannot be foreseen in

aiiy particular case, and might be obviated by rewinding the
coils with a different number of turns of wire, but bj' then the
damage might have been done, so it is better in any case to
destroy the LS value of the small oscillating circuit by shunting

the coils by means of high non-inductive resistances in the

shape of carbon pencils.
Vrotecting R" eceiving Instruments.
The receiving instruments must be protected (1) against
being sparked into direct fi'om the transmitting installation, and
(2) having induced currents set up in them.
The protection against the firat danger is effected by some
device which makes it impossible to spark unless the aerial be
disconnected £i-om the receiving set.
This is indicated in Fig. 107 by a break in tlie A.C. main
whicb will not be closed until the aerial is to "send "; but the

actual device xised and its mode of operation will differ in the
several Service installations. The handbooks will give all
necessary information.
Should any high-voltage current find its ^vay into the

receiving instruments, the various lightning-arresters and the

"breakdown fuze" will relieve the pressure before any of
the i-eceiving condensers are punctured.

To guard against (2) the induced currents, the receiving
instruments are screened fi-om the inductive action of the

transmitting instruments by being placed inside the silent
cabinet.

The carcase of this cabinet is double, a false bottom

and top allowing ventilation. Tlie spaces between the inner
and outer carcases are packed ^vith felt, and between this layer

of felt and the iimer surface of the outer skin lies a complete

cage of wire netting. The netting is electricallj'' continuous all

j-onnd the cabinet and also at the top and bottom. A gland is

fitted by means of which the wire netting is effectually eartliccl.
It is hoped that the infonnation contained in this concluding
portion of the chapter may never have to be applied, since
prevention is better than cure. The book, Irowever would be

incomplete without a reference to

Resuscitation from Apparent D" eath from Electric Shock.

The urgent iiecessity for prompt and persistent efforts at

resuscitation of victims of accidental shocks by electricity is

very well emphasised by the successful results in the instances
recorded. Tn order that the task may not be undertaken in a

half-hearted manner, it must be appreciated that accidental

shocks seldom result in absolute death unless the •\-ictini is left
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unaided too long, or efforts at resuscitation are stopped too
eai'ly.
In tlie majority of instances the shock is only sufficient to
suspend animation temporarily, owing to the momentaiy and
imperfect contact of the comluctom, and also on account of tlie
I'esistance of the body siibmitted to the influence of the cinTent.
It must be appreciated also that the body under the conditions
of accidental shocks seldom receives the full force of the fiirrent

in the circuit, but only- a shunt cmTent, whicli may represent a
veiy insignificant part of the whole.

When an accident occurs, the following rules should be
promptly executed with care and deliberation :—

1. Kemove the body at once fi-om the circuit by breaking
contact "with the conductors. This may be accomplished by
using a dry stick of wood, which is a noii-concluctor, to roll the
body over to one side, or to brush aside a wire, if that is con
veying the current. When a stick is not at hand, any dry piece
of clothing may be utilised to protect tlie liand in seizing the
body of the victim, unless rubber gloves are available. If the
body is in contact willL the earth, the coat-tails of the victim, or
any loose or detached piece of clothing, may be seized witli

impunity to draw it away from the conductoj'. When this has
been accomplished, observe inle 2. The object to be attained

is to make the subject breathe, and if this can l)e accomplished
and continued he can be saved.

2. Tuni the body on the back,loosen the collar and clothing

aboTit the neck, roll up a coat and place it under the shoulders,
so as to throw the head back, and then make efforts to establish
respiration (in other words, make him breathe), just as would be

done in the case of drowning. To accomplish this, kneel at tiie
subject's head, facing him, and seizing both arms draw fhein
forcibly to their full length over tlie head, so as to bring them
almost together above it, and hold them there for two or three
seconds only. This is to expand the cliest and favour tiie
entrance of air into the hings. Then cai iy the anus down to
tlie sides and front of the chest, finnly compressing the chest
walls, and expel the air from the lungs. Repeat this manoeuvre
at least 16 times a

minute.

These efforts should be con

tinued unremittingly for at least an houi', or amtil natui-al
respiration is established.
3. At, the same time that ibis is being done, someone should

grasp the tongue of the sTibject with a handkerchief or piece of
cloth to prevent it slipping, and draw it forcibly out when (be

arras are extended above the heafi, and alloAv it, to recede Avhen
tlie chest is compressed. This nianceuvre should likewise be
repeated

at least

16

times a

minute.

This serves the

double purpose of freeing tlie throat so as to pennit air to enter
the lungs, and also, by exciting a reflex irritation from forcible
contact of the under part of the tongue against the lower teeth,
frequently stimulates an involuntary respiration.
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To sociirp the longnc if tlic teeth are clenelicci, force the jaws
apart with a stick, a piece of wood, or the liandle of a pocket
knife.

4. TJie dasliiiig of cold water into the face will sometimes

produce a gasp and start breathing, wliich should then be
i.'ontinuefl as directed above. If this is not successful the spine
should l)e rubbed vigorously witli a piece of ice. Alternate

apidications of lieat anil cold over the region of the heart will

accomplish the sanie object in some instances. It is both
useless anfl unwise to attciniJt to administer stimulants to the
victim in the usual manner by pouring them down his throat.
While the above diroclioiis arc being carried out, a doctor
should be summoned, who, upon liis arrival, can best put into

practice rules 5, 6, and 7, in addition to tlie foregoing, ^lould it
be necessary.

5. Forcible stretching of the sphincter muscle controlling
the lower bowel excites powei-ful reflex irritation and stimulates

an inspiration freqnenliy when other measures liave failed. For

this purpose the subject should be turned on the side, the middle
and index fingers inserted in the rectum, and tlie imisole

suddenly and forcil)ly drawn backward towards tlie sjiine. Or, if
it is desirable to continue efforts at artificial respimtion at the
same time, the knees should be drawn up and the thumb
inserted for tlie same pur]inse, the subject retaining the position

on the back.

6. Rhythmical tract ion of the tongue is sometimes efTectiiaf
in osl<ablishing respiration when other measures have failed.

Tlie tongue is seized and drawn out quickly and forcibly to the

limit, then it is permitted to recede. This is to be repeated
16 times per minute.
7. Oxygen gas, which may be readily obtained from a
cliemist in cities or large towns, is a powerful stimulant to the
heart if it can be made to enter the hmgs. A cone may bi?

improvised from a piece of stiff paper and attached to the tube
leading from the gas cylinder, and placed over tlie mouth and
nose while tlie gas is turned on iluring tlie efTorts at artificial

respiration.
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CHAPTER XI.

Tnc Aerial "Wire or Antenna.

We Avill now consider the principles of design and construction
of the aerial wire system, often called tlie antenna.
The simplest form of radiator or antenna is a single metallic

wire upheld in a nearly vertical position by an insulator from a
mast, towei-, or chimney, the Avire being either bare or covered
with insulation.

The Wire Used.

Since the high-frequency currents Avliich are employed iu
the radiator Hoav only on the "skin"or sui'face of the conductor
which can'iea them, it Avill be iDetter to use sevei'til separate
thinnish wires than one thick one.

If insulated wire be used in a .ship, the insulation Avould

very soon get covered Avith a semi-conducting film of soot,
which, forming a skin to the Avire, AA'^ould carry a certain

considerable proportion of the aerial current and therefore cause

great resistance damping. For this reason bare copper A\-ires
have lately been used, the latest pattern consisting of three
strands of about 20 gauge Avire laid up togethei'. This Avire is

very light and strong, but if used absolutely bare it is found

that the action of the sulpliur fumes fi'om the funnels has

a corroding effect upon the metal, causing it to become brittle
and spoiling its "temper." The funnel gases combine Avith the
moisture in the atmosphere, producing sulphuric acid, so that

the practice is to cover the wire with a thin film of black enamel

which resists the acid and protects the wire.
It should be remembered that this enamel must be carefully
scraped away before making any junctions in the wire, for
its insulation resistance is very high indeed in spite of the
minute thickness of the coating. After a junction has been made
the bared portion of the wire should be painted OA'cr with more
enamel Avhich is supplied for the purpose. This enamel is
very volatile and if poured out into shallow dishes Avill quickly
evaporate, becoming thick and useless. The tin should not be

left open longer than necessary.
This importance of making all joints in the Avire Avith the
greatest possible care cannot be too much emphasised.

Although a badly-made aerial may send nearly as Avell as
Avill a well-made one, on account of the transmitting energy
being sufficient to "jump" any small break in the continnity of
the conductor, yet when it comes to receiving, the minute
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currents \vill be unable to overcome any liigb-resistanoe junction
and great loss of efficiency will ensue.
It is a troublesome job to make an aerial. Accordingly
wlienever a new aerial has to be snade it should be made as

carefully and as strongly as possible, with special attention

being paid to tlie measurements of the wire. If these pre

cautions are taken, the aerial when once up^ will remain up for
a very long time witliout gi\dng auy trouble. It is advisable to
lower the aerial as little as possible, for every time it is lowered
something will be sure to got damaged.

The wire should never be soldered at any jjlaoe which is
going to be in a state of tension, for the temper is spoiled by
the application of heat and the wire thereby rendered biittle.
All sharp points, roughnesses, bmis, and sharp bends or
kinks must be smoothed off or otlierwise avoided, because^they
assist in the leakage of energj' in the form of brushing.
Brushing really is the conunenceinent of pnnctnre of the air
dielectric of the aerial condenser {see p. 28).
Regarding the metal employed, we maj' notice tliat since the
cixrrents flo\v only on a very tlnn skin on the smdaco of the wire
it is not of such vital importance to have very "low resistance"
metal foi' the construction of an aerial as it is for tlie constiuction

of a circuit which has to carry low frequency or direct current.
The chief thing is to avoid having a wire made of a

magnetic material such as iron. A bare iron wire will, owing
to its permeability which causes the"skin effect" to be much
more marked, present an apparently enormoiTs resistance to the

passage of high-freq^iency currents unless it be overlaid with a
fihn of non-magnetic substance such as zinc. A-well-galvanised

steel or iron wire will do very well for an aerial pi'ovided that

the galvanising is not rusted off. Steel rigging wire, being
stronger than copper \vire of the same weiglit, is use<l for the
aerials of destroj'ers, ships where it is most important that the
aerial should not entail much supei'vision because there is but

one opei-ator borne, and because the sea-goiiig conditions are
much more severe than in a large ship.

Phosphor bronze makes a good material for aerials, and

Professor Fleming speaks highly of aluminium. It is doubtful,
however, whether this latter metal -would -withstand successhilly
the action of salt water or spray, especially if it were connected
up to any metal other than aluminium.
Insulation.

The insulation of the aerial is a very important matter.

Defective insulation will account not only for a considerable

loss of efficiency -when transmitting, but also for_ a very large
loss in receiving, especially in receiving waves_ which are much
longer tlian the natural wave-length of the aerial.
One is only too apt to regard the minute currents and

voltages found in the receiAdng circuit as being hardly wortliy
A 8080
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o£ high conductivity wires oE high insulation, but the very fact
of their weakness is the most cogent reason for not throwing

away any of their piuiy strength.
Didectric Leakage.
The fii"st thing to notice in considering the insulation of any
circuit destined to carry an oscillatory current is that any and
eveiy sort of insulation does not insulato. That is to say, that a
piece of insulating material whose resistance to continuous
currents may be millions of megohms, may be perfectly capable
of transmitting the whole aerial current of a wireless station.
The insulating properties depend not only ripon tlie material

nsed, but also very largely xipon the shape of the insulator.
If the insulator be in the form of a tliiii sheet between large
conducting plates, it really forms a condenser of considerable
capacity, and the Jrigh-frequency aerial current will pass

"trough" it (see p. XOO) witli as little loss as if it were a thick
condxictor.

Wo shall remember tliat tlie back E.M.F. of a

condenser varies inversely as the capacity and the frequeiKy.
Accordingly, even a condenser of very small capacity fsucli as

may be made by twisting two short pieces of insulated xvive
together) possesses a capacity which is not negligible and
which, if subjected to a sufficiently liigli fi-equency E.iVf.F., may
pass a considerable dielectric current. Two cases may be cited.

If a large sheet of xvirc gauze or netting be snsjjeiided on
insulators a foot or two above the ground, the coDidenRer tlius

formed is capable of transmitting large currents, such as are
used in transmission of W.T. signals, provided the frequencj' be

high. The second case may actually happen in the receiving
circuit.

If two insulated wires lie, or are wound side by side throxighout a few feet or inches of their length, sufficient current may
paas between them to actuate the receiver. This is not, of

coui-se, a leakage"conduction current" through the insulation,
but a dielectric"displacement" current across the dielectric.
In many problems of wireless telegraphy this effect must be

taken into account, more particularly in the design of oscillation
transformers for use in the receiving circuit.
A "non-inductive" resistance—that is, a coil of wire wound
on the bight—need not act as a continuous conductor at all when
carrying a high-frequency current, and may possibly conduct
such a current equally xvoll when tlie, bight is severed as when
the conducting circuit is complete.
Insulation of any circuit, therefore, which is intended to
caii-y jigs means not only liigh olimic resistance of the material

used, but also a very small capacity between tlie conductor to

be insulated and other conductoi-s, whatever they may be.

In the case befoi'c our notice the conductor we wish to

insulate is tlie aerial wire itself, and the "other conductors"

fl'om wliich we wish to insulate it will consist of wire stays, the
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masts, decks and hull of tlie ship. All these things may he
taken as being move or less connected to "earth," which forms

one plate of the open oscillator, the wire itself forming the other

plate.
It follows, therefore, that all the insulation for the aerial
imist be very tliiah, that is, the distance between the separated
conductors must be large compared with their areas.
Surface Lcaltage.
It is also important that any path fi-mn one conductor to the
other over the surface of the insulator should be very long if
high transmitting voltages are to be used, for otherwise sparks
may travel along the surface and constitute a leak, even if the
insulation be not actually puuctui-ed. Remember that the
greatest tendency to leak exists on the surface or skin of the
ijisulator.

To provide this long* surface-path without undue elongation
of the insulator, the insulating tube called the "deck insulator,"
which is used to lead the aerial into tlie olhce, is fitted with a
series of collars called anti-spark discs.
Hooded ohonite insulatm-s also furnish this long surface-path,

and also, if suspended the right way up, keep the "stalk" of
the insulator dry and so preserve its insulation resistance.
In this connection it should be noticed that it is of little

benefit to use a liooded insulator if the hood he merely screwed
on, for an uncovered rod of the same size as the centre piece

would be quite as eflicient. The spark will travel up the film

of air on the threaded part of the insulator and thus tlirough
the hood without any diiricult3\
To make a hooded insulator efficient, the throads must

he smeared with "Chatterton's compound," which is worked
like sealing wax, and the hood tlien screwed hard up while

the compound is still liot, so that the smeared threads are
drawn up inside the hood. When the compound sots hard, a

good water and air-tight joint should bo formed. Care must he

taken, if two liooded insulators are to he joined in series that
one hood catclies rain-drops wliioh nin down the wire when the

ship is at anchor, and that the other catches those which

generally come from ahead ivlien the ship is under way. Tliis

may entail fitting them base to base, as, for instance, in the

forward haul-out of the roof of an aerial when the wire slopes
downward from the main to the fore ^V.T. yard. It shoidd be
noticed further that once sparks have begun to pass across the
surface of an insulator, a burnt or carbonised streak is fonned.

This mark is semi-conducting, and the longer the insulator

is left in that condition the woi-se it will become and the

greater the leakage.

R is useful to wasli the outside sm'face of insulators

periodically with fresli ivater to remove incrustations of salt oi*
soot.

R 2
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They should not he smeared with oil with the idea of
making water run off, as this mil tend to cause dust or soot to
settle on the surface.

From what has been said it will be seen tliat ordinai'y
insulation tests, such, for instance, as testing with a megger

between the aerial and earth, are ]io good unless the insulatoi-s
themselves be well designed for insulating high-freriuency
currents, and that where we want to insulate one conductor

from another we must be certain that there is no capacitj' effect
between them. This becomes increasingly important with
short waves having veiy high fi-equency jigs. The ohniic
resistance part of the insulation, on the otlier hand, becomes

increasingly important with lojig ■waves, for long waves necessi
tate much added inductance in the office, and consequently
gi-eater hack E.M.F. across the deck insulator.
The deck insulators are always accessible, while those aloft
are not so easy accessible, yet it is by ho means invariably the
custom to keep the deck insulation spotlessly clean.
Form of Aerial.
We will now consider the best form of aeiial under different
circumstances.

There are two main principles to be remembered in the
design of an aerial wire. Firstly, the higher the antenna

the more rapidly will the energy be radiated, and, secondly,
the larger the capacity of the antenna the larger will be the

total amount of energy at our disposal for radiation for a given
voltage in the aerial (for Q = SE).
This means that the higher the aerial the more efficient is the
open oscillator as a radiator of electro-magnetic waves, and the
larger the capacity the lower will be the voltage necessary for
the charging of the aerial with a given amount of energy.

Conversely, the larger the capacity the lai'ger Avill be the charge

necessaiy to raise the pressure in the aerial to the nmximum

working limit—that is, the voltage when brushing just begins

to take place.

The most strongly radiative antenna is the straight vertical

wire, commonly called the "Marconi aerial," since it was with
this type of antenna that Marconi first demonstrated the prac
ticability of telegraphy without connecting wires. The capacity
of such an aerial is, hoAVCver, veiy small, so that it is now
customary to connect to the top of the vertical wire or wires
a system of wii'es more or less parallel to the surface of the
earth,

Tl\e ideal aerial, therefore, consists of a large overhead area,

carpet, or "roof" stretched out parallel to the earth at as gi'eat

an elevation as possible, and connected to earth by several
vertical wires. Tlio large overliead carpet makes fo]' a large

T
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capacity, the great height is necessary for eificient radiation, yet

tends towards a small capacity, so that tlio two desiderata, the
great height and the large capacity, are antagonistic. We,there

fore, ha\-e to adopt a compromise in practice by getting masts

as high as possible, and then making the overhead area as large
as i)ossi])lc.

Aerials ashore.

The conditions under wliich ships'aerials have to be designed

considci'ably restrict our choice, owing to circumstances over

which we have no control, such as the number and position

of tlic masts, &c., conditions which will be more fully discussed

later; btit when a shore W.T. station has to be designed, we can
choose, more or less, tlie number, height, and position of the
masts and arrange things accordingly.
Fig. 110 will e.\plain fully what it is i-equired to show,

(a) gives the Marconi aerial; (S) its development into the more

efficient form of a "roof" or "cai-pet" type; (c) is the inverted

cone type, one which is fairly effective, but it requires many
masts.

AVe shall call the overhead part the "roof," and the vertical

part the "feeder."

fa)

(h)

(&}

(c)

(d)
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(d) is a dotil)le cone aerial and is better tlian (c) on acconnt

of the la:-ger roof, but limitations on the number of masts

available will caiise it to take the form of (c) or (/) if but one
mast be available, or the foi-m (g) or {h) if more masts are
fitted. These last four types are called the "umbrella" roof,
while (e) and [h) have vertical multiple feedei-s and if) and (g)

have in-\-erted cone feeders, (g) represents possibly the best

form of aerial for a shore station, but it takes at least one large,
four medium, and four small masts.

Where two masts only are to be used the aerial must take

some such shape as shown in (t), the"fan," (j), (7c), or (I). The

last three are all good provided the feeder wires are all nearly
the same length,and provided the feeder in (j) is attached to the
centre of the roof wires. The outer wires in {i) must necessarily
be longer than the inner wires. This is bad, because the wires
will not have the same inductance, and will carry unequal shares

of the cuiTent. Any lack of sjunmetry in an aerial is bound

to cause uneqiial distribution of energj* therein, the result being

a great resistajice damping in those wires which cai-ry more than

their fair share of cuiTent.

For this reason, wherever more than two wires arc used
for the feedei-s, it is better to form them into a cage or tube

than to arrange them all in one plane by tying them at intervals
to a broom handle, or some such object, as a spreader.
Aerials afloat.

Coming now to ships, wc find oui-selves very limited in our

choice of design. To begin with, wo have but two and some

times only one mast, we have funnels, ii'oii masts, stays, and

many other parapliemalia to avoid, and the position of the office
may hamper us considerably, all these factors possibly preventing

the realisation of all that wc should like to have.

(cc)

w.-

o

(7>)

Fia. 111.

The best sliips for W.T. purposes will be those with a very

large spread between the masts, so that we can get all our
roof at the maximum possible height. Such a ship as shoum

in Fig. Ill (a) wih have but a very short Q.D. and forecastle,

r'-
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so that any after or foi'warcl "legs" attaclied to the roof would
be very far from the horizontal, being nearly vertical. This
would seriously lower the mean height of the roof. It is better,
therefore, to use nothing but the span bet^veen the masts.
The feeder, again, should be attached to the centre of the

roof, but the position of the office and the necessity of clearing
the funnels (and their attendant smoke) may force us to attach
the feeder to a point abaft the centre of the roof as in (a).
This necessity may be so instant as to force us to employ
after legs to the roof, so as to be able still to attach the feeder
to the centre of the roof.

The battleships shown in (f») and (c) having a small span
between the masts and a fairly long Q.D. causes us to use
after legs in addition to the roof between the masts. Since

the office in this case is near the after bridge, the feeders wiU
be attached at or near the "centi-e fitting" at the main top
gallant yard. It should be noted that the bottom of the afterlegs should not come down nearer than about 50 feet fi-om
the upper deck.
Wlietlier the feeder be led down before or abaft the main

mast will depend to a great extent on whether the after or
the fore bridge is used for flag signalling, whether the gaff
is shipped or not, whether the mast is fitted with yards or not,
and whether, if the fonvard position be contemplated, the feedei-s
can be arranged to clear the wake of the main derrick. This
latter is generally the most insuperable difficulty against having
the before-aU feeder, but it is the better arrangement, all other
tilings being equal, because the top end of the feeder more
nearly bisects the angle between the horizontal roof and the
after legs, and also because the loose halyards do not blow
against the feeder. If the feeder be led up abaft the mast

it should he as vertical as possible without getting too close
to the mast or its stays, because otherwise the top of the feeder
and the top end of the after legs will act non-inductively on
each other, and that portion of the aerial will hardly radiate
any energy.

The correct place for the feeder to he attached should be in
the "electrical centre" of the roof, considering the roof and

after legs as one roof. By this is meant that the LS value of

the roof foi-ward of the feeder attachment should be equal to
that of the roof abaft the attachment. It will be seen that this
point shoidd be abaft the actual centre of the whole wire, since

the after legs have a greater capacity per foot run than have
the roof proper, on account of their being nearer to earth.
This is an additional reason for attaching the feeder a little
way down the after logs as shown in (c).

Several ships have emploj-ed a small "forward leg" with
advantage in. these and in modern large ships.
In all cases both the I'oofs and the feeder should he led as far

away as possible from any eai-thed objects such as stays, and the
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feeder especially sliould not loe allowed to run parallel to any
Avire stay for any considerable distance, even if the space between
the two be considerable.

If the two cross at a considerably wide angle the stay will
not be in such a favourable position to be cut by the lines
of magnetic force fiom the feeder, and so less energj' will be
absorbed by the stay.
(d) sho^vs the lead of feeder in one of the modern battleships
whose oflices are foiward.

It will be seen that the feeder bisects

the roof angle verj- well, and yet can be led fjiirly clear of the
smoke and derrick. It will possibly interfere a little with the
flag signalling.
The reason why smoke has such a deleterious effect both

on the transmitting and also upon tlie leceiving efficiency
of a ship is that it forms a semi-conducting earth leak,
which consequentlj'^ lowers tlie insulation resistance of the aerial
condenser dielectric.

In small sliips with short masts, and especially in desti-oj'ers
and scouts with one mast only, this smoke effect is very
important. AVe must in these ships employ rather shorter
after legs than would otherwise he the case and also a small
main mast in some cases, as shown in Fig. (c), which gives a

typical destroyer's aerial.

Again, in tliese ships the whole fore pai-t of the ship
is often smotliered in spray, whicli again, since the water is
salt, foniis a leak to earth. Consecjuently the fore-legs must
not be carried do^vu too far.

Further Advantages of Large Capacity.
We sec with regainl to the roof part of the aerial that the
niaximiim height and maximum area are necessary. The ad
vantages of a largo capacity aerial are several. One of tliem

we have already investigated, that is, tlie reduction of brushing ;
but when we come to "load Tip " tlie aerial Iw the insertion
of inductance in the oflice in the effort to transmit waves very

much longer than the natural wai'e-leugth of tlie aerial, it is
found to be much more advantageous to have a large aerial

capacity than a large initial inductance. A small increase
of capacity in the aerial will result in a veiy considerable

saving in the amount of inductance which the aerial coil has
to supply in order to bring up the
value of the aerial to
the required quantity to give the long wave.

On the other hand, an equal percentage increase of tlie aerial

inductance will only cause a saving of a very few mics.

Tliis applies to transmitting and also to receiving. Now
if so many turns of aerial coil be saved by having a large
capacity aerial, we ha\-e so much less hack E.M.F. across the top
and bottom of the aerial coil, that is, between the inside and the

outside of the deck insulator. The insulation of tlie latter is

therefore less strained, and the tendency to brush in the lower

parts of the feeder reduced. It is always in the part of the
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aerial ^vllicb. is neai-est to earth—that is, where the air dielectric

is thinnest—that brushing lends to eoinmence.
Further, not only is the total back E.M.F. across the whole
aerial coil (or tuner in the case of receiving) lessoned when the
capacity is large, l)ut also the back E.il.F. between turn and turn
is lessened.

Hence the loss by leakage across faulty insulation between
the turns of the coil is reduced. Due to this chance of leakage
across the turns of an aerial coil, we may note that the longer
the wave-length to be transmitted the better must be the in
sulation between the turns, and tliat the more turns we have

in, the greater the chance of coming across a weak spot in the
insulation.

The leakage loss across faidty insulation will vaiy directly
as the wave-length, so that to send or recei\'e a wave-lengtli
twice as long as a former one, we must have the insulation
between turn and turn of oui- aerial or tujier coil twice as good
if the leakage loss is to remain the same.

Another advantage of a large capacity aerial in the receiving
circuit is that for a given induced voltage in tlie aerial the

ciuTcnt will be larger in oiic of largo capacity than in one
of small capacity, for, again, Q = SE.

From the point of view of receiving, however, there is one

disadvantage of the large capacity aerial in tliat atmospheric

disturbances produce more interference in sucii an aerial than,
they do in a small one. For this reason some of Marconi's large

stations have a large aerial for sending and a small one for
receiving, which latter is joined in \vitli the other one while

transmitting. When sending is completed tlie large aerial may
be made to insidate itself from earth by being fed from the
aerial coil through a small spark-gap. The transmitting energy

is quite sufficient to jump this gap without appreciable loss, but
it forms an efficient insulator for the weak currents used in the

receiving circuit. Such an arrangement is sometimes called
an "anclior" spark-gap.

Owing to the small size of their aerials, destroyers are
markedly immune from interference due to atmospherics.
Number of Wires used.

So far we have been considering the questions which limit
the lengths of the wires employed for ship's aerials, that is, we
have been looking at the aerial fiom " broadside-on" to the

ship. We will now turn to the consideration of how many
wires are necessary, and look at the aerial fi'om forward or aft.

The reason wliy a multiple wire is used for the roof is to
get a larger area and so a larger capacity than wmdd otherwise

be the case. Now the calculation of the capacity of a wire of
given length suspended at a given height above the earth is a

rather complex one, for reasons which wiU be more apparent
later. It would seem at fimt sight that if we doubled the

number of overhead wires we should double the capacity, but

■ 'i
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this is not the case. Two wires lioistecl up parallel to and at a
considerable distance from each other, will have a joint capacity
nearly twice that of a single wire, but as the wires approach
each other, the joint capacity becomes less, so that when the
wires are within a foot of each other very little extiu capacity
is obtained by the use of the second wire.
We Bee, therefore, tliat, as a mle, a few wires spaced fairly
far apart are better than very many wires near together, as far
as the total capacity is concerned. The mxJtiplication of wires
in an antenna, whether in the roof or in the feeder, has,

however, another effect. Putting many wires in parallel 'witli
each other decreases the joint inductance of the aerial and also
its resistance to high-frequency currents. This causes a
reduction in brushing. Since the inductance is reduced by a
multiplicity of wires, the LS value and wave-length ^vould
decrease on this account, but since the multiple system increases
the capacity, it is genei'ally found that the nett result is an
increase of LS value and wave-length, unless the wires be very
close together.
It is found also that there is a limit of"nearness"for any

pair of I'oof wires, so that if we wish to get as many ivires up
as possible, we shall either have to have very long aerial yards

or else anunge tlie wires synmietrically in the fonn of a cylinder
or"sausage."
In practice one such "sausage" system is slung on each,
side of the mast, the number of wires in each varying fi'oin

eight in the large cylindrical ones for high-power sets, to two,

one slung below the other, in destroyers.
We must notice that not only does the pmver to be used in
the ti'ansmitting set, or rather the amount of initial energy of
each jig, determine the nnraber of wires, but also the fact tliat
the Bti'engtli of the rigging in small ships is not sufficient to

stand a large number of wires. TJie directions in the hand
books of the various installations must be followed carefully in

arranging and hoisting up the wires.

It is customary to descrilje a)i aerial by stating first how

many parallel systems of cylinders there are, and then how many
wires go to each cylinder. Thus:—" A double eight-fold,"

"a double two-fold" will describe the largest and smallest
aei'ials referred to above.

In large cniisers with a gieat mast spread, three and even

four cylinders have been used; these would be called treble
and quadruple eight-fold aerials respectively.
The third cylinder makes a slight increase to tlie total

capacity, the fourth but veiy little difference indeed, for the
wires are by then getting much too close together.

The cylinders between the masts must of necessity mn
parallel to each other, but if after-legs are used, there is

generally a chance of getting their lower ends further apart
than are tlieir upper ends. A battleship, having a good beam
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carried well aft, enables ns to straddle the after-legs roiisideraldy
without sacrificing mnch "flatness"of roof.
\Vircs in the Feeders.
Tlie number of feeders used will be the same as tlic mnnbcr

of cylindei-s of roof.
TJie addition of an extra wire to the feeder will alter the

inductance or capacity of an aerial by an inappreciable ainotnit;

but the reason wiry manifold feeder's are employed is because
(hey tend to reduce brushing. Remember that a multi-fold

feeder must take a cylindrical shape, and that, however, many
wires are used in roof or feeder, ecery feeder wire must have a
good contact to every aerial wire at the place where the feeder

is joined in. This last remark applies to eases wlicre the feeder
is not attached to the "centre fitting" but to some intermediate

spreader.

Lead of the Feeders.
If two feeders only are employed and if the ofhco bo in the
centre line of the ship, it is usually easy to stay the feeder's
so that they will be equidistant from all such lai'ge • earthed
objects as the masts and funnels. The lengths of tho feeder's
should be identical, but this may he ahirost impossible Avhere
the office is not in the centre line of the ship. In arry case a

long load of horizontal wire should he avoided, especially wlrpro
this lead has to pass close to earth for a coirsiderablo poi'lion of
its run.

Fig. 112.

Looking at tire ship fi'om forward or aft, the feeder's should
present the shape slrown in Fig 112 (a). This ai'rangement

gives a fairly large capacity to the feeder, but the separation

should not be carried to the extreme shown in {h), for this
brings in the long iiorizontal non-radiative load and also entails
a shar-p bend wlrich wiU facilitate bmshing.
'I'lie close-up position shown in (e) reduces the capacity of
the feeders and tends to increase smoke losses, for if the feeders

be close together, then if any smoke blow^ on orrc wire, it will
also envelope all the others, whereas a wide spread will generally
ensure that only half tiro feeder is enveloped,
The difhculty of preserving symmeti'y when more than two
feeder's are employed is obviously greater than before,
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However many are rised all possible efforts sbonld be made
to make the foedei-s equidistant from each other and also fi'om
all large objects connected to earth.

It is usually very difficult to see exactly the best position

whereto the guys should be attached, without carrying out a

process of tilal and failure. Observation fiom a boat some

little distance away is very helpful.
Aerials for Short 'Wavest.

IV lien an antenna has to be jiut up in a large ship for the

transmission of very short waves it is more efficient if the roof

type be avoided, for if it be sufficiently high to radiate at all
well, iLs natural wave-length will be too long. Accordingly a
four-fold vertical wire of the Marconi type is better. It should
be noted that departure fi-om the tme vertical may be advan
tageous in order to avoid bringing the aerial into proximity

with a large earthed body,for the"screenin^t" effect of funnels,

masts, &c.,_is very serious when short Avaves am employed.
This was lii-si demonstrated in the series of classical experi

ments on the screening effect of land Avhich Avem earned out in
1901-2 by Rear-Admiral SirE. B. Jackson in the 31editerranean.
Of this screening of electro-magnetic Avaves Ave shall Have more

to learn later.

The Capacity of an Aerial

Tlie calcuhvtions of capacity for Avires are
and need no appear here It will be sufficient to indicate he

first principles on which the results are
I,,, ® p
remcmhcr luit it is not strictly correct to speak ^ ®
o any conductor, since the stLge of energy is a function, not
TTake a Marconi aerial
of tlie
dielectric
as shown
in Fig. page
113- 3).

Fio. 113,

Now the small portion of the wire at A is a conductor.

Opposed to It wo have an annular ring of earth as at A . Now

t&ks tho sanie length of wire soinewlioro nciir th6 top of tU6

Avire^ as at B. Opposed to this we have another larger nng aa
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at B'. Now the capacity of the condenser AA' will be larger
than that of BB',for the dielectric is much smaller in tbickness,
and the large size of the ring B' will make but little difference,

since the opposing wire is no larger. Hence tiie capacity of the
different parts of the aerial is not constant, that of the lower

portions being gi'eater than those of the upper ones.
Accordingly, -ndien we measure practically the capacity of

an aerial the result we get is really tlie sum of all these little,
condensers, since they are all in parallel ^vith each other, and
this "boiled domi" value of the capacity may be considered,

in a straight Marconi aerial, to be concentrated at a point a little

less than halfway up the wire, in fact at about '4 of the way

up. Now this is where the roof aerial shows its superiority.

By getting more wire overhead we not only increase the total
capacit}-, but really increase the height at which its mean
value may be considered to be concentrated. It is upon this

height of the mean position of tlie capacity that the elRciency of
an antenna chiefly depends.

It must not be forgotten that in eveiy aerial one part thereof

will have a certain capacity effect on the other parts, so that
what actually happens in an aerial, complicated as it may
already have seemed,is really of a very abstruse nature.

However, we are principally concerned with that capacity
(in jars) which we get on measuidug with a wavemeter, and to
distinguish this aerial capacity outside the olliee Ii-om that of

any other condenser we may be using, the Greek letter "S,"
^vritten o- and pronounced "sigma," is used.

Inductance of an Aerial.
We have seen that the capacity of the aerial cannot be
regarded as if the aerial formed one plate of a condenser, so
that we shall he prepared to fi nd that the inductance of the wire
is not what we should expect fi-om its length. Taking the wire
of given length, stretched out straight and remote fi'om iron or
any other magnetic substance, its length would limit the

inductance and would give us a certain number of mics. Now

since the capacity of the wire may be considered to be concen
trated, in the case of a Marconi aerial, at a point about '4 of
the way up, it is only this io^vel• portion of the wire whose

inductance we need take into account.

This does not mean that

the length of the roof part has no effect upon the total induc
tance, but that the "hoiled-dowii" or mean value of the aerial
inductance will be but "4 of the value of the inductance of

the wires considered merely as wires of a cei'tain length. The
wavemeter gives us this smaller value,so that for the inductance

of all parts of the antenna which are outside the office, we have
the symbol X (lambda) which is the Greek letter"L."
These cjuantities X and cr are called the "constants" of that

particular aerial, for they vary but veiy little whatever

we may do inside the office in the way of inserting artificial
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inductance or cajiacitj*. If an indncfancc be put in the foot of
an aerial X. is found to increase bj' a very little.
It must be bbrne in mind tliatX and cr (especially (r) will not
remain constant unless the aerial be kept hauled out unifomiiy
at all times. Further, it. is probable that <r will vary if the
awnings bo spread or furled and if the decks be wet or dry.
This cause of error in the resultant wave-lengths will be but

.small except in the longer wave, where a very slight alteration in
the capacity may cause a considerable alteration in the total LS

value,for the capacity is to be multiplied by a large inductance.
This does not matter very imu-h, for it is the percentage altera

tion with which we have to deal, and tliis will be independent

ol the wave-length ; but wc may notice that it may be advisable
to check the tuning ol" the aerial for the long waves fi-om day to
day, espe(,'ially if the weather bo very changeable.
A matter of a differonce of three or four turns on the aerial

i-oil may be anticipated in flic ease of the longest ship's
\vave.

Another cause of alteration of cr will be that due to any
alteration of the position of the feeder by the rolling of the ship,
or the action of the wind. It is the lower part of the feeder

especially which ^ve must try to keep rigid, for anj' small
alteration liere ■will have most effect upon the capacity. Hence
tiie value, where main-deck ofhces are fitted, of a rigid cxipper
pipe for the lower part of the feeder until it is clear of all large
masses of iron, such as the after-turret or shelter-cleok.

The

pipe should be eari-ied in easy curves, not given anj' shaii)

Ijcnds.

This arrangement is shown in Fig. 114 and has the addi

tional advantage of making the aei-lal less liable to damageduring evolutions.

Fig. 114.

The product of X. and a- is written Xtr, being called the

"resonance constant" or "oscillation constant" of the aerial
A

80S6
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alone (see page 252). The "natural wave-lengtli" of the aerial
^'ill) of course, be given by
W = 206, VXtr (Xcr in ships is usually less than 90).
The reader sliould be on his guard, when reading books on
W.T., against assuming that the wTiter means "LS" when lie
rhentions "oscillation constant," for some writei-s mean VLB
when tliey use tliis expression. Again, X is sometimes used to
represent wave-length.

Directive Antennce.
In tiie case of the "Jlarc-oni aerial" and in the case of those

roof aerials where the feeder is attached to the centre of the

roof and the latter is 83nmnetrical about the feeder, the intensity
of the radiation is uniform all round the transmitting station.

In other words the "range" of the station will be equal in all
directions as far as the aerial is concerned.

A problem which presented itself veiy soon after the practical

inception of W.T. was the limitation of this uniform all round
radiation to a certain direction.

It was obvious that some means were lequired to effect that
which a lens or miiror effects in the case of light.

Hertz had sliown tliat electro-magnetic radiation of short

wave-length could be reflected by means of metallic mirrors,
and that it followed the laws of light. By means of parabolic

miiTors he thus concentrated electro-magnetic radiation into a
beam.

This, however,can only he done if the length of the wave be

small compared with the dimensions of the minor.

Hence, since ^vave-lengtlis are now employed ranging rip
to^ 20,000 feet or more, there is no possibility of constnicting
mirrors sufficiently large to concentrate such waves in any
required direction.

A new line of investigation, however, was opened up by

tlie observation that the radiation of a sloping antenna and

particularly that of a vertical loop or closed circuit radiator,

was not sjTnmetrical. The closed circuit radiator is shown in

115 (notice that no earth is employed), and its radiation is

stronger in the plane of the loop than at right angles to it.

Fio. 115.—Closed radiator.
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The two chief methods of a synimetfieal radiation are
developments of this idea.

Many experinienters seem to have been working on tlie

■same problem at the same time, some of them trying to direct

transmitted waves, others trying to locate the source of waves.
Tliese experiments, whether conducted h'orn the point of
view of transmission or reception, resulted in the " directional"

aerial.

Stone and De Forest in America, Slaby, Braun and

othei-s in Germany, Marconi and Commander (then Lieutenant)

Jlyan in England, arrived independently at their o\vn con<;lusions, but Marconi was tlie first to patent and instal the

directive aerial on a large scale. Tliis he did at Clifden and
Glace Bay, while Poldhn has since been made directive towards

tiie SW.

The bent directional aerial as fitted at tliese stations is

horizontal for the greater part of its length. It is " fed " from

the end nearest the station with which communication is

desired, the other end being, of coui-se, insulated.
Such an aerial will radiate most strongly in a line passing
from end to end of the roof wires, and most strongly of all

in that direction away from wliicli the wires point when looked
at from the feeder end.

The radiation is consequently weakest at right angles to

tliese directions.

Ships' aerials, and especially those in destroyei-s, are more

or less directional, owing to the lack of symmetry in the disposi

tion of tlie masts, so that a ship will send most efficiently when

heading towards or away fi-om the destination of the signals.

Also, since the law of exclianges holds good for electi-ic

I'adiators, this fonn of hent antenna receives or absorbs tlio

energy of waves most easily when they are arriving fi-om tliat

dii-ection which is opposite to that in which the free end of the
' aerial points.
Hence, two similar bent antenna wlien set up back to back—
that is, with their free ends pointing away fi-om each other—

form a system of radiator and receiver whicli has a greater range

' in that positioji than in any other at the same distance, or,
conversely, they will not require so much power for reliable
communication than as would be the case liad the aerials been

symmetrical.

Fig. 116 shows a " polar diagram " in whicli the distance of

- the cniwe from the centi-e whence tlie rays emanate, gives, to
some scale, the relative strengtlis of signals at different bearings

from a bent antenna. Conversely, it may be taken to be a map

showing the reliable range of the station in different directions.
The free end of the aerial is supposed to be pointing towards
the 180° portion of tlie circle.

"We see, then, that when an aerial is bent away fi-om any
point of the compass, it both sends best toivards and receives

best from that quarter. It is found that the ijiequality of
s 2
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iutensity or radiation "becomes less marked at very long distances
than at short ranges.

The shape of the cnrve shown in Fig. 116 is aceounted for
in tlieoiy by considering the antenna to he a combination of
a dosed and an open oscillator. The shape of tlie curve will,

/

Fig. 116.—Beut aerial. Slareoui system.

of coxirse, be different for different aerials, for the longer the
aerial in proportion to its height, the more marked does the
directive effect become; but Ibis decrease of lieiglit can be
obtained only at the expense of good radiating properties, so
that a long, low aerial will not send or receive strong signals at

all. TJie falling off of strength due to the small lieight and

^eat leiigtli is not so marked in receiving as in transmitting;
indeed, signals can actually be received on an insulated wive

lying along the gi-ound, whose inner end is earthed throngk
the receiving device.

It is seen, therefore, that the shape of a directive antenna
is again a compromise. Height gives strong signals but poor

directive effect, while length gives good direction but bad
A ratio of height to length of 1 to 10 is a good

signals.

working basis.

The earth connection plays rather an important paii. in a

bent aerial directive system, better results being obtained Avhen
tlie contact is made ovit towards the opposite station tlian if
made under the aerial itself. (See Fig. 117.)

Fio. 117.—^Marconi bent aerial.
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Brauns Sij-sUnn.

Bi'aiiii's system lias not yet been employed on a large scale.
J-Je employs tliree aerials set up at tlie jjoints of an equilateral
triangle. In these antenna; he can produce oscillations which
tliffer from each other in phase by any required amount.
By these arrangements it is possible to cause the waves
cjiiitted by the Avhole system to combine togetlier and assist

one another in a certain direction, but to neutralise eacli. other
in certain other directions. It is well known, for instance, that
-waA-es of light or Avaves of sound can in this Avay interfere

so that tAvo liglit AA'aA'es may actually destroy each other and
produce darkness, and two sound Avaves neutralise each other
and produce silence.
Tliis effect is called the interference of AA'aves.

Braun foimd

tliat by a proper arrangement of the anteniue and adjustment

of tlie phase difference, the radiation of the three anteunre

oould be combined together in a certain region out of the AA'liole

azimuth of 360° . {See Fig. 118.)

sro
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Fig. 118.—Polar diagram. Braun'e dii-ectiA-e system.

Tliis method is very ingenious, possessing the advantage
that but little energy is tliroAvn "hackAvards," hut the distance
apart of the masts must bear a definite relation to the wave
length, so that the latter cannot he changed without having
portable masts. Further, it does not possess the simplicity and

Ijrac'ticability of the bent receiving and transmitting aerials

employed by Marconi.
The Bellini-Tosi System.

Lieutenant A. Tosi and Signer E. Bellini, of the Italian NaAy,

have devised another ingenious system of directive W.T., stations
having been set up at Dieppe and HaATC. They employ a nearly

closed circuit transmitting antenna, consisting of tAvo aei'ial
AA'ires suspended fi'om one mast, the wires being stretched out

as shoAvn in Fig. 119 so as to give them the foi-m of a tiiangle.
If oscillations be set up either by means of the direct oi' magnetic

nf'..

fov ',v
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method of coupling, viuliatioti takes place fi-oin this nearly closed
antenna which is not syininetrical, hut is greatest and equal
in two directions in the plane of the antenna and zero at right
angles to tliat plane ; i)i other directions varying in accordance
witli the radii of a figure-of-eight polar curve, as shown in
Pig. 120. This directional effect liolds good for receiving aswell as transmitting. In the former case, the detector, of what
ever form it may he, is placed in the centre of the lower or
horizontal side of the ti'iangular aerial.

160^

Pro.119 —Bellini.Tosi.

Fig. 120.—Polar dingrani. BelliniTosi (lii-ective system.

When such a circuit is used for reception the intensity of

the oscillations induced therein is at a maximum when the plane

of the circuit coincides with the direction of the incident waves,

and zero wlien it is at right angles to it.

_ By swivelling the antenna circuit, round on its vertical axis
it is possible to discover the hearing of the transmitting station,
but ileUini and Tosi prefer to construct and erect two sucli

circuits at right angles to one anotlicr at each station as shown
in Fig. 121.

(a) Ti-ansmitting, . . .

(&) Receiving.

Pig. 121.—Bellini-Toai System. Plan.
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Each of these circuits contains in its lower pait a coil which
can be acted upon inductively or can act inductively upon

another circuit placed in an intermediate position, which last

circuit either contains the oscillation producing arrangement
if it be a transmitter, or the oscillation detecting arrangement,
if it be a receiver.

The arrangements are shown in Fig. 121 (o) and (fe). Tlie
tliird coil is monnted on a vertical pivot, being smaller tlian tlie
two fixed coils. It is, therefore, capable of revohnng within
the space embraced by them. For sending this coil acts as the

primary of an oscillation transformer and for receiving as the
secondary, and it is connected up to a condenser and spark-gap

for sending as in (a) or to a condenser and detector for

receiving as in (6).

Suppose now that tlie waves are falling upon the station

coming fi-om a certain direction. All tliat it is necessary to

do in order io determine the point of origin of the waves is to

twist this moving coil round on its vertical axis.

When signals are strongest the plane of the coil is pointing,
one way or the other,in the direction of the tiunsniitting station.

Similarly,(he coil should be pointed iii tlie direction in which
it is required to transmit signals. This device is named a

"radiogoniometer."

The latest development of this sj-stcm seems to show that by
employing a vortical antenna as well as the triangular ones, one
of tlie circuits employed being as in Fig. 122, the radiation can
be confined entirely to one side of the circle.

Qm£9

r
Fig. 122.

The principle on wliich this system works is the .same as
that which governs tlio "polarization" of light. {See p. 270.)

No earth connections are used except on the vertical open

oscillator. If the othere be earthed, all directive effect is lost.
The Eaith Connection.

The precise function of the earth connection in the propaga
tion of electro-magnetic disturbances is still somewhat obscure.
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The tlieory of earths will be dealt with in the ciinpter on Ether
Waves. The fact remains, however, that a "pfood oai'tli" plays
a veiy prominent part in making a station eflicienl for sending
or receiving.
Usually, we try to make a good low-conductivity connection
by sneans of metallic wires or plates with the actual surfac:e

of tiie ground itself, but it is also possible to get good results
by making the lower part of the aerial form a large comleiiser
with the ground surface.

(oJ

rj)

Conductive Earth.

Capacity Earth.

Fio. 123.

These two ari'angenients are shown in Fig. 12o,(a) being the
conductive eartli, (h) the capacity earth, sometimes called the
"balanced aerial," or"electric counterpoise."
Tlic balanced aerial is more free fi-om atmospheric iiiter-

ference than is the conductive type, but of two simihir aerials,
one with a coxinterpoise and the other with a eondiictive ground
connection, the latter Avill transmit stronger waves with a given

input of energy than will the former. Conversely, it Avill also

receive better unless atmosplierics be present.

Wliere it is possible to choose the groinul on wliich a
permanent station is to he erected, it will be possible generally

to select a site on moist ground where it will be easy to make a
low-resistance conductive connection.

,

For a portable set, liowever, wliich may liavc to bo set up,

for tactical or strategical leasons in war time, on very dry,
rocky or otherwise unsuitable ground, it is bettei' to use the
lialanced aerial in all eases.

The Balanced Aerial.

Tlie balanced aerial is greatly favoured by Sir Oliver Lodge,
but unfortunately, in order to get the best theoretical results,
the two capacity areas slioiild bo symmetrical about the sparkgapor mutual coil; in oilier words, tiie transmitting installation
nuiat be halfway up the feeder.

The obvious impracticabiiitj' of this arrangimieut has led to

a compromise in putting the iustrimients near the ground line

and extending the capacity earth out to one side;. Thus we
have an ordinary aerial with its own \cr value above the trans-
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niittitig set and aiioilier low Iiorizoutal aerial "betweeu the
iiistruiuents and eartlt Jinvitig its own Xo* value.
In timing, these two values should he the same. Further,
the upper and lower "carpets" will liave a certain capacity

effect between them, the upper carpet having one capacity to
oai'tli and the lower anotlicr.

Tlic sum of all these three capacities should be as low as
possible.
Hegarding the practical considerations for fitting up such

an electric counterpoise to a portable sot, it follows, from the
fact of a single mast and umbrella-type upper aerial being used,
that the same guys which support the "skirt" of the upper
aerial may be utilised to hold the lower network at a convenient
height above the ground level.

It must be borne in mind tliat the air space between the
lower network and the ground does really cany a dielectric
current, and that a severe sliock can lie taken off these wires.

If such an arraiigeineut be used, tliat is, a lower carpet

directly underneath the upper one,the area,in plan, of the lower
slionld at least equal that of the iq^pcr carpet.
This latter consideration applies also to the other kind of
gi-ound connection.
The Conductive Ground Connection.

Here, since wc wish to cause the area of ground with which
conductive connections are made to be at least as largo as the

plan of the roof part of the aerial, it will be necessaiy, in a
sliore station, to have a large mnnber of wires, if possible of

equal length, radiating outwards in all directions fr-om the
station (If the latter be for "all aound"ivork), each wire being

connected to the ground by means of a plate buried beneath
liie surface.

Now if we could be sure of every plate making equally good

connection with the ground, it might be a good thing to lay

each wire along the ground and connect it at inteiwals to many
cartli plates, but if we do this it will he found that the plates

nearest tlie office would cany the largest amount of current,

while those near the outer circumference of our earth circle
would lake but little current. This effect is not due to the

.ohmic resistance of the whole wire being greater than that of its

part, but to the fact that if a high-frequency current liave a

choice of two paths, one of them being inductive and the other

loss inductive or non-inductive, the cuirent will choose the path

of least inductance, in spite of the fact of its being possibly of
higher resistance than the other.

This is because of the enormous back E.M.F. set up by
a wire of only a feiv niics inductance, when the curi-ent changes

il,8 Bti'ongtii and direction several thousand times per second.
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It is a point witli whicli we shall have to deal in the design of
a ship's eartli connections.

■A,

C

S

rri

rn

Fig. 124.

Now let AB represent one of the wires radiating out fi-om
the office, which is situated at A. Suppose we connect the
outer end B to an earth plate and an intermediate point C to
another plate, the self-induction of the part CB will cause the
plate 0 to conduct more current to earth than will the plate B.

If C happeii to make a i^oor connection to earth, then, however
good the contact at B, the outer end, tlierc will he a large
heat loss in that eartli wire.

Where a permanent shore station is set up, it follows that it

is better to rely on one ring of earth plates only, to make these

])lates take tlie foim of a circle whose centre is the feeder and
wliose diameter is equal to lliat of the rool', and fi-om each plate,
or pair of plates, to take a radial wire to the station.

These wires, convei-ging inwards on the feeder, are insulated
from earth except at their outer ends, their inner ends being

fixed to some form of "eartliing ring" which surrounds Ae
"leading-in insulator" (the deck Insulator). To the inner side
of this earthing ring is secured the lead from the bottom of the
mutual coil in the transmitting set and the lead fi'om the earth

connection of the receiving set.

Similarly, inside the station, these leads above refeixed to
are insulated from earth until they reach the inside of the
eartliing ring. This is a point to which we shall again refer
on dealing with ships' earth connections.

Coming outside the shore station office again, wc may notice
that the radial wires, in being led clear of earth till tlieir outer
ends are reached, should bo stayed up on short poles, so as to

be at least 6 feet from the ground. This enables people to walk

about without tripping over them, and also forms a protection
against a broken end of the " live " part of the i"oof falling on
anyone while the station is sending.
With regard to the earth plates themselves and to the way

in which they make connection, thin ivide sheets are preferable
to thin i-ods, and, further, gi-eat depth is not required if the
ground Idb moist. Mud and sea-water make excellent connections,

but are not always available.
Sliould the ground, once moist, become dried up in the
sunimer, very little falling off in the strength of signals need be

anticipated, provided tlie eartheil wires cover a very large area,

for then ' the earth connection, although non-conductive, will
take a large capacity (or "displacement") current. Every
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eHoil slioultl, however, he made to get al some moisture, even

it the plates liave to he Iniried some deptli or taken some little
distance away in consequence.

In this connection it may be mentioned that where an earth
Jias to be made in diy sand through ivliicli water percolates
only after some deptli is reached, it is better to drive down
galvanised iron pipes by means of a pile-driver than to bury
thin ])lates by digging. Sand will not stand at a steeper slope
tliaii about 30° , so that the labour of e.vcavating a hole deep
enough to I'eacli fJie ivater is \'ery great. Tlie copper sheathing
from old wooden ships makes the ideal material for earth plates,

hut well galvanised iron is nearly as good and is fai- less likely
to be stolen.

For a temporary station in wliich a conductive earth is
to be employed a ^•ery good eartli may be made, if the ground

be covered witli grotdng grass, by laying thereon wire netting
sueli as is used for chicken-runs and simply weighting it down

in places with stones.

A torpedo net makes a good earth

under the same conditions. The thousands of blades of grass,

being conductors, mak'e excellent contact with the netting.
Again, care should be taken that the wires are not covered with

rust.

As witJi the wires composing the aerial, so also with those

composing the eai tli, their arrangement should be sj'imnetrical
about the station both as regards length and disposition, for any
lack of syinnietiy will result in those wires which are of the
least inductance cariying more than their share of current, an
olimic loss of energy being introduced.

Earth Connections in Ships.
A ship's eartli is ustially ^ ciy good eomjiaied with that of the
average shore station, particularly in tlie case of steel ships.
"We must, liowevei', bear in mind the tendency of liigh-frequency
currents to select the path of least inductance, and also their

property of flowing only on the skin of the metal which cairies

them.

Suppose, for instance, that the office is of iron, situated on
the upper deck and that the earth connection is made on the
"floor" of the office.

Then the aerial currents must somehow

get outside the office in order to charge and discharge one of

the plates of the aerial condenser—that is to say, they must reach
the surface of the sea.

At first sight it would appear that tlie cai-tli, being stiaight
on to the metallic portion of the hull, is as"good " and as low-

resistance as we could wish; hut the peculiar cun-ents with

wliicli we are dealing \vill liave a long path to traverse before

their destination is reached; thus, they must spread out over

the floor of the ofiice, flow up the inside of the walls, converge

along the inside of the ceiling, emerge through the hole carry

ing the deck insulator, spread out over the outside of the top.
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travel down tlie outside of the walls, out along the upper deck,
down the ship's side, and eventually get to tlie suiTuce of the
sea.

Now, all that portion of tlieir patli which lies outside the
office is possibly beyond our means to improve, but we can at
least save tlie currents the task of flowing over the skin of the
inside of the office, for it must be remembered that the skin elTeci

is much more marked in iron tlian in copper,so that larger ohmie
losses will ensue. Further, in flowing from deckle luilkliead,
and from the latter to tlie roof of the olfiee, riveted joints must

be encountered, and these joints, with their attendant mill-scale,
may be none too good electrical contacts even for direct cun-ent.

Also, the ordinary paint used contains lead, which forms a
poorly conducting skin on the interior surface of the oilice, and
this also would be detriinental.

The total effect of all tliese small losses, although possibly

insufficient to cause much falling off in sending ellicicncy, will
certainly tell against good reception.
It is for these reasons that the actual ends of the circuits

(both sending and receiving) wluch it is desired to earth are

connected by means of flat wide insn]atc<l strijis to the iron
j'oof which is secured round the deck insulator—that is, they

are insulated £i-om earth until they actually make contact on the
i-oof of the office.

It is not necessary tliat the iiisulaliou should be very thick,
for if the leads be short and fairly jion-inductive there will be

but little D.P. between any part of the strip and earth ; but the

impoilance of thus insulating the earth wires becomes more
instant where uuder-watcr offices are employed.

In a case like this last the aerial is led up between decks

through an iron tnuik, ojic deck insulator being fitted at the
bottom thereof and another at the top where the aerial emerges

into the outside air. Within the trunk the feeder consists of.

a coppei' tube provided with some device for coinpensatiiig for
elougation and contraction with changes of teinperalnre. In

side the trunk and close to its walls run severiil vortical wires

equally spaced round the circumfcretico, the Avircs lorming a

sort of cage surrounding the feeder.
The wires are, of coui-se, insulated from the tnink and from

each other, except at tlieir top and bottom ends, Avhere they are
connected to the iron decks.

A floor on some convenient

intermediate dock gives access to the interior and a ladder is

fitted for the inspection of any part of the tube. Care must be

exercised to see that the earth Avires are not bent, bi'oken or
made to touch the inside of the trunk.

^^_ith rcgaril to the lossc<s tmtsidc the office, Ave can do but

little if the latter be made of iron and if it be built on the

upper deck. Here the currents must Il<i\v along the iroji Avhlch
underlies the teak planking of the deck heJ'ore they get to the
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ship's side. In this respect it is well to remeiuher that if the deck
were wet with salt water prol^ahly a large portion, of the earth
current would pass over the surface of the deck instead of sinking
down to tlic underlying iron. However, with an iron office

built on the after-bridge, shelter-deck or any other place whence
lire only conductoi's leading to the ship's side are a few iron
stanchions, it will he well, should the office be near the mast, to
connect up the outer zinc ring to the mast by a short wide piece

of sheet zinc or copper. This sheet should not be put in quite

as short as it will go, for the vibration of the mast due to tlie
working of the main derrick will drag it from its bolts, or, at,
any rate, will transmit vibration into the office. A short lengtii
of higlit shoulfl be left.

If the office be built of wood, and is also upon the upper

deck, then it becomes imperative to have as many zinc strips

as possible (outside the office) connected to the office earth,

their outer ends going by its short a path as possible to
different points on llic sliip's side. This may necessitate joining

up several strips of zinc end to end; if so, these joints should

not be riveted but well-soldered. Zinc lying on the deck will
soon he torn away, so tliat it is weU. to arrange joints so that

those portions wlucli are most subjected to traffic can be easily
disconnected and replaced.

Masts and Rigging.

The question of tlie elTcct of lightning conductors and
"ggiog '"ay he considered as follows:—

The effect of a conducting body near to the aerial, when

transmitting, depends on the size, shape and position of the
body, but it is different under eacli of the following con
ditions;—

(а) When tlie body is highly insulated from earth and other
conducting bodies.

(б) When the body is but iiidifFerenfl}'- insulated from earth
or conuecteil to eartli through a conductor of com
paratively higii resistance.

(c) When the body is connected to earth through a con

ductor of comparatively low resistance (i'e., is "well-

earthed").

Under conditions (fi) the current induced between the body

and eartli will be very small, and its effects can be neglected ;
but if the body be fairly large, or be placed fairly near the aerial,
it can still have the effect of causing brashing.
Under the conditions (6) the current induced between the

body and earth may become great; as it flows through a path
of high resistance there may be a considerable loss of energy
(C®R loss); and under certain circimistances there may he con

siderable local heating.

The loss of energy will mean a

reduction of the signalling range, and the local heating may
in bad cases set fire to the wooden mast, blocks, &c.
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Under conditions (e), althoviglx the induced current would

be gi-eater than under conditions (&), the loss of energ}^ will in
• general be less, because the path of the current is of low instead
of high resistance (that is, Ch" will be less than c'R).
The reduction of signalling range will not be so great as

under conditions (b), as a portion of the wireless energy, repre-

sented by the induced current, will bo reflected back or
re-radiated from the condirctor and will be usefully employed
instead of being entirely absorbed in resistance, as it would be
under conditions (6).

The lower the resistance the less the loss, and the larger the
proportion of energy that is reflected back.
In addition to the losses caused by the induced currents just

considered, conducting bodies near the aerial will cause it to
brush (see p. 219). The loss of energy, and therefore of

range, caused bj' brushing may he very serious, especially when
the aerial is worlcing at approximately its maximum power. If
the conducting bodies are well insulated fi'om earth tliey will
not cause the same brushing as if they are connected to earth
by eitlier a high or low i-esistance path. Eartlied conducting
bodies that are near the aerial may cause subsidiary waves to be

transmitted; these waves may iiilerfere with the reception of

short waves by neighbouring ships. Ti a ship have two installa
tions, a defect of this nature in the long wave set will seriously

jamb reception by the short wave set.

The effects of conducting bodies neai' a receiving aerial are

as follows:—

If they are "well earthed" they ^vill screen the aerial and
cause part of the incoming waves to be reflected away into
space instead of being absorbed by the aerial.

If they are connected to earth by paths of high resistance,
part of the incoming waves will he expended in_ inducing
currents whose energy will he expended in heat, i.e., in the
high-resistance path over which they flow.
From those considerations it follows that:—

The best conditions for W.T. in a ship are those of conditions
(a), that is, high insulation; but if this cannot be obtained,
perfect electrical connection (c) is preferable to faulty insu
lation or imperfect connection (h). In a ship the lower part of
the mast is of steel. It is hardly practicable to insulate the

lower stays. Numbers of wires are taken up the mast, such as

cables to the masthead flashing lamp, fire control leads, &c.

Also everything aloft is liable to get coated with a semi
conducting fihu of salt or carbon (soot).
It is impossible, therefore, to obtain the best conditions (a),
and it is desiraljle to obtain the next best (c). This can be done

by fitting lightning conductors of low resistance and with
thoroughly good connections. These lightning conductor's will
take a large proportion of the currents which would otherwise

take the other available patlis of higher -resistance.

J■ l.
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It is novertlieless most desirable to obtaiii the best condil ions

(a) wherover possible. As there are many stays and as in many
<;aRea they come very near to the aerial or feeders, it is a
decided advantage to insulate them in as many places as prac-

ti<'ablo. If they arc not insulated the loss in range, due to
their screening efTect on the aerial and to the waste caused by
brushing, would have a marked effect on the range of the ship.

Wherever lightning conductoi's are fitted, it is most impor
tant to see that they have good low-resistance connections made

between them and all mast bands, fittings, &c., that come near

to them ; or else, where in any particular instance connection is
undesirable, the lightning conductor should be kept well
insulated and outside the limits of any sp.arking likely to be

caused between the fitting and the lightning conductor by
induced W.T. effects. If these precautions are not taken, loss

of energj- and local heating will probably occur at all pla^s
where there are faulty connections or bad insulations, with
possible resultant damage.

It would also be desirable, wherever possible, to avoid any

imperfect contacts between diifeveiit conductiiig bodies, for

instance, the hemp serving which separates the wire from the
thimble at the ends of wire stays, is very liable to get sparked
through and set on fire by induced W.T. cun-ents ; while this
sparking is going on, and afterwards, wlien the connection
through the burnt yarn is one of high resistance, there is a
coutimial waste of energj'.
To obtain the best effects, therefore, such imperfect contacts
should be short-circuited wherever they exist. It may be found,
however, that short-circuitiug them will in some cases decrease
the receiving efficiencj*, showing that the insulation had been
previously fairly good for the low i-eceiving voltages, and that

the shorl-circuitiiig has merely increased the "screening." On
the other hand, the sparking that occuis on transmitting may
be more harmful than a slight decrease in receiving efficiency,

and the sparking and burning away of yarn may be consiilered

objectionable.

Li some cases wlien short waves are being used atid long

lengths of wire are concerned, it is.formd better to earth the
ends of the wires instead of insulating them; the earth con

nection tlirows the wires further out of resonance with the wave.

It has been found better, when receiving a sliort wave on a small
aerial, to earth the main aerial rather than to insulate it.
The conditions at shore stations differ from those in sliipg,

since the mast may be entirely of wood, and if lightning con

ductors are not fitted it is possible to approach nearly to the

best conditions (o) above. If there be a good earth connection
at the shore station, one appimimatiug to that obtainable in a

ship, the shore station should be more efficient than a" ship
fitted witli a similar installation.
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The masts at high and meclinm power shore stations arc
conseqnently fitted with portable lightning conductors; these
conductors are triced up whenever the aerial is lowered.

When the aerial is up it forms an efficient lightning con
ductor and affords sufficient protection for the masts; the

buildings are further protected by being screened by the earth
wires.

CHAPTER XTl.

I
f

ETHER WAVES.

We shall now proceed to investigate what is commonly
supposed to he the "mechanism" ot an electro-magnetic or

"ether" wave. First of all, we must deduce some ar^ments

ill support of our conception of what the ether actually is.

The facts that electrified bodies or magnets attract or repel

each other at a distance, and tliat electric currents can create

other currents in wires at a distance, and that these actions are

not entirely dependent upon the presence of any material
substance in the interspace, but can take place also through u
perfect vacuum (that is, in the absence of air) have always
impressed competent thinkers witli tlie idea that there must be
an "electro-magnetic medium" which fonns a yeliicle for the
transference of these actions across the intervening space, ft

may be that when n satisfactory explanation of the real character

of this medium is found it will furnish at the same time an

explanation of wliat actually transmits the "pull" of gravity.

The observation tliat light takes time to pass from one place

to another, and that it comes to us from far distant stars across

interstellar space, which, as far as we know, is not full of
ponderable"matter" as we know it, is a proof that light must

either be a substance bodily transmitted like a letter sent by
post, or else a physical state, or change of state, wliich js
propagated through a stationary medium.

Innumerable optical experiments have proved that lightis, without doiibt, an undulation, and that, therefore, there
must be something which undulates. The velocity with which this aindulation travels has been measured with con

siderable exactness, and has been found to be very close to

300,000kilometres, i86,000miles or IjOOOmillionfeetper second.
The speed at which any disturbance travels through any elastic
medium is detennined by the sqriare root of the number

obtained by dividing its elasticity by its density. No known
form of tangible material has such a large elasticity or small
density as to permit an undulation or distrirbance of any kind
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lo travel througli it at a speed o£ 1,000 nllUiou feet per second,
so tliat the ether must liave enormous elasticity combined witli

very small density. The atmosijherc, for instance, is a material
|tu)ssossing elasticit}-, or resistance to compression, and likewise
•<l<'nsity. If, however, a sudden compression is created in it at
siiiy place, this state of compression is propagated through it, in
jlie form of sound, at the rate of only about 1,100 feet per
7^(■c<md. Even in iiard steel the propagation of a compressional

«ir extenslonal sti'aiii travels only at the rate of about 18,600
foot, per second.

Accordingly, we are compelled to admit tliut

if light is due to vibrations propagated tlii'ougb a medium at

this tromondous rate of 186,000 miles per second, the medium

<'apable of this must possess qualities very different from those

ill" any hiviu of tangible matter witli wlilch we are acquainted.

Tlie medium called the ether must necessarily be uiiivei'sally

•diffuseil, and must interpenetrate all ordinary matter. It (can

not be exliausted or rejuoved from anyplace, because no material

is Impervious to it. As far as we know, it is not affected by
;gravItivtlou; but ordinary ponderable matter stands in some
very close relationship to it. It must also possess in great
itegree some form of elasticity—that is, resistance to some kiuil
<if cliange of siitte produced in it—and it must also possess
inertia, or a quality in virtue of which a change so made in it

l(?nds to i^eraist. We are not justified in making the assumption
that its elasticity, like that of ordinary matter, is a resistance
to change of bulk or siiape, or tliat its inertia is necessarily

.-an inertia Avith regard to motion. It is, liowever, clear, that

t he ether has the property of being capable of storing up energy
III large quantities and transmitting it fi'om one place to another,
as shown by the fact that enormous amounts of energy are
Jiourly being transmitted fi-om the sun to the earth.

With tliis brief sumniaiy of what our conceptions of tlie
other must be, Ave will noiv see how the actual transference of a

disturbance may be conceived to take place.

Disturbances on the surface of water take the form of waves

ivliich travel along at definite speeds ; but tlie water does not
move forward as a whole, for a cork floating on the surface

merely bohs up and down as a wave passes beneath it. So also
we may consider tlie ether to consist of innumerable minute

particles Avhich are capable of being displaced against their

elastic reaction from their normal positions in space, and may

imagine that if the displacements are caused at regular intervals

of time then an undulatoiy disturbance of a definite frequency
or wave-length will be propagated forwai-ds. We notice, in the

case of water, that the particles of water merely move up and
<lown, while the disturbance travels horizontally—that is, at

viglit angles to direction of Aubration of the particles. The

thsturbancea in air, AAdnch we call sound, consist of to-andfi'o movements of the air particles Avliich are parallel to the

direction of motion of the waves themselves, the latter consisting
A 8080

T
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of altei'Datiiig conditions of compression and refi-action of
the air.

The movement of the particles in ether waves is always at

right angles to the direction of propagation of the wave; but
they need not necessarily vibrate only in one plane as in the
case of the vertical vibration of water. In the case of light tlie
particles must he considered to vibrate in all directions provided

that they move at right angles to tlie direction of propagation,

whereas the W.T. waves vibrate In only two directions, the
electric and magnetic movements being at right angles to each
other at any point on the wave "fi'oiit." Light waves also can
be"polarised"or forced to vilimte in one direction only. TliLs
type of vibration is called transversal, as distinguished from the
longitudinal vibration of the particles in sound waves.

When one particle of a substance is caused to vibrate, itinduces its neighbours to follow it, and starts them vibrating

at the same frequencies but in different phases, each particle
causing its neighbour to vibrate (passing the word, so to speak)
at a definite time-inteival after itself has started. Tlic vibrations

may be longitudinal or transveraal, as described above, or they
may be circular or elliptical, but if they are regular the waves
produced are regular.

The amplitude of the wave depends upon the extreme limits
fi'om its normal position of ,the vibration of each individual
particle. The wave-length depends upon the time taken for
one complete vibration of each particle and upon the velocity
with wliich tlie displacement or vilDratioii is propagated fi'om
one particle of the substance to anotlier.

Whether the ether consists of electricity or not does not
concern us, but we may possibly say tliat electric charges, or

"electrons," are the only things which have a "gi;ip"
tk©
ether, and tliat wlien they are vibrating the ether vibrates with
them.

When a particle is subject to several forces at the same time,

its resultant movement depends on the j-esultant of the forces
and will vary as the forces vary, so that a body can, in effect,

vibrate in more tlian one way at the same time, and can produce

complex waves where vibrations are superimposed on eacli otlier.

This is shown every day at sea by llie small waves or ripples on

the slopes of large ones, or tlic short waves fi'oni local winds
superimposed on, and propagated in the same or different

directions from the long swells due to distant stonns. We are

already familiar with the "boat currents" in the aerial. When

at their maximum strengtl) we have two superimposed frequencies

which liappeii to be acting in unison, but when the current dies

away before "beating" again, the t^vo frequencies happen to be

m opposition,. We know also that our ear-drums will vibrate to

several notes at the same time, so that we can not only hear, but

distinguish at will, the words uttered by eitlier of two speaJcers

who are talking at the same time.
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The vibrations producing ether waves, and consequently the
wave-lengths and fi-eqxiencies, are of an almost infinite range.
For instance;—

For fi-eqiiencies varying from 15 X 10'\ that is 1,500, trillions

per second to those of 870 trillions we have waves whose lengths
arc from 8 to 13"5 microns (.s-ce p. 42). These rays are invisible
to the eye, but they have cliemical action on a photographic
plate. Tlicy are called "X" or ultra-violet rays.

With longer rays of 740 trillion cycles and 16 microns in

length wc got violet-coloured light, the wave-length increasing
throughout the whole gamut of colours of the spectnim in the
following order of magnitude. Short wave violet, then blue,
green, orange, red, tlie red light ha\ing a fi-equency of

430 trillion cycles and a wave-lengtli of 27 microns. Notice
that the scale of visible rays extends only over a little less
than one "octave." (The top note of an octave has double the
frequency of tlie bottom one, see p. 219.)

Below the red light rays we have invisible "infra-i"ed"

vibrotions -which are felt as heat. These have ft-equencies fi-om

4.">0 down to 20 trillions, and the longest heat wave is tlierefore
GOO microns or little more than half a mil.

Then comes a huge gap of 45 octaves, where it is reasonable
to suppose that future research -will bring to light hitherto

undreamt-of forces—possibly thought-forces work on these rays.

The shortest true Hertzian or wireless wave that has been

measured is a little under a quarter of an inch, while the longest

has reached 1,000,000 miles.

Different bodies will he opaque or transparent to rays of
different frequencies. Generally when a body is opaque to any

ray it may be said eidier to absorb or to reflect the energy of
the ray (possibly both), for remember that the ray either is

energy or carries it. If, on tlie other hand, a body is ti-ans-

parent to any particular ray, it does not absorb tlie energy, but

transmits it.

Thus, the heat rays of the sun can be concentrated by means
of a burning-glass and caused to ignite a piece of paper even

tliough the rays had previously passed through a gla^ tank of

water. A fire-screen, again, in stopping the heat rays itself gets
hot. Water being a non-conductor of heat transmits heat rays
without itself getting hot, but the glass fire-screen being a

conductor of heat absojbs some of the heat energy and possibly
reflects some of it back into the fire. Ether waves of all lengtlis
are subject to absorption in this -way ; they are also capable, to
a certain extent, of diffraction, or the property of curling round
an obstruction; of reflection and of reflection. This latter

means that they are capable of being bent out of their straight

line of propagation by passing tluough a lens or prism. They
can tlierefore be focussed by mirrors or lenses, but in the case

of wreless -waves the large size of the mirror or lens necessary

precludes this method of directing thorn.

T 2
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Since concluctor.s of heat are opaque to heat rays, it. follows
that coucluctoi"s of electric charges will generally be opaque to
wireless waves. They will, in fact, partially absorb and partially
reflect the wave eiiergj-. Insulatoi-s, on the otlier hand, arc
generally transparent to wireless waves, but in fransinitting

• them they absorb some of its energy, though not much.
Reflection and Absorption of Ether Tl'ures.
If ether waves impinge upon a reflecting surface they are
]'etransmitted in a definite direction depending upon the angle
at which they strilce the surface. If the mirror is a flat surface
the angle between the arriving ray and the plane of the min-or
will be the same as that between the departing ray and the
mirror. This is expressed by saying that the angles of incidence
and reflection are equal. By the interposition of a reflector,

therefore, the directed Avaves may be detected at a point outside
their original line of propagation.

Air at atmospheric pressure, about 760 mius. of mercury, is

a very good insulator; that is to say, it will transmit electric
vibrations Avith but very little absorption of energj'.

WeU-hnoAvn facts in regard to metooiites and other cosmical
phenomena show that the thickness of the shell of air which
eiiA'clopes the earth is not more than about 100 miles.
The thickness of the air "blanket" is therefore small when

we remember that the earth's diameter is 8,000 miles, and that
we can transmit signals for distances of 2,000 miles.
Now the higher aa'c rise aboA-e the earth's surface tlie less
heaAry does the superincumbent layer of air becojne, so that at
a height of about 40 miles the barometer Avould show a pressure

of only 1 mm. Air at this pressure somcAA-hat suddenly becomes

a good conductor. So good a conductor does it become that a

layer of air at this pressure, only half an inch in thickness, will
not allow a wireless wave to pass.

Still,further up its conductivity drops again, so that Avhen
we emerge beyond the layer of air avc may Siiy tliat tiie ether

is the best dielectric kiiOAvn.

It is just at this height of 35 to 40 miles that Ave get air

becoming a good conductor due to the critical pressure arrived
at. The upper shell of conducting air, then, is sepamlod fi'oiii

the earth by a layer of non-conducting air whose thickness,

35 miles, is less than one hundredth part of the earth's radius,
and the conducting properties of the upper shell are such that
it is 40 times a better conductor than is the surface of the sea,

and over 600 times better than damp soil.

This upper shell of cond\icting air, although it is transparent
to light rays of high fi'equcncy, reflects our longer electric
waves so that they can travel"round the coraer," so to speak,

and be detected at a point far beloAV the horizon.

In the same Avay searchlight signals can be tlirown on a
cloud at night, a ship out of direct visual sight being able to
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see the ilhiinined cloud and read the signals. Fig. 125 (a)
shows lo scale the cni'vature of the earth and the height of the
upper shell of conducting air. The height has been exaggerated
i)i Fig. 125(h) ill order to show how the path of the wireless rays,

which norinally would travel in straight lines, is carried round

the earth bv reflection.

Scctle 1 VJmTt = iOOO vj-vlcs.
<a>

Fra. 125.

No doubt the conducting properties of the earth itself also

tend to direct or guide the waves over the horizon, just as drops
of water slide over a window-pane, but it is seen that even if
this guiding action of the earth wei-e absent it would still be

possible to signal over the earth's curvature.

It must be admitted that some such deflection of tlie waves

takes place, foi' between Clifden and C!la(;e Baj' the curvature of

the earth presents a "mountain" nearly 200 miles high.

Other causes of I'eflection may, ami often do, exist, such as

large bodies of electrified air, or heavily charged clouds, ivhich

would cause interference between direct and reflected waves

and make electrical "shadows" in certain places—that is, at

points at which, owing to conditions outlined above, either the

waves arc so attenuated that they cannot be detected or that

they are comiiletely neutralised.

We therefore find that it is practically upon the condition of

what we may call the "wireless dielectric" that the reliability

or otherwise of this method of signalling <lepends. The wireless
dielectric is the noii-conducling air up to the height of 35 miles
—the highest mountains are less than six miles high—and if

the non-conducting properties of this layer of air become poor

then absorption and too early reflection Avill take place.

Tiie insulation of the lower strata of air is by no means
constant, its conductii-ity being subject both to regular and

irregular changes.
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The most important o£ the regular variations in coiuliu'tlvlty
is the diurnal variation corresponding to the daily variation of

atmospheric electrification. The greatest electrification near the
surface of the earth occui-s between 8 and 10 a.m., and from

10 p.m. to 1 a.m., the least eifect being at 2 p.m. and 4 a.m.
The effect is most probably due, directly or indirectly, to

streams of electrified particles, ejected by the sun, impinging
on the upper atmosphere; the daily \'ariation being caused by
the rotation of the earth presenting different parts in turn to
the rays.

Tlie maxima and minima just given are those observed near
tlie eartli's siu-face. Higher up, the variation, as far as is known,
has but one maximum and one minimum daily, the former at
about noon and the latter at 5 a.m.

The limes of maxlunun

conductivitj" are those at which there is greatest dissipation of
energy in the transmission of electric force through the dielectric.
This occurs in the air not in contact with the earth (that is, some

distance up)at about noon. The time of minimum conductivity
occiu-s at about 5 a.m., and this is also the time, as migiit be

expected, at which wireless signals travel farthest.

This forms an explanation of the "daylight" effect upon

signals, and it would seem, since the highiy-condiictive air is
transparent to wa\"es of very high fi'equency, that the absorption

of energy due to the daily rise in conductivity, would be greater

with waves of high than with tliose of low freijuency. It is well

known, for instance, that short waves sonielinies give a much
larger night range than day range, \\-hereas llie longer ^va\•es
are more unifoim in their ranges.

The whole question is still in the rudimentary stages of
investigation, and the marked increase in short-wave night
range may be due to causes connected with the transmitting
circuit itself. Prof. J. J. Thomson has shown that the energy

loss is greater with lone/ than with short waves, and that the
.gi'eatest loss occui-s near the transmitting aerial, and not
uniformly thioughout the "range."

It would seem, therefore, that it is more necessaiy for the
transmitter to be cloaked in night tlian for the receiver to be in

a dark part of the earth. When, however, both are enveloped
in darkness the most reliable signalling will take place.
Long-distance transmitting will be at its best for tlie longest
time out of the 24 hours when the two stations lie on tlic same

meridian, for if Ihey be on an east and west line they will not

have the whole interspace covered with darkness for so long as
jf they were north and south of each other.

The irregular changes in conductivity of the • atmosphere,
other that those due to day or night, are probablj- duo to an
infinity of causes. Stonny weather, or the approach thereof,
excessive moisture in the atmosphere, local hot winds such as
the scii'occo, aU tend to reduce the strengtli of signals, although
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there niEiy not be any "atmospheric" discharges going on in
the telephones.

In Canada an increase of range to six times the nonnal has
Jjeen oljserved irmnecliEitely after an Anrora Borealis.

Bi'Jraclion of Ether
When other n-aves impinge on transparent bodies at any

angle oilier than the "nonnal," that is, other than at tlie
perpendicular to the surface of the body, if tlieir velocity in tlie

transparent body, on account of its elasticity or density, be

different froiu that at wliich thej" ivere previously moving, that
part of the wave first entering the body will move either faster

or slou'er than it did before. The part outside will, therefore,
either gain on it or fall beliind it. This action will affect each

portion of the wave from it as it enters the body, and the result

will be that its direction of movement ivill be changed. Tiie

effect is to liend the wave out of its original path, Eind the action

is called refraction. It is on account of the velocity of liglit
through water being different to that of light tlirough air that
•causes a stick partly immersed iii water to appear bent, provitlod
that the stick bo held at an angle to the vertical.

Ether waves passing through the atmospliere, whose density

varies at different points and different levels, are subject to this

bending action.

Diffraelioii of Elhcr Waves.
When waves inoel a body in tlieir ]«ilh (for instance, wlicn

the com])aralive]y long waves used in wireless telegrajihy
impinge upon a high island or mountain lauge) at the points
where the wave front cuts the extreme width of the island, now

■centres of disturbance are created, which radiate some of the

wave energy to points behind the island. It has the effect of
bending the waves, or allowing them to curl round behind the

object. This action, which is called diffraction, also takes jiliice
at the summit iis well as at the water's edge. The amount of

notion will depend upon the wave-length. From the new

centres of disturbance waves are s6nt out, wliich interfere Avitli
oach other, not being propagated in the same directions. The

r-esult is that for a certain distance, depending upon tlie width
and lieight of the obstacle, and upon the wai e-length, a shadow
exists beyond it where reception is impossible. Thus tlie
obstacle lias a screening effect which depends upon its shape,

being independent of the different screening effects depending

upon the conductivity or magnetic properties (permeabilitjO of

.the land {see p. 12), which constitutes the obstacle.

Partial reflection of the waves backwards toivards their

•source takes jflace on the side of the obstacle nearest the source.
The best illustration of this is shown by the motion of water

round tv rock on a windy day. The small back waves on the
windward side are reflected to windward. The waves circling
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or bending round llie rock arc dilTractc-d. Tlic slill water in
the lee of the rock is tlio shadow, in which no action exists.

At

a distance, depending on tlic size of the rock and the wave
length, the zones of interference disappear, the regular waves
from the two sides of the rock unite, and tlici'c is no evidence

of its existence at points beyond, though it has diminished the

total strength of tlio waves.

For the above reason high land between two stations may
stop signalling entirely if either station be close under the
mountain, but signalling may be carried out at gi'cater ranges

when no high ground is in tlie immediate neighbourhood of
either station. In any rase signals will be weaker than if no

liigh land intervened. Long waves are less alTeeted by land

screening than are short ones.
The effects of reflection and diffi'action on waves passing

over iiTegular (country are most pronounced. The effects of
reflection, refraction and absorption in tlie almospiierc are
equally pi-onounccd, the qualities of the atmospliere vaiying

gi'eatly in all three respects from day to day and between day
and night.
The Function of the Earth.

The original o])en oscillator of Hertz did not employ the
surface of the earth to form one plate of the circuit, his
oscillator being of the "linear" or "dumb-hell" type, as
shown in Fig. 126. When, however, we employ an earthed
oscillator as a radiator, the electrical pvoperlies of the earth
become of great importance.

Qs

1
Fig. 12C.—Hertzian Oscillator.

We must remember that the depth to which the highfrequency currents penetrate into the substance of the ground

IS not very gi-eat, so that AVf- have to deal with the conductivity,

or other properties of the U2>per layers only, of the eaith's

cnist.
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All onlinary liigli-fivqueiiey enrrent \Yill not be pcrecptiljle
ill a <?n'iiloi' depth tlian 15 metres in moist soil. Damped
nscillations (jigs) will penetrate even less than this amoiuit.
'['lie elTective resistance of the earth is therefore greater than
lliat of an "earth return" for any low-freqnenoy or (liract

current system. Again, the depth of the useful layer in salt
water is only one-quarter of tluit in earth, that is about 4 metres;
but jis the conductivity of salt water is about 17 times as gi'eat
!is that of soil, ihe effective resistance of the sea is much less
than that of hmd.

Tf the land contain iron ores or other magnetic material the

depth of penetration is enormously decieased, so that the

effective resistance rises very largely.

These facts prohahly account in great ])art for differences in

tfie possible distance of transmission over hills of various

materials, wliich were first observed l)y Sir Henry Jackson.

TJie chief results of his observations may be summarised

thus;—

If the tnaxiinum possible distance over open sea bo taken as
100 miles, the distance when sandstone or shale intervened was
72, with hard limestone 58, and with limestone containing iron

t)rcs 32 miles. It must be borne in mind that generally much

tlic greater part of tlie whole distance was over sea, so that had
the distance between the stations been completely composed of

llic substances enumerated, the differences in maximum range
would have been still more marked.

Now, recollecting tliat sandstone has-a imich higher resis

tance than sea water, and limestone than sandstone, and that

limestone cojitaining iron ores has both high resistance and

]>e)'meal>ility, we ai-e at once driven to the conclnsion, that the
distance to wliich wireless transmission is possible is governed
to a large extent by tiio specific resislani^e and magnetic penneliility of the useful upper layer of earth or sea. Since,therefore,
tlie nature of the earth's surface dclennines the distance to

which sigiials can be transmitted, it is clear that, whatever be
tlie distrilnition and shape of the linos of electric or magnetic

force composing a wave, transmission depends essentially on the
action of the earth, at least in any earthed system.
It is within evej-yday experience that short waves suffer
jiiuch more in passing overland (even flat land) tlian do long

ones. This would be due to the smaller penetration of high

than that of lower frequency currents. The \iseful "layer"of

earth becomes shallower aiifl the consequent resistance greater.
These arc the main effects of the different coinpositious of

the earth's crust, over which (he waA-es glide.

The actual function of the earth on the propagation of waves
is a much debated point, especially as regards the difference, if

any, i'l
cases of coiiductively earthed and balanced aerials.
It is not clear as to how much of the"guiding" effect
whereby waves are pro])agated round the curvature of the earth
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is to "be attributed to reQection fjoni the upper layer (jf con

ducting air, and how much to the "gliding" action by which
the bases of the waves are conceived to be attached to and

^ided by, the conducting surface of the earlii.
The Foi'm of a Waxe.

In the case of the linear oscillator (Fig. 120) wiien the jig is
taking place and the charges most widely separated (the current
being zero and just about to change direction), we may imagine

lines or"tubes"of electric force to be connecting each unit of

positive electricity on one end to its"opposite number," a unit
of negative electricity on the other end (Fig. 127 (a)). For
clearness of conception wc may picture these lines of force as
having a real existence and exerting an elastic pull tending to
draw the positive aird negative ends togetlier, -while at the same

time these lines of force, provided they are running in the same
direction, tend to repel each otlier. In the example we have tlie
top half charged positively and the lower half negatively. As
/''
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(6)

(c)

Fig. 127.

the open oscillator discharges, the current will commence to How
downwards across the gap. The ends of the electric line's of
force slide together along the wires, as in Fig. 127 (fc), ami niuilly
unite as in (c). The cuirent now goes on flowing on account of

the back E.il.F. of inductance and charges up the oscillator,

producing new electric lines of force with reversed pplarily, the
first electi-ic disturbance having been "snapped off"in the fonn

of closed loops. The first distui'bance is forced outwards by
the birth of the ne\v electj'ic field, for the directions of tlie

lines in the inner suiiace of the first and the outer surface of
the second are the same.

As the current oscillates in the circuit, we see that a series
of closed loops of electric force are flashed off into space, each

repelling its predecessors to make room for the latest born, and

e^h loop representing lines of force alternately in opposite
directions.

Similarly we must imagine the wires to be surrounded by

riuffi or ripples of magnetic force, whose intensity will vary
with the current strength and whose direction will alternate as
does the current. Further, these lines of force are horizontal,
being in a plane at right angles to the curront-carryiug wire
and consequently at right angles to the most advanced portions
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of tlie electric lines of force. Furtlier, the two natures of

radiation, electric and niagnetic, though possessing the same

fi-equency, wave-length and velocity, differ fi-om each other in
pliase by 90 degi-ees. The magnetic field is zero when, the
electric field is at a maximum, and vice versa.

This type of oscillation, causing symmetrical loops to travel
outwards, is called a "free wave" system, and is that which
results fi-om using an "Hertzian" or dumb-bell oscillator

excited in the middle.

The case of an earthed aerial Avire excited at its lower end

presents a different form of electrical disturbance, as shown in
Fig. 128.

Fig. 128.

The effect is the same as if only half of the Hertzian
oscillator had been regarded, at any rate when tire waves have

ti-avelled some little distance fi-om tlie aerial. The loops are

grounded" at their lower ends, these ends being perpendicular

to the earth near the surface and bent a little backwards

higher up. Tliis rising effect of the "older"rvaves is due to
the mutual repulsion of adjacent tubes of foi'ce composing any
one wave. The inner ones repel the outer ones, causing them to
increase in height.

The variations of electric and magnetic field strength at

different points measured along the direction of propagation of
a wave are shown by tbe ordinates of the two curves in Fig. 129,
Avhich shoAVs, in perspective, the vertical and horizontal planes

at right angles to each other, the line of intersection of the

planes being parallel to the direction of motion of the electro
magnetic wave.
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TJie (Jiliicitlty of arriving at any flelinito experiniejital in'onf
of the theory of tiie mechanism of these waves is clue to the
multiplicity of causes in variation of strength of signals, so that
when studying one cause of dissipation of energj" it is well-nigli
impossible to eliminate the other's.

We may now mention a few points regarding the advisability
of using long or short waves for transmission from ships. W o

must bear in mind that, for war purposes, wliat is required is

the greatest reliability under all conditions.

To be able to send enormous distances by night, but to b<>
limited to loU miles or so by day, is not desirable, for it miglil
easily happen that if one ha(l to wait till nightfall before getting
a long-distance signal tlirongh, an irretrievable tactical oppor
tunity would be wasted.

Under favourable atmospheric conditions short waves may

be relied upon to give what were once regai clecl as "freak
distances, giving sometimes ten times tlieir usual day range

under the same favourable conditions.

Some of the causes tending to make the travelling properties
of long waves superior to those of short waves, especially
overland, have already been enumerated, but these take elTect
only after the waves have c(uitted the transmitting aerial.

The "efficiency" of the radiation at the transmitting end

maybe found by comparing the total energy radiated tbrougliout
the jig to tlie initial energy with wliich the jig commenced.
Taking an aerial whose natural wave-length is about 1,800
feet, it is found that when transmitting a 2,0()0-feet wave 46per
cent, of tlie total energy supplied is I'adiated, the remainder
being used up in lieat, brushing. &c. With a 3,500-feet wave
about 14 per cent, and with a .5,o(H)-feet wave only 4 per cent,
gets away into space. This is due to the long wave having a
longer time period,and therefore a longer time ior heat losses, eve.,
to operate during each lialf-cyclc.

With long waves it therefore becomes extremely important
to keep down all losses to the absolule minimum i^ossible. _

The sliort wave gets itself radiated much more efficiently
than does the long one, but, once out and away, the long one
suffers absoi'ption due to many causes to a far less extent than
does the short wave.

Hence, for reliable working by day ami night, it appears
best to employ a wave of moderate length and to keep down all

losses, especially the preventible one of brushing, as much as
possible.

It must be remembered that another factor will come in for

consideration in determining what is the actual best wave to use

"^'ar purposes, and that is the relative "collecting proper
ties" presented by the aerial for different wave-lengths, and
also the relative excellence with which the various wave-lengths
are received by the detecting device.
To sum up tiie whole subject of raLliation, it appears that an

ether wave travelling from one wireless station to another over
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i-ougli connlry and through au atmosphere of varying density,
working its way around and over mountains, being buffeted

from thunder-clouds at one point and absorbed by seini-

eonducting gases at another, not to mention several other

enemies to its progress, may be said to pui-sue an adventurous
journey; the Avoiider seems to be, in fact, that it ever gets
through at all.
Fundamental and Harmonic Oscillations.

It is Avell known that a stretched string, such as a violin
string, can vibrate not only as a whole but can divide itself into

oscillating sections, having lengths respectively equal to one-lialf,

one-tliird, and one-quarter, &c., of the whole length, in which
vase it emits notes of higher frequency than when vibinting as

;i single undivided length. This fact can be easily demonstrated

by means of a rope hanging from the yai'd-arm. If slo\v, e\'eu

jerks be applied to the bottom end, the rope will sway out in
the form of a bow to one side and the otlier. Again, if a single

quick jerk be given and the rope then held taut, a wave Avill be

seen travelling up the rope till it reaches the top, whei-e it is

rolleetcd, travels down the rope to the hand, is reflected there
and starts up again to the top and so continues until its energj*
is damped out.
If a number of equally timed jerks be given at a quicker

I'ate than the firat slow sweeps, a succession of waves at equal

intervals is sent up the rope. When reflected back they meet

others coming up wlrose lengths are equal to their own. At

some points the rope tends to move a certain distance in one
direction ^vitli the direct wave, and the same distance in the

opposite direction with the reflected wave ; the result is that at
lliat point it does not move at all. These points are found at

intervalsalong the rope which are one-half a wave length apart;

at all points tlie rope moves or vibrates in the resultant direction

(algebraical sum) of the direct and reflected wave impulse, and

what arc called stationaiy waA'es are set up in the roxje. Tiie

points at which there is no movement are called "nodes" of
motion, and points at which there is a maximum movement are

called "loops." This is shown graphically in Fig. 130.
I

node

—

—

Fio. 130.—Nodes and loops of motion.

It is clear that at the point of support there cannot be any
moveiiient. Hence the ends of the rope are always at a node of

movement. So, when we come to apply impulses to the end of
u conducting wire, the other end (being insulated) must be a
cnirrent node, because no current or movement can take place
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tliere. It can, lio"wever, and it is easily seen tliat it must, be a
potential loop, for wliere there is no movement at the point of
support there is the greatest pressure or tendency to move.
(Fig. 13i.)

■PoUnliat loop
'urrenl node

Fig. 131.

Now to return to the ^dolin string. Here we have a string
possessing mass and elasticity stretched between fixed points.

If the string be plucked and allowed to vibrate naturally, the
main oscillations, which give ris the fundamental or natural
wave-length, will show a movement (or current) loop at the
centre of the wire, nodes at its ends.

Similarly potential loops will be formed at the ends and a

potential node at the centre. {See Fig. 132 (a)).
Movement of stretched string.
B

(a) Pnndamental.

A = current note, potential loop.
B= „
loop,
„
node.

C=

„

node,

„

loop.

(6) Second harmonic. A, B, 0, current nodes, potential loops.
A', C,

„

loops,

„

nodes.

(c) Third harmonic.
Fig, 132.

Now if Tve place a finger lightly on the string, not hard
enough to alter its tension, but just hard enough to " kill " or

1
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ilamp out the current loop at that point, we turn the centime of
the string into a current node.

This causes the string to divide itself up into two halves,
eaeli Jialf vibrating with double the previous frequency. The
aiote given out will be one octave higher than the fundamental,

and goes by the name of the "second harmonic." The funda

mental and second liarmonic are shown in Fig. 132 (a) and {b)
respectively. Similai-ly, by putting two fingei's on the string so
as to divide it into three equal parts, we get four current nodes,
three loops; but foiu- potential loops and three nodes. (See
Fig. 132) (c).
Tt is not necessary to keep l\vo lingers on the string, since if
one f)nl\- he placed a third of the way from either end of the
string, the latter will aritomatically divide itself into three
separately vibrating sections. The note given out will have
thi'ee times the frequency and one-third the wave-length of the
fundamental.

It is called the tliird harmonic.

In the same way, the string may be made to divide \ip into
any number of sections, odd or even, each fiesh one giving out

a higher note than its predecessor. The second, fourth, eighth
and sixteenth harmonics will all he octaves above the funda

mental, while all the others, up to the 5th inclusive, must make

liarmonj', not discord, when sounded together. They make up
the common "major" chord.
The higher notes of a hugle are all hannonics of the funda
mental lowest note. Tlie bugler brings out the higher notes at

will hy pressing his lips more finnly together so as to force the
high-frequency notee into prominence.
It was noticed in the case of the string that the fundamental
wave was tAvice the length of the string, Avliile tlie harmonics
are one-half, one-third, &c., of the fundamental.

Noav in an aerial Avire Ave have the top end insulated, so
that it must he a node of current aud a loop of potential.
The bottom end, hoAvever, is automatically at zero potential,
for it is earthed. Hence the bottom must be a node of potential
but a loop of current.

Tt is easy to see that the current in the lower part of the
aerial must be greater than that higher up, for the feeder has to
cari-y coulombs AvhereAvith to charge itself up and also for the
charging of the roof, Avhereas the ends of the roof have noAvhere
beyond them j-equiring aiiy charges.
We see, therefore, that the stationary waA-es of current and

pressure in the aerial Avill be as if Ave had hidden half the violin
string in a box. The Hertzian oscillator behaves like a vibrating
string, but an earthed aerial excited at the bottom behaves like
an organ-pipe or whistle.

Near the end at which you blow a whistle is an opening
which puts that end at atmospheric pressure. Here there is

greatest motion and least pressure of air. The far end of the
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whistle is closed, so that we get maximum pressure and uo
motion.

Hence it is impossible to get the even-iiumljered harnionics
in. an aerial wire, orgua-pipe or whistle, unless we earth the top
of the aerial or open the ends of t!ie pipe or whistle so as to get
a loop of current and a node of potential there.
All musical instruments, whether wind or string, give mil

their fundamental wave-length most strongly, but in addition to
this long wave other shorter ones, the hannonics, are also

radiated. Strings and open-ended wind instrniueiits can send
out odd and even numbered harmouics.

Closed wind instru

ments can only give out odd unnibered ones.

People with higldy trained "musical ears" can detect the
presence or absence of the harmonics sent out, but all people

can tell the difference between a "G-" on a bugle and the same

note on a piano. It is the number of harmonics present, super

imposed on the fundamental, that give the character or"colour"
to a note and enables us to tell from what instrument it

emanates. Again, we recognise the voices of our friends by
this means.

Now the aerial wire gives us only the odd-nuiubercd
harmonics, having wave-lengths one-tliird, one-hfth, one-seveiitli,
&c., of the frmdamental, coiresponding to frequencies of three

times, five and seven times the "natural" frequency, \wien,

therefore, we send out a 2,100-feet wa\'e we are also emitting
a weak 700-feet one, a still weaker 425-feet one, and so on. This
does not usually cause any interference, and it cannot be
prophesied whether any one aerial will send out harmojiics of
sufTicient strength to affect another aerial ttined to receive the
smaller waves or not. It appears to be a p3'operty depending
upon the distribution of capacity in the aerial.
Pressure

I Pressure
\Current

\CurrentI ,-

I Current

(o)

(6)

ruiidameiita.1.

Third or Isfc odd harmonic.

(")
Fifth or 2nd odd
harmonic.

Fio. 133.
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The pressure and current in the aerial for the fundamental
and its hariuonics are shown, in the case of a vertical ilarconi
aerial, in Fig. 133.
(a) shows tlie fundamental, the waA-e-length being foui-

times the lieight of the aerial; (6) sliould be called the "third"

but it is often called the "fii-st odd" harmonic; (c) is the

fil'th or tlie second odd liarmonic, and so on. It should be noted
that a ship sending ou a 700-feet natural wave would probably

intorfej-e considerably with the reception of a 2,100-feet wave,
more so indeed than would the 2,lOU-feetseiulinginterfere with

700-feel. reception. If it be desired to eliminate the harmonics

from tlie large transmitting aerial, on account of their inter

ference with short-wave reception, we may either (1) get rhl
entirely of the small wave by shunting the tvaiisniitting setmtli
a small L and S in series whose LS vahie equal that of the
obnoxious liarmonic, or (2) alter the wave-length of the
luirmonio so as to enable it to be (uit out by the short-wave

receiver. This can be done by shunting a few turns of the
mutual coil Avith a condenser, the tuning of the fimdamental
being checked to prevent alteration of its own length.

Production of Harmonics.
Should it be required to send out a short wa\-0 fi-om a large

aerial Ave can, if its length be but slightly less than the natimil

AA'avc-length of the aerial, get resonance by inserting a

condenser in series Avith the aerial, thus artificially reducing cr.

OtherAvisc, if still determined to keep to the large aerial,

especially if the short Avave be les-s than one-third the natuml
AvaA-e-Iengtii oi' the aerial, aa'C may foice

high-frequency vibrations on tlie long aerial.

the

siiovt AA'ave

This is done by coupling, A'eiy tightly, a closed oscillator(of

the desired small liS A'alue) to tlie aerial and exciting this
closed circuit inductively, eitlier tight or loose coupling being
obtainable, by means of the pidmary closed oscillator.
This method is not A'erj' satisfactoiy, since it is difficult to
tune the aerial circuit proper to the cori-eot Avave-Iength, which

should bo three times tlie short AvaA'e. Owing to the asymmetry

of the aerial oscillator, the exact proportions of three times, fiA'e

times, &e., do not hold good, and it is only by ti-ial and eiTor
that the correct adjustment of the aerial coil can be found,

so that radiation is at its maximum and tuning correct. The

iiarnionio method of sending short waves from largo ships is

liable to giA'e trouble by radiating, Avith coiisiderable strength,
other undesirable AvaA'CS, and it may sometimes be preferable
to use a special small aerial whose fundamental is correct for

(,lie short Avavc. Although this aerial will suffer from screening

in a ship, yet it is more satisfactory in that it will cause much
less interference in the organisation of the fleet. The large
aerial need not he loAvered, but tlie two (or more) ends of the
A

808)i

D
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feeders should be taken some distance away from lite deck
insulator and well eartiied, not insulated. Tiie objections
to this method are that it takes time to shift over from a

short to a long wave, that tlie range is not quite so long, and
also that changing fi-om one to die other is almost impossible
by night. The smaU aerial should be kept coiled down in a

box having tlie lengths of its guys carefully marked, for any
alteration in its position, if put up only periodically, will throw
the circuit out of resonance.

We may mention that reception of short \vavfs is better on
the small than on the large aerial, besides being mucb more

fi-ee from atmospheric and other interference. Improvements

in the receiving circuit ivill probably remedy this defect.

The process of tuning by harmonics in iiractice is as
follows:—

(1) Tune primary as usual.
(2) Tune another closed oscillator whose "L" is the mutual

coil, to the same LS as the jirimary. This is done in
the ordinaiy way with vacuum tube. Leyclen jars
will be useful for the condenser in this circuit.

(3) Tune the aerial circuit hy "plain aerial,' having first
removed the Leyden jam in (2), to ;/owr times the
coiTcct wave-length. For rough adjustment the
"plain aerial" tuning may be omitted, and the
position of the aerial coil be judged by referen^ to
the clips of longer wave-lengths, which ivould be
already in iilaee.

(5) Couple up (he whole system. The circuits with
wavemeter omitted, are shown in Fig- 134.

/inlual

^jE coil

LmJ
Primary
fa)

Tunittg primary.

.1

I

L
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_x.

moJ
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U
(&)
Tuning intei-mediate circuit.

Coil

(d)

(«)
Tuning aerial.

Ounuit complete.
Fig. 134.

CHAPTER

XHT.

The Receiviko Circuit.

As we liave already noticed for transmitting, the gi-eater

the height and capacity of the aerial, the stronger will be the

signals received ; but under some circumstances, such as wheji
we want to keep down the radiation damping of the aerial
for receiving, it may be advantageous to use a low aerial.
A large capacity tends to make atmospheric interference

more pronounced, and a large inductance gives greater selec
tivity but in a ship it is almost impossible to have two different
u 2
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aerials for trausniittliig and receiving, so that the aerial
embodies advantages and disadvantages for receiving ■which

constitxite a compromise.

In order to get the strongest signals it is, of eom-se, necess;iry
so to adjust the natural frequency of tlie aerial that it is equal
to the fi-equeiicy of the induced impulses of E.M.F. applied to
it by the passage of the electro-magnetic waves.
In other words, ■we have to make the i-eceiving aerial have
the same LS value as has tlio transmitting circuit.
If this be so, then the euiTent in the aerial will be in phase
with the induced E.M.F., reactance will disappear, and the

oun-ent strength will be limited primarily by the resistance of
the wires.

In general, t)ie wave coming in will be longer than the

natural wave-length of the aerial, so that the addition of a

certain amount of inductance in the foot of the aerial is neces

sary in order to produce resonance.

Should tlie wave be

shorter than the natural or ftindamental of the recei\'ing aerial,

a condenser nmst be emploj'ed instead of tlie inductance.
It may possibly be found that inductance will give better

results than capacity when placed in the foot of a largo aerial
for the reception of waves knomi to be very much shorter than
the natural wave-length of the aerial. Tliis may seem surprising,
but it is, of course, due to the sliort wave being nearly an
harmonic of the long one, and a little e.xtra inductance is neces

sary in order to make the large aerial respond properly to the
high frequency sliort wave.

A receiving circuit may be likened to a transmitting circuit
with the detector replacing the spark gap. Assuming tliat the
detector has no iufluctanco, we may cause the circuit to take

the form of Fig. 135, o, b, or c.

X

(i) Long

(ii) Short,
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r
(b)

(i) Long.

(n) Siioi*t.

<o(o

©to

to to

to to

is

y

I
(i) Long.

(c)

(ii) Short.

Tiq. 135.

In the first place we liave "plain aerial," in the second a
"direct conpling," while an "inductive" coupling is shown in

the third. Each figure shoAvs the arrangement for long and

short waves respecti\'ely.
Whatever circuit is used, the best one to use, and, if a

coupling be employed, the best coupling to use, will depend
not only upon the cluii'acteristics of the incoming jig, but also
on the propei'ties of the detecting device.
Before esitering upon the consideration of the best circuit to
use in any given instance, it ^vill be well to look at the various
detectors in use.

Classification of Detectors.
Since the current induced in the aerial by the passage of tlie
waves is not directly appreciable to our senses, we must use

ayo

some means of cansing them to take a perceptible form—thai
is, to give ns sound in a pair of telephone receivers, ink-marks
(jn a paper tape, or some sucli other record.
The detectors in use fulfil at least one of the following
functions. They either enable us to detect the existence of a
small high-frequency current in tlio aerial, or else give ris an
indication of a high-frequency D.P. across a portion of iIkaerial circuit. The fii-st classification into which we may divide
our several instruments will therefore Ije "current iudicatoi-s"

and "potential indicators" respectively.
We must now classify detectors according to their method
of action. These various methods are based on the j)roperty of
tlie electric oscillations to effect various changes, as follows:—

(1) The simplest and original method is that of Hertz
himself, and consists of observing (with a micro

scope if necessarj') spark discharges passing lietwcen

points on the receiving circuit Ijctween wliicli there
is a difference of potential. This may be called a

"spark detector." It is necessarily very insensitive.

(2) The next in historical order is a method depending upon

the power of electric oscillations when jjassed llmough
a loose or imperfect contact between certain sul)stances to make the conductivity of the contact better
or worse.

In the majority of cases the contact is improved
and the conductivity increased, and since the sui^facos
are then made to stick more or less perfectly together,
such devices have been commonly called "coherers,"
but the term is not sufiicientlj'' general, since it does
not include those whose resistance increases with

the passage of oscillations {these being sometimes
called "anti-cohcrers "), and it is therefore better on
the whole to speak of them as "imperfect contact"
oscillation detectors.

(3) Those depending upon the faculty of oscillations to
affect the magnetic properties or state of magnetic
metals. These are called "magnetic" detectors.

(4) A large class which depend upon the ability of jigs to

heat a fine wire or substance of high resistance.
These are called "thermal" detectors.

(5) "Electrolytic" detectors operate by the agency of tbc
chemical action of electricity, a property by which
it can split up a liquid electrolyte (see p. 196) into
its constituent elements.

'6) The "rectifiers" allow currents to flow easily in one
direction but with difficulty in tlie other. This

property may be called "uni-directional" or "uni

lateral conductivity."
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TJiesi- latter detectors can be fiirtJier subdivided into—

(a) Tliose ■which employ rarefied gases ■which are per

meated by the negative "ions" or particles of
electricity. These are called "valve" or "ionised
gas " detectore.

ijj) Tiiose which enrploy certain crystalline substances
which have a greater resistance one way than
the other to high-frequency cui'rents. These are
called " crystal rectifiers." We shall consider each
of these classes in turn.

Sparh Di'lcctofs.

These are hardly of any practical use on account of their
lack of delicacy. The original detector used by Hertz con
sisted of a nearly closed loop of wire having a minute gap.
Sparks passed across the gap when the loop is lield in such a
position as to be influenced by electio-naagnetic radiation.
Imperfect Contact Detectors.

Tlie use of the coherer, producing a permanent record on a

tape, has now been discontinued in the Service on account of

the greater selectivity and ease of over-reading provided by
detectors which ^ve a sound in telephone receivers.
MfU'aoni'a.Cohiftrei consists of a small glass tube containing

two silver plugs fitting tightly inside the tube. The plugs

nearly touch each other, and their outer ends cany platiniun

wires, which arc sealed into the extremities of the tube. In

the space between the plugs lies a pinch of nickel and silver
filings, 95 per cent, of nickel and 5 per cent, of silver, care

fully sifted.

The air is exhausted from the tube and the latter

sealed up. Normally the resistance of this tube is higii, owing
to the bad contact made by the filings loosely falling together

by their own minute weight. M^lien, however, oscillations are

passed along it, the filings stick together, greatly reducing the

resistance of the whole.

A small local cell is then able to send

a direct current tlmough, which will operate a relay, the latter
in turn switching on the current fiom another local battery to an

inker. After the filings ai-e cohered or stuck together by the
action of the jig, they require to be shaken up again bcfop

tliey regain their insulation properties. Couseqiieutly, in
parallel with the inker is joined a " tapper." The latter
consists of an electric bell where the coherer takes the place of

the gong.
,. , ,
Of the self-restoring coherers, or those which do not reqrnre

fi tapper to destroy lire conducting property of the cohered

instrument, is Lodge's disc coherer.

Here wo have a small steel knife-edged disc slowly revolving

by (dockwork. Its edge just dips beneath the surface of a
small pool of mercury on which floats a thin film of heavy oil.
The wheel carries down with it a thin coat of oil, which insulates
it from the mercury imtil the arrival of a jig, when the oil film
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gives ^vay, and enoaigh current can flow from a local cell acioss

tiie mercury and the wheel to operate a siphon recorder.

The Castelli colierer has a globule of mercury between a
steel and a carbon plug inside a glass tube. It is said to be
self-restoring.

S. G. Brown has recently constructed a self-restoring

coherer, where a small compressed pellet of lead peroxide is

gently squeezed between a platintim and a lead plate. Its
action, however, is more probably that of an electrolytic valve.
Several otiier fonns of imperfect contact detectors, such as
the Massie steel and caibon, the iValter tantalum and mercury,
and tlie Braiily copper and steel have hoon invented ; Imt all
these suffer from the same disadvantages, lack of i-eliability and

failure when interference occurs on the same wave-length.
The musical note transmitting circuit enables tlie operator to
read the desired signals even through a great deal of inter
ference, which the coherer can never do, unless used with the
telephone. Only the self-restoring ones can be so used. The

actual theory of tlie coherer is a debated point, hut we may
classify them all as potential operated devices, and consign

them to cases where the operatom are unskilled and a per
manent record desirable, where interference is not likely, and
where the maximum range is not required to he gi'sat.
(3j Magnetic Detectors.
The operation of magnetic detector's depends on the fact
that iron does not take up or give up its magnetism imme
diately on the application of the magnetising force. This is
said to be due to the. hysteresis of the iron (see p. 132). When
in this condition the iron is very sensitive to any changes in the
magnetising force, a very small alteration of which will produce
a very large alteration in the strength of the magnetic field.
Many patents have been talcen out for various forms of

magnetic detectors, the best known and most widely used being

that of Marconi, patented in England In 1902.

Pig. 136.

It consists of a flexible hand of silk-covered iron wires,
moved by clockwork around two pulleys which support it. On
a glass tube, through which the band passes, is wound a

primary winding of insulated wire. This is laid on in one
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layer, and has au inductance of 70 to 80 mics. It is placed in

Beries witli the aerial, since the detector is current-operated.

Hound the primary we have a secondary winding of fine wire,
having a resistance of 150 ohms, to the ends of which are con

nected, in series, two telephone receivers, each of 75 ohms

resistance. A condenser of from 50 to 200 jars placed across

the telephone leads is found to "sharpen"the sound in the

listonei's, hut the condenser has no "tuning" effect on the

waves being received.
Close to the secondary winding are placed two permanent

hoi"se-shoe steel magnets. In the form in wliich the detector is

supplied, the two north poles are together, the south poles being
apart.

It is found, however, that by reversing one of them, and
adjusting their positions as in Fig. 136, it is possible to reduce
the "breathing" sound heard when signals are not being
received ; a slight increase of sensitiveness is also noticed.
This abolition of the breathing noise has one disadvanta^,

in that_ the detector may stop without the operator noticing it.
Hence it is well to fit a siualllamp, which shines on one of the
pulleys, so that fi-erpient inspection will ensure tliat the clock
work has not stopped xinnoticed.

Again, if the operator should attempt to get better results
still by readjusting the magnets, putting "keepers" or other
magnets against them, or'what not, he should be on his guard

against jumping to the conclusion that any increase of strength

of signals is necessarily due to increased sensitiveness.

Alteration of the position of the magnets will inevitably

alter the inductance of the primary winding, so that it may
happen that better results are obtained, not through anj"

S

N

&

X X
(a)

(b)
Fig. 137.

. band
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previous faiilt la the detector, but in a previously faulty
tuning adjustment which has been unconsciously improved.
The action of the instrument is described by Marconi as
follows:—

As the iron band moves past the magnet poles, the magnetic
field, which must flow largely through the iron path, gets

distorted, as shown in Fig. 137 (a), due to the hysteresis of the

iron. Oscillatory currents set up in the primary now destroy,
for the moment,the hysteresis of the iron, and the field "flicks"
back, once per jig, into its normal position, that which it would
occupy were the band not running (as in Fig. 137 (6)). Tliis
moving field cuts the secondary winding and induces therein a
unidirectional impulse of cun-ent tluough the telephones.
It is important to remember that only one impulse of current
is obtained in the secondary for one complete jig in the primary.
Further, it is found that the action of the jig on the primary is
not "cumulative," that is, the detector is influenced by bat

the first one or two swings of current in the transmitted jig.
This renders the instrument rather unsuitable for (he reception

of loosely coupled transmitted waves, and, again, since it must

carry cuirent, it is diffcult to get strong siguals with a small
condenser in the aerial.

Accordingly, it AviU be affected by waves of other length

than the one which we want to receive, and if we use a loose

coupling at the transmitting end, in the effort to reduce inter

ference wth other waves, it becomes still more xinsuitable.

Owing to its large inductance and dislike of a small con<lenser in series with it, it becomes especially bad for the

reception of short waves.
To receive short waves on the M.D. it is found to be of

advantage, but only if a small aerial be employed, to reduce its
inductance artificially by putting a small L of 15 luics or so, in
pai'allel with the primary. This reduces its joint inductance
down to about 12 mics, so that we can use a condenser in series
with it of about six times the value of the old one. This gives

us a larger receiving current, but of course a lot of it is wasted
going through the shunted inductance.
The detector was invented for the reception of long wa:"es.

'It requires no local cell, relay or batteiy, has practically no
adjustments, is not siibject to bum-outs from atmosplieric^ <.>i'
very powerful interference currents, and is therefore a very

reliable and useful instmnieut.

Its sensitiveness is not veiy great, especially when loosely

coupled transmitting circuits are used, but what sensitiA'eness

it has remains constant from day to day, whereas that of some
of the othera is liable to vary from minute to minute for no
apparent reason.

(4) The Thermal or Thermo-electric detectors make use of

the heating effect of the jig currents. The total heat developed
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per second will be proportionate to the square of the effective
R.il.S. current (hiring that time. This mean square value is
called the integral value of the current. If the jigs succeed
each other at short intervals, the total heat produced per second
may be fairly large.

These instruments, therefore, have a "cumulative" action,
and arc affected by the whole jig, not, as in the case of the

lil.D. by tlie first one or two swings of cuirent. They are

essentially curi-ent-operatcd.

TJio jig is pas-sed through a very short, very fine wire, having

fairly high specific resistance. TJie wire is enclosed in a

vacuum. The whole arrangement is called a"bolometer"or
"barreter." The small rise of lempei-ature may be detected in
various ways.

(а) Let the liot ivire expand the air in a bulb, forcing water
down o]ie branch of a " U " tube and up the other. Tliis is
called a hot-wire thermometer. It is no good for receiving
signals, but can be usefull}'employed, when propei'Iy calilirated,

in tiie laboratoiy.
(б) The wire, when hot, will have a different resistance to
what it has when cold, so that it will cause direct current from

a local cell to vaiy in strength when passed through the fine
wire and a pair of telephones in series.
This is the principle on which Fessenden's harreter is worked.
He also employs a liquid barreter on the same principle, only a

fine tube filled with high-resistance liquid takes the place of

the wire.

(c) The wire may be caused to heat uj) a thermal junctioji
{see ]•>. 54) which ivill produce a direct cm-rent through a

sensitive galvanometer.

Tliis method is chiefly of use in

quantitative exiierimontal work. Duddell and Fleming liave

constructed instruments of this kind.

The wavemeter now used in the Sei-vice acts on this principle,

but, of coui-se, the currents in thi^ wavemeter when tuning i_ip a

ti'ansmitting circuit are much stronger than those found in a

receiving aerial.

(d) The expansion of the wire itself has been used for

detecting the current therein.

It may be mentioned that these hot-wire quantitative

instmments are nmclL more useful in dealing with continuous

oscillations such as tliose produced by are systems than those

produced by successions of decadent ji^, since the integral
current is mucli larger in the former than in the latter.

(5) Electrolytic. Detectors.
Fessenden and Schlbmilch independently invented in 190.3

the modern foi-m of electrolytic detector.

2%

It consists essentially of a vessel having as one electrode a
veiy fine short wire of platinum, offering therefore an extremely
small sui-face. This is generally iiiarle the anode or positive
pole (see p. 196). The other electrode is a platinum, lead or
silver plate of much larger surface, and the two are iminei"se<l
in an electrolyte, which may he nitric acid, dilute sulphuric
acid, or any other aqueous electrolyte yielding oxygen or

hydrogen gas on electrolysis.
The anode must be of A-ery fine Avire indeed,and is generally

sealed into the end of a fine glass tube, a minute portion only

projecting ; it can, of course, be fitted to the end of a niicronieter

screAV by means of which it can be loAvered gradually beneath
the surface of the electrolyte. This latter method is ralheiunsuitable for ships, for the surface of the fluid Avoiild often be

in a constant state of agitatioji.

If a small direct E.M.F. from a ]oolontionieter and voltaic
cell be applied through a pair of telephones to such a cell, a
small current Aviil flow from the platinum point through the
electrolyte to the metal plate. A minute bubble of oxj-geii gas

fonns on the anode, or point, liydrogen being given off at the
cathode. This minute bubble "polarises" (see p. dO, T.M..
Vol. I.) the cell, and thereby reduces the current practically
to zero.

Under these conditions, if oscillations are sent through the
cell they destroy tlie polarisation, knocking the bubble off its
minute seating, so that the direct cmrent increases, Imt it
returns to its former value on the jig ceasing,because the bubble
at once re-forms. The momentary rush of direct current naturalh''
affects tlie telephones. The loudness of the sound heard in the
telephones is an exact measure of the energy of the oscillations
passing through the cell, except wlien they are very strong, in

which case anotlier effect appeals to enter in AA'liich complicates

the phenomenon.

It is a voltage-operated detector, and the adjustment of the
direct voltage by means of the potentiometer has an important

bearing upon its sensibility.

To adjust the latter, increase the direct A-oItagc tiU a roai'ing
noise is heard in the telephone. This means that the bubbles
are forming and breaking off Amder the action of the direct
voltage of the local cell, so that the voltage must noAV be reduced
till the noise just stops. Noav tlie cell Avill be in its inost
sensitive condition, for any minute increase of voltage applied

to the cell, such as Avill happen when oscillations pass, will

upset the unstable equilibrium of the bubble with the greatest
ease.

The coiTect voltage is usually obtained Avith between tAVo and
and three diy cells in series. It is, therefore, best to put in two
pennanently, and to use the potentiometei' across the third one
only.
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The "local" ch-cuit of the electi-olj^ic may he as in
Figure 138.

wmmm
K

<r

f P

\JD
L'
D = Eleetvolytic. T= Telephones (high resistance).
P = Potentiometer.

K= Condenser to prevent the cells"running doTvn" through tlie
oscillating circuit.
L, L\ connected to points where an oscillating D.P. occurs.
Fiq. 138.

It is much more sensitive than the M.D., and is suitable for

short waves. The points are, however, liable to "burn-outs
due to induced currents, heavy interference, or severe atmo

spherics ; they are difficuit to make in a ship, and several must
be kept ready foi' use on a multiple-way switch. There ai'e

several adjustments to make irrespective of those in the actual
oscillating circuit, and the detector uill, therefore, give but
poor results in the hands of men who do not thoroughly
understand its peculiarities.

(6; RccLrfying Detectors.

The rectifiei's owe their existence to the great difficulty o

getting an indicating device sufficiently sensitive to record weak

currents or A'oltage of high-frequency alteraations; our presen^

most sensitive indicators are those working wi^ direct oi

unidirectional currents. Hence, anything which will presen a
large resistance to currents passing in one diiection, but a ou
resistance to tbose passing in tire opposite direction,
used to convert or"rectify"an alternating into a c iiec

The "rectified" cm-rent will certainly be

•

r,fj L

strength will change from instant to'instant-but it will stiii

OrtwS;.e rectifiers are Fleming's"Oscillation Valve"and

Lee de Forest's "Audion."

.

Fleming's Oscillation Valve consists of a 12-^
,• j ^iminal brought
a metal cylinder mhicfi is connected to a thud teimmal hronght

filament incandescent lamp, the

"''■^frfitocnt^doesXt tonA "the inside of the cylinder at

a„y|o nt hnt when

pStioles S projected from the filament, bombarding the
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interior surface of the cylinder. The highly-rarelied gas whicli
is thus canying a stream of negative electricity tlien presents
unilateral conductivity.

Between the negative tenninal of the lamp and the juetal
1 ylinder are connected the source of high-fi-equeiicy E.M.F. and
the teIei)hones in series, so that the high-fi'equcncy current
linds itself unable to travel as an alternating (auTcnt but flows
as a pulsativc unidirectional current through the telephones.
De Forest, in his Andion, uses an incandescent filament,

a wire gi-id and a metal plate placed side by side in the above
order, none of them toucliiug each other. De Forest calls the
plate a "wing."

The filament is burnt fi-om a separate secondary battery, a
small primary battery being connected, in series with a pair of
higli-resistance telephones, to tlie plate and the filament.

The +ve tenninal of this last battery must be joined to the
plate, so that when the laniir is incandescent a snnvll current

-leaks across the vacuum fr-om the filament to the plate, traversing
the telephones and local battery.

Now, according to Dr. de Forest, when oscillations are
applied between the gr'id and the filament, the conductivity of
the rarefied gas is altered, the strength of the leakage current
through the telephone altered, and sounds produced in the
telephones.

If this be tire real action on the instrument, it would appear

to be on a slightly different principle to that of Prof. Fleming,
in that his seems to act entirely as a rectifier while de Forest's
acts by change of conductivity combined with a unilateral
conductivity.

The sensitiveness of the Audioii depends on the brilliance
of tire lamp, and, unfortunately, it is greatest when the lamp is
at full brilliance. When burnt at this capacity the life of the
lamp is very short indeed, so that expense would preclude the
general adoption of the Audion.

Were it not for that one

drawback it would seem that the ideal detector had arrived, for

it is wonderfully sensitive, very stable, being unaffected by
excessive currents, and can be made extraordinarily selective.

It should be noted tlrat potentiometers or adjustable rheostats
are required for the adjxrstments of voltage for the two batteries,
80 that these make for more"handles to turn," always a possible
source of errors.

Crystalline Rectifiers.

Many crystalline substances possess tire curious property of
unilateral conductivity. The first substance to be especially

noticed in this respect was carborundum.

If bigh-frequency oscillations be applied to a lump of this

substance it is found that telephone receivem in series with a

battery will give signals when connected across the crystal.
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Wliether the action is entirely rectifying or partially thennal
is not yet determined. The temperature of the crystal seems to
matter -very little, nor does immci-sion in oil alter the property ;
but the fact that a local cell is necessary in order to get the
best results points to the fact that some change in resistance is
brought about.

-Many substances are now being tried, several being on the

market in the form of complete loceptors. Some have local
batteries (with potentiometeis) in series with the telephones,

othei-s do not l equire them. Again, a fe\v v/ill work well witJi
low-resistance telephones, while most require high-resistance
receiver's having many turns of fine wire, for they are essentially
voltage-operated, so that the current will be small.

They one and all depend for their sensitiveness upon the

nature, area, and pressure of a contact, either between a metal

and a crystal or between two unlike crystals. Hence the phe

nomenon is connected with some surface eifect—that is, it is not

duo to any action taking place in the interior of the body.
It is possible that the explanation of their action is the same

as that of the coherer, being due to tlie imperfect contact.

It is interesting to note that when a small e.xternal E.M.F.
from a local cell is employed, its direction must coincide with
that of the natural rectified current across the crA'stal junction.
If the terminals of tlie cell be reversed, the sensitiveness is
decreased.

Being, as above-mentioned, voltage-operated, they are best

supplied from the secondary terminals of an oscillation step-up
transformer whose primary forms part of the aerial circuit.

The large induction of this secondary winding, if worked in
conjunction with a condenser, makes the detector supply circuit
very persistent; moreo\-er, a variable coupling between the

pi'iinary and secondary can easily he aixanged, so thai great

receptive selectivity can be attained. Further, some of tlieso
rectifiers j)ossess cjuite phenomenal sensitiveness, but, so far as
has been found at the present moment, none of them come ni>

to a very high standai'd of stability.

'J^hey are liable to lose sensibility from excessive vibration,
atmospheric discharges, hea\T signalling from a neighbouring
ship, small induced currents fi'Oin one's own transmitting gear,
and 'even for no apparent reason at all. They must be dis
connected when transmitting, and, preferably, "screened"
inside a box.

In stability they fall far short of the Audion and the M.D.,
but in sensitiveness they far exceed the latter, and are also
much more suitable for the reception of short waves.
To enumerate the most notable at the time of wi-iting, we

have:—

The Perikon, consisting of a contact between copper pyrites,

otherwise known as clialcopyrite or bornite, and ziiicite. The
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latter material is rather rare, owing probably to its har-ing
been exploited only in a limited area. The pcrikoii requires no
local cell, but if sucli a cell is used its +ve pole should be
connected to the bornite crystal, the pressure being about
"2 volt. Low-resistance telephones can be used, but much

better results are obtained with high-resistance ones. The
exact degree of pressure and the most favourable points of
contact are important factoi-s in determining the strength of the

signals. In hunting about for the best contact, the crystals
should never be allowed to gidnd together, but the moving one
must be lifted clear from the other before movement.

The pyrites is somewhat soft and crumbles on friction, and
when worn smooth the stones are very insensitive. Their good
qualities can be restored to a certain extent by washing their
sui-faces with caaLon disulphide, or with insulating oil.
In order to guard against the detector losing its receptive

qualities unnoticed by the operator, it is necessaiy, unless
signals are coming in continuously, to have a small buzzer
circuit fitted up inside the silent cabinet. The birzzer itself

should he outside, supplied from a dry cell and actuated by a
bell-push. The push and a few feet of wire will be within the
cabinet, the fonner close to hand. Oji the circuit being com
pleted weak induced currents will be caused to flow i]i the

detector circuit, giving a buzzing noise in the telephones if the
detector be in adjustment.

It is a good thing to have two detectoi"s on a double pole

two-way switch, and to adjust them to the same degree of
sensibility, so that, if one fail, the other may he switched in
withoxit loss of time.

_ Across the telephones, which should be of high resistance,
it is found advantageous to have a small condenser of about
five jars. This has notlring to do with the tuning of the circuit
to any particular LS value, but appears to have some bearing

upon the excellence with which the detector will respond to

musical sparks of a certain pitch.
The Graphite-Galena.
This detector has a small piece of the core of a"Koh-i-noor"
lead pencil pressed liehtlv in contact with a lump of galena, a
sulphate of lead.

The surface of the latter is flaked off until a sensitive spot
IS found. It appears to be fairly stable, and rather more selective

but less sensitive than the perikon.
CarhoTnindnm.

. A ciystal of this substance is placed in contact with a

suitable metal—copper or carbon have been used. It requires

a potentiometer of the order of 12 volts, which is an undesirable
complication.
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We may now divide up the various detectors into headings
accoi'ding to their method o£ action :—
(1) Those which, under the action of electric oscillations,
undergo a change which is equivalent in its effect to
an alteration of resistance.

Of these are the imperfect contact, the thermal,
and electrolytic detectors. The first and last are
voltagenDporated and the thermal cuiTent-operated.
Tliey all need a local cell in scries with some detect
ing device for direct currents joined across the
detector.

(2) Those which, under the action of oscillations, undergo
a change which induces an electromotive force in
another associated circuit.

Of these are the magnetic

and thermo-electric types, both being current-operated
and neither requiring any local cell.

^3) Those Avhich possess unilateral conductivity, offering
a greater resistance to the passage of a current in
one direction than in the other.

Of these we have the valve and cr^'stal rectiliei's.
Some of these require local direct current supply,
others do not.

Reviewing the action of detectom generaUy, we remark
that in some of them, the thermal and rectifying detectors, the
energy of the oscillations created in the receiving circuit is

allowed to expend itself directly in affecting the indicating
instrument. In the case of the coherer, electrolytic, and

magnetic detectoi-s, on the other hand, the energy merely

I'eleases the energy of some external source, and it is this
which affects the receiving instrument. In these last cases we
have what is called a "trigger" action, because it is similar
to the operation by whicli tlie pressure of the iiager on a

trigger releases the energy of the charge, which in turn propels
the projectile.

Application of the Detector to the Aerial.
Current-operated detectors must of necessity be placed in

some way in series with the aerial, so that the receiving circuit
need not be very coinplicated. On the other hand, they are
liable to inteilei'euce on account of the only path to earth being
through themselves. It was largely with the idea of gaining

greater selectivity that it Avas proposed to supersede the magnetic
by a voltage-opei'ated detector, such as the crystalite ones.

All detectors consume eneigy ; their connection to the aerial

is, therefore, equivalent to placing a certain amount of resistance
ill series with it in Avhatever manner the detector is connected.

It is found by experiment tliat the strongest signals are received

when a certain fraction of the total energy is taken up by the

detector.
A 8086

X
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It is, therefore, best not to connect a detector directly in
series with the aerial, but to couple it either directly or inductively

as shown in Fig. 135 (&) and (c).

With, the direct coupling tliree movable contacts should be
provided on the aerial tuner, in order that tlie coupling may be
so regulated that the maximum strength of signals can be

obtained. This may be effected on the aerial tuner itself, or a
separate"mutual" may be provided, whose inductance may be
counterbalanced by a condenser if necessary. Tiiis is shown in
Fig. 139.

Tuner cY
ConrieriAS^r
for
or S/lort
>
V/eives.

MtUual

Fig. 139.

With inductive coupling the most favourable coupling can

be found by moving the coils nearer together or farther apart.
Again, it may be convenient to have the tuner and detector

quite separate, so tliat the coupling is effected througli an

air-core oscillation transformer wound so as to step up the

voltage, if using a voltage-operated detector.
This is shown in Fig. 140.

Tuner

or /£ Condenser'

f

S/'ori tijezoes

Pig. 140.
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Tliis is one of the best and simplest of receiving circuits.
In these last two diagrams the condenser S has nothing to

do with the tuning, but merely prevents any direct current

from local cells (used with the detector) from running to waste
through the inductance.

5

We see, then, that the detector circuit is untuned, or
"aperiodic."
To make tlie circuit still more selective, we have a second

tuned circuit as in Fig. 141.

\

I
I
I

>

I
I

Pia. 141.

The detector circuit is shown dotted.

Here tlie closed

oscillator LS is tuned to the proper LS value for resonance.
By helping ourselves to the D.P. across the capacity S in this
last figure, wo obtain for the benefit of the detector, not only
the stcppcd-up voltage of the oscillation transformer, but also
the resonance voltage across the condenser.
\\''e shall find that signals will be just as strong as with the

arrangement in Fig. 140, wliile the distance between the coils
may be made much greater. Hence the effect of atmospheric
disturbance will be much less felt.

"\Wien this secondary tuned circuit is used, it must be borne

in mind that many different combinations of L and S may all

give the same LS value. The best proportion of L to S will

depend on the type of detector in use. About 6,000 mics to
every jar is correct for most of the crystalito ones.
On account of this necessity' for a very large inductance and
very small capacity in tlie closed secondaiy oscillator, it is

sometimes found convenient to have a separate adjustable

inductance in series with the secondary of the oscillation trans

former. The latter may he of the order of 2,000 mics, while
the former (called tlie strengthener) may go up to 5.000 raios.
X 2
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If the variable condenser, which must be of higli insulation
resistance, range fi'om 0 to 2 jars, we shall have a secondarj'^ of
wide enough range for all practical work. Another advantage

of the strengthener is that by having the secondary of the
transformer adjustable we may vary the coupling without

shifting the coils. Thus, to tighten the coupling, transfer some
of the inductance off the strengthener on to the secondary; to

loosen, do the opposite.

The oscillatory circuits then appear as in Fig. 142.

SI rcn^fhc'Kr.

~7

■p
y S
S Secon-detrty
Fig. 142.

The actual detector circuit will vary according to whether a

local cell and potentiometer arc required or not. If they are, we

■may have the circuit shown in Fig. 138 ; if not, we may dispense

witli the small fixed condenser above refen-ed to, hut use a

telephone condenser if required. In any case the actual detector
circuit is aperiodic. This, it will be seen, must he so in aiiy

of the valve or rectifying types, for a periodic circuit must allow

■a time alternating current to pass.

Atmospheric Interference.

The diihcnlty of reception through atmospheric interference

is familiar to all operators.

It is well known that a high,

piercing musical note can be read with ease under conditions

-of atmospheric disturbance wliich would render tlie recei^tionof
a low spark-irequency impossible. Apart from this consid^'ation—which at once demonstrates the superiority of telephonic

-over tape I'eception—we have to see what can be done to reduce

the strength of the disturbances in the listeners without undue

-reduction of our own signals.

The reason why atmospherics will appear, no matter to what

"wave-Iength the receiving circuit is adjusted, is thai ihe aerial
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gctpS cliargcd up to a given pressure, then clischarges itself at

its own natural frequency, whatever that may happen to he at
the time. Tluis, wliatever the natural frequency of the aerial,
that of the detector circuit will be the same, so that tlie

atmos])herirK will be recorded.

This argument is based on tlie assumption tliat an atmo
spheric i^ussesses no true natural frequency of its own; but
experience shows that very short w.aves are fairly imimme from

interference, while of the long waves one may be considerably
more free tliaii others.

To cut uut atmosi")lierics, we may work on tlie followjng
principles;—
la) Give fho aerial two LS values, a false and a real one.

We wiU then hope that the atmospherics will take the
false path, avoiding the iletector, while the signals take
tlie real path, avoiding the false one.
(h) Jfake the detector circuit so i^ersistent as to be set in

oscillation only by a well-sustained jig.

Figs. 143, 144 show circuits devised by llarconi for use
with tlie magnetic detector.

Fal$t

7~
M.D.

Jtf.D.

m ^
Fio. 143.

Fig. 144.

The nearer A is to B the gi-eater will be the cutting-out
effect, but the weaker will our own signals become.
ITiese two circuits employ the principle in (a).

The principle of (a) and (6) is sliowii in Fig. 145, another

ax'raiigement of Slarconi's, in wbicli a cascade of resonant
circuits is used.

Here if LS = resonance constant of transmitting circuit:—
L,S, = L,S,, = etc. = (L3 + MD) x S3 = LS.

Ijiach fresh resonant circuit of small capacity and laige

inductance tends to make the whole circuit more persistent,
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while each false earth connectioii tends to provide a path for the
distxirbance to get to earth without affecting the ensuing portion.
It will be seen that the M.D. is not a very suitable detector for
this arrangement.

^ Tuner'

fmoimbsy

S3
M.D

/

rh

w

Tia. 145.

Another type of "atmospheric drain" is worth trying

(Fig. 146).
X

■y — y£ Condenser

Small S

Tuner

LargeL

Any receiring
Circuie.

rti

m

Pig. 146,

receiving circuit till signals are strongest.

Ihen connect up X, put on a pair of listeners to the drain
detector, and vary the small S and large L till atmospherics are

TT

f
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loudest. When this happens they will obviously be weakest in
the real receiving circuit.

It must be remembered that loosening the coupling of the
oscillation transformer will tend to make the detector circuit

more persistent and lessen atmospherics.

Deliberate or Accidental Interference.
This may be classified as:—

(a) On your own wave-length. This will obviously be

the worse case possible. If the signals of tlie ship

you require are stronger than those of the interfering
ship, the best thing to do is to throw the receiving
circuit slightlyout of adjustment,till the interference

is so weak as to be negligible. In doing this do
not forget to revert to the pioper adjustments as

soon as you have finished.

Secondly, if interference is stronger than your

friend's signals tafter you have got him working

on maximum power) then your only hope is in
over-reading.
It is here, again, that the advantage of a musical
note at the transmitting end, and of an "ear for
music" at the receiving end, comes in. If one

ship only is interfering deliberately you must use
your common sense and knowleilge of the regula

tions in deciding whether you go on, hoping to
snap the message in during gaps in the interference

or ivhether you get on to another tune. Experience
shows tliat one ship only cannot interfere deli
berately on full power for more than about eiglit

hours.

He may dierofore delay, but will probably

not entirely stoji communication on the wave-lengtli
be is using.

(b) On anotlier wave-length. This will often occur, and

calls for the greatest care and consideration
on the part of operatoi-s. To minimise the evil,
circuits, both transmitting and receiving, arc to
bo made as selecti\-o as possible, provided the

range is not unnecessarily reduced, and no attempt
should be made always to redxice interference to

zero, but only to bring it down so that its strength
is small compared to that of signals on your own
wave-length. In any case we must observe that:—
(1) Only signals of vital importance should be
sent by W.T.

(2) Operator?! must pay attention to rvhat their
fellows are doing. For instance, a signal
comes in for transmission—do not call up
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oil full power, unk't^s yon Inive aiidioiily
to use tlie Silence or Piiorily signs, nnlil
you are satisfied tliat no one else In your
own fleet is receiving on one of the neigli-

bouring waves. This yon can easily do l>y
reading the "G's" and "J)'s" of your
"opposite number."

In order to minimise interference by your own transniitliiig
instruments, j'on should work as follow.s:—

(1) Start with your loosest possible coupling and reduced

power. If this wiU not range far cnongli you can

then—

(2) Increase power,using full spark, and tigliten the coupling
up to 1 per cent.

f3) If full spark and 1 per cent. cou])Hjig bo insullicient,
then begin to tighten the coupling gradually iiji to
tlie maximum which j-ou are allowetl to use in your

own pai-ticiilar fleet.

TIio transmitting circuit should have been tuned up so tliat
tlic liglitest coupling you can get(with the correct adjustments
on) will not exceed this maximum Avhich is laid down for i lonie

or Foreign ships, as may be applicable in your own particular
case.

These last notes, although dealing with transmitting circuits,
are put into tlie receiving chapter because they should be read
in conjunction with interference.

CHAPTER XIV.

High-Frequekcv Measuuksiekts.

has already been pointed out, certain quantities liavc
different values according to the nature of the current flowing
m the circuit. It is tlierefore necessary, when calibrating or
measuring any apparatus designed for high frequency currents,

to allow for tliis difference.

liesisLunoc of Conductors.

The_ resistance of a wire to steady currents is directly

proportional to its lengtli, invei-sely to its cross-section. This

assumes that the current is evenly distributed tlirougliout
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tlie ci-oss-sectioii o!! the wire.

We liave seen in tlio case of

liiffh-fi'crjucncy currents, that the current flows only on the
*' skin " or surface of the conductor wliich carries it.

If, tliere-

fnre, a wire of any considerable tiiickiiess is used for caiTying
such a current, it is obvious that the core or centre fibres of the

wire carry little if any current at all. The effective cross-section
of the wire is thereby lessened and its resistance increased.
This efTect is enormously inereused when the metal is a
uiagnotic one.
For this last icason, we are extremely cai^eful to use copper
in preference to iron wire for aerials, or, if iron has to be used,
to see that it is well galvanised.

Now the relationship which exists between the D.C. and

higli-frequeiuw resistance of a wire, besides depending upon the
magnetic properties of the metal, and upon the shape in which
the wire is w(uiiid up, depends also upon the frequency of the
cunent and the diameter of the wire.

'J'hc higher the frequency, tlie thinner the "skin" of current,

the less the effective conductivity, and the greateJ" the effective
resistance. Further, the thicker the wire, the more metal will
be wasted. Coiisequcutly, althouglL the effective resistance ol
a (hick wire will still be less tlian that of a thin one, tiic

conductivity will not increase with the square of the diameter

as wc find it for direct currents, but will vary approximately

directly as the diameter. Prof. J.

Thomson has calculated

that the thickness of the conducting skin of metal is about

iV,(,h mm. in the c-aso of copper, while that of iron is only

2^-,,-th ]nm.

J,ord Ihiylcigli has given a useful formula for the coJinection

between liigh and low frequency resistance. This applies to

round copper wire.-^, stretched straight out, or, if bent, then
coiled in a spiral whose diameter is large compared to the
tliickness of the wire.
Ix?t d be the diameter of the wire in cms.

l.etp be the specific resistance of the metal {see p.*-8,
Torpedo Jranual, Vol. I.) and f be the frequency, wliich is
supposed to be of the order of lO''. Then if II be the ordinaiy
D.O. resistance and IP the higli frequency tme, we have

R'= RX^
2V p
Notice that

'TTcl •

•

is half the circumference of the wire.

M

For copper wires we have a simpler and more useful
derivative from the above:—
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Applying this formula to a bare No. 16 S.W.G. wire wliose
diameter is '163 cm., taking f = 10'' we have
p,-K—
_ p 3-1416 X -163
K
g- X
= R X 0-4.

So that the H.F. resistance is 6'4 times the low frequency or
direct current resistance.

Again let there be a thick copper rod 1 cm. in diameter.

Then

T,, _ p ^ 3-1416 X 1 X JW
K
-K X
go
= R X 39.

The R' is nearly 40 times the R.
The deductions which we draw from the above reasoning in

considering the design of apparatus for high-frequency currents
are:—

(1) Always use copper if possible.
(2) If you have a large current (as in a primary), a ^vide
thin strip is better than a solid rod of the same

weight, and a hollow pipe is just as good as a solid
rod of the same diameter.

(3) Since a thin wire will be penneated even with a highfrequency current, the ideal conductor for such
cuirents would be a bundle of fine insrdated wires of,

say, 36 S.W.G. This bundle should consist of many
strands laid up loosely either in the foim of a rope or
in that of a ribbon.

The following table gives the increase of resistance of copper

•wire at a frequency of 400,000 cycles:—
Diameter of

Increase of high over

wire.

low ft-equency resistance.

0-2 mm.
0-4 -

-

-

0-8 mm. 2 -0 rnms. 4-0 mms. -

_
-

-

1 per cent.
22
„

. 120
. 650
- 1,000

„
„
„

In addition to this increase of resistance due to the skin

effect of the high-frequency current, we have also to hear in

mind that a wire coiled up into a close small spiral may have

an effective resistance nearly double what it had when stretched
out straight.

It tlierefore becomes difficult to say how much energy is
actually dissipated in the form of heat from an oscillator, due to

the resistance of the conductors.
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Resistance of Sparlt.
When dealiiifr with oscillatoi's containing spark-gaps, w
become concerned witli the ohmic resistance of the spark itself.

Naturally, we are now talking of the spark when passing—that
is, regarding it as a coiuhictor—not of the insulation resistance
of the spark-gap before the spark takes place. This latter
should, of course, be very high indeed.
When, however, the spark passes, the incandescent air
between tiie plugs becomes a comparatively good conductor,and
it is well that this is so, for otherwise we should not get any

oscillations at all.

ilany measurements of the resistance of electric sparks have

been made, Imt i-eliable information is very difficult to come by,
owing to the dissimilarity of the conditions xmder which different
scientists liave worked.

The factors wliich affect the resistance of tlie gap appear to

be, in addition to the length of the gap, the diameter and

curvature of the ends of the plugs, and the nature, temperature,

and pressure of the atmosphere in "whicli the spark takes
place.

The capacity of the condenser charged also affects

the results.

In the case of a dami)ed train of oscillations, or jig, tlie

spark resistance is not constant during the successive oscillations,
since the spark resistance depends upon the quantity of
electricity carried across the gap. In the same way the resist^
ance of an electric arc depends upon the cun-ent flowing across it.

The greater the quantity of electricity canned across, the leas is

the resistance.

It follows, then, that the lai'ger tlie capacity used the less is
tlie resistance for a gap of a given lengtli. Further, the greater
the pressure of tlie air (or gas) in which the spark takes place,
the more difficult it is for the spark to pass—that is, more

pressure is required to bi-eak it down. It ajipears, then, that a
small spark with high-pressure gas would give less damping
than a large spark in ordinaiy air.
It is not considered neccssaiy to give cun*es showing resist

ance and length for different capacities, on account of tlie

conditions under which scientists have experimented heing

considerably different from those obtaining in our Service
installations.

The spark resistance may be taken as being of the order of
from i to 4 or 5 ohms.

Sparh Voltages.
The measurements of the minimum P.D. which will just

give a spark across a given gap are difficult to make, and many
Bcientiets have arn-\'od at slightly different results.
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In practice, to determine tie maxiinnm PJl across any two
points in a high-frequency circuit, we may connect a spark-gaj^

I across them and take the measure of the longest gap Avhiclr just
gives a spark. Then, from the following tables we shall get a

fairly accurate measurement. Such a spark-gap is then called a
"testing" spark-gap, and should he capable of reading down to
least a quarter of a millimetre.

The testing spark-gap may consist of two sharp points, or of

two cylindrical plugs, or spherical balls. In any case points
must be kept clean and sharp, and bulls clean and smooth. The
gap must also be kept cool, for the voltage is reduced when the
gap gets w^arm.

For spherical balls of different diameters we may use the
Gin-ve given in Fig. 147.

Forplugsof the shape and size of the Maj-k 11. set we use tlie
curve in Fig. 148.
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For sliarp metallic points, use tlie following table:—
Table of Standard Sparking Distances between Sharp
Needle Points in Air.
Kilo-Tolts.

B.M.S.
5

10
15
20
25
30

Max.
7-08
141
21-2
28'3
85-4

Distance.

C.M.S.

Inches.

0-573

0-225
0-47

1-19

1-84
2-54
3-30

1-00
1-30

1-625

42-4

4-13

35

49-5

40
50
€0

56-6

84-9

5-08
6-23
9-02
11-8

70
80

99-0
113-2

14-85
18-0

90

127-2

21-2

70-8

0-725

2-00

2-45
3-55
4-65

5-85
7-10
8-35

Kilo-volts.

R.M.S.
100
110
120
130
140
150
175
200

250
300
350
400

Distance.

Mas.

C.M.S.

141-4

24-4

9-60

155-5
169-8
184-0
198-0
212
248
283
354
424

27-4

10-75
11-85

495
566

80-1
32-9

35-4

Inches.

12-95
13-95

38-2
45-3
52-1
65-0

15-0

78-8
91-8
104-5

31-0

17-8
20-5
25-6
36-1
41-2
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For long sparks between brass balls 2 cms. in cHainetcr, the
following table may be useful:—■
Spark

Length in

Yoltage.

cms.

0-1
0.2
0-8
0-4
0-5
0-6
0-7
0-8

0-9
1-0
11

1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5

1-6
1-7

Spark
Length in ■

Yoltage.

28,800
31,300
33,300
35,500
37,200
38,700
40,300
41,300
43,200

1-S
1-9
2-0
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4

2-5
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9

30
31
3'2

3-3
3-4

Yoltage.

cms.

cms.

4,700
8,100
11,400
14,500
17,500
20,400
23,250
26,100

Spark

Length in

44,700
46,100
47,400
48,600
49,800

51,000
52,000
53,000
54,000
54,900
55,800

56,700
57,500
58,300
59,000
59,700
60,400

3-5
3-6
3-7

3-8
3-9
4'0
4-1
4-2

4-3
4'4

4'5
4'6
4-7
4-8
4-9
50

5-1

61,100

61,800
62,400
63,000
63,600
64,200
64,800
65,400
66,000
66,600

67,200

67,800

68,300
68,800
69,800

69,800
70,300

Tt will be noticed that for any fixed spark-lengtli of our
transmitting set we can work out roughly the maximum voltage

of the alternating current in the secondary of the transformer.

In order to get the R.M.S. value of this voltage we must connect

across the terminals of the condenser or sparlc-gap a highreading electrostatic voltmeter. From these two readings other
measurements can be deduced, as we shall see later.
Wavemeter Measurements.

We have already seen how the wavemeter can be used for

tuning up the transmitting circuit. This, the most important
function of the instrument, consists essentially in measuring the
LS values of circuits, or of adjusting them to predetermined
values. We are not, then, concerned with the actual numbe:' of

mica or jars in the circuit to he measured, but merely with tlieir
product.

Before passing on to see how we may actually measure an
inductance or capacity itself, we have a few more points to
notice in the measuring of LS values.

Measuring LS Values.
When the circuit to he measured is accessible—that is, when
we are not measuring an " incoming " wave from another ship—

the general lines to be followed will depend chiefly upon
whether the condenser in the circuit will " stand " a spark.
If the design of the condenser is such that we may spark
into it without fear of puncturing the dielectric, and if tire
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•\vire composing the iuductaiice will stand tlie oscillatory
current, we simply insert, a spark-gap in series with, the
oscillator, using as short and non-inductive leads as possible,
excite the circuit ^vith an induction coili and measure in the
ordinaiy way with the wavemeter.

Under these circumstances the process is exactly like
measuring the LS value of the primary of tlie transmitting
oscillator.

If tlie condenser be such as will not stand the voltage

necessary to form an oscillatoiy spark, then it becomes more
difficult to measure the LS value of the circuit to which it

belongs. In a ship, perhaps the best way is to measure the
inductance and capacity separately, multiplying the results

together afterwards. If, however, a variable, know]i closed
oscillator (whose condenser will stand a spark) be available,

then the circuit can be measui'ed as a whole.

This variable closed oscillator may take the form of a vane
condenser immei-sed in oil, a spark-gap and a knoum inductance.
If the condenser and inductance be previously calibrated, it
is obvious tliat we can tell the LS value of the circuit for any
graduation of the variable condenser. Now excite this circuit by
means of an induction coil, placing tlie unknown circuit in
proximity to it.

If the known circuit, while being sparked into, be varied
until its LS value is the same as that of the \mknown circuit,
it is obvious that oscillations induced in the latter will be at
a maximum. .

This state of affairs will be indicated by the thermo-

galvanometer belonging to the wavemeter being placed in
series witli the unknown circuit. Again, we notice that the
leads to this thermal junction must be as short and non-inductive
as possible, so as not to introduce errors which \viU be
appreciable.

On page 57 will be found directions for measuring the

Xo- value of ah aerial, while page 202 gives the best arrangements

of the coils(if two he used) according to the size of the capacity.
Measuring Inductance and Capacity.

Suppose in the first case, that the __unknown inductance is

capable of carrying a transmitting jig current, or that tiie
unknown capacity, as the ease may be, is capable of standing
a spark.

Note that a wavemeter inductance should never be sparked

into if it can possibly be avoided. Also, that if the unknown
condenser exceed 50 jam we must use at least two parts of
Patt. 611 wire in parallel for the inductance, or else the wire
may be fused (see p. 218).

We will now suppose that no known fixed condensers or

inductances are available.

ol6

To measure an unknown capaeitij wliicli will stand a
spark:—

First build, up the condenser into an oseillutlng circuit oP
the closed type,using a spark-gap and an indnctancc of suitably
sized Avire, according to the probable size of; the condenser, as
explained above. Excite this circuit by means of a coil.

Measure the LS value of the circuit as thus built up. Suppose

it to be "A" mic-jars by wavemeter.

' Now insertinto the oscillating circuit any known inductance
of, say,"J" mics. J should not be less thau the original
inductance employed. Now take a second wavemeter measure
ment, which we will call "B" mic-jai's. B will obviously
be greater than A, for additional inductance has been used. IP

LS be the value of the circuit containing the unknown capacity

S, then we have—

LS = A

and (L -I- J)S = B
Hence L S -f JS = B. For LS write A.
Then A

JS = B
or JS = B — A

That is, S =

It is easy to remember to subtract the small from the largo
LS value and divide by the known inductance inserted. An

T..S value divided by an L must necessarilj* give an S as
cpiotient.
It is in this way that <r for an aerial may be measured, U

^ve then wish to deduce k we only have to divide A by cr for if
A = Xtr,

then X =^•
cr

To measure an tmknown inductance "which

will stand

sparking:—

Build up into a closed oscillator as above, using Leydcn

jars. Measure the capacity of the jam as above and divide
"A" by this capacity. The result will be the inductance of all

the wire in the circuit, including that of the leads to and in the
spark-gap. A correction must be deducted to allow for this.
Another way of measuring either capacity or inductance
under the above conditions, is to join up an uirknown capacity
with a known inductance, or an unknown inductance with a

known condenser, as the case may be, and simply to measure
the LS value of the combination. Then the LS value, divided

by the known L or the known S, as the case may be, wiU give
the value of the unknown S or L respectively. These results,
again, will need correction on account of leads to and in the

spark-gap having to be considered as forming part of tho

inductance in the circuit.
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Measuring indncianccs and capaeitics whicli will not stand a

«park;—

Inductance.

Rig lip any oscillation circuit with jars and Patt. 611 wire.
Measure its I.S value by wa\'emeter, using the proper
^vavenleter inclnctance. Tlien measure its LS value, using your
unlcnown inductance in your waA-cinetor, either in series with, in
parallel with, or instead of your pievious wavemeter inductance.
Let L be the wavemeter inductance and x the unkno\vn one.

Let S, be the wavemeter capacity in the fii-st case and Sj in the

second. TJien, since the LS value measured in both cases is

the sanre, we have, when x i-eplaces L,—
LS. = xS„ so X =

Or, if X is in series 'witli L, we have—

LS, =(X + L)S„ so ti.0. X =

= T.(S, - SJ.

Or, if X wei'O in parallel with L, we have—
LS. =

so that LS.x + L^S. = xLS^

and s - LS.L-"S,
- LS, ~ S,LS,
- S, ■
Several different ways should be used, and the mean taken.
Capacity.

A condenser that will not stand a spark is very difficult to
measure in a ship, where a standard variable oscillator is not
available. A rough approximation can be found by measuring
a built-up ch-cuit on the lines indicated above, using tlie
unknown condenser in parallel or series witli tlie ^vavemeter
condenser.

Ordinarily it will be good enough to test your unknonui
condenser in the receiving circuit, trying it instead of one of tiie
known condensers, or in parallel therewith, when an idea will

be quickly arrived at as to how many jam the condenser is

■" worth." ' Another method of measuring k and cr wiU be dealt

with after we have seen how to calculate inductances and

capacities.
Measuving the L8 vahie of a distant Radiant Circuit.

This process is generally called, "measuring an incomijig

wave." It entails the use of the wavemeter in the receiving

circuit, the strength of the sound in the telephone ^ecei^■e^•s

being used instead of the thermo-galvanometer in order to tell
when the wavemeter is in resonance with the distant circuit.

We therefore remove the thermal junction and short-circuit
the terminals on the wavemeter to which it is ordinarily

attached.
A

The wavemeter is then placed in series with the

808G

T
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eai-tli lead fi-oni the receiving instiaunents, a suitable iiicluutauce

selected (as hereinafter to be explained) and the whole shoit-

circiiited, for the time being, l^y means of the switch provided
on the top of the wavemeter condenser for tlie piirx)ose.
The circuit is shown in Fig. X49

isiDDo/'
Fig. 149.

Now get the ordinaiy receiving circuit carefully into
resonance with the waves coming in. If the M.D. be used, it is
often very convenient to shunt the telephones by means ol:
a resistance, so as to cut down the strength of signals to an.y

desired amount without affecting the tuning. A slight
differcnctj in the strength of weak signals is much more easily

detected than the same difference in loud signals.
Remomher that hotvever weak the signals are made, they

must not he made so by the receiving circuit being out of

resonance.

Now switch the waA'emeter into tlie circuit by opening the
switch,
its inductance and capacity being in series with each
other and Avlth the circuit. Alter the wavemeter conilenscr till

Signals are strongest. By reducing the sticngth of sigmds
It will be possible to make them entirely inaudible when the
wiidenser pointer is moved about four degi-ees away from its
nest position.

It is well to get the best position roughly at first, using

strong signals, then to "fine down" the reading with weak
signals,

Notes on the Use of the Waverneter.

_

These furtlier notes are in amplification on those embodied

in Chapter IV.
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Selectiruj Inductances.
Oil p. o3 reference is made to the capacity of the
wavemeter condensers being read off from a curve connecting
the capacity in Jai-s with any graduation, in degrees, of the
scale ol: the condenser.

Now the value of the condenser in

ships' Avavemetei-s is roughly from 0 to 1 jar, and the curve

is obviously most likely to he correct at values of about half
a jar.

Hence, we always try to work ivitli the pointer at about the

middle of its run, a capacity of about half a jar, and conse

quently an inductance whose value in mics is about twice the

LS value to be measured (in mic-jars).
In tuning up a trunsinitting set, or in checking the adjust

ments of a ship, it is easy to selec-t the right inductance because
we know beforeluind what the LS value is, or lias got to be,
Wlien, liowever, we come to measure an unknown LS value we
must make a guess, ff the wavemeter reading comes down
below say 50° we must take a smaller inductance; if aboi'e
120° Ave take a larger one.

Saving time in tuning Coupled Oscillatoys.

Keferring to p. 6.3, we see that the process of getting

exact syntony between the primaiy and aerial circuit consists in

measuring the two outgoing LS values and adjusting the aerial

coil until tlie mean of the LS values equals tJie LS value

to which the primary was tuned originally.
Now, since the ivavemeter curve is nearly a straight line,
and since it nearly runs out to zero capacity for zero on the
scale of degrees, we may say that the capacity varies almost
flirectly as the scale readings. This can be verified by seeing
how nearly the cajiacity at 100° is double that at 50° . For
values of 10° or 15° at about tlie middle of the scale, the

capacity varies exactly as the reading.
Now, since we arc using tlie same ivaveineter iiiductauce all

the time, wo sec that if S varies cia tlie degrees, then LS does so
also. Hence, if tlie mean of the tiw readings, taken in degrees,

is equal to the I'cading to which we tuned the primary, then ivo
can say at once that perfect I'esonance is obtained.

It will be remembered that no measurement of coupling
should be attempted until the mean of tlie LS values is correct.

Suppose, for instance, that the reading for tuning the

primary was 8.3° . On measuring the resultants we get two
swings ol! 80° anil 94° resiDectively. The mean of these is 87° , so
we must reduce the aerial until we get the swings at, say, 79°
and 87° , whose mean is 83° .

To avoid the Avaste of time of adding 87 to 79 and diA'iding
by tAVo, the best. Avay is to say "I.ong Avave so many degrees

aliove 83, short wave so many beloAv 83."
Thus, in the first instance, wo say to niirselvcs "80 and 94.

94 is 11 uboA'c, and SO is 3 beloAv S3. The above has it."
In the second case "we have "79 tmd 87, 4 above and 4

below S3. i\reaii correct, tlie thing is in tune."
Y 2

^i20

It is seen that what wc are tiyin,£? to do, in adjiislnient lor
resonance, is to get the two swings equidistant from, (one
above and one below) the swing to wliich we tuned the primaiy.
When we have done this, the mean of the two LS values is

coirect and we may go on to measuring the coupling.

Measuriny t]io Coupling.

We kno'w that the furtlier apart the two resultant J-S values

the tighter is the coupling, so that the number of degrees
"above" or"below" may be use as a measure of the coupling
to save UK working out the LS values and wave-lengths each
time, as sliown on p.
Taking the wavemeter curve (and a slide nile if available),
and kno\ving the LS values of all the wave-lengths for which

we want to tune, we prepare a family of curves beforehand, as
follows:—

We must first assume that the coupling varies dii'ectly
as the distance apart of the two swings ; tljat is to say, suppose
we had "4 above and below," as above, on working out the ,

coupling we might find the coupling Avas 5'5 per cent. No\v
the assumption is that if the swings liad been 75 and 91, tbat
is"8 above and 8 below," then the coupling would bo 5"5 x 2

= 11 per cent. Also, if the two readings "ran together" and
were both equal to 83, then the coupling is so loose as to l.)e

•zero.

This assumption is only approximately coirect, because tlie
•coupling varies with the wave-lengths of the two waves. Tliese
lengths vary, not directly as the capacity (or degrees), but with
• the square root of the capacities.

However, for couplings under 10 per cent, we can say tliat

the conplings vary directly as the distance apart of the readings
for the two waves.

It is generally more convenient to take tlie number of

•degrees "above and below" the primaiy reading rather than

the total number between the two outer readings, for then we
are reminded that the "above and below" must be equal,

so that resonance is exact, before ■we meastu'e or calculate
coupling.

Taking a wavemeter cuiwe, we may now work out a few

examples to illustrate the process.

100 I^, wave = 2,060 feet.

We want to tune up to

Choosing a wavemeter inductance of (say) 197'2 mics aiid
adding in the " wavemeter mutual," taking the result to the
nearest mic, we find the total

L = 197'2 -1- (say) 5"2 -|- '4 (for leads in wavemeter)
= 202-8

= 203 mics nearly. The nearest mtc may ahvays be used
for numbers over 100 mics.

q = ^ _ 100
L ~ 203 = '493 jais.
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Wavemeter capacities sliould ^always be worked to three
places of decimals.
Now on the curve "493 corresponds to 89° .
. This is logged down on a piece of paper as:—

"K" Tune. LS = 100. 197'2 mics inductance \ oqo
W.L. = 2060. 5'2 niics mutual
/
Now assume we got two swings 10° "above and below."
Long wave 99° == 'S-ld jai-s. liS = 110. Wave = 2,160 ft.-

Short wave 79° = "438 jars. LS = 89. Wave = 1,940 ft.
Notice that the mean of the LS values =

199
9

= 99-5 =100

nearly.

Difference = 2,160 — 1,940 = 220 feet.

Coupling =

(for 2,060 = 206^100).

= 10'7 per cent.

We now take a piece of squared paper marking "degrees
above and below" as abscissfe and "coupling per cent." as
ordinates, as in Fig. 150. Each must be graduated from zero.

Mark off 10"7 per cent, corresponding to 10° above and
below, and join this point by a straight line to "0 per cent, and

. 0° "—the bottom left-hand corner.

1Z
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/
/
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0
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i
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/
O
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8

10

JDegirees above and below.
Fig. 150.
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What j'on have now is a curve (althougli it is really a

straight line) which aiitoraatically solves the proi)ortion smu:—

"If 10' above and below mean 10"7 per cent, coupling,
what coupling corresponds to i° , 5° or 8° above and
below?"

Reading off fi'om the curve the answeiti are seen to be 4'3
per cent., 5'35 per cent., and 8'5 per cent., respectively.
Convei-sely, we may say "I want to tune up to a (1 per cent,

coupling.

How fur apart sliouki mj' readings be?"

The

answer is 5'6° above and beloAV, so that our readings should be

89° + 5^ = 9-11° and 89° - 51° = 87^-° respectively.
This curve mil do for any IaS value whose ^vavemeter

capacity works out at about 90° , but it will not do for one of
80° or 100° .

It is easy to remember tliat when the wavemeter condenser

reading is about 90° , tlien each degree "above and hclow" is

roughly ^vorth 1 per cent.
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If the cajiacity he less llum 90° , each degree will cause a

greater alteration in coupling; if more than 100° , less alteration
lluin 1 per cent, per degree.

I lu; reader should work out this "time-saving curve" for

huiiself, taking, for example, au LS of GOO. IVitli this ho can

either use the 1,000 inic inductance and rather a large condenser,
or llie 2,000-mic one and rather a small condenser.

By extending this principle still further, he may make a
family of curves as in Fig. lol, giving couplings foi' any 10° on
the waveinoler condenser, or one curve, as in Fig. 152, giving
the couplings "per degree" or "per 5 degrees" above and
below for any reading on the condenser.

0° Condenser.

i5-.

W-

S-~

o~i
30

'i-o

JO

60

70

80

80

ItC

Degree on Condenser Scale.
Fig. l.'iS.

By means of one of tliese curves, and being provided with a

table.for all wave-lengths as exemplified on p. 321, the operator

can take his wavemeter away to any sliip and tune her

up -without making any calculations or referring to the"ivavemeter curve"at all.

Calculating Inductances.

When the inductance takes the form of the coil or helix, a

simple calculation Avill give the approximate self-induction.

'J'his is done by means of Coiuinander Yeats-Brown's curve,

crivcn ill

153.

f20

§

S

II

,

Correclion K
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A coil liaving a radius of r cms., containing t turns of wu-o

in one layer, will have a self-inductioii given by
L = rt"k centimetres, so that,
L=

rf-'k
1000

mtes.

In this formula "k" is a "correction", looked out'as the

ordinato of the curve where the abscissa is the ratio j, or the
radius of the coil divided by its length.

Having a given coil, we measure its radius and length and

count the nundjer of turns. Divide r by 1 and look out"k"
from the curve.

The only difiicultles which arise are:—

(a) When the wire is thick, its mean radius should be
taken. This is most easily found by dividing the
mean gii-th by I' tt.
To get the mean girth, measure round tlie core
only and then round tiie wire as m-apped on the

core. Tlie mean of these lengths, in cms., gives

the mean girth, or actual length of one turn of
wire.

(l>) When the wire is wound on a square or octagonal
fonncr, wo find the radius of the cylinder which
would have the same girth or perimeter. In other
words, we proceed exactly as in (n) whether the
wire be thin or thick.
Ho

rn-

I
<9<?-

70

WO
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}0Q

A-OO

^ ,.
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600 pO 600
7?a,d.i.vi.3

- Lervgt-'h.

Fig. 154.
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(c) Where the ratio ^ is greatei than 100, use the curve
in Fig. 154 to find k.

(d) When the ratio
|
is less tluui '1, use the curve in.
Fig. 155.
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Fig. 155.

The prohlem of calculating self-induction is usually presented

to us in a more difficult form. Instead of Iiaving to find the
inductance of a given coil of wire, we have usually to :—

Wind a CoiL of given Self-induction.
Having first selected a former and the size of wire
necessary for the core, we wrap some of the wire I'ound the

core with the same spacing (if anj') that we are going to use
in the finished coil. We will then measure the axial length
occupied by 10, 20 or more tui'iis, taking the measurements in

centimetres.

S27

Sui>pose we luivo an idea that soinewUere between 100 and

200 t»irns Avill be correct for onr particular iiiclnctance.
Assume 100, 130, 160 and 200 turns, working out the
inductance in each case. Probablj*, none of these mimbers uill
be the exact number of niics Ave require. By niakiiig a rough,
curve of mics and turns avc can then-pick out fairly exactly tlxe
number of turns nccessaiw.

In connection witli tiie method of calculating above described,
it must be borue in mind that:—

(a) If there are several layei-s of Avire, or
(h) If very thick wire bo Avouud on a small diameter former,
then tlie self-incluction iis calculated Avill be too

large.

(c) If tlie Aviro be iiuieli spacotl, as on a traiismittiug aerial
coil, the calculated inductance aauU be too small.

(d) The calculations are useless if any iron be inside the
coil core or near (lie coil.
Inchiclaiiees i)i Series and Parallel.
In Series.

The joint inductance, L, of any number of inductances in
series is given by
L = L| -j- L.+ L.I +

"h

This is time for any frequency.
In Parallel.
Here

i= L";+ L:+^+
If they aro all of the same value, divide the inductance of
one by tbe total number in parallel.
If there are only tAvo of them

.j. _ Product _ L, L,,
~ Sum

~ 1^1 -r Lj.

Notice that tlio joint iiulnctance is always less than the least
of them.

These formulm for inductauces in parallel must be used

cmlv for high-fi-equoucy circuits Avliere U is small compared
to X (sec p. 1U2).

Calculating Capacitij.

The capacity of a condenser may be calculated from the
fonmda

Q

AK
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Here, S is in cms. of capacity, so that we must divide by
1,000 to get the answer in jai-s. A is the effective area in square
cms. of the dielectric charged—that is, of the dielectric which is
clothed both sides witli cojidueting foil.

IC is a number depending upon the material comprising the
dielectric.
d is the thickness of the dielectric in cms.

The number denoted by "K" is called the S.I.C. or specilio
inductive capacity of the material used.
The "holding capability" of an air dielectric is taken as
unity, and the capabilities of other materials are compared with

tliat of air and their S.I.C. values are calculated accordingly.
For instance, a piece of glass might have an S.I.O. of 8.

Tliis means that a condenser with an air dielectidc had a capacity
of I jar, then if glass were substituted for the air, without

altering the size or distance apart of the plates, the capacity
would be increased to 8 jare.

The S.I.C.'s of different substances are given in tlie following
table.

Table of specific inductive capacities, sometimes called
"Dielectric Constants":—

Flint glass (dense) -

-

Flint glass (light)
Crown glass (hard) -

-

Mica
Shellac
Ebonite

.

.
.

.
_

India-nibber (pure) -

-

Turpentine -

-

-

Petroleum
Jleeswax
Vulcanite

_
_

_
_

.
-

6-57
6-96

-

4 to 8
3-0
2*05 to 3"15
212

-

2-69
20to2-3
2-2
2-2
1-9
2-5

-

India-rubber (vulcanised^
Piiraffin wax -

101

These values are for 15° centigiade thermometer. Different
temperatures affect the S.I.C. as also do variations in the voltage
applied.

The dielectric with which we are most concerned, ebonite,

may be taken as having a value, of 2'5.

i

The fonnula given above may be written in a more con-:
venient form, giving the capacity in jam direct from the
measurements, eliminating tt from the expression.

S=

_ where A = cms.^ , q _

12600 X d

d = cms.

AK

494(3 x d

where A = ins.^
d — ins.

'^^Iculating A, the "effective area of the dielectric, we

must be careful when a large condenser, consisting of several

sheets joined in parallel, is under consideration.
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Tlie rule is to take the area of any one piece of foil—for it is
only where the dielectric is covered with foil that the charges
lie—and nuiltiply ithy the number of dielectrics. For example:
in Fig. 156 (a) we have five dielectrics, and in {b) only four.
f*

n

/

(ctj

(b)
Fig. 156.

In designing a condenser of a given capacity, wc have to
consider not only the number and area of the sheets, but the
nature of the work which the condenser is intended to perform.

In no case should adhesives, such as paste or "seccotiue"
be used to attach the foil to the dielectric.

Regarding condensers used jor receiving purposes, mica or
air is the most suitable where fixed condensei-s are concerned,

ebonite or air being used for variable ones.

Air dielectrics are used only for very small condensers, on

account of tlie low S.I.C. of tliis substance causing the condenser
to be unnecessarily bulky.

Foi' transmitting condensei's we have to consider, not only

the substance which is most favourable mechanically, but also

whedier the material possesses sufficient "dielectric strength"
to avoid puncture at the high voltages employed.
Tlic solid dielectrics all liave the disadvantage that, when

once punctured, they are useless tiU re])aired, a process ^vluch
may take a long time, or even be impossible, in a ship.
On the other hand, a gaseous or liquid dielectric will lepair
itself dii'cetly a spark has passed across it.
An air dielectric is in use at Oiifden. It is very efiicient

electrically and never requires any attention. The drawback

to its use in ships is that a condenser must
verj' bulky.
Tliis is fii'stly because air at atmospheric pressure has but
little dielectric strength, so that either the plates must be placed

far apart (so reducing capacity) or else many sections must be
placed in series. Secondly, we remember that any air con
denser mxist be more bulky than its rival of higher S.I.C.

Oil is a good dielectric, it is self-repairing and of moderate
dielectric strength. Consequently tlio jdates might be nearer

together than iii the case of the air condenser, but tliey would

have to be made rigid and self-supporting, like the plate in the
wavemeter condenser. Any warj)iiig or alteration of the

relative positions of the- two sets of plates would result in an
alteration in capacity and probably a short-eircuit across the
condenser.

Coming now to solid dielectrics.
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Paraffin vax will melt on heating, and heat is honncl to ho

generated after prolonged signalling.

Glass is very good provided it can he obtained fi-ee fi'oni
flaws. Much depends upon the inamifactnro of the glass,
whether it contain air-hells or not, and, more diiricnlt to detect,
whether it !)c free from internal strains.

These strains are set

up, due to the glass cooling unevenly, and unless the greatest
care is e.tercised in the annealing of the glass, we shall find

that plate after plate will puncture although no visible defect
exists. This weeding out of the faulty plates takes time, is

very annoying and might lead to a breakdown in a ship just

at tlie moment of sending an important signal.
a very good glass condenser.

Jloscicki makes

Mica is perhaps the most perfect dielectric known as far as
its electrical properties go. It is veiy efficient, of great dielectric
strength, considering its minute thickness, but it cannot he
obtained in large sheets except at proliihitive prices.
Compounds, like Mieanite, Vulcanite and Woodilc possess
the common disadvantage of noii-uniforinity of quality and
structure besides being not veiy eificient.
Ebonite can be obtained in large sheets of veiy uniform

quality and thickness. It has a moderately high S.I.C. so that
condensers are not too unwieldy. It is fairly efficient electrically.
It is of high dielectric strength so that many sections do not "

have to be employed. A sheet of ebonite jb inch thick will,

stand a 4-mm. spark between balls, the maximum working
spark being about 2 mms. When a larger spark is to be

employed we put sections of the condenser in series with one
another, allowing one section for each 2 mms. of spark.
It is safe to woric an ebonite conrleiiser at a gi-eater spark

length tlian this, allowing (2 nuns, per section) -j- 2 more "for
luck."

The reasons why several sections of thin-sheeted condensers
are used instead of one condenser made of thick ebonite are,

fii-stly, because the price of good qualitj' ebonite of uniform
tliickness increases rapidly with tlie thickness, and, secondly,

because thin sheets are relatively stronger tliau thick ones.
Thus, two sheets in series, each j^-inch in thickness, would bear
a spark which would puncture one thickness of j^c-inch.

Safety points are placed at the correct distance apart, joiner!
across the condenser, to give Avarning wlien the safo woi'king
voltage is being exceeded. Tlie points (or disc) must bo kept

at the correct distance apart and must also be kept sharp.(fct'p,Z30)
Dielectric strengths of various substances are expressed in
"kilo-volts per centimetre thickness," the voltage given being
rougUy that required to puncture the substance of that thickness.
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They are given in the aecoinpaiiyiiig lahle, siiowing ]iow the

clielectnc strength altei-s invei-sely with tlie tliickness.
Thickness,

Substance.

ons.

Air at nonnal pressni'e and tempenitui-e

Dielectric Strength
Kilo-volts per cm.

0-02
0-10

0-40

Ciystal gluas •
it

"

It

■

Window glass Dbonite
»»

India-rubber
»f

Hica

•

*

Vaseline oil
Olive oil

Linseed oil (raw)
,,

(boiled)

100
1-40

1
1

0-1
OS

57-5
43S
34-5
29-8
ofi-O

285

0 093

224
168
160
538

0-186
0-135
0-270

434
476
318

0-6
0-2

O-OOl

2000

0-01

1150

0-02

950

0-05
0-10

610

0-4 to 0-8

60

it
St

750

70
83
55

Construction of Ebonite Transmitling Condensers.
All ebonite transmitting coiuleiisei-s are immersed in a tank

of insulating oil. Tliis oil, by cxohiding air, assists in the
insulation of the c;on(Iei1se]-, preventing iltc access of inoistui-e lo

the dielectric. It also (ends to prevent hni.shing, ■wliich ■would
very soon destroy the_ slieetvS, making them pimetui-e at a very
low voltage. Again, it is a good non-conductor of lieat, so tliat
the condenser is kept fairly cool.

TJie danger of lieating in an ehonife condenser is very real.

When hot the material gets soft and is liable to melt. The

smell of bui'iiing or smouldering ebonite is very distinctive and

offensive. It should lie known to every oi)erator, so that he may

know enough to stop sending if he smells it.

In the consti'Mction of the con<Icnser itself, great care must

be taken to exclude all air fi'om between (lie foil and the
dielectric. For this reason, each sheet of ebonite has a sheet of

foil squeezed down on cacli side, This means that -when two

sheets are put together, there will be two sheets of foil where at

first sight one would liave siifiiced.

The foil is cut smaller tlian the ebonite, a margin of about

li inches being left all round except where the " tab " leads up
to the tenninal. The corners of tlie foil must be rounded off,,
to reduce the ixmdency to brush, and tlie foil must be well

0,0-^

sinootlied down on ihe sheet, the ■whole operation Ijeiii;; accom

panied by plenty of oil to cause the foil to aclliere and to assist

in the exclusion of air-bubbles.

All air-bolls must b<' smoolhed

out fi'om the centre, by means of some spatulate instrument
wliich will not tear the foil. It saves time to test each plate of
the condenser as it is built up, using the proper test s))ark-

length. i\jiy faulty plate will tlien puncturebefoit? the building
goes any further.
When completed, the whole condenser is compressed firmly
between thick ebonite sheets and compression plates of w<u)d or
thin steel.

Regarding the oil used. The tank must always be kept full
of oil right up to the brim, no air-space or "ullage" being
permissible. Oil used for condensei-s must never be exposed to
the air for any length of time, for it rapidly absorbs JiioistiU'C

and loses its insulating properties. Cans must always liavc

their plugs screwed hard on when not in use.
Again, the presence of any foreign body, sucli as fItilF, dirl.,
or grit, inside the tank, will assist in brushing and possibly

cause a complete breakdown.
It is, therefore, imperative to see that the inside of the lank
and the condensers themselves are scrupulously clean before
filling the tank with oil; to see that the oil strainer is clean

before use ; never under any circumstances to allow old oil to

be used, and never to permit oil to be strained through any
textile fabi'ic, such as bunting, which would be likely to part
with any small haira or fluff.
Condenaers in Parallel and Sei'ies,

With condensers S,, S^, S3, Sj &c., in parallel, we have the
joint capacity 8 = 8,-1-824-83+
If they are all the same value, and there are N of them in
number:—8 = NS,.

When in senea we have the joint capacity less than the least

one so that

1=1+1+1+
S 8, ^82^83^

If they are all the same value :—
S=

.N-

If there are only two, 8, and S,, -we liave
o _ Product _ S, Sa
Sum
S, + Sj'

Galeidaloig X and <r from Transmitting Adjustments.
The following is the bestinethod of finding X and cr instead
of by sparking into the aerial.
Make out a curve of mics and ttu*ns for the aerial coil, as
shown in Fig. 157.
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To do ttis, let xis take an example.
Suppose tke mutual coil be fixed, with an L of 10 mics.
Let the aerial coil be wound on a cylindrical former 14 inches

in diameter, the turns being ^ inch apai't. With 50 turns on

the coil, we work out the inductance of various turns as shown
below.

The radius = ^ x 2'54 = 17'8 cms.
Turns.

Bfttio|.

1.

3-18
6-35
12-7
190
25-4
32-0

5

10
20
30
40
50

K.

5-6
2-8
1-39
0-94
0-7

L mics.

41-4
31-8
23-1
19-6
16-4
14-0

0-557

18-4
56-6
164
314

470
625

Tux'n this table into the form of a cuiwe, as shown in

Fig. 157, we can then read off the inductance of any number of
frarns required.
50

■

1-0

-^0

fr

*

j/\
/

3 20

to

/
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too

ZOO

300

'H)0

500

600

JUtor.

■PIQ. 157.

Now imagine this set to have been tuned up to'five wave

lengths, called " A tune," " B tune," &c., with LS values as
shown below. Also we shall suppose tlie aerial coil adjustA

808fi

z
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ments, with coiTesponding mios aa found from, the curve, be
as in tie foUowipg:^—
Tune.

Wave.

LS.

150
250
400

A.

2,520

B.

3,260

0.
D.
B.

4,130
5,050
6,510

Mics^
OoU.

Turns on

Coil.

20
84
163

5

IS

600

20
25

1,000.

41

^ Coil

236

492

Mutual.
30
94
173
246
502

Now make a curve, connecting LS values and mica added
to

that is total mics added—the sum of aerial and mutual

coil.

.
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to^

✓ 4 < ... . . rto

—n

^'S5

X

Mtcs added lo X
(Aerial * Mutual

Total

'

coulj >

Micj.

Fig. 158.

This oufve is shown in Fig. 158.

Since u is unaltered, the total L must vary dii'eotly as the

LS value, so the curve must be a straight line.
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In all probability, as in this case, no straiglit line can pass

tlu-ough all the five points plotted on the squared paper.
Rule the line as fairly as possible thi-ough all those that

are nearly in a straight line.

In Fig 158 tlie 246 mics for LS = 600, falls considerably
outside the line, so that in all probability there was a mistake

in the tuning.
Hou" gi'eat is the mistake ? It seems from the curve that

280 mics would be correct for LS = 600, so 270 are wanted

on the aerial coil.

270 mics go to about 27 turns, so we are two turns wrong

on the aerial coil.

Hence we have an easy method of checking the accuracy of

tuning.

Fig. 158 will, however, tell us more than this. It will first

give us how many mics (and from Fig. 157 how many turns)are
i-equired to get any LS value. Next it appears that the LS

value With 0 mics added (that is, the Xo- value) is 98 LS, so

that the_ natural wave-length is 2,040 feet.
.

curve, prolonged to the left, cuts the"niic"line

at 55 mics, which is X.

us

^ divided by its corresponding total L will give

Thus 400 LS requires 173 + 55 mics in all,

SoS=o-= ^§
=^=1-76
iars
L 228
'Djars.

Again, 1,000 LS requires 502 -f 55 mics in all.
So S = o- =

L

557

= 1-79

So we see that tr is about 1•78 jars.
Note that Xcr = 1"78 x 55 = 98.

Dam-ping and Persistency.

We have aheady seen that the oscillatory discharge of a
condenser across a spark-gap results in a train of waves whose

energy is continually decreasing.

We now come to consider the laws governing this decaying

action, and the principles on which it is measured.

A pendulum, when set in vibration will come to rest

gradually, the number of swings performed before a state of
rest is attained depending i>riuclpally uidou the mass of the
bob and tbe friction against tlie air and at tlie pivot.

So also in an oscillator we shall be prepared to find that the
gi'eater the electric "mass" (inductance) and the less the
resistance of the circuit, the more slowly avIU the oscillations
die away.

If the amplitudes of successive excursions of a pendulum
bob (measured at one side only of its swing) be recorded and
7. 2
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compared, it will be found that the amplitude of each successive
excursion beai-s a constant ratio to that of its predecessor. In

this way the swings follow the "law of compound interest," in

that each one is a certain percentage of its predecessor, flencc
when the action fii-st commences the difference between succes

sive swings is large, but when they are feeble very little
difference is evident. To illustrate this kind of variation, take a

glass of water and pour away a quarter of it. The glass is now

tlu-ee-quarters full. Now pour away, not another quarter of the

glass, but a quarter of what is left therein. Again pour away

a quarter of what is left, and so on many times. Theoretically,
the glass would never be emptied, but in practice we should
soon find that the quantity remaining would be negligible. In
this case it is seen that each remainder is 75 per cent, of the
preceding one.

Again, take a stick or piece of wire and cut it into halves.

Lay one piece aside and halve the other. Lay one of tliese

halves aside and again halve the other. Go on doing this until
the last piece is so small as to be incapable of being further
subdivided. Now lay the sticks oirt at equal intervals in order,

keeping all their butt ends in line, as in Fig. 159.

Z' 1
Fig. 159.

It is easy to see that
F is 50 per cent, of E,
E is 50 per cent, of D,
D is 50 per cent, of C, and so on.

By joining the tops of all the sticks by a dotted hne,we obtain

a peculiar curve, whose right-hand end is continually getting
nearer and nearer to the horizontal line, but which never quite
touches it.

Let us now take the diagram of a jig, as in Fig 160.
Joining all the tops of the curves by the dotted line, we
again have tliis peculiar logarithmic cwve. The slope of this
curve is exa,ctly proportional to the height of the ordinates.

In this jig diagram let the amplitude of B be 80 per cent,
that of A; that of C he 80 per cent, that of B, and so on.
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Fiq. 160.

Assume the amplitude at A to be called 100 units. We can

now make a table for all the other amplitudes
A = 100.

B = 80 per cent, of 100 = 80.
C = 80

of 80 = 64.

D = 80

of 64= 51-2.

E = 80

of 51-2 = 41.

F = 80

of 41 = 32-8.

G = 80

of 32-8 = 26-2.

We now want to see what relationship connects these
numbers, 100, 80, 64, &c. They are said to be in "geometrical
progression," since each one is the same percentage as its

predecessor, so we miglit measure damping by a peicentage in
tliis manner. Tiiis would be inconvenient, because tlie gi-eater

the damping the lower will be tlie percentage. Pereistency,

however, being the opposite of damping, is measured by tliis

means.

Persislcncy is measured by the percentage ratio

between any two consecutive swiugs in the same direction.
Mention has been made of a logaritlunic curve. We will
not go into the theory of logarithms here, hut eveiy number

has a logarithm which may be found from a table.
A peculiar property exists with regard to these mimbeis,
100, 80, 64, &c. Tlie differences between them,taking any pair
of consecutive ones, are not constant, but the clifferences

bet^veen the logarithms of any pair of consecutive ones are

constant for any given percentage of persistencj-".
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This sounds rather formidable; but let us take the case in

point:—
100 - 80 = 20,

80 - 64 = 16,
64 ~ 51 = 13,

and so on, so that the differences vaiy as we go along. Now
take the logarithms of these numbers aU the way down the
scale.

We obtain a series of numbers which are in "arith

metical progression"—that is, the difference between any pair is
the same th)'oughout.
Whatever system of logarithms is used is immaterial to
this I'esult. Tlie reader is probably aware that there are two
systems of logarithms in use, one to the base 10, whicli is
employed in the constimction of the ordinaiy slide rule, and for
which aU "common log" tables are made out, and the other,
called the "Naperian" sj^tem, to the base 2"71828. The

Naperian logs are obtained by multiplying common logs by the
factor or "modulus" 2"3026.

We will now amplify our table for an 80 per cent, per
sistency:—

Swing.

Ampli
tude.

Difieroiicfi

in Ampli
tude.

Common

Log. of
Amplitude.

Difference
in Common

Logs.

Napeiiun
Dlflerence
Log. of
Ampliludc in N.u|)Crian
=Coni.Log, Logs.=fi.
X 2-3(120.

Not
Constant.

constant.

A.

■

100

B.

.

80

C.

■

64

D.

.

51-2

E.

•

41

F.

•

32'8

Or.

-

26'2

}
20 IL
J
} 16 {
J

I

} 12-8 1
J
L
}J 10-2 I
\

1
J
}J

1L
{L

2'0000
1-9031
1-8062

1-7093
1-6128
1-5159
1-4183

\ -0969/
J

I

} -0969/I.
\ -0969/L
J
\ 0965/I
J
J

\ -0969/

J

I

1- -0966/
J

1.

Constant.
4-6052
4-3821
4-1590

]■ -2231
} -2231
J

\

-2232

\

-2232

3-9358

J

3-7136

J

I -2232

3-4904

J

3-2658

J

]■ -2246

Instead of going through the process of taking common logsy
converting tbem into Naperian and then taking the difference,

we may take the difference between common logs (here = '0968
about) and multiply it by 2 "3026, thus getting the Naperiau.
difference.
Here "0968 X 2"3026 = "223

This result ("223) is called the "logarithmic decrement"
(abbreviated to log, dec.), sometimes the " damping decrement,"
Jt is denoted by the sjunhol 8 (delta).

1
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The following table and curve (Fig.161) give the relationBhip
.between log. dec. and persistency.
Porsisfconoy.
Per Cent.

60
65
70
75
80

Persifltenoy.

Log. Dec.= 6.

Per Cent.

1

0-511

0-432
0-357
0-288

85

0-163
0-1076

90

1

95

0-223

r<}

Log. Dec.= d.

'

0-0513

98

0-0202

100

0-0000

so

so

fi.rsiilg7iey per Ccne.
Fio. 161.

The reader should notice tliat we may speak of the log. dec.

per complete period or the log. dec. per lialf-period, according
as the amplitudes plotted are consecutive ones in the same
direction or in opposite directions. Most writers now employ

(as we shall) the log. dec. per complete period.
hooking at the curve in Fig. 161, we notice, by comparing

it to the ruled dotted line, that at the riglit-haud end it is

nearly a straight line. For pei-sistencies above 75 per cent,

and for log. decs, below about 0 " 2, we may so consider it.
The equation to this particular straight line is
3=

90

or P = 100 — 908, where P is tlie peraistenoy.

The above formulm arc called "empju-ical." They are only

ap])roximate]y correct, liaving been constructed from the curve
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on a false assumption. For log. decs, greater tlian 0"2 the
persistency is gi'eater than that given by these formulce. The
straight line is shown dotted in Fig. 161, so that the reader can
see how the error comes in for very heavy dampings where S is
greater than 0'2.
We have already seen that damping is due to two causes:—
(1) Ohmic resistance.
(2)• Radiation.
A closed oscillator which is not parting with any of its

magnetic energy by induction into another adjacent circuit may
be considered to be non-radiative. -That is to say, the damping

of the jigs will be that due to ohmic resistance only.

The log. dec. per period of a circuit whose high-fi-equency
resistance is R' ohms, inductance L henries, and frequency f, is
given by:—

^ ~ 2fL
Note that (a) the damping varies directly with the resistance
{see p.

).

(h) The damping varies invei-sely with the inductance,
(c) The damping varies inversely with the frequency.
A low frequency allows more time in each period for the heat
losses to act, so increasing the decrement.
It will now be convenient to change L henries into mics and
.

4-8 X 10®

to write —

— for f.

We then have

S-

^

2L

X

^ 4-8 X

where I ^ ~

is = jam.

This last is a useful formula. It can now be combined with

the empyrical formula given above, so that we have

T.
.
90 R' 'v/S
Jr6rsist6iicy
— 100 — 9*6
L
= 100 - 9-4 R'

Jj

This formula is not quite true for a closed oscillator containing

a spark-gap, because the resistance of the gap is continually

varying (getting greater towards the end of the jig; nor is it
true when two circuits are coupled together unless the coupling

be very loose.
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Looking at this last formula, we see that in a circuit
tioiitaining a large capacity and small inductance, where

is necessarily large, it is of vital importance to keep the resist
ance low in order not to have lieavy damping. A persistent

circuit will therefore have as low resistance, as high inductance
and as small capacity as possible. This may be easily attained

in tlie receiving circuit, especially wliere the detector is not a
ciUTont-operated one, but tlie large transmitting primary con

denser is essential in order to store siifHcient initial energj' for
the jig. However, every effort is made to reduce the resistance

of the primary inductance.

Take now the case of the aerial wire, especially when loaded
up with inductance so as to send or receive a wave longer

than its natural length. Here L is large, a- small, so that /s
IS small to start with. Hence the addition of a few ohms in the
tuner does not cause much harm.

Another form of resistance damping is that due to faulty
insulation across a condenser or across turns of a coil of wire.

The log. dec. per period of a circuit whose insulation
resistance is R ohms (this will usually be several million) is

given by

^ ~ R\ls
Combining this with the persistency formiJa we see that
Persistency = 100 = 100

_ 8460 /L
i?

vs

Notice that as the insulation resistance falls, the damping

increases, and that the larger the L and smaller the S the better
must the insulation resistance be.

Tims, the insulation resistance of the deck insulator, of the
strain insulators for aerial, and for the small condensers used
inside the cabinet, tlie insulation resistance between turn and
tairn of aerial coil or tuner must all be high, and tlie longer the
wave-lengtli the liigher must be the resistance.

Why then, we might naturally ask, is it necessary so to
insist upon high insulation resistance for the transmitting
condenser, which is large, with a small inductance ? This is
largely a question of voltjige, for where the voltage is high
there will be a large leakage loss (C-B) if the resistance of
the condenser or spark-gap falls.
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Again, in tte cliarging circuit we have

very large, so

will not^p
the resonance
not be so marked, and loss of insulated
efficiency will
ensue. effect
Radiation dwm.'ping.

"enJml^bP

determine, but will in

Snr
fW??
open osciUator be an efficient
ladiatoi-than
the resistance damping.
since

^Pplicable to any sort and shape of aerial,

and number nf
T) 1

A

*^0

height, sliape, thickness
filectrieal properties,

abn
r resistance
■ ^ ^^ai'ooni
plainareaerial,
with a soark-gap of
about/0- ohms
at its foot,
roughly
8 fradiation) = '2 to "4
and

'

8 (resistance) = •02 to •04.
/
means, since the total log. dec. = the sum of the two
(radiation and resistance) log. decs., that tlie oscillations are

completely extinguished after about 10 complete cycles or less.
The numbisr of complete oscillations in a jig which occur
before the amplitude falls to
of
initial amplitude will
of course depend on the log. dec.
The greater S, the fewer will be the swings.
Prof. Fleming gives a simple formula:—

Number of complete oscillations till l _ 2• 3026 + 8
amplitude falls to i^th its initial \
>
•
value . . .

J

This may be written
N = Number = 1 +
o

The following table is derived from tliis formula :•
8.

N.

V

5.

N.

1-0

3'5

•1

24^0

0'8

4-0

•08

30'0

•6
•4

5-0
7-0

•06
•04
•03
•02

39^0
58^0

•3

8'5

•2

12-5

78^0

11.6•O

Good tuning is not possible with less than 15 waves in the

jig. It is for this reason that "plain aerial"—owing to the
great radiation and resistance damping—is not a selpctive

method of sending or receivijig.
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Measurement of Dam-ping by means of Wavemeter.
From the formula

8=

R'
2f L

calculate the log. dec. of the wavemeter circuit Call this log.
dec 8,.

When the wave meter is loosely coupled to another cii'cuit

whose log. dec. we wish to measure, we spark into the circuit
and adjust the condenser to D,n degrees to give the maximum
reading of the galvanometer. Call tliis reading G,„,allowing for
any index error due to the pointer, when at rest, not setting at
zero. Now move the condenser pointer up or do^vn £i-om J)„,
till the galvanometer points to half its previous deflection (to
p
in degrees. Let this adjustment be called D degrees.
Then we have

Si + S,- ,r
■where Sj is the log. dec. of the circuit being measured.
The expression D„ ~ D is the number of degi-ees that tlie

pointer has moved axoay from D^j.

The two observations—one with D less than D,n and one

with it greater, will give two values for (8, + 85). The mean

is taken, 8, subtracted, and the remainder is Sj, the log. dec.
required.

If the coupling be not very loose between the two circuits,
this value of Sj will be too large. The best coupling to use is
found when loosening the coixpling is found not to decrease the
damping.

AnoSier way of finding 8 for a circuit containing a spark-

gap is due to V. Bjerknes.

Let V be the max. P.D. across the spark-gap, or "spark

voltage " {sea p. 312), and V be its R.M.S. value as measured

by an electrostatic voltmeter {see p. 161).
Then the log. dec. per period is:—

s-N
o - 4f

Y!

where f is the frequency, and N = number of jigs per second.
Substituting
4-8 X 10'=

VLB

for f, we have
8 =

NV^

r-"92 x""l6^ xF-

wlieve L = mics and S = jai-s,
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This method may be used for finding the total damping
decrement of an open oscillator.
Sharpness of Tuning.

By "sharpness of timing" is meant the way the cunent
falls off in a circuit when it is not quite in resonance with
another circuit. This is most noticeable in any selecti^'e
receiving circuit. A "sharp" adjustment is attained when a
A'ery small alteration of L or S causes a great falling off in the
strength of signals.

It is controlled principally bj' the dampings of the two
circuits. A well-sustained jig of manj'^ oscillations will always

give "shai-per tuning" than will a heavily damped jig. The
looser the coupling at the transmitting end, within limits, the
shai-per will be the tuning at the i-eceiviug end, the more
selective the wave, and tlie less interference will be experienced
by other ships looking out on different wave-lengths.
Conversely, the less the damping at the receiving end, and
the looser the coupling of the detector on to the aerial, the
sharper will be the adjustments for any incoming wave, the
more /Selective the circuit, and the less interference will be felt

by the ship from the transmission of other wave-lengths by
other ships,

WF-"?
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MATHEMATICAL

APPENDIX.

List of Letters and Symbols used in this book for

Electrical Quantities.
Quantity = Q.
Current = C.

E.M.R = E.
Potential = V.
Resistance = R.

Specific resistance = p.
Capacity = S.

S.l.C. = K.

Lines of force = N.

Self-induction and inductance — L.
Mutual inductance = M.

Maximum values (capitals) = C.E.V.
Instantaneous values (small) = c.e.v.
R.M.S. values (italics) = G.E.V.
Frequency = f.

27rf = p = angular velocity.
Reactance = X.

Impedence = Z.

Phase difference angle =
Log. dec. per complete period » S.
Arithmetic.

Mxdtif^ication.

The product of a number with itself is called a power of the
number.

Thus
}>

7x7
19 y 12

is the second power or square of 7.
>>

>1

))

)!

)J

))

II

J-'*

Again 8x8x8,, ,, third
„ „ cube „ 8.
The square of 7 is witten 7*,so that 7* = 49; 12'= 144,&c.
The cube of 8 is written 8^ so that 8' = 512.

The"higher"powers, 4th,5th,&c., are denoted in a similar
manner.

Thus—

2'= 4,

2'= 8,
2* = 16,
2'= 32, and so on.
It is seen that the small number indicates how many times

the original is multiplied by itself. It is therefore called the
index.

The process of finding the poweis of a number is called
involution.
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Multiplication of large nuinbei's is best performed "with the
'partial products" arranged sloping from right to left.
Example—Multiply 257,813 by 2,481.
257813
2481

515626

1031252

C ID

1

1 .

2062504 r ^'^'''^hpioducts.

" 257813J
639634053

Ans.

The reason for this will be more apparent "when we come to
approximations with decimals.

Shortened Working.
To multiply by 5, add a 0 and divide by 2.
Example—48 X 5 = 240, that is

240-

To multiply by 25, add 00 and divide by 4.

Ex.8 X 25 = 200, that is^ 200.
To multiply by 125, add 000 and di'dde by 8.
Division.

Always we have dividend — divisor X quotient +
remainder.

Thus 27 -6 has 27 = 6 X 4 + 3.
24

When the divisor splits easily into "factore" it is generally
advisable to divide by factors instead of working by "long
division."

Ex. 43190 -r- 35. Now 7x5 = 35. 7 and 5 are"factors"
of 3o;

7)4_3190

5)^^ Hence 43190 contains 6170 sevens.
1234

„

6170

„

1234 lives.

Therefore 43190 contains 1234 (7 x 5'e) i.e., 35's.
If the division cannot be made exactly, care is required in .

luiding the remainder.
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To find the remainder,
Take an example:—
191103095

288.
Now 144 x 2 = 288.
Hence 12 x 12 x 2 = 288.
We will use these factoi"S.

2)191103095

Remainder.

12) 95551547

-

2's and 1 imit over

12) 7962628 - 24's and 11 2's over
663552

-

1

-

22

- 288's and 4 24'8 over

-

96

Total remainder'

-

119

Hence 288 "goes" into 191103095 663552 times with
119 over.

Rxile,—To find the remainder, multiply each partial re
mainder by aU the factors which precede it, except the factor

which produeed it, and add up all the pi'oducts.
"Long" Division.

It is best to place the quotient over the dividend, not to the

right of it as is sometimes done.

Ex. Divide 123456 by 397.
^
397)123456
n91
485
397
386

Ans. 310 times and 386 over.
Signs and Ahbreviaiions.

Equality =. 0a:. 7 x 6 = 42.
Addition -f. „ 7 4. 6 = 13.
Subtraction. —.

7 — 6= 1

Multiplication X. Sometimes"•" is used, placed on the

line.

Ex. 7 X Q or 7.6 = 42.

Division -f-, or — Dividend above and divisor below ; or

Ex. 42 6 = ^ = 42/6 = 7.

. ■. Means"Therefore"or"hence."

„ "Because" or"since."
Bi'ackets are of vai'ious shapes ( ), { }> [ ]i
or
, and indicate that the quantities between them must he

treated as a whole.
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Thus 5 X (7 - 5) = 5 X 2 = 10.

But (5 X 7)- 5 = 35 - 5 = 30.

Again (42 — 7) -r- 5 means 3-5 -i- 5 and might be expressed
42-7
5

42-7

It is of great importance to realise that the

in —g—

is really a hracket.

Multiplication with Brackets is often expressed by widting

the quantities side by side without the X sign.
Ex. 3[5] means 3 x 5 or 15, not 35.
So (5 — 3)(7 — 4) means 2x3 = 6.

This last might be written 5 — 3 7—4, but brackets are

not Tisually used like this, owing to the chance of error in

drawing the line.

When several brackets occur one pair within another, find
the value of the inueimost one first.

Ex. 3{7 +[9 -(8 - 3)]h

This = 3f7+[9-5]}.
»

=3{7 + 4}.

„ = 3 X 11.

.= 33.

Decimals.

The meaning of a Decimal.

Decimal fractions(Latin,"decem,"ten)are simplyan extension

of the ordinary method of -wj-iting numbers.

Take the number 111. Here each 1 has 10 times the value

of the 1 next to it on the right.

If we put a" ■ "(point) after the rmits figure (thus:—111')
fiTU t li
we may continue the number to the right—111"11, and each 1
H
will still he 10 times the value of the one on the right, 1
T

u

.

(hundreds) is 10 times the value of 1 (tens), and 1 (units) 10
.

t

t

times that of 1. Consequently 1 indicates a tenth pai't (iV)

n

unit, 1 a tenth of 1, that is a hundredth part (lod) of a unit,
and so on.

Hence we see 111*11 might be written:—

ioo + i» + i + ro + Ko-

Be careful to distinguish between
7*3 which is 7^, and 7.3 which is 7 x 3 = 21.

Zeros or cyphers to the right of a decimal do not affect its
value , noi do they to the left of the "point" if there were no

numbers there previously.
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Tims '070 is the same as "07 and the same as 0'07. They
all mean: —

T() iho ^ i(^ whieli reiliiees dmvii to

or '07.

Figures to the ri<jht of the point are called Decimal Figures.
The nninher of (lecimal figures is referred to as tlie nnmher

of decimal places.
If there he no "whole number" lo tlie left of the point, the

first (lecinial ligurc (not /.ero) is called the "fii-st significant
fi.gnre."

Ihiis, Aviien we say that a measui-ement has been taken

con-eel to 2 places of tiecinuds," we mean that the moasnreinent

•Iocs not. err by more than 1 per cent of one miit.
'01 is 1. per cent.

Again in '003125 1116 fii-st significant ligni'e is 3. That is,
if we were dealing with inches, we should have '003125 inch or
"3 and a bit""mils." (See j). 42.)
It. is owing to the great eascAvith wliich the accuracy of
])liysical measnroinents can be indicated that the importain-e of
ileciinals is so great.
A((dilio}i and Subtraction of Decimals.

These operations are carried out as Avith whole numbei-s, but
wo must be careful to get all the "points" vertically under one

another.

Addition.

1'007 + 53-28 -h '92603 Avill be
Ex.

i'007
53'28
'92603
55'21303

Subtraction.
Ex. 73 1 - 17 123.

73'100 Here Ave (mentally) add
17 ■ 123

zeros as shoAvar in italics.

55-977

A useful thing to remember in subtracting a decimal
ex]n-eKsion from a A\dioIe number is shown below.

• Ex. 73 - 17 • 1234567.
73'0000 etc.
17-1234567

55-8765433

Wo7-king ;—•

7 and 3 are 10, cari-y one

6 and 1 = 7 and o are 10
5 and 1 = 6 and 4 are 10

))

This is the old Avay.
A

80SG

A A

lirnAnilli'

^'.50

Now notice that except fur the lust deeiinal place (3 under 1)

we have all the others making 9 when added to their corre

sponding decimal place in the lower line.
Thus 6 and 5 = 9, 5 and 4. — *9, A. ami 5 = 9, 3 and 6 = 9,
2 and 7 = 9, 1 and 5 = 9. All we do, then, is to wite down

those numbers ivhich make the figures in the lower ro^v
up to 9.
Mnltiplicatio}i of Dedvials.

General rule.—Forget all about decimal points, multiply as

numbeis and then mark off from the right as many decimal
places as there were in the two factors combined.
Tlius 7-132 X 10

Consider this as 7132 x 10.

= 71320 result 71-32 (2 places).

Again 2-2 x '4.

22 X 4 = 88. 2 places to be marked off.
Alls. = -88.

In multiplying a decimal by 10, 100, 1000, etc., shift the
decimal place 1, 2, 3 etc. places to the rifjht.
Ex. 7-132 X 40.

Tliis can be written 71-32 X 4.

71-32
285-28

Ex. 6 ■ 125 X 48.

6-125

or factorially

48

6'125
6

24500

'36~750

49000

8

294-000

294-000

Vioision of Decimals by Whole Numbers.
Dividing by 10, 100, 1000 etc., shift the decimal point 1, 2
3 etc., places to the left.
Ex. 17-234 4- 10 = 1-7234.
Ex. -012

100 = -00012.

Division by Factors.
Ex. -007132

64.

Factoi-s 8x8.

8)-007132
8)0)008915
-0001114375

Notice that zeros are added to the right-hand end if the

division does not at once "go out."

* Until he is familinr with <ieeim;ils the render had bettor use the"Genera! rule"

{riven alxive.

sni

"^^^"9
Division.
Note
here isappeal's.
where the advantage
of writing
the"quotient
above
thethat
dividend
•0001114375

64)-007132
64
73
U

92

•

U
280
240
192
480

448

'320
320

Tlie position of the decimal point fixes itself if the quotient

be written as advised.

Division hij a Decimal.
Take an example : —
12 - 4 = 3.

Also 120 -f- 40 = 3 and 1200 -t- 400 = 3.

Similarly 1-2 ^ 4 = Sand "12 -J- 04 = 3.

The quotient remains unaltered provided we multiply divisor

rind dividend by the same number.

Suppose wo lun^e
4-375 to be divided by "831.

be the same if 43-75 is divided by 8-31,
or if 437-5,,

„

The answer will

,, 831,

or if 4375 „
„ „ 831.
The General Jlule is :—Make the divisor a whole number by

shifting its decimal point to the right the requisite number of
places, shifting that of the diviilend tlie same munberof places.
Then divide flie new ilividend by the new divisor,
BxamiAe.(1);—
Divide 3-762 by -0785.
'0785 becomes 785 and 3-762 becomes 37620.
00047-92
785)37620

"3140
6220
5495
7250
7065
1850

Quotient is 47*92 to two places of decimals.
A A 2
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Example {'2):—

Taking the same digits as before, divide 3'762 by 7'85.
We have 376'2 to be <livided by 785.
000-4702 . . .

785)370-2
3J4-0

02-20
54-05
7-250

7-065
•1850

'.i3ie qiioticnit ]iei'e is "4792.... tlio same spf|ue]ice of figures,

but -with, tlie dei-inial place altered.

Rdatiunsliii) hehceeu decimals and vulgar fractions.
As Ave have seen, -]. is merely another way of writing
to convert a decimal into a vulgai- fraction we have a rule:—
"Write the figures to the right of deciinal point as the

miinerator, and for denominator a 1 followed hy as many O's as
there were decimal places."
Examples:—
• 31-^0 =
-001 =

10000
1000

Very often we can cancel the results down by dividing top

and bottom by 2 or 5.
■

3125

625

10000

2000 ~ 400

125

25

5

SO ~ 16

So that *3125 has the same value as

Learn the following:—
4-= -25,

-5, }^ -75.

Tlie advanced student may find the following useful:—
I = -125, i ^ -375, I - -025, -} - -875.
To dn the reverse of the above, namely, to convert a fraction
jnto a decimal, divide the numerator hy the denominator.
For instance—express

as a decimal:
0-75

4)3-000
2-8
-20

-20. Soi=-75.

yo3

Let us now hy aiiotUei-—express ith as a decimal:
0-166fi
6U-000
•6

•40
•30
•040
-036
•0040

The remainder is ahcays 4, so that the quotient never
"fomes out."

In fact we could write tlie answer '16666666 . . . . going,

on writing j'or over, and wo should never get to an ahsoluteh*
trne result.

Tliis means that every extra 6 we add hriiigs tts a little
nearer the correct value.

Such a (Ict^imal is called a "i-ecurring" one and wonld be
written
■16.

In electrical measurements we shall very seldom come
across these decimals. In fact we need not concern ourselves

whetlier a decimal does eventually recur or not, or whether it is

an " iiidetenninate " one.

A>t indelenninatc qnantitv is one which, when expressed

as a decimal, never "comes out" to an absolute value and yetnever recurs.

An example of smdi a quantity is ^2 which = 1" 4142 . . . .

or TT which = 3-141002818 . .

.

If we take all decimals to 4 places we shall be malcing quite

Jiegligible errois.
Tims -16 becomes

'1667 ;
1-4142;

ir

„

3-1416.

Appron'imation.

No pi-aetical measurement, whether of length, mass or time,

can ever be absolutely exact.

-All we can hope for, say, in cutting oft" a yard of serge, is to
make the length cut oft differ fi'om the true yard by as small
a quantity as possible. We wish to see -what the gmatest

pennissible error shall be.

Suppose we lay down that our en-ors sliall not exceeil one

per cent.
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That means thai if wo ask for a piece of cloth 100 inclies

long, neither we nor the draper will he dissatisfied if we got
anything under an inch too little or too much.
Suppose we had asked for ]"0-.o (or HXU) inches, riieit
■we should have been pleased to get anything over 100'4 and
under 100'G inches. Tlie error in this case is not greater than
,'oth inch in 100 inches, one in 100(1 or ' 1 per cent.

If any mnnber contains 3 digits it is correct to j J .,lh part or

itself.

If any nnmher contains 4 digits it is correct to t

of itself, and so on.

We see, then, that it is the fifsl four figures—excluding

cj'phei's to the left of a figure—that are important.
Let ns take an example.
We measure the LS value of a circuit:—
L of waveineter = ^02'4 mics.

S „
„
= '387 jui-s.
Multiplying, we have
2024
387
6072

10192
141G8

78-3288

It would he quite accurate enough if we were to call

If we want extreme accuracy we should have LS = 7o oo,

because 288 is nearer to 300 than to 200.

We must rememher that readings on Uic wavemeter condenser
cannot he taken to nearer than half a degi-ee, so that, although
it looks very nice lo say LS = 78-3288, yet, it is no more likely
to be true than if we said IjS = 78-33; ^
LS = 78-3;

or even LS = 78.

The more figures we have, the nearer the approximation.
'JMiese are called significant figures, and for all practical piirpose&

we need never get our results to more than 3 sigiufieant fignres.
All intermediate work should be (lone to 4 figures, the answer

being given to 3 (igures.

Suppose we worked out a wave-length carefully and found

it was

701-678 feet, we should call it 702 ;

if it were 701-427
„

„ 20] 5-87

„

„

„

701;

„

„

„

2016 or even 2020;

„ 2014-38
„
„
„ 2014 „
2010.
These examples should show the leader what he dare do

(and sliould do) in disregarding inlimte errom.

He should note carefully the dill'erence between "4 places of

decimals" and "4 significant figures."

!j
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Exami^le: '0012 iiicli is correct to ro J u'ot'i inch, because it

is taken to 4 places of decimals; but it has only lico siguificaiit
figures and may be nearly Vuth ''Z

length incorrect.

The application of this principle will save a lot of siiper-

11 lions work in long calculations.
Example:—

Midtiply 43i'267 by 3'9i25:
(1) exactly.
(2) to 4 significant figures.
431-267

(1)

3-9425
1203801
3881403
1725068
862534

2156335
1700-2701475
(2)
3-9425

1293-SO
388-14
17-25
-86
•21

1700-26

Result to 4 figures = 1700.

Square Root, or Evolution.
For the W.T. formula W = gOOVLS we often have to find

the square root of a number ; that is, a number which, multi
plied by itself, gives us tlie original number. For instance:
The square root of 64 is 8, for 8 x 8 = 64.
„
„
,,100 „ 10 „ 10x10-^100.

„ ^ 9 „ 3 „ 3 X o = 9 and so on.

This is written •\/64 = 8.

Now it is very seldom that we liave numbers like 49, 64, 81,

100, 121, 144, etc. wliicli are "perfect squares."

We may

* Here we first multiply by 3. It is generally best to retain two figures

more than tlie number i-equired to be coirect. Here we have i-etained one

moi-e {5 figures),so we cross out tlie 7,and begin multiplying by 3atthe digit 6,

c%rr\jin<j two; and so on. After multiplying by 3 put a dot over it, cross
outtliG G and multiply by 9 at the digit %Mi-njingQ. In each ease the
mimbei' we cartnj, adding it to the first paitial product, is the number we

ghould he carrying if we had multiplied out till the figures in the top line

which have been crossed out.
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liHve to find the square ixiot of 68 s^. That will oliviously Me
between8and9,for V64 = Band V'81 = 9. So that v'tiS = 8 +
soinetliiiig.

The process is purely meclianical and can best be illustrated

by an example.

Exdjri'^c(1):—
Find \/5329.
7

(a) Mark off the figures in pairs from

3

7j53'29
49

lite rUjhl (5329).

ih) Take the nearest lower square root

143)429

of 53 = 7 and write it in two

429

places as sliown, |mlting 49 un
der 53.

Heinaindcr - 1.

So tliat resxdt = 73. (c) Bringdown the next /xu'rol figures.
29, so we have 429. Douhle tiie
last quotient and ]uit it as a
divisor = 14 on left of 429.

(d] Remembering that tlie quotienl is
to be written in 2 jilaces, we see

143 X 3 gives us 429.

E.runiple (2):—

Now find \/537"248 correct to 5 significant figures. l-4<?re
we mark oif in paire left mid vitjht
from the decimal point.

23 1786

2)o'37-24'80'
4

43)137
129

461)8-24
4-61

4627)3-6.380
3-2389

46348)-399100
•370784

463566)2831600
2781396

Result = 23 1786 ..
= 23-179.

or correct to 5 figures:—
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I/3t IIS now prove this. (23 179) x (23 179) sliould give ns
537 ■ 248. It ivill probably do so very nearly.
23-179
23 179
463-58

69-537
2-3179
1-62253
•208611

537-246041

So that the square of 23*179 is 537*25 (to 5 figures), whicli

IS the same as before.

We may occasionally require ^*0037 or some such ex
pression. Here we again mark off in pairs starting fi-om the
decimal point.
ti)-0()'37_'00'00'
""36"

1208)10000
9604

12162)33600
24324

^ Notice that each pair of O's means onlv one here.
Pi-oof -06082 X *06082.

6082
6082

36492
48656
12164
■0036990724

*0036990724 is rei'y nearly = '0037.
ALGEBliA.

There will be no need to go very deeply into this subject for
the pni-poses of this book. Brieffy we may say that algebra
treats of qiifintitier as does arithmetic, but that its scope is

huger.

Tlie figures used in arithmetic can have but one definite
value, whereas the syvihols used in algebra may have any value
we clioose (o assign to them.
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Tlie symbols uacd are le(tci-s, usually of ilir l-'.ii^li^h. siuiie-

times of the Lircek, alpliiihet. In every case ii. 11111-.1 lie honn^ In
mind that a letter really stands for a niiinln'i'.

The Greek alphabet is here given for i<'fcri-iir<'.
Letter.

Name.

Lnglisli f<|ui\alont.

Alpha

a

IBcta

b

Small. Capitiil.
a

A
B

y

r

s

A

Gamma
Delta

€

E

Epslloii

i

z

V

H

e

0
I

Zeta
Eta
Theta
iota

t

0

ih

K

Kappa

k

A

l.ambda

I

f-

M

llu

111

N

IT

n

P

p

Nu
Ksi
Oniicron
Pi
Rlio

Sigma

s

0

II
.\

6 ("as 111 ■■ (ilivt^
I'
r

cr

2

T

T

Tail

I

V

T

[Jpslloii

II

X

X

<0

n

/V

pll

Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega

Two letters written

iDijrthi'r

,i

i

K

0

inci

ee las 111 "nuH-t ")

\

V

as 111

z

oil fas in ■' scluiol
o las in

e to

J

' broke ")

liji\i' thoir iiunibei"S

imiltiplied.
If a = 2 and b = 3, thou ab - 2 x ;;

(i.

A letter written by itself fwitli iiotliing to its left I lias a -h've

value.

Thus b -f- a = -|- 3 + 2 = +5 —

Sob — a=+3 — 2=+! -- 1.

a + b = 5 fas before),
but a - b = + 2 - 3 = — 1 .
So also we could have

i, = 3

1

A letter and a number wriiton logctlmr fnlh iw the same rule.
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rim-N ."ia
.-.I)

.»

X

a

= ;) X

•J = 10.

().

;'.b -- U
A;^a'm 7:i
It will ixhr srrn that wc have

^~

. 1 • .«! "pxpiessions"

i"ix|u«-o.l to Iln'ir absolute aiithiiietical vahtes y

vahios for a aii.l b.

luetliods,

Ho v<'i-y eatcrul to ilistiii^tiish hetwecji
Alorliia. al) = 2 X 3 = 0;

Aritlmirtif. 2:) = l2 X 10) +

tlv 30

Tak.' ilu' exiiressioii oab. Its value

therefore

at oia' i' that •'>. a. and b arc all fai'lo''" o • »

"I" tho wliolf c-\|iiossion.

.

WluMU'vcr I as hoi-e) ono of these faclof^ »
••aIII'd til,. •• i-ii-rllieii'iit"of the other factors.

InI oal),
oat), .)
.') is
is tlie
uie foumeiem
coollicieiit of
oi ah.
a".-.

.

,

I 2t»(iv/I.S. 200 is the eoellicieat of yL^-

In
W
o'lieii

the eoellieient is tntd^ we oiiut It.

la," but merely "a."

. ,

The iii'h-y for i)oweix is alreadvoxplaiued.

' = ;l" - -

,io iiot write

u«i-e a* = 2'=

.. _ 2* X 3'

«1,-' = 2 X 2' = ISj "I'J-' "

- o(i. Also note that (:ih)- = id) X ah a • a „ ^,ie letter
ITilessa Inaeket is used, the index rcfcrs to n

over whieli it is wi itl<Mi, jind to that one on \ •

J'i';ieiii-;ill\- :ili the alsehrical expressionf'"

eoneerned tiike the form of an

equation

..rkich we are

iwo expres-

i^ions eoiuieel<>d l)yan Thus wo have

1 ) \V - 2(M3
^2) C =

E
Z

(3) Z = V{R- +
and

s<) on.

An(-quiUion thus used becoiues a

we'use

expivhision whieli we carry about with

wlum neeessarv. substilutiiif? the iiumbere loi tlic „
Thus, we 'c-onie to a direct current

Ainps

.pg

•

volts 71). We wish to know wliat the losistaiice ot

the whole eiienil is.

We say to oui-selves
TP

_

79

jj," that is Sot) = jjThis loaves us witli a set of luunbere and a et .
■ ^
to "Solve" this equation—in other words, to
i
Viiliie of R, the one unknown quantity left we ;
P
"unknowns" to one side and all the '
^
Si.le of the equality sift'ii. It is this operation witli which we
C -

inuKl be fiiiuiliar.

u

3G0

"

.

It will be agreed tliut:—
(a) If two things are erpial their lialves are equal.
„

„

„

„

„

doubles

„

III other words, we may multiply or divide botli sides

by the same number.

(h) If tAvo things are equal their squares,square roots, etc.,
are equal.

Tl.us if

= ^r,s

(2^)"

= T-S.

Also if LS = 81

VLS = s/8I = 9.

(cl IE equals are added to equals the wholes are equal.
(4) 0 >, „ subtracted from equals the remainders are
equal.

Thus if a = 6, tlieii a +

= (i + 3 = 0.

or a - 2 = 6 -- 2 = 4.

Let UK now take the ease in point
2=0.

Multiply both sides by K ;
.350H. =

- 79-

Divide both sides by 350:
350 R

79

350 "350*

R =^ohms.
It is seen that we can move numbers and lettei"S thus:

across an equal sign, provided tliere are only multiplication and
division signs.

Tims, C = is the same asS = h
^'iiich „ „
"

»i

Jli

K

„ „ HC = E,
M

M H = yv, *
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Again if
,

Then ^Ye can turn the whole upside down

b

.1

■^ii

c

aiKlsa V - —

<u-, we can say ad = be.

Ihit if a =

, ; then if we are to transfer tlie c across

0 + (1

the equals sign Ave must take the d as Avell, so that we have to
treat e + d as a whole—

a tc + (1) = b ;

tliat is ac + ad = b.

Transferring across when tliere are only +'s or —'s.
Take

7a -h 101) = da + 121).

Suppose we Avaiit to collect all the " a's " to one side, and the
" b's" to tlie other.

Tlie rule is ;—take them stinight across, changing the sign.

Tims:—
7a - 4a = 12b - 10b.

This is (7— 4) a = (12 — 10)b.
„ „3a-=2b.
27jen,if Ave like,

b

3

or a

.-)

In aritlnnotic Ave often meet Avith expressions like
70 — 50 = 20, but AA-e never lun-e to siditi'act a larger number
from a smallei", as often lmi)pons in algebra.
•
+ 1—2 has no ariflnnetical meaning at all, bnt a number

standing alone Avitli a minus sign may liaA-e a veiy definite

meaning iji algebra.
Thus, suppose Ave speak of distances on laud, not only

regarding the space but regarding direction also.
Suppose Ave say avp ai'c, .going to call dii'ections toAA-ards tiic
North positive, those towards the south negatiA'e.
A ]iian AA'ulks iVoin Portsmouth nortliAvards to Cosham.

His

jn-ogress iiortliAA'ards is + 5 miles Avhen he arrives. He iioav

returns.

Arithineticaliyhehus Avalked ]() miles Avhenhe arrives

at the ToAvn Hall, bnt his progress nortlnvard is + 5 — 5 = 0.

Again, he goes on AA'alkingsoutli for another mile. On reaching

the Clarence Pier his ])rogress is + 5 miles from Toavii Hall to

Oosliam and -- 6 miles from Gosham to tlie sea.

Adding these tAvo algebi'aically Ave huA^e liis progress northAvard = 0 — 6 = — 1 mile.

We not only knoAv, then, that he

iiiiishes 1 mile from tlie Toavu Hall, hut tliat he is now situated
1 mile to the south of it.

p.tilJ

This will, perhaps, explain tJie expression "algehraical
_

n

sum.

The same thing happens regarding jyt'ochicta of quantities.
Tims(+ 4) X (+ 3) means—
"4 miles nortlnvards taken 3 times"

This is obviously = 12 miles iiovflnvards.
= + 12 miles.

Again (— 1) X (+ 2) means:—
"1 mile sotttliwards, taken twice over"; that is to say,
2 miles southwards.
This = — 2 miles.

But(—2) X (—2) means—
"Two miles southward taken twice over, but in the reveme
direction."
This = 4 miles southward revei"sed

=4

„

^

tiorthward

= 4-4.

We thus arrive at the Ride of Signs: —

The product of two terms Avith like signs is -j-'ve, tlint of
two tenns of unlike signs is — ve.
Hence we see that t — a) x (— a) = -j- a^.
and (4- a) X (-f a) = -j- a*.

So that the square of any number, 4- ve or — ve, is ahcays
-j-h'e.
TRIGONO^JETRY.

Trigonometry involves the study of angles. Angles are

usually measured in degrees, 90 degi-ees go to a right angle, 4
of these making up the complete circle. There ai'C 360^ swept

out if a line (Fig. 1) revolves thus:—

Fia

I.

OP, pivoted at 0,sweeps round once in a counter-clockwise

direction, starting and stopping along the line OA.

Each degi-ee (° ) is subdivided into 60 minutes (')•
" minute „
„
„ 00 seconds {")•
The unit in this case is the right angle.

_ Circular measure of angles is often used, bringing in another

unit, the radian.

T_ ..11
• 1 the
xi circumference
in
all circles
(liameter . ^ hxed number.

36.:?

This minihcr is .3"1410 and is denoted by tt.
Thus a mast 1 foot (liick will measure 3"1410 feet round, a
tube ID feet tliirk will measure 31 "410 feet round, and so on.
T.et the diameter be !>.
Then circiunfcrenco = ttD.

The radius is = ^ = distance from centre to circumference.
■So that since r = ^ and D = 2 r
Then eii-cuinferencc = 27rr.

Cii-ciunferencc is generally written

Circle is O, Circular 0'.

An "ai-c" is a i)ortion of the circumference. It must be

measured along the cnrrc.
The liadian.

Take a G as in l^'ig. 2.

Suppose the arc AP is e([iuil to the radius OA or OP. Tlien
the angle POA is always the same for all circles. It is called
a radian, and its value in degrees, etc., is about 57° 17' 44".
This we can prove as follows :—
The whole 0"° APX back to A again measures 27r times OA.
That is 2Tr times the are AP (for AP = OA).

So that if we laid off more arcs PP', P' P", etc., we should

get in " G and a bit" of them.
Thus a whole O contains 2tt such angles as PCA.
Tliat is 360° „
And 180° „

27r radians.
TT radians.

Since tt radians = 180°

Then 1 radian =

TT

= —i-i r/. degrees.
3 1410

= 57° 17' 44".
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By tliis unit we can measure any angle. This is the ©''
measui'e.

Tlie 0'' measure of an angle is the number of radians it
contains. It can always he found by drawing an arc across

the legs of the angle and dividing the length of the arc by the
ladius.
.-v..

measure =

arc

radius

Angles wliich are to be given in degrees, etc., are generaliy
niarketl with English letters; those in ©•■ measure with Greek

letters. The commonest of the latter are 0 and <f). it is always
meant to mean 3*1416. It is, therefore the O*" measure of 180".

Trigonometrical Ratios.

Take any angle less than a right angle.

opposite side

Fig. 3.

Call this angle MOP, " A,"
lot PM be drawn so that it is perpendicular to DM—that is, so
that PMO is 90".
Then

is called the sine of A.

CM
^
,,

„

.
cosine
off A.

PM

„

tangent of A.

,,

The line PM—facing the angle A—is called the " opposite
si<le."

The line OP — facing the right angle — is called the

" hypotenuse."

The line CM—between A and the riglit angle—is called the
"base."
^

These ratios are always the same for the same angle, no
matter how long the legs OP, CM are, or whether \ve drop PM
from one leg or the otlier.
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We iniffliL have our figure thus
J

\

O

P.

M-

Fio. 4.

TJie sine of A \youl(l be -q^

^'p

Qp'

SO on.

Sine cosine ami tangent, are contracted to sin, cos, and Ian.

Take an angle of 45° with OM and PM 1 inch long. Then
OP is found to be 1-4 indies {\/2) long.

Fia. 5.

Tlion

s

So that the sine and
' cosine of 45° have
the same value.

tan .ro
4o ~ Y1

'_ Pil

J-

Qjp

Ttiki: 30\ If wo have OP 2 inches,

PM 1 inch, and

CM 17 inch, we shall have the angle
at 0 = 30° .

Fig, 6.

Sin 30° = ^ = 5.

Cos 30° = "2^ = "85.
Tan 30° = pY = "577.
D B
A

8080
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Take 60° . TJiis is the same triangle as before, tiu'iied
rotmd.

f-r

Fio. 7.

Sin 60° =

= -85.

Cos 60° = ^ = -5.

Tan 60° = 1^17.
Tabulating these we have

Sin
Cos
Tan

0

30

45

0
1
0

•5
•85
•57

•7
. r*

i

10

60
•85
•5
1-7

90
1
0
CO

How did we fill up the first and last columns?

Fro. 8.

lake a very small angle A. Suppose OP gradually gets

nearer and nearer OM,PM keeping upright all the time.
Just before it"shuts up" we

When it is quite shut-

have—

Sin A = a very small FM

0
Sin A ^
0.

A
Uos A

Oos A = ~ = 1.

_ OM very nearly = OP

Tan A =

a very small PM

OM veiy nearly = OP

0
Tan A -^
= 0.
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let POM be veiy nearly a right angle.

Suppose OP gradually opens out till OP and OM are at.

right angles.

Just before we fret A = 90° —

c,. .

bin A —

When A = 90° —

PM veiy nearly = OP

^

small OM
CosA. = a veryLp

Tan A

PM very nearly = OP

a veiy small OM

SmA = g|= l.
CosA = ^=0.
TanA=.^ = oo.

TJiis last requires some explanation.

How can ^ be infinitely great? (co ="infinity.")
Let 0 be replaced by "something veiy veiy small."

Now

1

= 1,000,000.

1,000,000

So that something
7^-;—^very small
^ = somethingo veiy^ large.
o
And \
Ti— = something
0 something mnaller
anythiiTg.larger than
than anything.

®

= something infinitely large.
= CO.

This aspect of tan 90° need not trouble us.

We may notice in any table of tangents that—
tan 89° 0'= 57-29.
89° 18'= 81-85.
89° 36' = 143-2.
89° 54' = 573-0.
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In Fig. 10 we have valnes of tlie sine, cosine, tangent, and
eivenlai'measure of all angles between'0" and !Hi° shown in the
form of curves.

w

do jo id fo 60 fo
Dei^rees-

Fiq, 10.

3G9

It will bp sppii that, for the fii-st few tlegrees the three curves

of sine, G'' measure, and tangent values, run together, while
furtlieroii the sine loses and the tangent gains on the ©'ineasui-e
curve vthe latter is a straight line).

Stated mathematically the result is that—
sin 6 = 6 = tan 6 when 6 is veiy small.
As 6 gets larger wo have—

sin 6, 6, and tan $ in ascending order of magnitude.
Tliis is shown as follows:—

Take an angle 9 veiy small with an arc AP, a radius OP

and OA, and a perpenclieular PM.

Fro. 11.

Now sin u — OP'
/. •in /-\r measure = —r—
fifc = ;TTr»
AP.
6
radius

/,

OP

PJI

^ ^ OM'
It will be seen that PM, the straight line, must ahvays be a
little shorter than AP, the curved arc.

Again, CM can never quite = OA, the radius.
As 6 gets smaller and smaller, so
PM gets more nearly equal to AP,
and OM gets more nearly equal to OA, the radius.
Wo liavo then—
something nearly = AP.
sin 6 —

,.

radms

'— '

"1-adiuR

___ something nearly = AP
something nearly = radius

;■ .i , .,

^TrSfT
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Looking at these results we see that:—
(1) If 0 is very small indeed, sin $, 6, and tan 6 are all
equal.

(2) If ^ be not inappreciably small, sin 9 is less than
either 6 or tan 9.

(3) Of these two latter, $ is smaller than tan 6 because

Oil falls off from OA more quickly tlian PM
does from AP when the angle gets larger, flf
denominator gets small, the whole expression

increases.)
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